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( ~~~~ne r* j-e 1e ie-- :- of t-
i*. e .1 -rth i'' ~ ;-s .rnefr-tinc- nto 0 ld -- in-

e e- r; '-.ter ::o is t nt, for tlie req1'lire-0 -crtq*: tri-.tive l) ce t'.e -'heel s'-or~i 1, ~er,, i r
0 <' . t :1, 'e Ortimlfl t 'ective -c,*ee- .

7.%e ex ' eri 7e n oz, t ;e crecilic test benrh I n'ed by the
cv It: yq.. t -is ty:.e of wl';eel !ins a l es j"iknr resis-

ant i.- !tcr trrictive efficipnc,.

d "li a, Xed :heel is the 'riven wheel nlopteA i 7
ie '- nd:, trqctrors in Th.ins. Be-qiise t-ie ihesive

rerf)r--i:icc of t'.i,; -dh'nel is not kgood, ine the rolling
;-, -"sftrxe i,,3 1-irer, the efficienc-z of the wheel is 'uch

I btr. -he 9,-- efirmnce of the padd". fiel-! boit -ractor 'qq-es
.A.ein e posses less novinFg resistance. The reason is

tit "-e boqt ,as .m Isr~c bottomi nren which '-reqftlv
riecrenries tie j-ri'ind n're ssure indi cnaises sk s-.ql1 sin'-tre.

t th~i-. Oi~e ile to the lulhrication of water, the
Yictm 'oifficient Of sliding between the botto- of hoot

-. r sair'fmce layer of the paddy field is silso smqll.
But itsi Arivin- gear --- 1-gged w.heel itself still has the
protble7 thalt the rolling resistance is large. "or examople,
t .:e boit trsctor --- 'ubei-12" weig:hs P1 1-g, the ,qcirht
-lstributed only on bottom is 540 kg, and on the wheels
is ;"71 -r. 3ut the sliding resistAnce of boat is only -" '-
'ind t~ie rolling resistance of the wheels reach even 30,7 ' .

The rolling resistance in so large that wheels nre not ible
to offer en~ough tractive force and the efficiency is -rery
low. This :ne~in3 a waste of oil anI non-econonies of tl-e
:jro-uct ion.

p to now, the resiearch of this rigid wheel 1!7 mnl-e -ioinly
,), t- e -iet:-ol of :electing the geo-etric ahnpe of the lug,

.ich .eeps n3oil Iron~ being dug up lind deerenses t~le rollin;
reolrt-t'ce. The luGs fixed on the -.heel m~ove in different
troc'ioidri, -w;!ich decides th'it the lu-'s hive to co-'nqct thae
soil no -qtter whatever (geo-etric shp'ne Rnl l'iF anrle nre-
qlontee. ?'he crent 'snlority holds that the co-inection of
the _oil ),)- hWe im Juat the rtajn reason csR,iin- rollifr
re:isnnce.

'hi3 r%"'per st. rfie:t ft'e -i1'e1 w.ith -ov-t Ic lurs .0,inh nerie-

-rot
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nh. ifir * ' ":" t , nyle -Prt re ol" the ,,- o b .

* Th~lo-i r.f i! I ' oi nts n.n the~ lip ':n
soi± ire '" "! o t rha,7 the Iig rinves ner-anAJ-' qrl '

.. ~c.'i1ne-n0 1. ra eiC eiit'1n of~ nniv -onnf nr~ #:e 1,z7'

y - cos, • oq

w? t!,e !-, l tie 'istnnce fro- point " to the iper o' the

lu,, : is t-e radius of the wheel, i.e. the 4istince from
• ,e W-eel ce tre to the axle 'entre of the lug. e is the

nrle t irnin fron the lowest rosition of the '.heel lug: 4t

is positive .,hen the lug penetrates into soil, qn neCtive

when out fror. soil.

,Aco:-in, to lifferent slips the 'otion of llig in soil ,-

be diviled into three c.es: it blletozes t-e soil twice,

once, or it does not blledoze the soil ns shown in "ir. "

sT $

JA 46,

1,[r ); i . 2 . u Ole of the s ~il mt Aifferent S'iPS

AO
. . ** . . .

. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . ..'
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''here tie dotted lines represent the btlidozed soil on tne
first time, . represents the soil shear.i ind Tres-ei
backward, xrepresents the soil buildored or t'e gerorn '-e.

.bvously, th-re n st be a certain criticnl qi'p t. h-
the wheel rolls with a slightly smaller slin th'mn 49 ,
bulldozes soil twice, and the lug bil leoyes soil on'
;1ith A slightly larger slip than it. &.4t, c-in lo If
t,y the following eq!untion. Tt is more coi liete4 q;:i, r,
be solved by the electric co--tjer.

(1 -)( ,1 +oJ0 (2)
There also exists a certain critical slip&.ti. The lur
bulldozes soil once with a slightly smaller slip thin it,
and does not bulldoze soil with a slightly larger slip thar
it. Sitt can be determined b',

&C'ti - H/R

2. The dynamics performance of the wheel with movable l.ug

1) The derivation of the r4rnwbnr pull of the wheel wit-
-.ovable lugs

The horizontal forward thrust of the soil aRgainst a 3inv!!
lug can be calculated by.k -Tfbhl N(O.) 2cbbj./_N,,
where r is the specific weight of soil, ( is twe anpie or
friction, C iz the coefficient of cohesion, b is the wfAth
of lug, h is the depth of ta sinkage of lug, N(p ) is the
flow value and equal to tXE/4 4/2).

To keep the penetrating lugs from interfering Oc"i ether
when they act on soil, the slip should be confinesf ,it'-
the necessary limit

where H is the sinkage of the wheel, I is *he number c' thp
movable lugs of the wheel.

.e can calculate the average tractive force % of n nin-le
lug, then the tractive force N of the wheel is

The result of calculqtion by the electric computer shows
that the maximum-drawbar pull and the optimal tractive
efficiency of the wheel exist only when the slip is bet%,een

bwtz and,;m . Hence here we only .ntroduce the for'mul in
which the slip is between &,t and &,jt . Throuh daerivation
we obtain the equation as follows

-log 4 -f ' ,,RH (7)
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The rollinG resistance I'ext of soil to the wheel is mainlV
from the three respects, i.e. the bulldozing resistance T-,,
the resistnnce P~f of the friction and adhere of soil, the
resistance of Ffj of the compaction of soil due to the
thickness of the lugs. Hence

Pfe. -P# +If +Pf3 ( 1-)

where P,.JN((P){(cos-'( R)-os(1-5))JH -2R1 )4(H-R)

Pp.~~ATy(2HRR

where )Ais the friction coefficient of soil, V is the
bearing coefficient, t is the thickness of the lug.

2) Tht maximum-drawbar pull Pvpwa of the wheel with movable
lugs

The drawbar pull of the wheel Pup is equal to the difference
of PK from Pf.t.It is easy to obtain the maximum-drawbar
pull of the wheel in different depth of the sinkage by means
of the electric computer. Fig. 3 shows H-P.-S curves with
three different structure-parameters.

'S 2
d.

N w

f,,
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Ova" - c rven o' viri1Th co',.r ,' ' or
prrq-.eter of te jheel
c'rve 1. R - ''c .
c irve W. C2 '1 cT P
cArve 4. ' . . = 10

The curves show that the maximu1-driwhnr ; )lls ire 4ifferet

with the di'fere'at sin'kace 'nI orrespondent s, .

larer th e sin'rge, the lirger t 'e m imun-'rnwbvr' null, '4n'4

the lareer the slip is. If other conditions gre tie! nie 'nf
tie number of the lug is fixed while the -',Iiar o r th'e wheo&
increases, the maxiMun-drawbar pAll dpcrenses. 'he renIit -
contrary to that of the tire wheel. The it-rc- between t"-
near punching holes is n f -" " i no
changed and - Cots lirger and t'en the "elevqnt ,
s .ller, ,Icertninly gets lnrger. This 'i ", the iron
decreases on wt-icn the wheel ects ner init length nf -ioil .

And then the obtained thrust from the soil is Ann'ler.
R and " beco-ne larger at the saie time, te -iistance bet',een
two near lugs 'eeps ap:)roxirately constant, and the ca'nrcn
of .p is not very large, then Pqm.a increases with 1.

3 The optimal tractive efficiency of the wheel with -ovable
lugs

The formula for calculating the tractive efficiency of this
wheel is (. - t.9

The external rolling efficiency of the wheel can be obtainei
by e.st -Pvf/ . The internal rolling efficiency of the
wheel can be represented by (. i - . knl the
slipping efficiency is Is =I

There are two ways to seek the maximum-tractive efficiencv.
First, to a given sink, changing the slip of the wheel, we
crn seek the slip with which the wheel has the maxmum-
tractive efficiency, and the relevant Irawbar pull can be
also obtained. Vhere'V,? is the function of slip 6. Pecond,
to a :iven requirement of drawbar pull, chan(-ing the depth
of the sinkage and slip with which the wheel has the
maximum-tractive efficiency. 1here is the faction of
the sinkage "! and the slip in

Jone disr'-'ssions belong to the first. It is obvi-is th-.t
the ranges to see,, the optimums by these two ways are
different. In practice, the paddy field floating tractor
should determine the optimal sinlape of the wheel accnrdir-
to required drawbar p.11. Pig.4 --,ves t',e ciirvei n-6- -Po
calaulated by the electric conp-ter in those two wa,s
mentioned above with so,le -iren soil-nvrqaet ain. "or
instance by the first way, if - , , -.
obtain = O. rP!., .* v t ra ecorvi ',

if~,a 'P 42', we oht'~in 17V.-c-, Je?3 -r~
= 0.5 12. The -iening of curve ', t-erefore, ic t-v to
a :;ven drawbar .,ill the curve shows tie opti.-%l ienth
of the sinkage of the wheel i.e. to t; is rem irer'en+ of the
drawbar pull, the w eel hAs the or,-imal tractive efficienc',

"4

, ' '- 4 :.-d.
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?ig.4 curves of maxi'um tractive efficiencv

Curve 1. mnximtui tractive efficiency vs.
corresponding drawbar ptul!, slip
at a given sinkage

Curve 2. maximum tractive efficiency vs.
corresnonding sin rige,slir at a
Civen drawbar pull

3. :x periment end conclusions

A wheel wa, -inufactured with the design nrincip]e in pig.
1-2. The wheel was te-ted on the srecific device shown in
Fig. .

"he device is nble to 1. adJust hnd fix tie sinkage of the
tested wheel, 2. control the slip, 3. test the axle-torque
of the t sted wheel, 4. te t the Orawbar pull, 5. t-st the

-."l force of the soil against te tested wheel.
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Fig. 5 test set
1. tested wheel 2. full electric brilre for
)easuring Ohe torqu'e of the axle '. c9 +aIn

4. gear box o'utput 5. winch for nontrollinp
slip '. pul1-conpression sensor for ieasurinv
Draw-bar forces (not includine resistance of
the teat set' , . roller 9. pull-comnression
sensor for measurine the verticnl reaction of
the soil 0. .:per chasis of the test apt
i0. slidine Joint for trans-itting horizontRl
forces 11. rail 12. small vheel of the test
set 13. set for adjusting *>.e sin%,ege of the
tested wheel

The practised tractive efficiency of the tested wheel can
be tested end calculated bv

The result of the experiment is shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7.
The tested curves of a wheel with hyperboloid lugs are
included in these figures. From which we can see:

1) The theoretical curves of the davbjkr pull and the
tractive efficiency of the wheel with Tovable lugs which
penetrate and leave the soil perpendicularly are higher
than the other teted clrves and they have some "advance"
simutaneously. This in because of the result by simplifying
the formula of plasticity.

, j " . •+ , + *' • .
-"e , +,+.+:.. "•9 ' , , - :, ,"2+.

'+', +. :'" +:+ +" " ++, -+ ' -".+-
r _ . i .. .. ... m • " + Il - + l I I I
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a, 'SS

Yig.(- curves if efficiency vs. slip

1. experimental tractive efficiency of the r*'il
wheel with movable lugs

* erperimental tractive efficiency of te r'ili
wleel with hvperboloidel lugs
theoretical efficiency cirve of the rimid
whepl with movable ligs

4. experimental rolling efficiency curve of t~'e
riri wheel with movable lugs

r. eperimental rolling efficienc- rcirve o" t#-
rI id wheel with hyperboloidal ,is

t T.7 :'ollinC 'and tractive efficiencies of the -heel ..th
t-ic --ovb]e li-s are higher than that of tle wheel with
.erroloidal 1ics. This is obviois when the slip is
ih-1 . 'ithouat the internal friction its tractive
efficLenc: ,iould be hi,;her in l4-iP,6. I:ence, it is
STo rtr.t to decrease tie intsrnql frie-tion of tis wheel.

.re curves (1) (W show that the external rol]infr
i iancy of the former iN higher thqn that of the ntter

,., )r_]j,, which is the essential reason tint the for-er
tractive efficiency is higher.

.-it te s pe slip, the drawtar null of the -heel ,ith
ovRble 1417s i5 ' -e-ter.
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Ail e wit moale 9

4

31

3
2.

Fig.? curves of force V3j slip

1. experimental curve or Arawbar pull of ri-1iA
wheel with movable lugs

2. experimental curve of &rawbar null of ri'
wheel with hiperboloidal lu-m

3. experimental curve of the vertical co-prenssve
force to the soil by tte ripid whe& ,4 ti
novable lugs

4. experimental curve of the vertical corressive
force to the soil by the rigid w eel -'th
hyperboloidal lugs

5. curve of theoretical drawbar pull - the
rigid wheel with movable lugs

5) 7he compactive force of the wheel with movable 1,ae to
the soil is much smaller than that of the wheel with
hyperboloidal lugs. The wheel has a higher externa7 rolling
and tractive efficiency just due to the small co'p',ct loss
of the soil.

Th En

This paper studies some problems about the large rolling
resistance of the driving wheel of the paRdv field flontinp
tractor. According to the point of view tIAt the rollinf |
resistance comes mainly from the compaction of soil by 1*,-,
the paper analyses the kinemntics nnd the 4wnamics of the
wheel with the movable lugs. -3o-e e-peri-ient has been -,,e.

4 4m
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AN INvrSTiGATION OF THE DRIVING WHEE'. THRU.;T OF PADDY FIELD TRACTORS

Dong Znuorong ; oug Shucheng

"The Chinese Society of Agricultural Machinery , Beijing , China

0 The Tractor Research InsLitute of China , Luoyan . Heman , China

-ABSTRACT-

In this paper, the producing process of the driving wheel thrust of
O paddy field tractor ie analyzed through experiments made in a soil bin.

In essence, it is a process in which the wheel lugs are moved against
O the soil so that the soil in the neighbourhood or contact surface is

compressed and sheared. The methods for predicting the driving wheel
thrust and the lug motion trajectory of paddy field tractor are proposed.
The predicted values of the thrust are compared with those obtained
through experiments. It shows that the predictd thrust agrees fairly
satisfactorily with the measurod results.

INTTOIXCTION

One of the main problems of paddy tractor is that the driving wheel must
be suitable to the condition or paddy field. Although a lot of tractors
have been used in paddy field, their traction efficiency have not been
satisfactory. The power lose of the driving wheels accounts for nearly
b6% of the total loss. Thus, It is seen that the traction efficiency
should be improved and more suitable types and parameters of the tractor
wheels in design need to be provided. For this reason, a thorough
study of the interaction between the paddy soil and driving wheel of
paddy field tractor should be made in order to understand the producing
process of thrust and rolling resistanoe.

This paper attempts to analyse the producing process of the driving
wheel thrust of paddy tractor through observation in the soil bin and to
propose accurate metbods based on tWis malysis for calculating It in

~~TU PODPOMr Of PADDY 901L

The property of paddy soU Is different from the dar field soil as a
result of plantig rice for my years. Since the soil property is
closely related to wbool perforance, the relevant parts of mechanical
property of paddy soil are roughly described as followt

The agrotachnique of rice requires a large amount of water to be kept in
the field for a long time. This o&"es the paddy field to have a
deeper and soft soil layer. Depending on the groundwater level, the
time of planting rice and the kind of soil, two cases of the soil
genarally existed beneath the soft soil layer. One case Is that the

- ' 7
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soil forus a hardened layer and the other does not. The strength of
soft soil layer is very weak but the adhesion is great. These soil
conditions and the particular requirements of cultivation In paddy field
make It difficult to design high efficiency driving wheels.

The pressure-sinkage relationships of paddy soil are varied. But when
plowing field, the preasure-sinksge curve is generally displayed as
FI g. 1.

a4

C, sof top, soft bottom

soft top,
'" hardened bottom

o.

sinkage &(Co.)

Fig. I Pressure-sinkage curves of a plate for
a paddy soil

According to the measured data of paddy soil in the field and using the
effective portion of the pressure-sinkage curves, the relationship of
these two parameters could be described by the following equation based
on the requirement of simple and practical applicaton1lT.

pak I k&
l (1 )

where p-plate pressure, (kgf/cal)
&-plate sinkage, (cu)
kp -ooefficient of sail sinkage, (kgf/ca5 )
kt-ooefflcient of soil sinkag•,(oa4)

Due to the effect of soil consolidation, the water content and density
of paddy moil are different in respective layers. It causes the
cohesion, internal friction angle, adhesion otc.to be varied with soil
depth. The curves of cohesion and internal friction angle vs soil
depth are shown in Fig.2.

C a
'3 *

.2oohesion internal friton

,., €. ,angle vs sa~l depth

* 0*
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Howver. the coefficient of cohesion has a close relationship vith the
pressure-sinkage rola+ton. It could be described by the following
equation:

c-m.u (2)

where c-coefficient of soil cobeaion,(kgf/cu)
r-proportion constant
u-coefficient of soil cohesion in the surface

layer, (kgf/cmZ )

OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS Of THE BEHAVIORS
QQfJIjV§N MUjMINPADDY SOIL--------

Since the thrust of a driving wheel of paddy tractor is mainly produced
by the Interaction between the soil and wheel lugs, the study of the
producing process of a wheel thrust would be the study of the producing
process of the lug thrust. Therefore the behavior of driving wheel
lugs in soil was observated firstly.

1. OBSUVATION ZWIPIT AND NMT0D

The equipment is composed of a soil bin, a carriage snd power unit. On
the carriage is mounted a slip control mechanism for the driving wheel
moving at a definite slippage. Some ballasts were used as the vertical
load applied on the driving wheel. In one side of the soil bin there
Is a glass window.

The soil In the soil bin ws picked from a nature paddy field whose
particle slse distribution Is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The soil partical distribution in the soil bin

Soil particle Distribution(%)
dia. (we)

Cualtivation Bottom
layer layer

> 0.05 5 5
0.01 - 0.05 37

0.005 - 0.01 12 11
0.001 - 0.005 26 21

. 0.001 20 19

?he soil ws laid and compacted in the soil bin layer upon layer Just
like real padd field, and then water ws poured lnto the soil bin.

On the slde surface of the soil against the glass window, white lattlees
and points wer drawn.

The dimensions of the wheel used in the test are ehown in Table 2.
when the driviag wheel movea against the glass window wv~t a oertain
slippage, the lug mtie and Soil dislaemnt were photographed.

77 : .. .*Ay
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test wheel

Fig. 3 Sketch of the test device

Table 2. The dimensions of the teat wheel

Wheel diaeter 75 (cc) Lug driving aide angle 25(deg)
Wheel width 10((cu) Lug front side angle 10(deg)
Lug length 10 (cm) Lug angle 9 0 (deg)
Lug height 7.25 (ca) Number of lugs 9
Lug top face width 2 (cm)

2. RESULTS OF OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS

In Fig. 14. is shown either a single lug or serval lugs of wheel
moving in paddy mall, the soil in the neighbourbood of lugs has a regular
movement. The interaction between the driving wheel lug and the paddy
soil is similar to that of a retaining wll. The wheel lugs are
applied upon by passive pressure. But the problem is the changes of
the soil slip region due to the effect of lug location end tractive force.
When the lug aters into action and applies a force to the soil, the
soil particles in the neighbourbood of lug are moved against each other
in which local compression and shear will occur. With the force
increasing the movement of soil particles Is increased and then proceed
to develop a continuous slip face in the direction of low resistance.
When the lug force is higher than the soil bearing capacity, the soil
will be railed and lugs sink agoln. In other words, the rotation of
the wheel causes the vertical load of lugs entering into the soil to be
increased and they move downwards again until reaching the equilibrium,
although the traction force is very small. But at any lug location,
the soil had bom resasd the state of plastic equilibrium which causes
the slip face to be produced. It can be eaen during the test.

However, the lug lying over the instatneous rotation *enter moves
dowmmards and forwards so that the soil under the driving side of lugs is
compressed dowmwrds and forms two slip regions. This is simlar to
the state in which the plate is applied& force at a oertain angle.
With the rotation of wheel, lugs lying below the instantaneous center
move dowmmrds mad backwards. The mail under the driving side of lug
is sauproseed dowmards and is sheared bmckwrds. Only one slip fae*

exists. This is shown in Fig. 7.

V .

I le t t a
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Fig. 4 Movement of tne paddy soil pa~rticles under the
action of a sin~1e lug with slippage 25%

rig. 5 Kovement of the paddy soil particles under the
action of driving wheel lugs with slippage 25%

Fig. 6 Photographs or the driving 1he lug moved
in paddy soil4U altslippage 25%

F. 7C
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Fig. 7 Slip faces of the paddy soil under the ..ction
of driving wheel in various ;.ositons.

From observation, the shape of slip fact- which in developed in the paddy
soil under the action of each lug is curving anu approxistes to a
logarithmic spiral. but when the lug top face moves at tte bottom of
cultivation layer, the slip face is developed along the top of botton
layer. It is noteworthy that as the ug Is moving in soil, the soil
beside both lug lateral sides vwill also prouuce slip faces. But their
curvatures are more gentle.

From above analysis, it could be sen that the thrust producing process
of a paddy tractor driving wheel is a process In which the wheel lug. are
moving against the soil so that the soil in the neighbourbood of contact
surface is compressed and shsarod. Therefore, the thrust of a driving
wheel vill depond on the shear characterictic of paddy soil.

T!RU! CALCULAMOL

Empirical equations may be used to calculato the thrUet. It is simple
and convenient In calculation so that it sWould be developed continuously.
However, using the principle of sol preseura to derive the models, we
will be able to integrate the calculation of thrust and rolling
resistance and widen the limitation of application and analyse the
interaction between the driving wheel snd soil. Although the principle
of soil pressure used to calculate the thrust ts very complex, it ir
still considered as a feasible method connected with the particularity
of paddy soil because the digital computer has widely been umed recently.

The evaluation of soil passive pressure by the logarithmic spiral method
has bon studied by many researchers.Cal C11(41ICS1(7. This method
assumes the slip face to be composed of a logaritheic spiral and a plane
section. It approximates to the sape of slip face of the paddy soil
applied by lugs, but in a given soil Ita pole location is different due
to the lug moving. In respect to the driving side of lug, when it
moves below the instantaneous rotation center the assumption of the
logarithmic spiral pole locates on the radius of lug top face approximates
fairly to the real situation according to our experiments as Pig.8.
Thus, this assumption could be used in calculating the lug force.

etc.

, *'.-;.b-b.
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practical
slip face

_ gPsueq_-§Ip face

Fig. 8 The practical and assumed slip face of psrdy soil.

It must be pointed out that the soil characteristagwill, be a main
factor vhen calculating. In our tests It is found that the deviation
of calculated value, neglecting the variations of cull parameters, is
larger than that of the slip face shape assumed In calculation which
deviates from the real shape slightly. Therefore, to ealuate accu-
rately te thrust of paddy field driving wheel using the logarithmic
spiral method, we must consider the variation of soil parameters.

From the above reason, lugs location must be decided first in calculating
their forces. It Is worth noticing that the motion trajectory of boel
lugs may be a cyclold or not. It Vill depead on the oU celracteri-
stics and construction. In respect of a driving wheel of paddy tractor
with high lugs and wide pitch, its iaatamtenos rotation eantor lies on
the lowest lug first. Wham front lugs are moving at te depth where
the vertical soil reaction forces eit equalse the wheel load, the
instantaneous rotation center moves onto the froat adjacent lug. but
this lug also sinks sines the wheel rotation auses its vertcal load to
be increased. Thus, the soving trajectory of lugs io neither a
cycloid nor a circle. Since the strength of paddy soil differs in
different layer, the silnkage of the front adjacent lug onto which the
instantaneous rotation center begin to move Is difformt. It Is Shown
that the moving trajectory of lugs is correlated with the ol charecte-
rictlcs.

Fig. 9 Schematic diagre of test wheel

4.*A
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assuming that the location of lovest lug lies on the origin of coordi-
natoo,Pig.9, the moving trajectory of lug@ may be expressed as tollovsu

I n Xo r ein( L0 -V- ')()
Y a o - r ooe( 16-e- 9')

where
1. * 0.0175 R (-)
Teo a 00 v f)0'wen Mno -)e

and
Xo. 0.0175 Rq( 1 - ) (5)
Yo Z' - Z*.(IN)+ R eaos( 3e - )

when (I. ' 40
- otation eagl of wh0e (*a)

Average slippage based on the outside diametor
of wheel

0 - Center angle between two adjacent loge (da)
r - Radius of a point on vboe lug (en)
1 e, o, - Vhel oestev legation in tae ooordinste (es)
R - Ubeel outside radius (e)
6'-- Angle betvem the raidiuses of a point snd the lug

top face (dog)
S- Ordial nmiber ef luge a shown In ig.9

3 - Ordinal mber of wheel rotation potod, i.e.-29 -4e %#f -) &6I- 1

-4 i. I 0.3.0
- of 0 "-1

end so forth.
Z- Nax. vbedsinkage (en)
2, - Sinkae of the 5th lug at the rotation *,G % (CA)

e- o l rotation eagle whe the front adjacent lsq
move to the location where the cum of the vertical
eoapoientoof soil reaction torces applied oen # lag
sldes squab &oro. It my be caloulated approi -
astly by the following equstieas

B[L Coke (Ok&(Ze'd*).l) 2.][u ( -) tm'O0et- ) 14 / [

- ICS 6,€(&-%)} eiw..o (6)
wham

3 - Lug length (0m)
- rietioS angle of the paddy soil end te lug

side (dag)
C, - Moll adhesion (kgff/41)

- Lee angle (ag)
I&- The co aest height of a lug side end soil (en)
L - Length o @hearing rase, sy be taken

L .at(4)slat 0/a) (en)
I -B lip oeffioient ot eaor-displeomat ourves (en)

- Lug slip displaemt, may be taken

1%41

• . ,. 'L-.=r..r = ,----
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awheel rotation al A-om P lug
An 0 moves to the location where Its

slip displaoemat equals zero.(ded

do 0.5B oin(2 sin'4 A 16 -,,)Cost - eight of the

I lug top face middle point,
when if.at (CS)

When the number of lug, radius of rim and lug le inhrease, Y, would
have a tendency towards zero end the motion trajectory of lug would hey•
a tendency towards a cyajoLd.

Z and Z could be calculated by the method based on the equilibrium of
i14 whe load G and the vertical oomonmat of soil forces P., I.e.

Q 0,5Pv.L

It should be pointed out that the lug location in soil are differsat.
Some lugs are over the Instantaneous rotation oenter of wheel and me
lugs below it. In the former case, the lug driving side applies the
vertical load to the soil and the lug top face applies beth vertical
load and berisontal force to the soil. but in the latter ease, they
are reverse.

According to the observation, it may be found that the soil slip face Is
developed backerdm and dowawards since the lug driving sde applies
vertical load to the soil. Soever, if borlsontal force is applied to
soil additionally, the lomotion of slip face would be bhigh Mn
former, as rg.10.

ompound load

// verticlo load

g. 10 Ilip faces of the paddy soil mnider the sation
of driving wheel.

This came the soil boarl capacity to be reduced eves tbmog in nb
oe depth snd leads to the lug siaking; again until the wosimI eom-

pn t of soil passive prenur an equal the loead on the luS drivln
sldo. This is the main factor causing s wheal slip sAnkso.
Per hs reason, its effect should be considered In ealculating lug
feroe,i.o. Wm lug& are below the Instanteaeous retatiom ember of
Whel, the sol passive pressure Should be used to malulste their
driving sIde fere* end the prssure-sinkage relationship m t be used
to ealoulate the form* of their top fee. Otherise, sh oould be

reversed.

. ,-
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It vlil be seen that the thrust P of the paddy tmactor driving wbeelo
I@ the on of effective horisontj components of forces applied on the
lugs Islde the .ill.

Pq s Pq,

The average thrust of paddy driving vh el approximtes the thrust when
one lug locates at the place, where It is in front of the lowest
position about 6/6 wheel rotation angle. Calculating the aveuxag
thruat, She followng equation night be used.
Sin"e z(L-),(VP=7e/8)* '

*qfr. {((k, ekz(Zo--d)+I)+ 4(S LI intsnaO Aoo45-

2b Lt, k,ek&(Zo-)(l_ ' f! 8,ns

ot
*(kJ4 @inA) 2 )l.JK

- L .. e , o4 -.(i,,,,. Lb . ))

ten loospbsinw+ t5 I Ca Lb oee ainw.(7

where
- ake angle of the lug driving side.
-90- ((I7S)06*~e (dog)

of g a-p af/at top lug

0( *(i- (deg)Sneko engle M O in of ehord betsee adjent jug.
0(itO/S)0 dla _ (dog)

5 * E{ ooe(O/6)-oo.[((i-7/S)e.J (on)
. R oo(e/8)-s oos(le-'1 ) (M)

d -0.5 3 Ln[(i-7/8)42 sil"'(-L ML)JcsW (an)

As a 0.5 a 1 1 L, in (= 2 )
4 a 3, (ain(1/2-,) .sn(o/-sJj (m)
b-U Idth f the lug top taoe (in)

n' - Numbr of the latermal &hearing faces ef eac ]lg, be
taken the value of 2 ( for single legs whoel) or l.5 for
dual lug wheel)

a - ?he ordial number of front lugsI "t'[ " *I am I M I- AS(. 4,,
S(,4-

Lions,~. - -
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UPkRIMITh

For the verification of above analysis, experiments had been carried
out in a soil bin. The test wheel is the sme a that used in
observation, however, on the lugs are mounted sensors. The informa-
tion of sensors art stored in a tape recorder and calculated with
digital computer.

The test soil to the same as that used In observation too. The soil
parameters are shown In Table 3. The wheel load is 135 kgf.

The results of experiment and calculated value are shown in rig. ,,.
It Is fou nd that the calculated values of thrust agrees fairly satis-
factorily with the measured results.

Table 3. Soil parameters

Surface 36.8 37.2 %
Water ontent Cultivation layer 32.9 34.8 %

Bottum later 22A

Coefficient of soil sinkage. ki 0.3837 (kgf/cm2 )

Coefficient of soil sinkage, kg 0.1351 (cm 1)

Proportion constant of soil cohosion, 5  0.0963

Soil cohesion in the surface layer, u 0.,5 (kgf/c 2 )

Soil adhesion, Ca,av. 0.09 (kgf/cg2 )

Slip coefficient of s -displaeent
curve, Kav. 0., (cm)

Friction angle of paddy soil-lug aide, Y,&V. S (deg)Wet density. rav. 2..2 (g/cm3 )

Internal friction angle of soil,+,av" 17 (dog)

COILUSIONS

1. The prduaig proces of the driving wheel Uwrst of paddy tractor
is a process In Which the sheel lugs are moved against the soil so that
the soil in the neighbourbod of contact surface is ewepressed and
sheared. For a given paddy driving wheel, the thrust depends on the
sheer characteristics of soil.

2. The paddy field soil is somhoaogsmeous, the water coatent, cohesion,
adhesion, internul frictie. angle, st density snd friction angle of
Interface are diffrent in respective soil layers.

3. The motion trajectory of paddy wheal lug. may be a cycloid or not.

't depands on the soil charaoteristic,wheel structure and parameters.

S ,. The min factor of slip sinkage of paddy driving wheel i. the soil
" slip face moves upwards which caeso the soil bearing capacity to be

.k..



reduced.

5. When designing the driving wheal of paddy field tractor, the
calculation method derived byv authors my be used 'to obtain a better

prodicating wheel thrust.

~U Calculating Value

0. ~Measuredvau
~ , (average of mine
'- a cluge)

S. Ck w 5.5g

solbern

force, single
lug P,, 1

Fig.ii cepaisocof he clouatin vaue osftl ug

tre ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~rctive fasi erigFreadtosce,
ot menglured value

0 -90
who roato Ol

ri.1 oprsno h aluaigvleo hut

trctv roe soi bern foc n hs
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>MOBILITY OF THE SMALL COMBINE(TRACK TYPE) ON SOFT GROUND
-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE POSITION OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY
AND THE MOBILITY-

Haruo ESAKI
d Institute of Agr.Eng,,UNIVERSITY OF TSUKUBA, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

In East Asia, approximately one million small-sized rice
4 combines have been used on paddy fields. The objective of this

study is to carry out fundamental investigations on the mobi-
lity of small combines associated with changes in the position
of the center of gravity. The relationship between the posi-
tion of the center of gravity and the performance of the com-
bine in straight and circular drive was analysed.

INTRODUCT ION

There are approximately three million and five hundred thou-
sand combines in the world. Two million and five hundred thou-
sand combines of the general type have been used on upland
fields in the USA, Europe, USSR and other countries. One mil-
lion small rice combines with cutter bar of less than l.5m in
width have been used in East Asia, especially in Japan (Fig.1).
More than eighty percent of small combines(app. 0.8 million)
are two-row rice combines with a cutter bar approximately 0.7m
long. The grain tank or grain platform which can carry several
bags of grain is located on the right side of these combines.

These small combines(Japanese type combine, J.T.combine) are
primarily used to harvest rice in paddy fields on soft ground.
Therefore these machines are equipped with crawlers and are
designed so that the mean ground contact pressure is as low as
possible. The mean ground contact pressure of the J.T.combine
ranges from 15kPa to 25kPa (0.15- 0.25kgf/cm2}. To decrease the
contact pressure, the ground contact area should be widened,

Grain tank

: Divide

FLq. I Japenes@ type comb/nE.

4,.,

" C-' "4 : .
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but the outer area of the two crawlers should be narrower than
the cutter bar length. As a result the crawlers are compara-
tively longer. The ratio of the length L (cm) to the width W
(cm) of a crawler ranges from 3.2 to 3.5.
The weight of the J.T.combine G (kg) ranges between 400kg

and 3000kg. Since the weight of the combine increases with the
length of the cutter bar W (cm),

G - 2W - 550 (1)
The mean weight of the two-row combine is 850kt.
The position of the static center of gravity ot the J.T.com-

bine is coaratively high with values of Gx(cm) ranging from
0.55L to 0.9L. when the ground contact length of the crawler
L (cm) is taken into account. This position of the static cen-
ter of gravity is much higher than that of other track laying
vehicles, such as bulldozers for which values of Giranging be-
tween 0.2L and 0.3L are recorded.

In this report, the center line of the ground contact length
of the crawler is referred to as the X-X axis, the center line
of the two crawlers is the Y-Y axis, the point of intersection
of the two lines is the origin of the coordinate axis, and the
vertical axis from the point of intersection is the Z-Z axis.

The center of gravity is usually located in front of the X-X
axis with values of Gy(cm) ranging from -0.05L to 0.25L, and
on the left side of the Y-Y axis with values of G-(cm) ranging
from -0.1B to 0.08B, where B (cm) is the distance between the
center line of the two crawlers (Fig.2). The two-row rice
I.T.combine is comparatively light, weighing 500~1200kg. and
it is able to run on paddy fields with soft ground. Since the
grain tank located on the right side of the vehicle is able to
carry 100 to 300kg of paddy, thus the position of the dynamic
center of gravity shows a much wider range of variation than
the static center of gravity.

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the mobility of the
small combine(J.T.combine) on paddy fields with soft ground
depending on the changes of the position of the center of grav-
ity. In this report the performance of the vehicle will be ana-
lysed in straight and circular drive.

TRACK-LAYING VEHICLES USED IN TIllS STDY

The following three vehicles were used in the experiments.
1) Reconstructed vehicle based on the design of the Japanese
type combine, and where the position of the center of gravity
can be easily changed by adjusting the weight on the main
frame.
2) Model I scaled down to O.44L and 0.27W from the ground con-
tact length L and width W of the original combine, respec-
tively.
3) Model I scaled down to (0.26-4.43)L and (0.30-0.41)W from
those of the original combines (Table 1).

,.t,, 

-,
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Table 1. Main specifications of tested

track of vehicles.

Combine and Models !Two-row Model I Model I
_ combine_

Cutterbar width m 0.75 - -

Weight kg 640 33 22
Width of track,W m 0.27 0.073 0.08-0.11
Length of track,L a 0.81 0.36 0.21-0.35

Ground contact pressure kPa 15 9 5
Pitch of lug,P =m 75 18 24
Distance between the cm 72 30 24
center of the crawlersB I_ I I

ROAD BED

The first vehicle was tested on a hard surface(concrete road
bed) as a standard road. as well as on upland fields and paddy
fields where the field conditions are controlled by the plow-
ing depth, number of packerrings and moisture content. Model
vehicles were tested in a soilbin filled uniformly with soil,
which was tilled and hardened for every test.

The shearing stress r , coefficient of cohesion C, angle of
friction* and soil hardness (kPa), moisture content, liquid
limit and plastic limit of soil were determined (Table 2).

Table 2. Characteristics of road bed

-T4 ['9f L'90 1" -1" 19 129L__1 ,"2 ,U
ft,.j bod . , . . . . . U.. F. F. Fa. 3 . r

'9-~*~~*. 9.5 7 47 4, 101 71 73 474 ~ 11 ~ ~ __ _ _

I I 14 4 20 4a

as ...... . 39 49 - 37 IS a9 4% 1: . 12b.l.. ~ i 1. elO tPd | 21 29 -0 44 34 34 3902.... d ... ab 76 02' 07 Os " 7 5 , e /. | -

1b % 71 63 69 74 71 76 93 7) -

... . . . .. . . . . .. - to o - 9 - 370- t o0- 120-
I'S)334 990 40 _ 90 14.0

P.P.: Paddy field, S.B.: Soil Bin, U.F.: Upland field

THE CENTER OF GRAVITY OF THE VEHICLES

The determination of the C.G.ratio((, (y and (a ) which is
defined in the next equations enables to compare the position
of the center of gravity of the various vehicles and the values
obtained are based on the calculation of the ground contact
length L and width W of the crawler.

X0 (2) 1 0-xl0 (2), I G"a1 0 (2) (2)

where , ranges from -25% to 252, ly ranges from -302 to 302

and Is ranges from 552 to 902 (Table 3..Fig.2).

t4 A*Ni-

19 .
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Range of C. G. I~

of J.T.combine -

SPrq of C.G.I
i :fo to est

LI

7rq.2 The position of the center
of gravity.

Table 3. Center of gravity of tested vehicles

TUmT VlWXCt

,T... mbi -0 1-2-
Co6ne A2. S t*21 -3 -4 13 69
U191P ... A? __sL 20

= ) 9 0* 22 .44 0 626 42 53 47

0" it 0 *12.5 0 " 10 .21 54

C&Ie &1 .12.5 0 11 .13 5

Ce"" 0*910 &M a "2.5 64

Od. L 11 I 0 56 60 43
ao 0 613 A2T3 0 dal .29 35

O.1s 0 *to *20 -12.s 59

VZHICLE PUFOWKAC 1 STEAIGnS DRIVE

When the combine is unable to move in a straight line, the
operator must steer several tiues the vehicle to cut the crops
in rows. even if the machine is equipped with automatic con-
trol units. Such operation is associated with considerable
mental and physical stress.

The relationship between the C.G.ratio and the performance
of the vehicle in straight drive was analysed. When the tested
vehicle runs without requiring any steering over a certain
distance, sometimes there is a left or right turn with a ra-
dius t (a) depending on the position of the C.G. and the con-
ditions of the road bed (Fig.3). The value of the curve radius
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ratio 0 is defined in the next equa- [ft Right

tion, based on the distance between
the center lines of the two crawlers
B (cm). When the tested vehicle runs
in a straight line, the value of P
is 0 and when the absolute value of
o is larger than 0, straight drive
performance is not satisfactory.

- X100 (z) (3)
R

Forward slippage of the crawler was Start
observed in straight run and the
cause of this phenomenon, as well as
the relationship between the slippage
and the position of the C.G. or the
value of P is discussed in the
following section. Fie. 3 Radium of curve

tn straight drive.

Curve of vehicle in relation to the
position of C.G.

When the center of gravity is situated on the Y-Y axis, the
vehicle runs straight, even on paddy fields or on a hard road
bed. This also applies when the C.G. is situated in front or
in rear of X-X axis.
When the absolute value of 4. exceeds 102, implying that the

C.G. is situated on the right or left hand side of the Y-Y
axis, straight drive performance is impaired.

For instance, when the vehicle runs on a hard road, concrete
road or hard upland fields, where the soil hardness is 98OkPa
10kgf/cm 2 , and the value of Co of the vehicle is above 102,

the value of ly ranges from -15% to 151, and the vehicle tends
to make a curve to the left, although the C.G. is on the right
hand side of the vehicle. When the value of fy is above 20%,
namely implying that the C.G. is situated forward remarkably,
the vehicle tends to make a curve to the right, toward the
side where tne crawler is overloaded.

When the vehicle runs on soft paddy fields, where the soil
hardness ranges from 100kPa to 300kPa (1-3kgf/cm2l the vehicle
tends to make a curve toward the side where the crawler it
overloaded, although the
C.G. is situated forward
or backward (Fig.4). , Very soft field

Fowr leale and j 4 ot-il

crawler of the J.T.
combine consi ts of an
endless rubber track with S W
inner steel plates and - K -hard
steel wires. The rubber fLd,
track bends due to the Bard bed
pressure from the track
wheals. At the level of L I
the first track wheel, -4 1 4 a
the rubber track bends c.G.ratio 1. M
along the arc of circle
drawn by the track wheel,
and then the head of the Pig.4 Relation between C.G.ratioy and

curve radius ratio p (straiqht drive).

Vft 
-
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lug s of the track is widened and comes in contact with the road
bed over a wider distance P+ AP (cm) than the pitch of the lug
P (cm), and the distance between the other lugs under the track
wheel may become wider due to the pressure of the track wheel
(Fig. 5)

--p Ap

P+AP

Piq.5 Forward Hlppaqe.

When the vehicle runs on a hard surface, deformation of su:'-
face due to the lugs is minimum. and the increase in the dis-
tance between the lugs may lead to forward slippage. However
when the vehicle runs on a soft field, the traction of the
track exerts a pressure on the soil. and backward slippage may
occur, and the distance between the lugs may decrease. Back-
ward slippage has not been ob-
served in e straight drive teat

evenon pddyfields with soft(y _3 M0
ground. The distance of forward
slippage on a hard surface was -1
longer than that of slippage on a 21
soft ground. The value of the o

nlippge ratio rp, () is definedin th next equation,

+ ZAP 0 3 M ard bd0

-"- X100 (1) (4) tP o
where ZP(cm) is the theoretical f , L,.-0

running distance and zp ± AP («) . Uland
is the distance actually measured. Leld
When the position of the center X- X

of gravity moves forward and back-
ward, the slippage ratio shows 7 Paddfield
minor Variations on fields with
soft ground such as paddy fields,
but when the C.G. is situated far I L 0

from the X-X axis, the value of 1 0 20 31

•, become larger on a hard sur- C.G.ratlo IV (Si

face (Fig.6).
Fiq.6 Forward slippaqe ratio in

relation to y.

V4

I lb o"O

- AC
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h' th,, c' , n ri t he, . .h ft s Lo the Itit and right,
there are few variat ions in *r on soft ground, but when the
weight of the load on the right crawler is reduced, the slip-
page ,f the right crawler increas es (Fig.7).
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Due to differences in the value of sy between the right and
left crawlers, the vehicle makes a left or right curve. When
the value of P, of the right crawler is larger than that of the
left crawler, the vehicle turn. to the left (Fig.8).

The forward slippage of the crawler is affected by the per-
formance of thevehicle on the road bed including the shearing
stress r kPa(kgf/cm which may be determined by the next equa-
t ion.

r- C + Stan# (5)
where C is the coefficient of cohesion of soil kPaikgf/CM2 1, #
is the angle of friction of soil and S is the ground contact
pressure of the vehicle. the average value being 15kPatO.15kgf
/cm2). The smaller the value of r the larger the forward slip-
page when the performance on soil is compared (Fig.9).

o 1 Upland

If,

7'.

\paddl
fid

I is 2468
Shearinq %tros, r 'kP,:

FiARelationship between .e-a

forward slip;paqe ratio a.r and
sh.-arinq -,tress I' of soil.

Power requirement in strailtht drive
The power requirement of the tested vehicle(J.T.combine:

weight, 640kg) varies depending on the coefficient of running
resistance o. of the crawler. For example the value of m was

G=64kg

Upland field

C

6 62 8.4 6.1 6.8 Ij
5;- of*. I )vehCIce V (rn/S)

Fiq. 10 Power reqluirement of .I.T.(ornbine
In 4traight drive.

p 4,

44 t
-~qb I'
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equal t O.llxl0 - on a hard road bed, while m was equal to
0.21xlO" on upland fields. This value can be calculated by the
following equation (Fig.10).

N - mgG-V (6)
where N (kW) is the power requirement of the crawlers, g is
equal to 9.8m/s, G (kg) is the weight of the vehicles and V
(W/) is the speed in straight drive.
The power requirement on a concrete road N, (kW) and on upland

fields N2(kW) is shown in the equation.
Ni- 0.69V , N2- 1.32V (7)

The power requirement of the right crawler increases, while
that of the left crawler decreases. when the position of the
C.G. shifts to the right (Fig.ll).

When the position of the C.G. shifts forward or backward,
the power requirement increases slightly more than when the
C.G. is located at the origin of the coordinate axis (lig.12).

V=.25%~
C Very soft .

rVery soft F.

X" U

Croncrete bed 0" ' i ,H.rd F.

* .Concrete bed
{K V = O-n ,!

i O*JLLO...L•..A•.,.•., ' *

-. 0 -9 1 i s - O Is N 31
C.G.ratio (x (S) C.G.ratio ly (%)

rig.I1 Power requirement of right Fig.12 Horsepower of crawlers in
track in relation to the changes straight drive in relation to the
in the position of the center of position of the center of gravity.
gravity.

VEHICLE PERFORMiANCE IN CIRCULAR DRIVE

Small combines must turn frequen*" to harvest rice in small-
sized paddy fields as those in Japan. For example the two-row
Japanese type combine turns approximately seventy times to
harvest rice on paddy fields, O.lha(5Omx2Om) in size, which
tend to prevail in Japan. Since the Japanese type combine has
to turn in the corner of paddy fields with the smallest turn-
ing radius, one of the crawlers is completely braked in the
circular drive.

The effect of the position of the center of gravity on the
turning radius, slippage of track and the power requirement in
circular drive was analysed in this report.

The position of the center of turning C.T.(Ta.Ty) on the X-Y
plane indicates the value of the turning radius of the vehicle.
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The value of the C.T.ratio(vz,,y) is defined in the following
equations to compare it with the C.G.ratio (Fig.13).

if XP V % % %

4*
.i

Pig.13 Circular drive of vehicle.

Relation between the position of the C.G. and C.T.
The ideal position of the center of turning is that corre-

sponding to the center of the braked track when the vehicle
turns with one of the crawlers being braked completely.
Actually the position of the center of turning corresponds

to the distance from the center of the braked track depending
on the position of the C.G. and the condition of the fields
(Fig. 14).

Center of
qravity

Soft F. Hard bed

Har d r Id y

--center of turning on Center of turningq on

various road bedsj peay r.

rtq.14 Relationshtp between the position of the center of qravtty
and the center of turninq.

, .
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Shift of the center of the gravity in front or behind the X-X
axis(Welation between , and 4 )
When the center of gravity ti situated in front or behind the

X-X xis, the center of turning is also situated in front or
behind the X-X axis respectively, regardless of the conditions
of the road bed. The relationship between the value of IV and
9YJs shown in the next equation (Fig.15).ty" - (Y+ 2. 5 (8)

When the center of gravity shifts forward and backward, the
center of turning shifts to the right or the left, along with
shifting forward or backward. The value of px increases when
the value of soil hardness decreases.

The value of ix is maximua when that of ly ranges from 0 to
101. When the center of gravity is situated near the center of
the crawlers, the center of turning may be at a distance from
the Y-Y axis. But when the center of gravity is distant from
the X-X axis, the center of turning comes close to the Y-Y
axis Fig.16).

,I C

ati

0

* /

-4144 Rrlb d l
0 pL A p I ; . I , I , I

C.G.ratio ()

IFq.)5 Center of turning ratioip,
in relation to the center of qrsvtty
ratio

-- a.I I • 1

-.a -I1. I I Ii I

C.G.ratio 4y(I

• j. "Flg.1b Center Of turninq rattoya
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Lateral displacement of the center of gravity to the right or
left(Eelation between t- and 9 )

When the center of gravity moves horizontally, the position
of the center of turning changes considerably depending on the
conditions of the soil or road bed. The center of turning be-
comes distant from the Y-Y axis. when the vehicle runs on soft
ground, where slippage is likely to occur. The value of % be-
comes larger in proportion to the shift of the center of gravi-
ty from the center of the braked crawler, particularly when
the vehicle runs on paddy fields (Fig.17). The value of vy is
not appreciably large, ranging from -101 to 102. and the val-
ues of (. and ty may change independently (Fig.IS).

*In

X

ratio

PadyF

00 a

I andd r.0

-. p * i I I . a * I b I

-R~ -I9 I / 31

C.G.ratio i, (1)

riq.ie Center of turning ratio Vy
In relation to the center of gravity
ratio o

I A4r.

A , / IandF

I 4 O 0

Ftg.la Center of turning ratio Yy

~In relation to the center of' gravity
. ratio 4|..

~~ jI a r: .. "' "
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The slippage of the track
The changes in the position of the center of turning were

analysed to develop a method to enable to evaluate the mobili-
ty or the turning performance of the track, and relationships
between the changes of the position of the center of gravity
and of the center of turning could be demonstrated. However
the turning performance of a vehicle does not depend solely
upon the position of the center of turning.
As shown in Fig.13, both the driving crawler and the braked

crawler are describing circles when slipping on the soil.
The turning radius P (m) of the braked crawler is defined by

the length of a perpendicular line joining the center of turn-
ing to the center line of the braked crawler, and the turning
radius RO(W) of the driving crawler may be expressed as Re+ B
(i). The number of lug-marks (n) of the driving crawler in one
circle multiplied by the pitch of the lug P (m) is the theo-
retical turning circle of the driving crawler as defined in
the equation.

n.P - 2w(Ra + B) + So (9)
where S0(m) is the amount of slippage of the driving crawler
in a circle.
The amount of slippage of the braked crawler S•(m) and of

the driving crawler S( (m) in a circle may be determined and
expressed in the next equations:

Sg - 2rRO . So - 2wRs (10)
where RO(W] is the assumed slippage radius of the driving
crawler.

The slippage ratio of the (X=
driving crawler rb and of - -
the braked crawler rg may be
defined in the next equations:

-nr n-r

Rton tee n thlp e osi Uh ~ .

crawler 4
-- T- ,.increases with , 1, 3---------

the sioftesas of the field " /*
ground or road bed. The b, n,-

slippage of the crawler is 8 .
particularly significant.
when the center of gravity
shows a lateral displacement N.D. )

to the right or left from I sit
the center line of the two - - 3 M 3
crawlers, hence the slippage C.r.ratio(, (S)
of the unloaded crawler is
larger than that of the riq.9 slippagqe ratio of crawlers in
1oa ed crawler. For exmsple, circular drive.
the value of the slippage P.r. :paddy field, U.F. :upland field
ratio of the braked crawler and N.. :concrete bed. M:braked crawler
ire iS equal to 101 and ge and D:drtvinq crawler.
is 252 for a C.G.ratio Ax

. .•C .

Ow4

6 J

,.~.'Milk
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of 15Z. When the center of A
gravity shifts to the opposite
side and C --15Z, the value

of the slippage ratio of the
braked crawler becomes as P P. (WO)
large as s -502. in spite of .
the negligible amount of slip- A
page of the driving crawler '=
and "o is approximately equal
to 5% when the vehicle runs on , 0

paddy fields (Fig.19). 0
Forward and backward shifts "_

of the center of gravity do ' 1 8 2
not affect appreciably the C.G.ratio Ey (y)

value of the slippage ratio
(Fig.20). Fiq.20 Slippagqe ratio of crawlers in

circular drive.

Power requirement in circular drive
The shaft torque is measured by placing a strain gauge on

the final drive shaft of the track. The driving torque was
measured in the driving crawler shaft, and the resistance of
the track was measured in the braked crawler shaft.
The conditions of the road bed affected appreciably the pow-

er requirement in general, although there were few differences
between paddy fields(soil hardneaes:O.25HPa) and upland fields
(soil hardness:1.IPa) in the tests of the J.T.combine.
The power requirement increased with the increase in the

weight of the load of the driving crawler (Fig.21). The maxi-
mum values of the turning torque were recorded when the center
of gravity was located near the center of the X-X axis, that
is to say, when tw ranged between 0 and 101 (Fig.22).

i U

0 & 0 . and P. .
61u land r.

0,0

*t.1Dttqtru nrlto eq2 Dfrvn ~.tioe nrlCo

z h n C.G.ratioy I o e ograity r

-0 a

V1.1Driving torque in relation r19.22 Driving torque in relation
to the center of gravity ratio in to the center of gravity ratio l

1.I
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Track slippage and tractive power
The values of the driving torque of the track are closely

related to the slippage of the track. The vehicle can make a
circular drive with low driving power on a hard road bed.
where slippage of the track is negligible. but on a soft and
slippery ground such as that of paddy fields, the vehicle is
often unable to turn smoothly, due to the lack of adequate
turning torque associated with the slippage. When the vehicle
turns to the right, the left crawler is the driving crawler,
and in this case, if the center of gravity shifts to the right,
the slippage is considerable. As a result the value of the
driving torque does not increase, and the vehicle can not turn
properly (Fig.23).

a Paddy .

0t~ 0

I. .lr bed

Ubd 0

Slippaqe ratio &D (t)

Piq.23 Relatlonship between the slippaqe
ratio ot the drlvinq track and the turninq
torque, and tractive force.

The position of the center of gravity of the track-laying
small combine shows a wide range of variation when the vehicle
runs on paddy fields for harvesting rice. Therefore the rela-
tionship between the position of the center of gravity and the
mobility of the track was analysed and the following results
were obtained;

Shift of the center of gravity to the ri&ht or left:
I. When the center of gravity Is situated on the Y-¥ axis, the
vehicle may run in a straight line.

:A 41)



2. When the absolute value of f, exceeds 10%, straight drive
performance becomes difficult and the vehicle tends to make a
curve to the side where the crawler is overloaded on paddy
fields. On a hard surface, the vehicle makes a curve to the
side where the crawler is unloaded, when the value of ky ranges
from -151 to 151, and the vehicle makes a curve to the left
when the value of ly exceeds 201.
3. Forward slippage of the track was observed in straight
drive, when the center of gravity shifted to the left and
right. The difference in slippage between the two crawlers,
was responsible for the lateral displacement of the vehicle
in straight drive.
4. When the center of gravity is located on the right side.
the power reqirement of the right crawler may increase, while
that of the left crawler decreases.
5. The position of the center of turning becomes distant from
the Y-Y axis, when the center of gravity becomes distant from
the braked crawler.
6. The amount of slippage of the unloaded crawler is larger
than that of the loaded crawler.
7. The power required for turning increases with the weight of
the load on the driving crawler.
8. When the center of gravity is situated near the braked
crawler, slippage of the vehicle is likely to occur and the
vehicle may not be able to turn properly.

Shift of the center of gravity forward or backward:
1. Forward slippage of the track of the vehicle occurs on a
hard surface, when the center of gravity shifts forward.
2. In straight drive, when the center of gravity is situated
forward or backward, horsepower of the vuhicle is a little
larger than when the center of gravity is situated in the
center of the track.
3. The center of turning may shift forward or backward along
with the position of the center of gravity.
4. The center of turning may shift toward the Y-Y axis when
the center of gravity moves forward and backward. The distance
of the center of turning from the Y-Y axis is maximum, When
the center of gravity is situated on the X-X axis.
5. There is little difference in the backward slippage between
the two crawlers even if the center of gravity shifts forward
or backward.
6. Maximum values of the turning torque are observed when the
center of gravity is situated slightly in front of the X-X
axis.

NOMENCLATURE

A Ground contact area of track. cO t
B Distance between the center line of the two craw lers. ce
C - Coefficient of cohesion, kPa
G a Weight of tested vehicle, kg
G. Distance between the center of gravity and the Y-Y axis, co
Cy Distance between the center of gravity end the X-X axis, cm
Ga a Position of the center of gravity, ca
L w Ground contact length of track, cm
N - Horsepower, kW

-b *k~ . -. 9
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n - Number of track lugs in one circle,
P - Pitch of lugs. cm
4P - Slippage of lug-pitch, cm
I * Radius of curve in straight drive, m
Hg - Turning radius of braked crawler. a
Ro " Asumed slippage radius of driving crawler, a
So - Length of slip of braked crawler in one circle, m
v Length of slip of driving crawler in one circle, m
Tz - Distance between the center of turning and the Y-Y axis, cm
TV - Distance between the center of turning and the X-X axis. cm
V - Speed of vehicle, r/s

- Width of track, cm
* - Ground bearing contact pressure. kPa

9, . Center of turning ratio, Z
- Coefficient of running resistance.

,a - Slippave ratio of braked crawler, X
- Slippage ratio of driving crawler, Z
- Forward slippage ratio. T

- Center of gravity ratio. X
a - Curve radius ratio, Z
r - Shearing stress, kPa
0 - Angle of friction,

*!

.4-, L
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THE STRESS-STRAIN-TIME GRAPH OF RHEOLOGICAL SOILS AND
ITS APPLICATIC

0PAN JUN-ZG
C* CHINESE SOCIETY OF AGRICULTURAL MIACHINERY, BEIJING, CHINA

The Burgers model (ViK.l and its modified formhave generally been considered an the theological

model of clayey soils sines 1950's through
0 tests and analyses (.-.q.The corresponding G

o rheological equation in 4/

where 7 - strain
,r- stress

G., G - moduli of elasticity
1., 4 - coefficients of viscosity

T eadto tie of Y'oigt body, Tal/C Fig.1

Six samples of paddy soils from four provinces in South
China have been collected and tested. The Burgers model is
accepted as the general model of these claysy soils. 
means of orthogona tests and variancO analyses, it ai'-
found that the effect of soil conditions (mechanical
composition water content, bulk density) on rheological
parameters a., G, qoandq is particularl significant,
while that of load conditions (load valuen
shape and @se of bearing surface) is not
significant (8-11). The rheological paws-
meters, therefore, are constants for the
some soil conditions. Based on the recorded
rhoolo(icalt curves (Flig.2) of the soil and
the calculated values of rhoological
parameters, sufficient data are obtained for
predicting the sinkage of vehicles or the
resistance against soil-cutting elements
and improving their performance. Fig.2

Aocording to the above statement, the stress-strain-time
raph (li .3) of the rhoological soil characterised by the

clayey7 Vdy soils in South China with definite soil
conditions will be established as follows:

When the stress is constant, the rheological curve of the
soil mentioned above is shown as in Fig.2.

When the stress is kept within a certain limit, such as
A from T, torT , a rhoologioal surface (Fig.,) is generated

"Professor, Department of Aricultural Mechanisation,
Jianisu Institute of Technology, Zhanjiang, Jiangsu,
People's Republic of China.

• -- • - --
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by the rheological curves in a three-dimensional
satree-strain-time spaes. All the stress-strain-time
relations that may happen can be defined on this surface.

Thus, the author proposes that this graph be named the

stress-strain-tims graph of the rhe logical soils.

Fis.3 shows:

(1) When the time t is constant and is equal to Tj-t, (-0),
t. t, ...t. successively the projections of the lines of
intersection of the rheol ofical surface with the
corresponding planes paral el to the coordinate plane y-T
on this plane form a family of radiating straight lines
with the origin at 0 (Fig. ). These straight lines are
suggested to be named as iso-time lines. At the same
instant Tj , the y-y relationship is linear. The larger is
the value of ti (j 1,2,...n), the greater is the slope of
the straght line.

'\\

T. \\\ 00

" ~ ~ t --.., T -VI O 0

Fig.4 Sig.5

(2) When the stressi is constant and is equal to T;.,T,,
T'..a successively, the projections of the lines of
intersection of the rheolo al surface with the
corresponding planes parallel to the coordinate plane t-T
on this plane form a family of curved lines (Fig.o5). These
curved lines, generally known as creep curves, are
suggested to be named as iso-stress lines. For any constant
stress, the strain increases with time.

(3) When the strainI is constant and is equal toII-Y, Sy@S
v. successively, the projections of the lines of inter-
section of rheological surface with the corresponding

L 7,.: . .
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planes parallel to the coordinate plane t-T on this plane
form a family of curved lines (Fif.6). These curved lines,
generally known as stress relazat on curves, are suggested
to be named as iso-strain lines. For the same stain, the
stress decreases as time increases.

Consequently, it is postulated:

1) The angle aretan (Y j / Ti )
i=,2,,..n) increases as the 0 .

time tj (j.1,2,3...n) increases(Pi .4). ThereJfore, when

vehcles are being driven on
rheological soils, the effect of
load (stress) on sinkage (strain)
increases with tine.

Since the resistance increses
with sinkage, or even it would
belly out vehicles, the tine
of loading should be kept
short in order to dingish
sinkage, that is to say, high
speed should be kept.

However, the increasing rate Fig.6
of the angle arctan (Yij /TO
decreases with the time tj . Therefore, the effect of
rai~si vehicle speed is significant for the purpose of
dimnishing sinkage for a high- sped vehicle (a small value
of ti), whle for a low-speed vehicle (a large value of ti )
it is not so significant.

(2) When the orsin T, has a comparatively high value the
slope of tangent lines at the poit •n the iso-strain curve
varies drastically. In the bginnin, the stress 'Ti drops
rapidly as the tine t, increases. After the time 1i reaches
: certain value corresponding to point C in Fig.6, the
stress T. decreases steadily. In order to attain a definite
strain Y. (Ko-,2 3...n) within a definite tine, all values
of ti corresponding to point C's are recomended if the
time limitation is not too strict. This may be of some
use for the determination of the speed of the plow, harrow
or bulldozer, on account of the fact that the resistance
drsgreatly as compared with high-spoed implement f
whl the sped can still be kept at a reaonabo value for

~the time be=;.

IFrom this point of view, if an obvious resistance drop, and
therefore an obvious econoy of energy resources, is needed,
the speed of high-spoed plows should not exceed too much
those values corresponding to point C's.

When the stran , has a small value (such as Y, in Fig.6),

quof

4 i
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for instance, as a billdozer is pushing hard soils, the
resistance drops greatly vith the decreasing speed. But
there isa limit. When the speed drops to a point corres-
ponding to point D (Fig.6), a further drop in speed will
give no help to the resistance drop. ', is the stress
correponding to the least resistance.

The author sincerely hopes that this :graph would be useful
to reveal something that is interesting in tillage and
traction. Any coments and suggestions will be deeply
appreciated.
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fIEHAVIOUR OF SOIL UNDER A LUGGED WHEEL

S.X. WU, J.H. HU, and J.Y. WONG

r TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH LABORATORY.
0 CARLETON UNIVERSITY, OTTAWA. CANADA

N>
INTRODUCT ION

0 Wheels with a narrow rim and large lugs are widely used in Southeast Asia

on tractors for paddy fields. The lugs of these wheels perform one or both
of the following two functions: developing tractive effort and supporting
vehicle weight. A great deal of field data on the performance of these
wheels have been accumulated over the years. The mechanics of this type
of wheel, however, has not yet been fully elucidated. To reach a better
understanding of the physical nature of the problem, an investigation into

the interaction between the lugs of the wheel and the soil was carried out.f

( Experiments were conducted in a glass-sided box in which model wheels, .

with different number of lugs at various angles to the wheel radius, were
driven at varying slips close up against a glass plate. The nature of soil

flow and deformation under the action of the lugs were then photographed
through the glass.

The characteristics of the flow patterns and deformation of a dry sand and a
clay under the action of the lugs of the model wheels are presented. The
boundaries of the failure zones in the soil and the trajectories of soil
particles are identified. It is believed that the results of this investigation
will provide a basis upon which an Improved method for predicting the per-
formance of this type of wheel can be developed.

APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Several techniques, including the photographic and x-ray techniques, may
be used to investigate the soil flow and deformation under the action of the
lugs of a wheel. The photographic technique has been successfully used In
examining soil behaviour beneath rigid wheels (1), and is therefore employed
in this study.

Experiments were conducted in a glass-sided box in which the model wheel wa
driven at varying slips close up against a glass plate, as shown in Fig. 1.
The flow patterns and deformetion of the soil were then photographed
through the glass. The wheel was pulled along the box by means of a cable
connected to a hydraulic rem. Various slips wer obtained by anchoring one
end of a cable wrapped around two pulleys with appropriate diameters fixed
on either side of the model wheel. The raitus of the pulley determined the
rolling radius of the wheel and thus controlled Its slip. The wheel was

operated at constant sinkage using a horilontal guide for the wheel axle.
The experimental method employed in this study is essentially the same as
that described in reference (I I.

The model wheel rim had a diameter of 27 cm and a width of 4 cm. Various
numbers of lugs, of .6 cm wide and l.5 cm long. were fitted to the rim

to..
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at different angles to the wheel radius (Fig. 1).

in the experiments for determining the flow patterns of soil under the action
of the lugs. the box was hold stationary and the wheel moved. The lugs of
the moving wheel caused soil movements within certain zones. In sand,
these movements can be clearly observed in a photograph taken by a fixed
camera. In the resulting film, the stationary soil mass not affected by the
lugs shows up as individual grains with sharp images while the grains
influenced by the lugs move and appear as streaks. The boundaries of the
flow zones can, therefore, easily be identified and the streaks give a clear
picture of the movements of the sand under the action of the lugs.

In clay, the particle size is too small to be identified. Therefore, a number
of white round dots, 1.2 mm in diameter, were marked on the vertical face of
the clay before fitting the glass plate on to the soil box. These were made
by blowing white powder through holes in a plastic plate on to the clay sur-
face. The distance between the dots was 5 mm in both directions. When the
wheel was moving in a steady-state condition, photographs were taken with
a fixed camera. In the resulting film, the movements of clay particles can be
identified from the streaks made by the white dots.

The sand used in the experiments was dry, round particle, Ottawa sand. It
was in a dense condition (I.52 g/cm )) for which the angle of internal
shearing resistance was 29O and the angle of interface friction between the
sand and the steel used for the lugs was 100. The clay used had a density
of 1.84 g/cm . a moisture content of 37.51, and a cohesion of 1.96 kPa. The
angle of internal shearing resistance was about 40 and the angle of interface
friction with the steel used for the lugs was approximately 1.50.

FLOW PATTERNS IN SAND

The flow patterns in sand under lugged wheels with 1, 9, and 12 lugs are
shown in Figs. 2. 3. and q, respectively. The wheels were driven at the
same slip of 28%, and the angle between the lugs and wheel radius (usually
referred to as Olug angle") was set at 300. It should be pointed out that
when the wheel moves, the lugs on the wheel, such as OA, are rotating about
an instantaneous centre located on a vertical line passing through the wheel
centre.

The flow pattern beneath a wheel with a single lug, shown in Fig. 2, appears
to be similar to that in front of a soil cutting blade with the appropriate rake
angle translating in the horizontal direction, as reported by Hettaratchi and
Reece 121131. The failure zone appears to consist of an interface zone, a
transition zone, and a Rankine passive none. The lower boundary of the
failure zone is identified by the dotted line shown in Fig. 2.

The flow pattern under a wheel with multiple lugs, shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
is, however, quite different from that under a wheel with a single lug shown
in Fig. 2. Since part of the soil mass ha been excavated by the preceding
lug, a cavity is formed between SC and the lug. As a result, the free soil
surface OCS is no longer horizontal. The failure pattern appears to consist
of an interface ane adjacent to the lug and a transition zone. The Rankine
passive zone does not appear in the flow pattern under a wheel with multiple
lugs. Based on these obeervations, it appears that the interaction between a
lug an a nhe with multiple lugs and soil is different from that between a soil
cutting blade and a sel-infinite i mass with a herizontal free surface.
This also indicates that the results of the analysis of passive soN resistance
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obtained for a structure translating in a semi-infinite soil mess, such as
those presented in reference 121, may not be directly applicable to the cal-
culation of the interacting forces between a wheel with multiple lugs and soil,
and that a new method has to be specifically developed for this purpose.

Fig. S shows a comparison of the soil mass affected by wheels with 1, 9, and
12 lugs for a given slip. It is shown that other conditions being equal, the
amount of soil mass interacting with a lug decreases with the increase of the
number of lugs on a wheel. Consequently, it can be expected that the mag-
nitude of the forces acting on each lug decreases with the Increase of the
number of lugs on a wheel.

Fig. 6 shows the flow pattern under a wheel with 9 lugs and 300 lug angle at
a wheel slip of 68%. In comparison with the flow pattern at a wheel slip of
28% shown in Fig. 3. it can be seen that as the wheel slip increases, the soil
mass excavated by the preceding lug and hence the six* of the cavity
increase. Consequently, the amount of soil mass interacting with each lug
decreases with the Increase of wheel slip. This indicates that the magni-
tude of the forces acting on each lug may decrease with the increase of
wheel slip. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the failure zones of a wheel with 9
lugs and 300 lug angle at three different slips of 28%. 52% and 63%. The
decrease in the size of the failure zone with the Increase in wheel slip may
explain why the total tractive effort of a lugged wheel does not increase
continuously with the increase of wheel slip, rather It decreases beyond a
certain wheel slip. This phenomenon has been frequently observed in field
testing of lugged wheels.

Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the flow patterns beneath wheels having 9 lugs
with lug angles of IS and 300. It can be seen that the lug angle has some
influence on the flow patterns and hence the performance of a lugged wheel.

Fig. 9 shows the flow patterns of send u,ot-, tug at different angular posi-
tions. The variation of the flow pattern * ' , 'te angular position of the lug
indicates that the forces acting on the lug are expected to fluctuate as the
wheel rotates. This Implies that the torque input, tractive effort, lift force.
and motion resistance of a lugged wheel will vary periodically as the wheel
moves forward. This is also consistent with field observations.

FLOW PATTERNS IN CLAY

The flow patterns in clay beneath wheels with I and 9 lugs are shown in
Figs. 10 and It. respectively. The wheels were driven at the same slip of
28%. and lug angle was set at 300. The existence of a soil wedge adjacent to
the lug in both caems can be noted from Figs. 12 and 13. The trajectories of
clay particles Immediately under the lug and those at a distance away from
the lug for wheels with I and 9 lugs are shown in Figs. 14 and IS, respec-
tively. From these figures. It can be seen that for a wheel with a single lug.
the flow pattern seems to consist of an interface zom (soll wedge), a tran-
sition zone bounded by a section of a circle and a Rankline passive zone. For
a whel with multipe lugs, however, part of the soil mass has been excavated
by the preceding kag and a cavity Is formed. As a result, the free soil sur-
face Is no longer horizontal. The Rankine passive sane does not appear In
the falure pattern uder a wheel with multiple lugs.

The flow patterns under a wheel with 9 lugs and lug angle of 300 at various
angular positions are shown in Fig. 16. This indicates that the filure

. . " . ...... ,,
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patterns In clay also vary with the angular position of the lug, similar to
those in sand shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 17 shows how the deformation of the
day develops under the lug as the wheel rotates.

It should be pointed out that the shape and size of the cavity, formed as a
result of the excavation of a certain amount of soil mass by the lug, are of
interest, as they affect the amount of soil mass Interacting with the following
lug, hence the interacting forces. In the past. the shape and site of the
cavity were predicted based on the assumption that the kinematics of lug -

soil interaction is analogous to that of a rack and pinion, neglecting the
actual behaviour of the soil and the influence on soil deformation by adjacent
lugs. Figs. 18 and 19 show the actual size and shape of the cavity as
compared with those predicted by kinematic analysis in sand and clay,
respectively. It can be seen that there is a noticeable difference between
them, particularly the shape of the leading pert of the cavity, CD. This is
because CD Is affected by the deformation and movement of thesoil mass
under the action of the adlacent lug.

It has been reported in the literature that under a thick lug there Is a
noticeable forward flow zone. In this study, it has ben observed, however,
that the soil beneath a thin lug normally flows in the same direction of wheel
rotation; except for a short period of time immediately after the lug tip comes
into contact with the soil surface, during which the soil mess within a small
zone In front of the lug flows forward.

CONCLUSIONS

I. The interaction between a lug on a wheel with multiple lugs and soil Is
shown to be different from that between a cutting blade (or a retaining well)
and a semi-infinite soil mess with a horizontal free surface. The soil
excavated by the preceding lug creates a cavity. As a result the soil mass
Interacting with the following lug no longer has a horizontal free soil surface.
Consequently, the results of the analysis of passive soll resistance obtained
for a structure translating in a semi-infinite soil mass may not be directly
applicable to the calculation of the interacting forces between the lugs of a
wheel and soil. It appears that a new method has to be specifically developed
for this purpose.

2. It is shown that the failure petterns In soil under the action of a lugged
wheel vary with the number of lugs, lug angle, and w slip. It appears
that there is a close relationship between the failure patterns of sil under
the lugs of a wheel and its performance. A number of field observations of
the performance of the lugged wheel can be directly rehltad to the charac-
teristics of soil flow and deformation described in this study. This indicates
that an improved method for predicting the performance of a lugged wheel
should be developed based on the knowledge of soil failure beneath It.
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300 lug angle at 281 slip



Fig. 3 Flow pattern i sand beneath a wheel with 9 lugs and
300 lug angle at 28% ulip

%VIA ~ 40'11m r

Fig. 4 Flowm pattern in sand beneath a wheel with 12 lugs and
30, lug angle at 281 slip
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II

Fig. S Comparison of flow zoes in sand beneath wheels with
I, 9. and 12 lugs having 30' lug angle at 2It slip

I

Fig. 6 Flow pettrvIn i nd beneath a wheel with 9 lugs and N o

lug angle at 611 slIp
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Fig. 7 Comperilsn of flow mones In send beneath a wheel with
9 lugs and 30* lug angle at slips of 28%, S21 and 68%
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Fig9. 9 Camparien of flow zones i sand beneath awheo whavn

9 lugs and 20' lug angle at varbusa angular positions
at 281 slip

i"O2



Fig. 10 Flow pattern In clay beneath a wheel with a single lug
and 300 lug angle at 28% slip

Fig. 11 Flow pattern in clay beneath a wheel with 9 lugs and
364 lug angle at 23% slip
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Fig. 12 Soil wedge formed adjacent to th, lug of a wheel with a
sigle lug and 301 lug angl, at 28% slip i clay

F 1g. 13 SoN wedge formed adjacent to the lug of a wheel with
9 lugs and 340 lug angle at 161 slip In clay
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S.0

Fig. 14 Trajectories of clay particles beneath a wheal with a single
lug and 301 lug angle at 23% ulip A

0I

position P

Fig. IS Trajectories of clay particles beneath a wheel with 9 lugs
and 30' lug angIe at 28% slip
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Fig. 16 Comparison of flow zones in clay beneath a wheel with
9 lugs and 300 lug angle at various angular positions
at 23% slip

'c'

Fig. 17 Deforation of the clay beneath the lug of a wheel with
9 lugs and Me lug angle at various angular positions
at 281 slip
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ACTUAL CAVITY

/THEORETICAL CAVITY

Fig. 18 Comparison of the theoretical and actual saos Of the
cavity formied by the lug Of a wheel in sand

ACTUAL CAVITY

D 
C

THEORETICAL CAVITY

Fig. 19 Coma~risn of the the01etial and actual shmapes of the

I- cavity formed by the lug Of awheel In clay
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PREDICTION ACCURACY OF THE TORQUES

FOR WTARY TILLAGE BY AN ANALO TOOL

Kinoru Yamaaki and Takashi Taosk

S faculty of Agriculture. Kyoto University. Kyoto. Japan

The analog prediction system developed and investigated by R. L. Schafer
and C. A. Reaves was used for predicting torque on rotary bind.

S Throe sit*@ of rotary blade* with a similar configuration and cones as
an analog tool were chosen to be in ratios of I : 1, 1 1.25 and I
1.61 relative to the smallest size. The largest blade that is on the

S market and two other blades were called prototype, M-1 blade and M-2
blade respectively.
Tests were run in silt soil at three moisturt levels; NCI(21.3Z), NC2
(28.82) and NC3(33.82). The tillage test was designed to run in threeDlevels of depth and in cue level of forward speed ad peripheral speed
of blade. A movable soil bin with stationary rotary tillage device was4used. Soil fitting procedure was conducted mainly by hand with a scoop.
a leveler and a patting tool before each test. The cones ware penetrated
vertically downward into the soil at a speed of 5.5 =/s by mans of a
hydraulic cylinder. Torque on rotary blade, cone penetration force.
depth etc. were masured and the average torque from three repetition
tests and the average penetration force from soil surface to each corre-
sponding scaled depth ware calculated.
Through the date analysis, the following results were obtained. The ar-
ago prediction rrors In the absolute value were 13.49 1 for M-1 blade
and 24.57 1 for N-2 blade . There was a tendency that the prediction
accuracy decreased in the shallow "o. The adoption of the average cooe
penetration force was effective in the prediction.

WUCTION

Performences of prototype in soil-machine systems hae been investigated
end predicted by scale model data using similitude theory. Nowever, a
satisfactory prediction is net attained especially in como soil con-
ditioss where distortions occur, since present knowledge of soil-machine
interactions is smager.
The objective of this study is to investigate the usefulness or feasibili-
ty of an analog for predicting torque*s on rotary blades wbich bring.
sbout a considerable high speed interaction. An analog prediction tech-
nique developed by Schafer at &I.* ws used. Jhetehmique is based o
the equation (1).

6 a It / ?a 5 **e..*...*e I

wbere I sod to are the forces on the prototype and model respectively,
n is length scale and a is an expnent for a particular soil-naehin
system.
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f

ANALYSIS OF YU P3IDICTIOU SYSTM

The following equations wat assumd as to the force-siso relations whom
& series of rotary blades and cones with eomstrically similar configure-
tionas are operated in the sane soil.

F f GO f ........• ...... (2)

p p ............... .. ......

where.
F - force to prototype blade
f - force to model blade
P - force to the largest cons
p - force to other come
a - length scale and
of, Op exponents for both syati

In this study, as torques are to be predicted,

'rI. - (t/9) a f ....................... (')

where.
T w torque on prototype
t - torque on model
L - a representative length of prototype
t - a representative length of model

Squation (4) can be written as,

T o tl" ....... .........0.........0()

or

where, at Sf4 Ia

For equal values of a, equations (6) and (3) can be cobhined to get

T -p .P ... .0........... 7

or,
T - A-Pstp ......................... (a)

where, A - t'p *tsp

stp a st-sp'l or st a Stp'sp

Then, the prediction equation would be

T a t.nsptp . ton't ................. (9)

aEnRaDE AL DESm An Un

STi a for rotary tillas en the Mahet which are widely used
La Japameso paddy field woe chosen " a ptotype d te 8eutrically
similar moela with scals of 622 nd SO 1 won -factuwei (Tipe 1).

"A. ~
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Table I shows their main
dimesions. The distance
a from the center of ro-
tation to the tip of
blade was determined as a
representative length.
Six blades were installed
on a rotary shaft as

2 shown in Figure 2.
Therefore, three sets of

rotary ahaft with blades
of different kinds were

Coaes
h r. circular cone@ with

an apex angle of 60 dog.
were used as an analog

A device. The diameters of
their base are determined
to have the same length
scale in proportion to

f igure 1. Rotary blade tested ( blade ) the ratios of three rotary
blades (Figure 3).

Table 1. Dimansions of rotary blades tasted.

symbol radius width angle redi"a thickness scale length
of of of of of of blade SCSl*

p 225 40 70 35 6 1.00 3.00

N-1 ISO 32 70 28 4 0.80 1.25

10-2 140 25 70 25 3 0.62 1.63

- - - -- - -

a 1080 1.26 LOOT
'7d

Figur 2. £roap t of Fims3 oo as
rotary blades. aoo eie

* C ~~~110ers to circ les doese the Order of dig.)ail0die

~i - -N
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2xperimental Devices and asuring, Points

A facility of a straigsht. sovable soil bin with statioary tool wes design-
ed and constructed as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Soil bin facility

I. Variable speed mator 2. Redueeioe gars 3. Drive sprocket
*. Thret steel red with chains S. uppoti8 stnd 6. Soil box (46 a
200 a 30 ca) 7. Xydraulie metr 8. Rails for soil box 9. peace
10. Rails om, both upper sides of soil box II. Carriage with leveling
plate 12. Carriage with cew pemetroeiter 13. Rotary abaft
14. CemplLaG 15. Kip ring 16. Dome for detecting ftoee ceapemeut to
blades. bX~d....

., - *J •
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Adjustment of tilling depth was conducted as follows. Firstly. soil box
6 was jacked up and spacinug blocks wore inserted between the bin and a
truck which rums on the rails l. Then, the bin was lowered on the spacers,
and with this. an approximate adjustment of depth was attained. Secondly,
a precise depth adjustment was done by regulating the height of a leveling
plate which is set up on a carriage 11 on the rails 10 located on both
upper side@ of the bin.
The drive system of the soil box consists of a variable speed, electric
motor 7, a reduction gears 2. driving sprockets 3 and a thrust steel rod
4 on which chains are installed. By this systvm, a comparative steady
speed in the range 0 - 30 cm/s was obtained.
A hydraulic power unit composed of a piston pumop. flow control valves and
electromagnetic valves wae adopted to drive the rotary sbaft and cone
peoetrometer. An orbit motor 7 was used to drive rotary shaft. After

set of rotary shaft was tested, it was changed for aoother set.I
A scoop, a conpactiag board with a hadle and a leveler were prepared for
soil preparation.
The measuring points and the instrment used were as follows.
1. Torque on rotary &hWt. strain &We and slip ring 15.
2. Componetoof both vertical and logitudinal forces on rotary blades:

strain two 16.
3. Velocity of soil box (tilling speed )s an electric pulse generator.
6. Rotational speed of the shaft: a tachometer generator.
All data were recorded by a data recorder.

The cowwas c on a the tip of penetration, rod which is connected with

a hydraulic cylinder through the intermodiaton of a force transducer. The
penetration speed was 5.5 rin/s. Penetration resistance was measured by
means of the force traedeser of strain MW type and depth was detected
by use of a differential linear transformer.

Th olue a itcnitn of 9.8 X clay. 41.4 2 silt and 48.8 X
sand. After being dried, smeshed . sifted and bagged. it is on the market
in Kyoto. Plastic limit and liquid limit were found to be 29.2 Z and
52.9 1. We determined three levels of soil moisture content as shown in
Table 2, considering that the soils tooted asould have the misture con-
cents as seom in common peddy fields.
Bach soil was processed by adding predetermined amount of water little by
little byawater pot mend mby & scoopina box. The, the soilwas
filled up into the soil hex and was covered a sheet of vinyl film for a
week to equalize moisture. Defoes every tillage test, the following soil
preparation was carried out. The soil was losened to the bottom by a
scoop so the surface soil was leveled and compacted. These ammasl works
ware carefully conducted by a definite way. finally, the adjustmt of

tilling depth mes done. ____________________________

Table 2. lyinhels of the sails end their moisture contents

Isymbels MC iI MsC 2 MC 3

Wentnt(Z 21.20 30.79 3.7

-h desig so operating esuditions shM in the equations (10) - (IA)
shmuld be held bet-een the prototype and the models. The team en soil

-4 ~~ Properties are not included. z~

~ - 4.A

.,4
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t R t / ........ *............. (10)

% .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. (11)

2 /3 4 - / go .......................... (12)
v2/g.R -vj/ &U-1 . ....................... (13)

j .. ....................... (1,)

where, k - the miumm rotational radius of blade
t a other legthe of blade ( vidth of cut etc. )
a - agles of blade ( angle of bend etc. )
Z e tilling depth
V - tilling forward speed
N - rotational speed of rotary shaft
g - acceleration of gravity and
M denotes model.

The equations (10) and (11) were realized among the blades. Therefore.
three levels of Z, V and 3 were determined respectively for P blade in the
first place. And, ., Vm and li for blades -1 and N-2 were set up
but, in this report, the results are shown about the case presented In
Table 3. Three repetition tests were carried out.

Table 3 Tillage conditions

blades ZI !Z2 Z3 Nrow

S7.U 10.0 1i 24. 205

1-1 5.6 8.0 10.4 21.5 229

N-2 4.4 6.2 I 8.1 18.9 260

RSULTS

Torque$* Peoetration F2oe To, UL~sa
The torques obtained in the throe repetition tests at throe scaled depth$
for each rotary blade are obn in Figure 5 (a), (b) and (c). As is seen
in the figures. the dispersion of each there points wus notable at higher
moistere levels, at shallower scaled depthe and in Meller blades. ThLs
wes tbougbt to be cosequeat upon the smmiformity and the variatlos of
the strength of soils which were prepared for every tillage run.
Raecially, at NC2 smd NC3, mll-sisd soil hells were formed s the tests
edvmseod. The sil bells disturbed the precise adjusatment for the scalod

5 depths deluNed, though smode an effort to break them. Usrefter, the
mea of torques To by throe r plication. M&. used.
As for the comes, the averaged values of penetration forces from soil
s4f0a1e to the scaled depth were adopted. For eample, the averaged
values of paeetrtis forces fro sOil surface to the depths of 7, 10 and
13 moree und.
The relatiea of torques - blade eise. and pemeptrgtion forces - come size*
are presented im Figures 6 ad 7 in logrithimcal for. Judging from the
results tb the relatiomships wre drt as the straight limes, we coa-
sidered thet the fundm tal qutioms (2) and (3) more satisfied.

-i,

-- -- a- - i i
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Figure 7. Penetration forces vs. cone sizes

Exonpenit Sn 2 6xtttorques on P blade according tto the analeg pre-
diction theory. it is necessary to got the exponents St. Sp and Stp from
all the regression lines regardless of soil moisture and depth levels.
Therefore. normalization was done as to torques and penetration forces in
order to eliminate the effects of soil conditions and the depth on the
exponents. Normalization was conducted in such a way that the torques were
divided by the torque on the smatllest 1M-2 blade for each moisture and
depth level combintion. and the ratio was named A. As to the penetration
forces, the some way was applied and the ratio was named w.
Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the relationships A vs. n. MJ vs. n and vs.
in each moisture level. Properly speaking, these figures should not be
presented separately by moisture levels. but they will tell us that the
considerable dispersion of dots and differences of the slope* in soe
combination of MC and Z level. This fact mans that an ideal result. in
which the exponent Sip is always definite, wa not obtained and that the
prediction accuracy was decreased in seow measure.
The exponents based on all the data and based an each MC level for refer-
once were calculated by mans of regression analysis. The estimated

: values of St which will be written by the symbol A hereafter, the values
[ of St due to the observed value and their ratios are shown in Table 4.
> As most of values are smllelr than those of St. it is expected that

the predicted torques wrill be loe than the measured In general.

Ir X3 Z 1l.I 1P Z3

4 .. 4 Z3 ,4

] " .

M3/

I I I I I IS I A I is 2

II

Fgur ure a. Peetatoratio f vs. length scloe n

.--ponent4 .
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Table 4. The exponents obtained from all the data and

each soil moisture level.

St Sp Stp St St

all data 2.8633 1.5361 1.7525 2.6921" -0. 171

lci level 3.2841 1.4f6 2.0538 2.8 O9 -O0 120

"CZ: level 2. 195 1.5732 1.3515 2. 1262 -0.032

NC3 level ,3. 1104 ,1.6292 1 .8864 ,3.0733 ,-0.012

Prediction of Torques on P blade

figure 11 shows the mesured torque and the predicted values based on all

~data from W4-1 and 14-2 blades in rotation to HC and Z levels. A better
| concurrence was noticed in lower moisture levels and larger model blade.

Then. the prediction error (A) darived from all the data a defined by

,, the equation (15) and the results or* presented In Tables 5 and 6.

P irediction Error (A) (predicted Observed) x 100 .... (15)

-f ! iI I' - -

Al daa .63 .561 1755 2.92 0.7

MCI eve 3.841 1.466 2053 2.889j -. 1A
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As for the prediction error (h) derived from all the data, the largest
error was brought on at MC2 level with two model blades. There is a dis-
tinct inclination that over prediction occured only at MC2, but the cause
is inexplicable. The average of all the errors yeas very small as the
result of offset account and accordingly their standard deviations were
considerably large (Table 5). On the contrary, the prediction error (A)
based on the data from each NC level were smaller (Table 6).
Now, it may be effective or useful to adopt an absolute value of the pre-
diction error (A), we call it " the prediction error (B) " , when we refer
to the average error. As with the prediction error (B), the averages
from N-I and M-2 blades became larger and were 13.5 2 and 24.6 1, but
the standard deviations decreased to 7.61 2 and 20.4 1 respectively.
The average errors for each Z level, on the whole. suggests that the non-
uniformity of soil strength on the torques exsists especially in the
shallower zone.

0 Maagaaqsd
o PMdKcW by M-1

(a) Prediction by H - I blade

20,

2o P".id Y by M

ir)e II. Prediction of torques on P blade
1 based on all the data

so - -mWb -

A

fis.t It o . Fricio of, torque on P ble... '" , ,,-

fil bao n al th dat
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Table 5. Prediction errors based on all the data

MC level Z level measured M - I blade H - 2 blade
torque predicted error(A) predicted error(A)

-- P blade torque torque

MC I Z 1 7.02NM  5.91M m  -15.84 5.38 -23.38

Z 2 10.45 10.39 - 0.54 6.99 -33.08
Z 3 14.09 13.33 - 5.40 13.52 - 4.05

W. 2 Z 3 9.32 11.47 23.06 16.28 74.68
Z 2 15.11 18.73 23.94 17.61 16.53
Z 3 19.36 21.06 8.79 21.66 11.88

MC 3 Z I 27.89 25.42 - 8.86 22.77 -18.35
Z 2 36.69 30.93 -15.71 34.86 - 5.00
Z 3 54.42 43.95 -19.25 35.82 -34.37

Average error H-I blade H-2 blade

MCI (A) - 7.26 -20.17
(B) 7.26 20.17

MC2 (A) 18.60 34.36
(8) 18.60 34.36

HC3 (A) - 14.16 -19.17
(a) 14.16 19.17

Z I (B) 15.92 38.85
Z 2 (B) 13.40 18.20
Z 3 (1) 1I.35 16.70

All data (A) - 1.09 - 1.66
Stand. devi. 15.45 31.89

All data (B) 13.49 24.57
Stand. devi. 7.61 20.40

Table 6. Prediction errors based on the data
from each NC level.

WC level Z level masured K - I blade 2, blad
torque predicted arror(A) predicted error(A)
P blade torque torque

MC I Z 3 7.02Iw 6.17 n o -12.11 z  5.91No -15.81
Z 2 10.45 10.86 3.92 7.68 -26.51
Z 3 14.09 13.93 - 1.14 14.84 5.32

MC 2 Z I 9.32 30.II 8.48 12.45 33.58
Z 2 15.11 16.51 9.27 13.46 -10.92
Z 3 19.36 16.56 - 4.13 16.56 -14.46

M4C 3 Z I 27.89 27.8 - 0.75 27.28 - 2.19
Z 2 36.69 33.67 - 8.23 27.28 13.85
Z 3 5A.42 47.55 -12.07 42.93 -21.11

-
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Average err ot M-1 blade M-2 blade

4C I (A) - 3.11 -12.33
(a) 5.72 15.88

NC2 (A) 4.54 - 2.73
(3) 7.29 19.65

MC3 (A) - 7.o2 - 3.15
(1) 7.02 12.38

Z I (B) 7.11 17.19
Z 2 (B) 7.14 17.09
Z 3 (B) 5.78 13.63

All data (A) - 1.86 - 4.25
Stand. devi. 7.61 18.00

All data (B) 6.68 15.97
Stand. devi. 1 4.09 ,9.33

DISCUSSION

A general similitude technique for soil-machine systems is not ea~sblith-
ed under the present condition though many researches have been conduct-
ed. The method using an analog device is considered to have the possi-
bility to predict the performance of a prototype from modaim. We paid
more attention to the prediction accuracy setting aside an appropriate-
ness of cone as an alog tool.
Various appraisals could be possible as to the prediction errors obtain-
ed in this experiment. If a tentative target of the prediction error is
settled to be 1O Z as Schafer et al. proposed, the number of errors over
10 2 amounted more than twice the number of errors below 10 X. Also, it
was found that the standard deviation of the prediction errors (A) and
(B) were too large for an practical prediction system. but, consider-
ing that a high speed soil-machine interaction occurs in rotary tillage.
one might say that the results obtained exceeded expectation. The reason
would be as follows. One is due to the minute soil preparation which
was possible because of the smil-scale soil box. The other is attribu-
table to adopt the average penetration force.
Then, the investigation was made on the large variations of prediction
errors which were expressed by standard deviations. Another cone pene-
tration was coducted to examine the uniformity of soil strengths using
a cone with 60 deg. apex angle and 25 m diameter before every tillage
run. The result is shown about the case of NC 3, where the soil prepa-
ration was most difficult. At NC 3, twenty seven penetration tests ware
conducted before every tillage run. The cone was pemetrrted at the con-
ter of the soil box and twenty seven depth-force diagrams were obtained.
Prom thm, the average penetration forces from soil surface to the four
depths ( 3, 5, 10 and 13 cm ) and the standard deviation were obtained.
Table 7 shows the result that the coefficient of variation was about 10 1.
This mane that the immanent nonuniformity of soil strength is one of the
reasone for the large prediction errors.
The analysis of variance concerning with the prediction error (A) was also
conducted. Through the analysis, it was found that only NC was signifi-
cant at 5 1 critical rate and the other factors or the interactions proved
to be judged insignificant. It comes to a conclusion that a series of

,, cones as an analog could not function so as to correspond with the change

A..,c ....
; + , a.+ -* .,-

-r ,. A,
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of *oil coaditions. Naturally, the prodictioa based on the exponents
gained from each NC level lacks universal validity for practical use.
In conclusion, an analysis of prediction errors viii be necessary along
with the developmeat of better analogs. To put it concretely, it is
isportant to decrease and mesure the effects of test facility and -thod
on prediction errors in order to throw light upon true validity of an
analog device.

Table 7. Variations of the strength of
soil prepared.

depth (cm) 3 - 0 3

jje come (N) 123.8 165.8 183.9 181.9
stI&O L, (9) 13.o 16.9 17.3 21.8

t(Z) i. 10.2 9.4 12.0

muRINCls

I) a. L. Schafer at I. : An Interpretation of Distortion in the Similitu-
de of Certain Soil-Machine Systms. Trans. of the AlA., 12(1), 145-149,

99
2) t. L. Schafer and C. A. leaves : Distorted Model Predictions Using an

alog Device. Trans. of the ASAK, 19(6), IODG-1014, 1976
3) C. K. Johnson et al. Sam Soil-Tool Analogs. Trans. of the ASlA,

23(1), 9-13, 1980
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4THK ANALYSIS ON TIE DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF A SINGLE LUG

S TAI LING ZANA YAO JIAN SHAO

SOUTH CHINA AGRICULTURAL COL[ZGE

N

0The ur of rigid lugged wheel for the Daddy-field tractor
is the bosic element to interact with soil. The lug angle has
significAnt effect on the tractive performance of a rigid

_ lugged wheel In rice field.
This paper analyses the interaction process between lug and

9 soil. A calculating method of the soil reaction on a single
lug based on the equation of passive pressure in two dimen-
sional soil failure is presented. It is shown that there is a< good agreement between the measured and predicted pull and
lift forces developed by a single lug within the test range.
Based on the law of conservation of energy, the dynamic per-
formance of a lug Is predicted according to energy distrib-
ution under lug-soil interaction, and a computor nrogram is
develoned. The vertical vibration of wheel axle, the unstead-
iness of speed and slip of pulti-lugs wheel are studied theor-
etically and orelimdnarily.

INTRODUCTION

The lug Is the basic element to interact with soil, and it
has significant effect on the performance of wheeled tractor.

According to the Law of Conjugate Actioi4 between two meshing
proftle and the kinematics of lug, Y.*J Shao proposed nine
equations for geometrical oarmeaters of lug with respect to
slip. (1)Deng and Yu analyzed the flow pattern of soil be-
neath lug, they noted that the failure sone was nearly a log-
aritbelo spiral and straight line, and that the equation of
passive failure proposed by 1httlaratchl and Ross* (3) was
adoptable to predict the maximum thrust of lug at definite
position in Daddy field, and there was good agreemnt between
the monsured and predicted values* (2)

D. Oee-Clough (4,5,6 ) In his paper studied and determined the
influence of various parameters on the forces of single lug.
e auplied Dskker's pressure-sinkage equation and Reece's

*quatton to calculate the soil reaction on lug. His recent
emperiment into the effect of lug angle to performance can
to conclusion that 3oelug angle wheel obtained the largest
tractiw Dover.
Bssdes,J.Y. Wonr, (7), L.I. Karafiath and 9.A. Novatski also
(8) studied and analysed the lug-soil interaction.
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In this napex, experiments were conducted in soil bin to mea-
sure the' soil reactions on a single lug. This nnner analyses
the Interaction process between lug and soil. A calculating
rethod of the soil reaction on a single lug based on the equ-
ation of nassive nressure in two-dimensional soil failure is
rresented. Based on the Law of Conservation of Enerry, the
dynamic nerformance of a sirkg1l,.ul is toredioted and evaluated.
The vertical vibrntion of wheel axle and the unsteadiness of
speed nnd slin of lvrmned wheel under fluctuating soil reaction
are stuidied theoretically and preliminarily.

I. APPARtATUS AND EXPERI1.h:!1T MMTODG

All exneri-ents were conducted at a soil bin built in the
Depnrtment of Agricitltural Machinery at South China Agricul-
tural College. The Soil bin has a dimension of 20m length x
1.6m width x 1.011 depth. The soil laye In soil bin are
shown In Fig. 1. The Daddy field sol formed by long period
cultivation of rice were taken from the College Pwam The
grain sizes of soil and their distribution are shown In Pig*
2 that the various size of particles are In good compositione

In order to mneasure the soil reaction, an experimntal flat
lug model 120,.. In length x, 200amm in width was designed, Its
inclined angle was adjustable from 30- 500, and Its radius of
tip was adjustable from 350-I450m. An octagonal sensor which
had good linear relationship between measured forces and do-
fox etion was set between the lug and powered sbia~t to measure
the soil reaction R and its radial'oomponent Rn and tangential
comp~onent Rt as shown in P19-39,,

The lug tester had two motors, of which one motor was used to
drive the shaft of lug and the other motor to control the slip
and snood. All forces from soil reaction were picked up by
strain azmlitier and graphed by recorder. The rotational speed
of the model lug was set at 6.34~ rpm, The sinkage of the lug
was controled at 138m.. measured from tip.

Who

Firtl Soil layers Fig92 Soil grain aso@e
in soil bin and distribution
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1Figs3 The model lur

with sensorPi.L4 The lug tester

The soil reactions )'ere nansured at various sUipS(5, 25%,
105) and inclined angleas(5, 270,300 ,350 )of the model lug.
The water content, cohesion and internal friction angle of
soil at vnrious denth(30ui, Onu, 130mnm) were tested before
experiment. From t-e tests, the values of cohesion c increased
with denth, but there were small changes in the internal
frictlon anle .

The relationship of shear- disnlaesment of the soil in soil
bin could be expressed in Janosi Formula:

- ./k

In or,'er to obtain the value of k, expression (U - 1) was
transformed int6 the followIng eoxression by means of a log-
ari thmic method,

ln(l - . 4T-ax) -Jlk tl - 2)

The adhesion and external friction ansle of the soil in soil-
bin wer^ also tested,

1I. TM XWOID SOIL RRACTIONS

The reaorded soil reactions tom experints were the radial
componnt Rn and tangential compoent Rt as shown in Fig. 5A-
Their relationship with vertical oomponent Rz and horizontal
component Nmay be expressed in the following equation :

." sln(o *X )-cos(#S)J I RnJ (2 - 1)

AB ta&0 ( d.in -ABC) (2-2)

t r@- A, nQ9AB
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Pig.5 The soil reactions A
masuring
Fig.6 The analysis of

measured force
system

Substitute tbm tollowintg values (AC- 3 01 -. 6Ore. Zhc-
26.570, ADB679 1m, r-= 25m) into equation (2 - 2) and
obtair the angle funder various inclined angle of lug as in
the tollowi table:

150 270 300t.o 3 o
-2.15 0.030 o.,0" 1 *"7

From the above table, it is shown that the angle Is very
small so that the measued RnvRt forces my be considered as
the dynamic radial force and tangential force of the wheel at
lug tips, and a resolution of these forces into vertical corn-
ponents R. and horisontal components R.can be calculated.

The mapsed values of Rz and Rx beneath single lug with 1c?
27', 30 ° , 350 inclined angle at 15r;, W sl under the same
controled sinkage 238m are shown in the figurs ol Fig.7. It
Is observed from the curves that all the soil reactions RR_
at 25% slip are larger than those at 15% slip, and that a; 1
vertical oomonents R obviously Increase with inclined angles
but the horisontal oomonents Rx only have slight variation.
It is noted that the R. and R. each maximm before the lug
arrives at Its lowst nositon (low 900)0 that the R~a~x always
earlier than R, b about 100. that Is, the raximum R? ex-
hibits at 0.70 -80 and mmum Rx at 80 - 90 - It is inter-
esting to note that a negative R: (-Rs ) Is presented while
the lug leaves the soil with scooping action, and that the lug
with less inclined angle will have larger negative Rz , and
the man the slip, the larger the negative Rzo

?g1 (,l t pao) The masured and predicted soil
eaotion is and U

-. -is A
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Ill. TM Phl.DICTI i; OF SO(,IL IL'ACTT" P_*, -

A oalculating method of the soil rtaotion o- a vinrle P.1.
based on the eouation of passive pressure in Of:o di.ns- '
soil 'ailure nroposed by 11ittiaratchi and Reece (9) is t_'1e
for this prediction* The general passive soll reststance c'
the lug interface in unit width ciu be written in to::"s cf .e
symbo.s defined in Notation by to following exprosslon:

1 uifc*Y 48,~ 9 so A n ) 31

The soil reaction RI mey be broken down into two parts, the
adhesive conponent acting along tie interface (Amazcosoa ),
and P the frictional co.,onent aeting at an angle with the
normal to the Interface. The magnitude of P -.ay be expressed
in the following eouation in which symbols defined in Notation.

P -f'*K 1 + czr+qzq-1:2 K - " - 2)

The angle between vector of P and normal to interface is 6 as
shown In Fig.8.
The soil reaction Rito interface in unit width may be written

as: IF -F-
That RI- (P +A 2 +2PAsinS )i (3 - 4)
The angle f between R1 and normal of interface is given by
the following expression:

J4-- + sin'(Aoi/) (3 -5)

t9

I )

Fig.8 Passive soil failure

l4,9

rorisontal sler forces
disolace-wnt



Let P1 anz;j ' 4qsK ..

and tle distance h1 from the acting point of R1 to the upDoer
end of the Interface is given by :

h,- a coseog oesd see O r(3?,+4?.,)/6R] (3 - 6)
The above exoression is adaptable at the following range of

A is the anvelTei~n the direction of notion of interface
at upoer end anr1olnta1 lie)

(b) 4p
(0) S, 0-0

AccordingC to a preliminary calculation, the value of P18 1 only
about lof the friction component P. In order to simply the
calculationp the last term of P us be iwglocted, and (3 - 2)
may be simplified and expresosd as:

P M 21 ?a YK+ O(C-S+ qSQ (3 -2)
wbore In and K. are given by the following expressions:

a" (N " 1) se04 oaseaootO (3 - 7)
.mf8 660 coea (3 - 5)

and according to (15), rf is asproximate y equal to 0.5 15
9 1 -"~(3-9)

The L (n 3 - ind( - 8) Oy be calculate according to
the following table.

' ! .. 4 1 '

and in above table#

11.4054 osd.sIn2 4'-sin2 d /M1 s in#) (3 -10)

V~ftxp( 2M21 -*)an#)(3 -4)
*1(l sn~in 2 h'+$)_ sin~ssusp421/os2+

A f(3 --

In paddy field soil it sem to be important that th sideway
shear resistance of soil for the tested lug with larlpr WSl
ratio may not be neglected i" calculating soll reactions be-

Ss math lug. Asoording to (10), the equation of sideway ahear
resistane sroposed by A.eReoe was adamtable for soft paddy
field soil. The lateral shear reslsteno m be expressed as



'1 -13

wher 2sk 1*. #4 ,for (E>B/P)
1, -v for (SiD/2)

- the width or lug.
The late'al *a-e y be taken as:

Sm 3, - S.s

where BiO.2cot~fez(2(e*-ftan)-1) 
3

s 2-o.5 ,".P2(A*-)tan#os

the contact length of lateral interface.
The lateral shear resistance Ps may be exressod as:

P 2S 2ft. (3 -15)

It Is considered that the lateral shear resistance depends on
a, so Ps is taken as a part of Pl,

Then the rest is to determinm the value of j according to the
slip line, as shown in Pig.9o Take Osat up:. *irA -0 lur, as
the center (pole) of logarithmic spiral.and then draw the log-
arithuio spiral from lug tip* The siral interset t~e inter-
face of lug at point Ajto The horlsontal distance from A, to
Ai' represents a part of horizontal shear displaoement J,,
The horizontal shear displacement j for lug position Aj+-may
be e=ressed by the aum of partial displacemnts from A- to

S -Z 0i (3 -16)

The lug force R can be summed up by the following expressions

r~er 3- Bles4-Orr )+Ps

?hus the vertical oormonent Rz and horizontal component R' of
the soil reaction R on the single lug as shown in FiglO may
be expressed as follow:

x -R in($ -A -p) (3 -18)

3s- Go -( -i ) (3 -19)

All Wig above equation was propmm4 ad the 3p and 2- may be
ecpead on a computer without using curvs ftPM eha~itebecom-
puted values and curves are shown in Pig0? in comparison with

enaind curves. It mey be seen from these curves that there
io Sood agreement between the predicted curves and mmasured
OUZ 9'OSo

". i"+ , 
+

-

., + + . . ,+ •,
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IV A TI.:OR1.UT CAL Al: AU"IS i:.rC TIE
F h.C PFORUANCE ?F A 7'GI LUG

The dynamic performance of a single lug is analysed based on
the L.- of Conservation of Knergy and according to the distr-
Ibution of energy.

Sunnose a single lug turns uniformly an angle of dO under the
torque U(S), the irut energy of the lug is M(e)dO, and a
Part of the energ, will transform into available energy of
pull R,(O)rdO, and the other p&rt of energy E consumed on
overcom ting the n.otion resistance, slip and soil deformation.
The eniuation of enerr equilibrium of a single lug may be ex-
pressed as follow:

(0) Ce- -jcflx(i)rde+E U - 1)
where el, Ol -- the rotating angle of wheel as the lug

enters the soil and leaves the soil,
r -- the rolling radius of lug, rmre(l - i).

In order to evaluate the dynamic performance of a single lug
based on the distribution of energy, the efficiency of the
lug is defined as the ratio of outmut energy to irut energy
In the process of lug-soil interaction, that is:

11 (0) C
fel el~~

Supnose the axle of wheel travels a distance of S t while the
lug moves from a position of entering the soil to other posi-
tion rf leaving the soil.

Sr-o(l - i)(0 - e!)-ro(l - i)Or (4 - 3)

dividing (4 - 2) by (4 - 3),
2(021(e)d0 RX(O)rd0 I

ma ~ - - 4
ar ar a,(

Bach term of the above exoression (4-4) does have the dimen-
sioel ,un-tity of fores, so the average thrust Have ,awerage
vull Pave and averr-e -otion resistance fave may be defined
by the followine, ewnresslona:wave - el J (e)de (4 - 5)

S ave a ux()z'do (4 6)

rave X Sr (4 -7)

and wave pave + ave

.. .I p + . . ++ + +
__ "+j+
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C'-

Pavem RX ()2 J Rx (O)dO
Srf O

The average bearing reaction WLVy may be expressed au:

W M .j:1  Rt(O)dO (14 - 8)

According to expressions (4-2),(4-6),(4-8)and the measured
soil reaction, the relationship between Pave Waven
can be plotted as shown in Pig.ll. From this figure, it is
noted that all the Vaveand PaveOf single 1w at various in-
clined angle increase with slip, and that at a given slip the
Wave increases but Pyes decrensen with inclined angle. It is
noted that the efficiency of lug at a given alln Aeoreases
with its inclined ancle within the ranne of 15 - 35P.

ThI vowwed wbeel always works with a definite load on axle.
Supnose that an average bearing reaction of 30ke Is needed to
assure a linkage of 138mm for te exnerirental lug.

In Fig. 11, draw a straight line ABCD parallel to axis from
the point 7avew 30kg. It is seen that at 1 7ae 30kg and rt the
a-A sinkae of 13Cmm the correavondig salto ars 32' 6I1':4
13% and for inclined an-les of 15 , 27 . 30 . 15 resec-
tively. Prom point ABCD draw vertical lines upward and inter- 7

sect the %@- curves of various slips nt A'B'C'D respecti-
vely. CurW A'BIC'DI is the curve of 0 o lationship. From
this curve it is noted tlat theoretical efficiency of lug
reaches maximum at an Inclined an-le of 2 0with a reayective
ali of I,%.

r i
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According to the above method of calculation of soil reaction
and the analysis of dynamic performnance of lugp the following
nrocedure to nredict the performance of single lug is recom-

mended-

1. The following Input data should be known:
(a) the soil pararoters: a, f , a , j 0 ,
(b) the reoretrical paramyters of lug: L, BB,
(c) the averape bearinF, reaction and adoaptablesinkage:

We"r, ,. I
2. To predict R at various slip, calculate R5 (S) and the Wanw

me osa s of Simpson's Integral method.
3. fo nroiat average null Pawc according to R obtained from

2nd aten and the corresnondent alit i.
4. To credict the efficiency of lug by means of Simpson's

Integral method according to exoression (4 - 2).
5. Repeat the above procedure of calculation at various in-

clined angle 0, compare to obtain the maximum efficiency
and the correanondent g *

A flow chart of conuter program for the above predictions is
shown in Fig,12.

L.S.r j |

Fig.12 A flow chat of computer progra
to predict per.formance of lug

, . w:sv. z.__

* I IIuis. -
Vi"2Aflwcatofciite rga

to eitpflrneo u
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V. 1E r'T -ICAL VIBATII1 OF tiM AXL; VD
TIM MMYAINESS OF SPEED AT DY:TU~E"T SUMPTG

From the experiment it was noted that t'e soil reac" n
single lug was fluctuatingand that the axleof the r -*.u wheel
with limited quantity of lugs vibrated in the vert'e., direc-
tion and its speed and slip varied in travel direction, as
shown in Fig.13.

e110

Fig.13 The soil reactions on the wheel
with twelve lugs

Suppose that the motion of a rigid lugged wheel is a plane
motion system of rigid body. In Fig. 14, point 0, is the
origin of the motional coordinate systemp and -. coincides
with the center (axle) of the wheel. The angular speed of the
wheel is expected as constant and the motion of wheel axle
may be expressed by the following differential equations.

Pig.14 The coordinate Flg.l The analogoiis
sstem force swstei

*sO t RuM of soil1 raOtion on the lwua in X direction
tb M of soil reaction on the lug$ In Z direction

44. '•the motional resistance in X direction
-the load on the wheel axle

the ""mss fWheel,
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Bnsed on the nnalooiis force system as saown in Fifp.15, then
w"e hAve:

,~ ij+ .1a)g-
where I- conqta't towed resstrnoe

U-- the mass of the towed tester
U,-- the dis-losal mass on the wheel axle

Consenuently, the eauation(5 - 1) may be rewritten as:

(ft4m) - (2+ m)g -TR
I

To solve the equation (5 - 2)p the!l#,X curve in the range
betw ieen the entry angle into soil and outgoing angle of soil
Wit- resnect to a snecific lug as shown in Fig.15 may be ex-
.ressed in Fourier series.
Let *a-i (t-0. f.2... *.-).

2"
then

RS(0 y f e 14 ! COS 6 i '- ~Codia' 5.~
where a*-#A- Jz Wed -CAS , CAE.o. ... ..... ..0
the sa-* as above(k. -

whjere (*4i('*jcs )(-)
Cb -~ F.)G&S(k-Lso. (k .. .... is

Substitute equatiov (5-3),(5-4i) into equation (5-2), and let
A-y&, .9=0. it-Von. jk-O atA-O , The sol tions of t'.0
equation (5-2) may be exoressed am follow:

P, - ( 0i()-

where 404A D& ., o Ca aC" .

o.- , , ". . A ' 4 ,A- : ,, 2 .. ... .. _ _ -"



It Is c i .'ht a., -. a qua-
tionn (<-5) to (5-1) are unvaried terms indicating to none-
fluctuatinr, value, but ti-,t the second anti t),1rC tcrms are
fluctmlnin rdth anr.le 9j.
Let the snood roW(l-i) of the vA..eel axle enmls t7 ft.rt

tern of equation (5-5) on rirlht side, then

The a-s for the vibration of the wbeel axle ,lonr t'-o verti-
cal direction:

Zbrl W( 'ar .

If the wheel was in a steady state of unitor mot..n indor
flucturtirn soil reaction, all points of Ident- "hae
under cyclical external force should have the ca.e sneed r.nr(
the an- Z coordinate. Then we have:

{i(O).v.i (05)
z (0)- 0z (es)

and then

o 1 --'.

thn2n
+ sin- (S* 3

2:,

+' on itin ofsed(5to-ee ~i~ y qains

the p Min + @aboo), t

x(O) -- o1-10 k

lae b h e.utin( 5-O.,} (-1 o(-3 a5d the

equations (5 - 5) to (5 - 8). o the curv, shown in ?Sol6,

it is shovm that the slip ii oltared with avtr.le il in a vanceof about 0.3 2o 0.2 ( 12)mll7.3ke, tjl 51qg, 1 3o3 ,
27). ? -€eu of the w'eel axle is shown in ig.l7 the

: i , fluotuatior . in a mau.nitude of about 1lhcr,

. -: 2. ,

ago I iP
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Fig. 1( ., e fluctuation of slip

A (&j

Fig. 17 The locus of a wheel axle

Based on the previous analysis, the vibration ot wheel axle
and tue unsteadiness of speed and slp are oaertain and will
give effect to soms vaiation on locus of lug tip*

CONCLUS ION

,he lw' of a rigid powered weel is the basic element to In-

teract with the soil. The lug angle has significant effect on
the tractive nerformance of a rigid wheel in paddy field.

This naner describes the experiments in measuring the soil re-

actions on a single model lug with various inclined angle and

slip in soil bin. A calculating method of the soil reactions
on Sinwle lir, based on the enuation of vassive pressure in
two di ensionl -0'1 failure is oresented. It Is shown that
there is "ood arveemsnt between the measured and nredicted
null and lift s-Il reactions on a sinple lug within the test
range. anc: t*trt the equation of passive soil resistance pro-
posed b7 D.R.P. 49ttiaratchl and A.B. Reece is adoDtable for
the tester nnddy field soil in the evaluation for the soil
reactions o07 a sinple lug.

A rtod to nredict the dynamic per.ormance of a single lug
nccorinr to the energy distribution under lur,-soil inter-
nctl-n is -)resented.

A prell-inaril', theoretical study into the vertical vibration
of the r',el axle and the unsteadiness of seed and slip
ink.er flict!.,ting soil reaction is presented. It is shown on
cirves tiet t-e vibrating ragnitude of the =eel o6le is
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I.1 cm, and the n.-n I tude o,7 rntc:, c r.2 - in 10%.
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:'OT.',T , "

Ai: a A adhesive co-ronent of

a tnr-entlal ad.esIon soil reaction
P nidtl' of lu RX,i(6 -axis comnonent of
Dc.t k Iooefliclnt of Rerles soil renction on ith

at~ coh si sn c
coeffies nt of series RZR~Z(e -axis conponent of

Ddk coefficient of series oil reaction on ithf tor., re sistance lug
, Consiunsd •norgy 'RtR n  ,ng ntial and normalnotion resistance Ropneto soil 1e-

fave ieverare notion resis- I ction
tance 14,11 angential and normal

9 iravitational accel- iomonent of soil re-
ration ction on ith lugo -load onal oll~ag radius
tfF ust r0  adius of lug tip

Hve averare thrust of lug rc cting radius of soil
h length of lug action R
hl distance from ooint(tg) rd ynamic radius of soil

of action to unioerend eaction R
of interface ector of coordinateI lin system

lborizontal shear dis- ateral shear resistan4
placemnt coin area

k shear def.. intion mo- " ovin distance of axle
dul essne rofice soirdsaceo xe
dule rom entry to out ofKr  resistance coefficient som nrytloto

for a weightless soil e verage bearing react-
resistance coefficient Ion
for effect of self inclined angle of in-

Weit I____ ___

roe ancecoer'nicient inclined angle of lug
Ifor the surcharge iolumatric weight of

I ca resistance coefficient Ioil
for both cohesion and .u9sin5 (sind/sin#)
ad-.es!on xternal friction anrle

IL length of lug or inter 6j ngle between Rinand
,face kormal on interface
distance from a point ngle between TC and re
to unner end of lug 1 . ug effecienoy

N'M mass 0 otating angle of wheel
I(0) driving torque so space angle of lugs
P frictional co.ponent Or 1 ot-ting angle of wheel

of soil reaction from entry of soil to
Pa" average null rleave of lug

lateral shear resist- AA I
ance 1 'coefficient of lateral

Isurharge of soil 7 shear resistance

1.o11 reaction on snf 4 internal friction anrls
lug I center angle

R I soil reaction on unit to angular velocity
Iwitu of lug, Ir pressure stress

Rx.Rx()X-axis cononent of V shear stress

1 rection t
Rg.RS(S)Z-axiu cossononto f

k L.... Toll reaction
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STUY O TH HDIOIOPAGRICIULTURAL VENICLS ON STES?

GaOTIONO, Sw

In )Mrl-ocale f~ing plowgbing in generally preotki-
O ~up to 15 of slop., the reas of this lilitatilon beolao not only the safety of operat ion but also the £ozessiuga. Laye of Mobt and erosion as well. steeper slopes ae go-

vrally 4ovezoi with prwm iohe Is etw harvested or
gras.d, The ezperis aInleatee tat sateld four-wheel
drive tret with oomaftis"l tpee am harvest gres< C
undew ftvourable ocutioms on slopes up to 20*'-c?1
tretat andS bwaetIfn slopes up to 116*,peolal ( -

II&t-wei0A Maoblswith low presse t67es wre UNAeS
thawe we able to on"m so loooi gradients up to 33 ij byK

-ne of adequtek VnuwMO - -- - -

The layer of soil em efy sub-strte In muataiinms
restw Is oei a to Is on with the tnot pevwwtaua
to a depth of S to 10 on. the top soil Is very downe
so that low of eme-em t~ie with a trast lea tresS
patteam 60o t pemtvate lote seek a depth to gamble the
bowflelory twoesim of tUs "i beft. better VIP Is
adeveS with twoop-tyree havianorrw, mse lw imP with
the tre ""atta n 5t C ode).

ft""Hub i s e4zby snImpie with lameeslag
msltere of soil Va"k Is weolly mie Sn S em Septh.
speceuess "aft" as no eS ysem (St). onC the eolew
so aw speslmms Ides verny suitoble for tactiS lare
thene with up to as 0 Noisoe. owuts In nutelasoM
egatitiams, W40- mutest Of 30 40 % Is -omWNe
as seMMI, Itls 'oeto Is the soil with woethen 40



,9e

moisture content or mo"e than 30 % moisture content and
Wet *Uzfa@*.

The reasons of critical situation are generally the
sliding, then the overturfing dm to dyumio of6ots and
also funotional shortcomings of the =Ohin.

The fundamental mthod of the experimntal resoazoh
of the travel on hillsides in tie meas-ment In field

conditions with actual vehicles. The motion of vehicles
is pneally investigated when ;hey travel directly up- or
don11, along the contour ln.. end when oornering (nmking
a tarn), Though the reproducibility in not am high as In

laboratoz testing, the reliability Is considerably better.
The results depemd on the quality of the analysis end on
the generalizati of the data masured. With a certain

risk the acquired date we then used to predict Similar
properties of other vehioles. The aim of resorch is to
mintain this risk an low as possible.

It sosm that ou method In similar to the mthods of
the 8oottih Institute of A41ioultural Intlneering (OIUR)
at Penioulk (Gifillan 190, 8pener-Owe 1981 and others)
whose researob propeine includes the aspeots of slope
perfomawoe of treaters with respeot to the safety of
operation.

The Ivetatncm to the uctio of mobhnes on slopes
is further bo an a mere preclse kleedge end ,,,a,-
stending of kinmties end @3co of the generd plane
awtion of a hoel. An outline of a snthetlo solution,
prt d by Grg** (1975), prInel lly cplies with
er n n ezpcrictal results 'by Kfik (1971), 8ohwmg-
hat (191) end ae ClouSb6 (1981).

Ts paper is to repet e sem methods end results of
resm e M the opexaticm of vedidl m hillsides with
Sam so Ws M the eppltblty of temn0ee-aie.

k"' -"',a,, .. : ":.. I II ' I
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Traction properties wre generally ezweucsed by the
relation between the coefficient of grosns thr'ust 1,and
the slip a *.. a) applied to transmision of the tractive
effort (eog. the travel of a vehicle up the slope), the
co-called tractive propertiea; b) In the tranmiccon of
the braking effort (travel of a vehicle dou the slope),
the co-called braking properties.

&AI

Tractive properties are nossued by accelerated drabar
tests of vehileco In whiak a complete spectrumi of the
relation slip - drombar force In zecorded during each test
run an a track of about 100 a length (Grelenk. 1980).
Additiomel wasurmmts Include eag. the dotermi-tion of
the effective rolling resistance (ieo. the sumry resistance
of the driving and cupportiug devics of the vehicle which
is couterasod. by the total gross tractive effort).
The recording, proeesin, aimalyoing and plotting of the
measured data Is carried out by imodern methods (Pig.1).

Ptg,2 donstrates the soop. of 41ff crenee In tractive
properties of the semtir on grass-covered surface due
to the 61UMP In 801l INDistureV. If, for OXWmPle, the clip
during1 the travel shill' Inereacc VIP to the level Of t
the mehime Will "eash the Limit of 8liding A cimilar
situaftin throateac whem the MOhMM In travelling slowed
to the contour line of a slope and ino the angle of
heading (with respect to the contour liMe) with the tangent
epal to the clip ft (prineiple of equivaleineg Gregeuko

Ravwlg In mimi the predietiem of the vehilel Feefome
we have been, up to the proeets eble te express adeqmtely
o~ly the twWlzrmre oure I (biliner eqmation, oen
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* ~ L~u~U~/2 -0.387

SS UsaJL ' .3k .036 M

06 1 B 0.40

a02 2.4 06 . .
S _ X -DELTA (S)

Figl. Recoord of a m relation for driven wheels of
an agricultural i'ehiol. with 12.5/12-18 tyrem on "rgras-oovered, ground a qLm and u a"e prmterm of The
computer plotted slip curve In %biimaer form.
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U0 ."4

~0.3

KC0.1

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

PiS*2. Thrust - slip curvs of a 12.5/12-18 t"r measured
£ ~ o rass- ovyered gron ohmWg with moisture coontent of the

sollm 000 oIm 5 0113% 3seW 5)
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Gre6suko 1975). Zxponontial forms of thrust-slip curves
Including recent mthematical descript ion of funct ions
of type 2, 3 (lig.2) by Wog-rston-Thowas (1983) are
relatively "siml, but In view of the Impossibility of
Inversion (i.e.slip-thz'umt), they resist coeomuplicated
prastleel appliostions (so* pert "Prediction of vehilel
perforance on slopesp)e

The appl~caI1lity of the results of daombor tests to
the travel of vehicles up the slope in pertly limited by
the fact that the drawbe tests wre carried out an lervel
gp - where the tezture end the depth of the soil layer
ten to be different.

ALI
Braking properties are masured on level gpia b7

accelerated Pushing tests, In which the tested vehicle
ise pinched frmard at.a steplesly Inoreasing speae By this
mothed, in have ahievd negative slips up to -40 %
(a 1imit fte to dizetimnl stability of the Measuring
sen of veieles) * We have found that the braking properties
inu this given leuae of absolute slip values have leen
similar to te tractive properties.

te slip should be defined In both oases of traction
an bunking by a moifosm foml~a ecmtainusm the relatea
betweena the actual velocty v and the no-slip velocity vt
C uslike the existia IBM1 glossary of teams)Ia

s alI- vT/vt ) ( 1)

With a neggtive slip (chld) s a -1 (-200 %) the wheel
is fbrced to trael at the velocity v a2 vt,9 the dimple-
er-=t aloes te oatact woea being m 0 x a -Z
(lie. In the ireostom of uftim)g the locked braking
wheel maea skid sa -oe gi*e. there emists the em
dimplaerstV along the contact orea, ?he uniform fcrmals,
thus complis With thes fiundmotal rules Of the terrIUM-
ohmlo.
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Higher values of skid can only be achieved by the
downhill basking tests where the braking distance at the
full braklag effort is masured or, preferably, the maximum
deceleration (Spencer - Owen - Greenhill 1983) an a function
of velocity. The course of complete functions I& a f (-a)
for braking is analogous to functions -z W f ( + , )

Fig.2 but the mazinum braking force coefficient does not
attain the se high values probably due to the fact that
the iheel when braking floats more on the surface (maller
slip-sinkage) and the tread may eventually be clogged with
soil.

Slip (skid) of a vehicle up (do ) the zraient
The slip (skid) of a vehicle on the graient (Pig.3)

is most conveniently massured in a continuous way by means
of a gauge feel. The most suitable Is a slope with a

variable gradient which is mallest at the foothill ind
Increases towards the top of the slope. In this way the
vehicle slip and skid were recorded as given in Fig.4.

Travel of a lahi-- -,.orsal a rdient

In order that the maohlne with e.g. stoered front
wheels could travel along the contour line of the slope,
its longitudinasl axis has to resmw the attitude with

heading T 2 and the front whoels have to be turned by a
drift (slip) angle r, with respect to the contour line,
i.e. by a steering angle 9 In relation to the machin
(Pig.5). The headIng compensates the drift angles of the
wheels due to the effects of lateral forces on the slope;
the drift aogles result from the cmbined lateral dLspla-
cement of the soil and the deformation of the tyres.
The angles r are thus the function of the slope, gradient .

The study of this case of the travel is of importance
e.g. for the desining of farm vehicles operating with a
front-mouted nower (lig.6) , in mae of travel along
the contour line the swath has to pass between the wheels

... 1Immr
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Fig.). Test ru of anmparimnt.1 mnab with an laple-
at simator on the giam twe is seswe by mn"

of a gn2ilo@pe I a telamtrio myutm tnmsmto the date
ina letal foiu to a staloaw7 mwiu 'm.

20

I0

10

-101

-20

-30

Pig*4. Ueswre slip on& Ol plotted soulit the p'siUmt
dirnintst'O .aw t( fw wm*]l-4a1'm sme s m
fig.) with theJ inlmt ainiter raised ver no7 ia
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PigN5 * hn swn heh1u9 ehoewt r

Peit, mWen of re-ing heheel. e a. thol wtfront

rei.6.e of fepi.l'l vnb"]A inn oag t he oem-n

tow lime of a Staiet am not toub eitbe te standing
orop or the us.. ma.th.
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of the mohine without being overriden eand the wh oel mut

not ride over the edge of the standing crops. If e.g. the

angle r2 " 40 Is a limitiag faotor, then the respeetive
gradient uiwft the nxm slope on whioh the vehiole
ca sauooesfuly operate. The relation r2 a f (0) should
be possibly flat.

The meument of the heading of the maohine is
readily perfornd by m of two sets of sprinklers of
the owr eleotrio wiundshield washer (PLi.7). The nossles of
the two indipendent sprinkler ets are fstened on two
spots parallel with the aso of the mone, new to the

groun. When the mohine Is travelling along the ontou

lia, a washable paint Is sprayed in a ooncentrated been
through the mssle onto the nuw surface. The angle of

heed1i4 of the mhine them equals I

r2 & are &in (d/s) (2)

Generally Inde, the msles eam be positioned In ea

two arbitrary spots. It is then oonveleat to spray two
different oolows of pint and the tormuls for the

eagle r 2 beoce" way a little noe ooplieeted.

The mothod described above was ed to determine the

values of headigs to the oontow ie of a hillside moine
equipped lem tively with different tyes as Illustrated

In Wig.S. Further emraed was the Inflnmoe of the speed
of travel up to 12 kwhb cm the heading of the mohine.
On "ogound the heading rather tends to inareas with

the speed of travel (the bmW throw the meblue siAeway)

while on smooth Moved it rmais mehnged or even do-
oresm. (zbeology of the latena deforstiom an the side

slip).

- " 4 4 + -+. ... -

-. 4U. +.~ 1\ b+4.
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?IS*7. A method to deterine the heaing Y,, of a vehiclo
trawelIng along the oCutow lin of a gradiont.

2

0-
lB 20 22 24~ 26 28 3

7lges. Re.su'.4 values of beadlag Y' in. relatimn to the
gvbmOfft A Cp=067 SlOPe) for 8 four %Iee-1-avm uShIele
*quIped with terso-tyr.. "040.O-16.1 (1) ors' tafdard

tye 125121 (2)

Ax



Charctorlstlo, wwwoes perfoma and measurmeda
the slope e.ams s
a) an ability to, awe out direotly qphill
b) a ability to bronke to a stop directly do= the slope

In fimtiou of IoloolIty,
a) a half oiz'ol (9) turn at the aind of a downlops, rw

in fw~otief of Welolty.

The waernmIsr being a" In oonetotmn with the
asseoemet of the Vaeability of metiume.

The contet arsa of a tyre Yars 'both In shape sa
else ubo tz'mvllig alun the Contor LIMe* The shape
relates to the distributiee of the ocatmeet pesr, uideh
togther' with the tread pattern, affeot the lateral grip
pr'oprties of the tyr.. A nohae of a speool stma
enablixg to take pints of a oontat miss up to a preftent

of 300 IASshOID 1 Ig .9 toether With spoolIm Of etatlo
pints of the Barve 1595 - 26 St tyre.

the prints hav belped. to zveal that the sen owiteot
premem of the 4e00s01e &O'NOSope tyzes Of & tysOtoz tv@m-
v.111mg along the contou w inela 2emIme awkwa noge
for the vaeimo of the gvedient from 0 to 300.

e let ionship of the prailewt the meim ar mao-
tiete to the slip Getelas from SWUMies' m m to
maks a useful diagram. The oa t on@-i syes la 1I..e10 awe
baseds imaured date [a f C t]for the e.afttem I
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Wig,9. Sohmti eim" of a stow *we the geometry of
tyres an m, m alle plan mw studie ad two eemlss of
Saevm 15.5425 UtMi' Imprints.

30 -

25.

50 -

slip S1%
PIg.1O. A eainpted lsm preftetift the pevwmm of a

mpimltwsl ole 16ea aseendlas a slope fez' llffmset
eadIftems I the top of ak eumv SIndets the lidtlag

aeewl slepe me tbe zespeetive slip*
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elm*.m of the sum
ite 12 3

fall 2om silty loin lomw am
am

sufae Meadow maim mad"
couditiem of relatively shortly after
the surfaoe, dry rala dry
moil humi-
dlty,% 30 30 30
locality 30350Yise MfOVE Novd Too
Year 1 1976 1976 1976

Another alt~rmtlv. to the oomputotiom is the start of
motion OUphl with a given aegeleratim C ualy a a 0"05 g).

The wo as is to describe the klusoti. aMd 43umm
state (situation) Of a eSObine with reepOt to the 40614
of slope 0 by the following qtmtitie at least t
knmtic i

- suip snd steering mgl~s r, i r2 s
-speed of travel aloft the ootin' line

- revolut ion ratio of the uplope and 4omebps wheels
viem the ad* differemtWe are operating

- usmn reaotion foree 5 on all uheels
- gpm traotive, efforts I am all driving Wheels
- lateral forme.! em all. weels
- roln resitamees a of all Sibels.

The simplest altemative (a two-azl. vehiobe with a
two-eemL dive mAM difterembisI looed) is a three-

dlainimaloaf* tee tUses 9180104227 Indeteulmte
whisk Is thin deferibed by six eqIlibrium equationss aMk
theee deforustimu equaticin.
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All detonation eqations desoibing the inteiotion
of the supporting mehanm of the vehicle with the ground
ar base on the relations between the veloclties of two
supportig mmberu (.g. the wheels) in the 4reotlon •
MA X (Pdg.5). go-slip velocities of the Seels vt ezv'Ses
the klinmtiO ties of the dive, the ctual veloolties

of the wheels v m bod by the oondition of .tlift s
of the mhine as a ooheidel bo4. the relationship
of the velocities should be tzrneforme4 into the relation-

ip of the dlip values mL also of the tangents of drift
(slip) angles. Those quantities o be ezpressed, ooordln
to the slip and drift theor7 of the wheel wntien (Gregmko
1975)9 by forc of 'feet so that the result will be the
zelationship mm" the folese, in other wor s the wnted
defomtion equation.

the solution Is based on the kno relationhipst

s - U coss (3)

t9I u sin l (A)t -s

gradient of deformtion equalsi

12.

US t . /. 1

the mngles of the resultat fore wit the uheel piane:

- -u-- sIn; • _ ()

.
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Inerting Into formae (3, 4) profta.c the z'oquiwed
expression fer the clip a and tangeut of the drift (al#~)

t M. Y (8)
n-in. H

m us U. .L m -2V~~

the wlling rweitm. It In the plowe of the wheel re-
maim puetleelly aenetat up to the sale r a 3o0+ 4o
whiob hes be"eson"i mapote4 by the anlysis of the
reecat demm mt by 8ehi et (1961) an .eamslieim
drum by Gee Clw& - Seimmaw (1981).

A "I eiimple bme e to formmate, -I apply the Weor-
intl. eqmftle Im gives In the Appeaftz,

It fteU that the deforist les eqmtloi m n ly
be ewlwvd by or relatlenes (5) shore the gpullout
of defacstlmIon eupzresee plialtely (e.g. eqestiem (5)
with! 7 0 x epsacesto the volatImnhS betweeIn the cliP
smaMw theoffelmt at gue- tweetla nc tkeet) lbZ).

All the heo eqmtlte for the sms tweeITi effor't
Cor the eeoc trestles eeeffleient) ec a fmblfes ot clip of
the empmmmntla type, i**. eemprlsimssm mebe s the
te l/z sai 0,0 lack the quality to eweee the 82ip (or
Saeusily the ugalest ot 6vo.mtlau) e"ieltoly smA b

AL
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0B

4

2Dp~e

0
-6 -- - - 2B

1, -2-4I.A# IA

2- I

0ap- - -

A' 16 IS 20 22 24 26 28 30
qrdient p

Pll. Computed vem o~f lomIft %0 of on& 1.nttws1
hinolls, meblus tawol1 slag tMw .. au lUne ofe a4U

gree-sveSIO Sl~wtO S WOUIm A Plotted tOpthw With
Oxf lmvel valmse#s; h lwooetstoeui ale y of the
tarewt whels Is gtve In t"e Isu Mestle., of the ~ep
(I .. tesratyo iwee )0.0-16.1 a ... stoest 12.5/12-16
tyas I A .. fleat mil 413 rowo a r amated



can hardly be wmed In these Important applIostions.

By msan of the slip and drift theory of the wheel
motion te relevant defomtion eqtion f or different
kind. of drives of two-axle vehicles we"e sueessfUlly
foilated and the resulting sets of non-linear algebraic
oquatioms solved on a computer. Figure 11 presents, for
instance a computed Interpretation of the measured agles
for & hillsid6 Vehicle 1Mh Is tavelling along the contour
lime of a gradient P o te vehicle with two axles bos an
all wheel drive an the axle differentials In aton (the
moose solved "s6 tims statically Indefinite) * In
maeu-em -t, te vehicle Ms alterntively *quipped with
two kinds of tyres sod -m attached Implement, front - or
reszmnteL. the computation has again confimed the
prcical value of the theory Which Is able to prowide
valmble Informstiom an the behaviour end parameters of
the vehicle ad ef the mzimm slope which the vehicle
ows mee1stite

Mwe research late the hillside performuce of vehicles
Is one of the problem of terremadm~s that shif the
scope of the solution Into two dimi...oe, check up the
validity and appliesbility of theories md offer aem topics
for solution.

It appears that the tw-iseonal (Plane) problem
In the mechaics of off-te-read vehicles am sucessfuolly
be solved by emem of elowieal. terieoaise in the
spirit of 3.6 3e*Sd theo the eamse of the old good
Q~Inttim such wm goeesismw or "Iateffll fricftiewm
have to be reValusted. Sem of the assumtions of the
sadmie treetifm theory loose their validity on gross-cove-
red grmed or cn ompact swaft" (eog. the ltws of the tyre
hardly pemtvatia the soin whic indeed Is we bsmsgeo)

'4. . ..
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but en the other bud without them* essumption the solu-
tion would became erratic.

the expefteme imiloates that only such tration fora-
lae my find wse In the tzreatmnt of ow oomplioated pro-
blam dealng with the peworino of vehieles whiob amble
to oxpes a defration. quantity (eog. slip) e~lUoitelye

l suclp and drift theory proves positive results Inu
the solution of kineintie and dymieo aspots of the hill-
side travel of a vehileo the reasons being ex follows
- the theory reselves the resulting fao@ off hot on the

drifting wheel In the groi plans Into omonents In
the direction of the wheel plane and wheel azim C this
being by no mm a formity, as In this se the gross
tractive effort can be ezpressed In agreemnt with als-
sloel conceptsa nd the rolling resistance "omim neawly
independent of the slip angle of the whteol).

- the theory emblee to fIDTMMIate the deotrnetI iouquatioms
doeoibing statioelly inde finite sockmnioal sytem by
mem of a blilnear formula. for the gradient of deforms-
ties %biob he been the only e till now embling to
*ep'ess the gradient ezPlioitely.

The follwg Problem. Is giwnil to derive formlase foz
the distribution of the gross tstivs ee " 1 aaN
betwes two similar #Aes I an 2 at a tracto with b%
wheel fuive (as elatesky onme catioally indefinite Gese).

f W. OwlbiM equtem em be written from which
taller *,g. the mcml reaetion. fore.. on the aided e1 nd
Sm , i ase the total grose tretve efft

a, 3*E~a a femetiom of the doeb fte. P.

9- 7
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The efozmatiou equation follows from the kinuatio
relat ions S

'Vtl - t2 ! 1 "2
dividing these equationo gives

v II' -' 2/vt2
or, in view of the formw equation (1)1

1 - 41 - 1 - 42 end thus 1 6 a2

The slip of the two axles is equal. Aooordlng to (3)

s Us - (3Z um - 2H) H.

2Z --..- -e i (Z e,,n.H)
- H/Z) H

2tm (QLn -H/z) Z

Thezfo y:s f (I /IS) f (2/Z 2 ) remultin In t

P-0 - XI

Thuis I the desired aeWomtam eqution whihoh, together
with the oaMItim NI + % . results In I

'Ia

ml +st -
a .;

Li
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S SOME STABILITY AND CONTROL PROBLEMS

WITH TRAILED FARM TANKERS ON SLOPES

Ism A.G.M. HUNTER

aSIAE, BUSH -STATE, PENICUIK, EH26 OPH, SCOTLAND

ABSTRACT

0 Trailed farm tankers in Britain, which are generally

a used either for slurry spreading or crop spraying, have become

very large in recent years. The fluid contents, which may be

four times a. heavy as the towing tractor, will move under

gravity inside a partly full tanker and this introduces

S problems while driving on slopes, which have not been

recognised previously. The fluid movement will affect both

the stability of the tanker and the control of the tractor

and trailer combination. Recent accidents where tankers

overturned due to loss of stability, and where tractor and

trailer combinations slid downhill due to loss of control led

to extensive research on tankers. ..4 this paper, the centre

of gravity analysis of fluid in tahke -and th*-stability

analysis of tankers are both reviewed, a full treatment being

given elsewhere. The control analysis of tractor and trailer

combinations is presented, and this is followed by a discussion

of the problems facing tractor drivers with trailed tankers.

Tankers behave unpredictably because the characteristics

change continuously while the contents are emptied, for

example during slurry spreading. The most dangerous condition

for working on slopes may be when the tanker is nearly empty,

unlike other trailers which are normally safe when nearly

empty.

Lb
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SOME STABILITY AND CONTROL PROBLEMS

WITH TRAILED FARM TANKERS ON SLOPES

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the size and number of machines on

British farms with fluid-filled tanks, mainly slurry tankers

and crop sprayers, have greatly increased. Some of these

tanks have a fluid capacity of up to 14,000 1 (fluid weight

14 t) ' 2 which may be four times as heavy as the weight of

the towing tractor. When a farm tanker is driven onto a slope,

the fluid will find its own level in the lower part of the

tank unless the tank is completely full. This results in a

movement of the centre of gravity of the fluid within the tank

which may have a large influence on the stability of the

tanker. It may also affect the weight transfer from the

tanker onto the tractor, thus influencing the control of the

tractor when driving on a slope. Further, when the tanker is

in work its contents are discharged onto the field so that

both stability and control change progressively.

Fig. I Typical trailed farm slurry tanker.

When the driver is working with a tanker like that in

Fig. 1 he has virtually no means of assessing these changes

from his driving seat, and is unable to gauge whether it is

S
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safe to drive the tractor and trailed tanker onto a particular

slope. Two examples may be given of accidents with trailed

tankers, one due to loss of stability and one due to loss of

control, both in unexpected circumstances.

In the first example, a partly full slurry tanker over-

turned in a field of slope 24*. Using existing methods of

stability analysis for a trailer with a fixed centre of

gravity the stability limit (i.e. overturning slope) for the

empty tanker was computed to be 37 ° , and for the full tanker

28*, both values greater than the actual overturning slope.

Using an approximate estimate of the centre of gravity of the

fluid in the partly full tanker on a slope, the stability

limit was calculated to be 23* which was less than the

stability limit for the tanker when either empty of full.

In the second example a tractor was pulling a partly full

slurry tanker uphill in a grass field of slope 11* when the

tractor driving wheels started to slip, and the whole outfit

slid backwards to the bottom of the hill and overturned. The

tractor and slurry tanker had already been driven across the

same slope with no apparent safety problem. Again using an

approximate estimate of the centre of gravity of the fluid in

the partly full tanker on a slope, the control limit (i.e. the

slope on which the outfit would start sliding) was calculated

to be 11* for uphill travel, 12* for downhill travel, and 220

for travel across the slope.

The first stage in improving the estimation of tanker

stability was to develop a centre of gravity analysis of fluid

in inclined tanks. This is described in a separate paper

The analysis was confined to fluid in tanks of circular or

rectangular cross-sections because most farm tankers

approximate to one or other of these shapes; in fact the

tankers in the cases described above represented one of each

type. The second stage was to develop a stability analysis of

tankers by combining the new centre of gravity analysis of

fluid in tanks with the 
existing stability analysis 

for fixed

centre of gravity trailers, as described in a second paper
.

The purpose of the present paper is to review the work on

tanker stability 
and to present 

an extension 
of this work

which covers the control of tractors driven on slopes with

t h
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trailed tankers. The problems of assessing safety on slopes

when driving tractors with trailed tankers are discussed also.

The discussion may have wide application for tankers other

than those for farm use, and will apply to tankers filled with

liquids such as water, or granular solids such as grain, which

have fluid characteristics. A related topic which is not

covered is that of fluid sloshing in tanks. For example, an

analysis of this problem is given by Bauer 6 in which he

demonstrates that the dynamic effects of sloshing may severely

affect the stability of road tankers during manoeuvres such as

braking. Only the problems related to static centre of gravity

shift are covered here.

CENTRE OF GRAVITY OF FLUID IN A TANK

The standard method of calculating the centre of gravity

of a body relative to fixed axes is to find the sum of the

moments of mass about each axis and to divide each sum by the

total mass. Where the relevant values are not already

tabulated because the shape of the body is not simple or not

common then integration must be used to find the sums. In

many cases the method of calculation must be further extended

by decomposition of the body into a number of parts each of

which is easier to calculate individually than the body as a

whole. It is often necessary to shift and rotate sets of

axes relative to the fixed ones in order to simplify the

calculations for the several parts. This approach is effective

and straightforward to apply when the body is solid. With

fluid contained in a tank the same approach must be applied

repeatedly because the fluid assumes a shape which changes

continuously as the attitude of the tank changes relative to

vertical, or the tank is filled or emptied.

The photograph in Fig. 2 shows a model of a two-wheel

farm tanker hitched at the front to a post in place of a

tractor. The tank mounted on the trailer frame is a right

circular cylinder which is transparent to show the fluid

inside. The displacement of the fluid under gravity in the

tank is shown clearly in this photograph. The centre of

gravity of the fluid has shifted considerably from the position

40,4
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at the centre of the tank which it would occupy when the tank

was full. The two orthogonal reference lines on the end of

the tank, which are square to the trailer frame, indicate that

the fluid surface now lies at an angle to each reference line

and at an angle to the longitudinal axis of the tank. It may

be appreciated that although the fluid shape shown in the

photograph is relatively simple it is not a shape for which

one would expect to find centre of gravity data already

tabulated. Even for this relatively simple case, the

calculation to find the centre of gravity coordinates related

to fixed axes at the centre of the tank is quite extensive.

Fig. 2. Model of a farm tanker, e.g. a crop sprayer,
with a transversely mounted tank, showing
the fluid inside.

The particular example illustrated is for one quantity of

fluid in a tanker resting at one heading angle a relative to

the slope line FF, on one slope S. If any of these parameters

changes then the fluid shape within the tank will change and

the entire centre of gravity calculation must be repeated.

For example, if the quantity of fluid shown in Fig. 2 was

increased then the shape might become one that was truncated

at both ends of the tank, rather than at one end as shown,

while an alteration in either a or B would change the shape of

the fluid. A complete centre of gravity analysis of fluid in

a tanker on slopes requires the calculations to be made for

'I~e.
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all quantities of fluid in the tank, with the tanker facing

along all heading angles, on all slopes.

Fig. 3 ab Various fluid shapes in a

rectangular tank. See text.

Fluid in a rectangular tank assumes shapes which are

considerably more complicated than in the circular tank. A

model tanker with a rectangular tank is shown in Fig. 3. In

Fig. 3a the fluid is bounded by its horizontal surface and

four tank faces : the bottom, the top, one end, and one side.

In Fig. 3b the identical quantity of fluid assumes an entirely

different shape due to moving the tanker round to an increased

heading angle on the same slope. The fluid now contacts five

tank faces. In Fig. 3c the slope is reduced and the tanker is

returned to the original heading angle. In Fig. 3d the tanker

is at the original heading angle and on the original slope but

the quantity of fluid is greater and it now contacts all six

faces. A complete analysis of fluid in rectangular tanks

requires the entire range of possibilities to be evaluated,

many more than those illustrated here.

STABILITY O TANKERS

After determining the centre of gravity of fluid within

. , the tank, the influence of the fluid on the overall centre of

' ,
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,iravity of the tanker must also be found. This is impossible

to judqe qualitatively; a smaller quantity of fluid which is

free to move a larger distance within the tank may have

greater influence than a larger quantity free to move a

smaller distance, or vice versa. The process of calculating

the stability of a tanker is an iterative one. First an

estimate of the stability limit (i.e. the slope on which the

tanker will tip over) is made; the overall centre of gravity

of the tanker, including the fluid, is calculated taking

account of the fluid position for this slope; then the

stability limit is calcilated with this overall centre of

orjivity. The centre of gravity must be revised for each new

calculation of stability limit until the values converge. This

must be done for all quantities of fluid in the tank and for

all tanker heading angles.

Because of the complexity of the method described it was

essential that experimental checks were used to cinfirm that

both the stability analysis and the computer programming used

to Implement it were accurate. The approach was to carry out

extensive checks with physical models for which slope and

heading angles were easy to adjust and there were no safety

problems, and to carry out limited checks with a full-scale

tanker.

The models used were those illustrated in Figs 2 and 3,

set on an adjustable sloping board. A protractor scale was

laid out on the board to indicate heading angle. The

transparent tanks were marked with a scale on the side to

indicate the quantity of fluid. The stability limit for each

tanker was measured by inclining the board until the tanker

started to tip : either a wheel lifted from the board or the

hitch lifted. The dimensions of the tankers were measured and

the centre of gravity of each when empty was estimated from

knife-edqe measurements. The computed values of stability

limit were plotted against the experimental ones and the

agreement was found to be very close.

The full-scale measurements were made with the small farm

slurry-tanker of circular cross-section shown in Fig. 1. The

tanker and tractor were fitted sideways on three beams placed

under the two mets of tractor wheels and the tanker wheels,

t1,44
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respectively. The load under the upper tanker wheel was

measured with an electronic weighpad fitted into the

appropriate beam. Clearly, if the load under the tanker wheel

approached zero as the tanker was tipped, then the tanker was

approaching the point of overturn. In this way the stability

limit of the tanker was estimated. The experiment was

repeated with four different quantities of fluid in the tank

from empty, A, to completely full, D, Fig. 4. The line marked

'fluid' in the figure gives the computed results for the

tanker and it is seen that the experimental values of

stability limit lie close to it. These values are applicable

to only one heading angle which is where the tanker lies

directly across a slope. The line marked 'solid' is a plot of

computed values of stability limit with the weight of fluid

added to the tanker but held solid, so that no fluid movement

is allowed. The difference between the two lines gives the

effect due solely to fluid movement. The figure shows that

for this particular tanker there is a continuous decrease in

stability as the tanker is filled. The least stable condition

is when the tanker is completely full.

Stability values were also computed for a different

tanker of almost rectangular cross-section. In fact, the

tanker was the one which overturned in the first accident

mentioned in the Introduction. The plot of stability values

for this tanker, Fig. 5, is entirely different from that shown

above. Stability does not decrease continuously as the tanker

is filled but reaches a minimum at J before rising to the

value for the tanker completely full at I. At the minimum

point the tanker is about 30 less stable than when completely

full, and over the entire range between a fractional tank fill

of 0.2 to 0.9 the stability is less than when completely full.

This effect is due to the great freedom of movement of the

fluid within the rectangular tank, and is highlighted by

plotting the difference between the 'solid' and 'fluid' lines

in the lower part of the figure. When the tank fill is only

0.2 at K, the reduction in stability limit due to fluid

movement within the tank is 100.

Vt -.
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solid

25 X

/ C D
20 /

rfluid

15

a 10

5

0

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

(empty) (full)

Tanker fill

Fiq 4. Experimental values of stability limit plotted
against predicted curve for full-scale slurry
tanker. (A,BCD - see text)
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4= 5 solid

30

- 25

II

E fluid

0n K difference

10 / (solid - fluid)

S

0"0 0"2 0"4 0-6 0"8 1.0

(empty I (full)

Tanker fill

Fig. 5. Computed values of stability limit for tanker
of rectangular cross-sectLon.
IHI,J,/g see text)
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CONTROL OF TANKERS ON SLOPES

Trailed equipment, especially behind a two-wheel drive

tractor, is likely to push or pull the tractor out of control

on a slope. After a certain critical slope is reached the

tractor and trailer will slide downhill under gravity out of

control. The problem is worst on hard ground covered by grass

surfaces, which can be very slippery, and with heavy trailed
7

equipment such as forage harvesting equipment . Slurry

tankers introduce the additional problem that the weight

transfer from the tanker onto the tractor changes continuously

while the tanker empties. This means that the grip which the

tractor wheels are able to maintain, which is directly

proportional to the weight on those wheels, will also change

continuously.

Values of critical slope were calculated for a tractor

and trailed tanker. The particular machines were again taken

from the first accident example mentioned in the Introduction.

The calculations were restricted to direct uphill and downhill

travel tecause usually these are the directions on which the

critical slopes are minima. Along these directions the only

wheels to have grip on the ground are the tractor driving

wheels since the others are free to roll. Along other

directions all the wheels have grip sideways which increases

the critical slope values. A plot of critical slopes for

direct uphill and downhill travel is given in Fig. 6. This

calculation was made under the assumptions that the friction

coefficient between the tractor driving wheels and the ground

was 0.76, and that the rolling resistance coefficient at the

tractor front wheels and the tanker wheels was 0.05. The

former value is the highest value measured locally 8 , chosen

for these calculations in order to emphasise certain features

of tractor control with tankers. The latter value is a
9typical one

When the tanker is full, at L, the uphill and downhill

critical slopes are nearly identical, but as the tanker

empties these values diverge until when the tanker is about

half-full, at M, the downhill critical slope exceeds the

uphill value by over 30. As the tanker empties further the

point is reached at N where the two critical slopes coincide

',a'
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30 y- o.7
v - 05

25-

downhill

'a20-

15-
Suphill

10

0
0.0 0-2 0"4 0"6 0"8 1.0

(empty) (full)

Tanker fill

Fig. 6 Computed values of control limit for tractor
and slurry tanker on ground surface with
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ad;ain. Durinq the period when the last fluid is emptied from

the tanker, at P, the two values again diverge but this time

the uphill critical slope exceeds the down-hill value. When

'he tanker is empty the difference in value is 9*.

These features are evident from the particular example

,-hosen with an extreme value of friction coefficient. With an

averaqe value of friction coefficient between tractor tyres

and -irass of 0.4 the picture alters considerably, Fig. 7. The

.phill and downhill critical slopes are no longer close when

the tanker is full at R. Instead the downhill value exceeds

.te uphill value by about 3 over the whole period when the

tanker empties, S. It is only when the tanker is almost

completely empty, T, that the values converge again. These

values do not necessarily cover the whole range of

possibilities for movement of the values of critical slope but

tl y do serve to indicate that there are continuous changes as

the quantity of fluid in the tank changes.

DISCUSSION OF DRIVING ON SLOPES

Driving tractors with trailed tankers on slopes introduces

problems of safety which have not previously been recognised.

It is difficult for the driver to perceive the dangers which

may arise when working with trailed tankers, and it is

virtually impossible for him to assess his safety margin. The

problems of working with trailed tankers may be discussed most

easily in relation to the known causes of accidents with other

farm machinery on slopes1 0 ,1 1 ,1 2

Tractors themselves are relatively stable 1 3 and unlikely

to overturn alone unless driven onto very steep side slopes or

driven at high speed especially when cornering . When used

with trailed equipment, it is more likely that, due to its

lower stability, the trailed iquipment will overturn before the

tractor 1 5 and it is recognised that full trailers are
16generally less stable than empty ones . If a driver was to

take the slurry tanker shown in Fig. 1 onto a sloping field,

most features would be similar to those of other trailed

equipment. The stability limit of the tanker would at all

times be lower than that of a typical tractor (35), whether

the tanker was empty, at A 429*), or full, at D (234), Fig. 4.

)V -b
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The least stable condition would be when the trailer was full,

but the stability would improve continuously as the tanker was

emptied. There would be one new feature which was that the

freedom of the fluid to move had resulted in lower values of

stability limit than with a solid load, as shown by the two

curves in the figure, but it is unlikely that this would be

perceived by the driver.

However, with another slurry tanker, such as that which

provided the basis for the stability plot in Fig. 5, the

situation would be unlike that known for any other trailed

equipment. The stability limit when full, at I i28°], would

still be less than that when empty, at H (390), but it would

not be the minimum. From the time of starting to work in a

field, with a full tanker, the stability of the tanker would

be reducing progressively until the minimum was reached, at J

(250), with a tank fill of 0.3. Far from approaching the high

stability limit of the empty tanker, as might have been

expectel with 701 of the contents discharged from the tank,

the stability limit would be at its lowest. The stability

limit would only start to exceed the completely full value

when 901 of the contents had been discharged. The driver

might well be taken unawares; he might continue to work on a

slope where the tanker appeared to be stable when full only to

find that the tanker was unstable when partially full; or he

might move onto steeper slopes as the tanker emptied, thinking

that the tanker would be more stable, only to find that it was

less stable.

Tractors are known to slide downhill on grass particularly
17

when the tractor is a two-wheel drive one . In this case the

tractor may be able to climb slopes considerably steeper than

the slopes it can go down without sliding because of the

greater weight on the tractor rear driving wheels when facing

uphill. Trailed equipment generally reduces the value of the

slope on which a tractor can be driven either uphill or down-

hill because of the additional weight which must be controlled

by the tractor, of which only a small proportion is transferred

to the driving wheels, but usually the slope which can be

climbed remains steeper than the slope which can be descended.

There is no safety value in this; indeed it is a feature
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commonly appreciated that the driver should beware of sliding

downhill even though the slope was safe for ascent.

A driver with a trailed slurry tanker has to beware of an

alternative possibility, that his equipment might start

sliding most easily when driven uphill, and that being able to

descend a slope without sliding is no guarantee of being able

to ascend. As with the stability limit, the control limit is

affected by movement of fluid within the tank. When the

tanker is faced uphill the fluid in the tank will run to the

back, reducing the weight transfer onto the tractor, but when

faced downhill the reverse will occur. The control limit

curves in Fig. 6 also indicate that the behaviour of the

tractor and tanker is unpredictable because the above

discussion applied to the case where the tanker is about half

full, at M, while the near empty case, at P, is like most

other trailed equipment. When calculated for a lower friction

coefficient, Fig. 7, the equipment is most likely to slide

while travelling uphill regardless of the quantity of fluid in

the tank, except when empty.

CONCLUSIONS

Trailed farm tankers introduce new problem to working

with farm machinery on slopes because of the possibility that

the fluid in the tank may move. Some of the tankers are very

large, containing a total quantity of fluid which may be four

times as heavy as the towing tractor, so the behaviour of the

tanker on a slope may dominate the behaviour of the combination

with the tractor. In order to analyse the behaviour of the

tanker it was first necessary to know how the centre of

gravity of the fluid moved within the tank under all conditions

of tanker fill, with the tanker facing along any heading angle

on any slope. The centre of gravity analysis was completed

for tanks of circular and rectangular cross-sections, which

included most shapes of tank used on farm tankers. The centre

of gravity analysis was then used to develop a stability

analysis for farm tankers in order to determine the stability

limit (i.e. the overturning slope for the tanker). It was

also used to develop a control analysis in order to determine

~i
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the control limit (i.e. the slope on which the tractor and

trailed tanker would slide downhill).

one or two examples of tankers were then analysed and it

w.as found that several new features emerged. Firstly, it was

fvand that some tankers could become less stable as they were

emptied rather than more stable which is the case for other

farm trailers with solid not fluid loads. The least stable

condition might be when 70% of the fluid had been discharged

from the tanker and the stability might remain as low as when

the tanker was full until 90% of the fluid had been discharqd.

Secondly, it was found that the weight of a trailed tanker

miqht be most likely to cause sliding on a slope when the

tractor was travelling uphill rather than downhill, which is

the reverse of the case for tractors alone and tractors with

other trailed equipment. Thirdly, it was found that each of

the above two features was unpredictable because factors such

as tank fill and the slipperiness of the ground surface might

cause changes In behaviour with tankers which would not occur

with other trailed equipment. Several implications of these

features on driving tractors with trailed tankers on slopes

were discussed.

* All

Is.
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0.. INTRODUCTION

Tractor and agricultural accidents on slopes fall into

two categories. The most well known is a stability loss

(accident in which the tractor simply overturns. Vich more

common is the sliding control loss accident, frequently termed

a Orunawayo by farmers. The $runaway* description is apt

because this is exactly how it appears to the driver - an

uncontrolled speed build up when descending a slope. The

accident occurs when the wheel-ground forces in the plane of

the ground are no longer sufficient to maintain equilibrium on

the slope. These accidents often lead to overturns of varying

severity; incidents have been reported of tractors travelling

up to 1.5 km from the point of control loss before coming to

rest.

Means of avoiding such accidents are being studied ( 1) 2 )

However, until such techniques are adopted the drivers of

agricultural machines on slopes will be faced with the

possibility of sliding accidents due, for example, to a sudden

reduction in tyre-ground friction following an outburst of

rain.

Many of these incidents result in minor injury and many

cause damage to machinery; some cause very serious injury and

fatalities. Much folk lore exists amongst drivers on how best

to recover from such slides, the current wisdom being "keep

the tractor straighto.

The problem of finding the best advice to give farmers is

not easily resolved. Remote-controlled tractors have been

used to study control loss (3) but the behaviour experienced is
usually representative of just one particular tractor. The

effects of changing configurations, or parameters is best

j 7x

;, 0 ."
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studied using mathematical models of the accident process, or

at least the dynamics of the control loss from which an

accident may ensue.

Severity of accidents is probably highly correlated with

the kinetic energy involved. It would appear therefore that

during a control loss accident the driving strategy that

should be aimed at is minimisation of the kinetic energy

Ivehicle speed). This paper describes a mathematical model of

the control loss of a tractor on a slope, some confirmatory

results from trials using a remotely controlled tractor, and

an example of a preliminary study into driver strategy for

minimising kinetic energy in an accident.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Notation

A Constant in tyre/force slip angle equation

Amax Maximum tyre side force coefficient when rolling

B Constant in tyre force/slip angle equation

BR Braking force at a wheel

f Constant in tyre force/speed equation

fn Function

FL Actual tyre force when locked and sliding

FLO Maximum tyre force when locked

g Acceleration due to gravity

G Gravitational force vector

k Lateral tyre force coefficient

m Tractor mass

p Tyre sliding velocity

X Longitudinal tyre force

, Y Lateral tyre force

* Z Vertical tyre load

Tyre slip angle

Slope angle

Steer angle

Tractor yaw angle

x Effective coefficient of sliding friction in

longitudinal direction

k y Effective coefficient of sliding friction in

lateral direction

... II

, 4 ''4; '
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The mathematical model to predict the motion of a tractor

on sloping ground (Fig. I) is based on the classical vehicle

handling model with freedom in the yaw, ideslip and

longitudinal directions. The well known equations(5 ) are

modified to include the effect of the inclined plane by

incorporating the gravitational force vector at the vehicle

mass centre,

mgsinfA.cos

G mg sin,,. sin

cos I
in the [x] direction.

The assumptions used in deriving the equations for this

model are:

(a) The inclined plane has a smooth surface,

is of constant slope ME) and has consistent

frictional characteristics.

(b) The tractor body is rigid with a conventionally

pivoted front axle.

(c) Motion in the z direction (perpendicular to

the inclined plane) is not included so that

ride vibration motion, tyre deflections, etc

are ignored.

The resulting model is non-linear because no restriction

is placed on the magnitude of the tyre sideslip angles.

Consequently, the entire range of the tyre side force/slip

angle relationship must be included and this is non-linear for

slip angles greater than say 100. Therefore, the equations

are solved by digital simulation and the results produced

typically as a predicted trajectory of the tractor until it

stops, overturns (zero wheel loads), etc. Alternatively, the
variation of other parameters, e.g. velocity or kinetic energy,

may be plotted as a time history.

'lob L ,
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The forces generated by the tyres are the sole means by

which the vehicle is guided, since other external forces,

e.g. aerodynamic, are trivial by comparison. An accurate

representation of the way in which a tyre generates both

longitudinal and lateral forces is, therefore, a key

requirement of the model. More specifically, the conditions

under which the wheel is locked and sliding is of particular

importance in control loss studies. The force system on an

individual wheel is calculated as follows:

(a) The wh, ul is tested to see whether or not

it is rolling.

If (BR * C RRZ) > L XZ wheel is rolling,

otherwise wheel is locked.

(b) Wheel rolling.

Y = kZ,

where k - A(I - e-B'

and A - fn (Amax, X, Ux , Z).

Fig 2. shows the friction ellipse relationship used in

which the actual value of X defines the shape of the side

force/slip curve. From Fig. 2 it can be seen that

[3 X • 1,
where Amax defines effectively the maximum "lateral coefficient

of friction" with the wheel rolling.

(c) Wheel locked.

The total frictional force when sliding is

F LO fn(& x , a y, Z, It P)

From Fig. 3, It can be seen that if, again, the friction

ellipse is used it can also be shown that,

tax my Z)

LO iysCOs5I * I X sinla

and that the tyre sliding velocity,

p- (u' v'l
A U4.

• , . L
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(d) Effect of sliding speed.

There are, apparently, no results published for the

effect of sliding speed on off-road tyre forces, although work

on this topic is in progress at the Scottish Institute of

Agricultural Engineering (SIAE). For road vehicle tyres,

however, there are several published studies, some examples of

which are shown in Fig. 4. Clearly the mechanism of tyre

force generation on deformable surfaces will be fundamentally

different from that on road surfaces. However, in the absence

of other data, it seems reasonable to take the relationship

shown in Fig. 4 as a starting point.

Over the speed range of interest, i.e. 0 to 10 m/s these

data approximate well to a linear relationship between tyre

force and speed:

FL  a FLO (1 - fp)

where FL - Locked tyre force (N)

FLO . Nominal locked tyre force at zero
sliding speed IN)

f * Proportional constant in tyre
force/speed relationship (s/m)

p a Sliding speed (m/s)

The constant, f, varies between 0.010 and 0.027 depending

on conditions, with a reasonable typical value of 0.019.

(e) Wheel loads.

The technique used to calculate the wheel loads is

based on the vector approach which has been described

previously (4 . Additional terms arising from tractor

acceleration components are included.

The total kinetic energy of the tractor is calculated

from the standard equations using the tractor mass and inertia

and the model predictions of linear and angular velocities
( })

CONFIRMATORY EXPERIENTS

The use of mathematical models in describing the behaviour

of vehicles during emergency situations requires that the model

predictions describe the general overall behaviour of the

vehicle. On grass covered slopes the local variations of slope
I friction, and ground roughness all cause perturbations which

jot..
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affect the trajectory of a tractor during a control loss. The

perturbations depend on the actual trajectory followed by the

tractor, thus making it very difficult to make precise

comparisons of the tractor behaviour with the mathematical

model predictions.

For initial comparisons of measured and predicted

behaviour, a radio controlled tractor was used on a site

having a relatively smooth grass surface with a gradient

varying slowly over a distance of 300 m from 170 to 11 °

Fig. 5 shows a comparison of a predicted trajectory with

experimental data obtained using the radio-controlled tractor

during a control loss. The trial was conducted with the

steering held, nominally, at zero. The typical behaviour of a

two-wheel drive tractor with the steering held at zero is a

forward slide followed by a rapid rotation of the tractor

until facing backwards and the slide then continuing backwards

downhill. Depending on values of ground-wheel friction, slope

and centre of gravity position, the tractor speeds up or slows

down but always travels backwards. The model requires a steer

input of a very small amount to predict the turn around. In

the trial it is impossible to keep the steer angles at

precisely zero and in such a condition any steer angle, or

asymetry of side forces, will cause the tractor to spin.

However, as can be seen from Fig. 5, the mathematical model

predicts the overall behaviour of the tractor fairly

accurately.

Further trialp were conducted, but on detecting a control

loss full steer angles were applied and held. These

trajectories and the model predictions were essentially

similar. Behaviour was characterised by the tractor turning

sideways on to the slope and sliding sideways down the slope

but rapidly coming to rest
(5)

4One other trial was carried out on a steeper slope of

20". Applying full steering lock on detecting a control loss

on this slope caused the tractor to overturn. The mathematical

model predictions of this situation did not predict an over-

turn, although the up-slope wheel loads fell to quite small

values (200 N). The 20' slope was relatively rough and this

may have caused effective sideways wheel forces to be greater

I -,~. ..
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than the model predictions. Higher side forces would promote

an overturn rather than a slide on such a slope. This points

to a need to obtain data on tyre forces on rough grass

surfaces under the extreme conditions likely to be encountered

during accident situations. Work to obtain such data is

currently being carried out by SIAE.

However, the model has been shown to predict overall

behaviour reasonably well and hence is suitable for use in

examining possible driver strategies during a control loss on

a slope.

EFFECT OF STEERING DURING A CONTROL LOSS -

A PRELIMINARY STUDY

As an example of the use of the model in the study of

accidents on slopes, the effect of steering angle on different

configurations of a two-wheel drive tractor during a control

loss on a 20" slope is examined.

The tractor is basically a medium power two-wheel drive

with a mounted hay tedder. It is assumed that a control loss

occurs by driving onto a 20* slope and the driver "detects"

a control loss when the tractor speed has reached 3 m/s. The

driver now wishes to minimise the kinetic energy of the

tractor to ensure that any resulting overturn occurs at the

lowest possible energy levels.

The tractor's first configuration is characterised by a

high {1.2 m), and a forward, centre of gravity position. This

tends to make the tractor less stable than low and aft centre

of gravity positions. The kinetic energies during the

resulting tractor motion are shown in Fig. 6. Each of these

steering actions resulted in a tractor overturn but the

energies involved in the overturn decreased as steer angle is
increased. The cab test energy for this mass of tractor is

15.835 kJ. This is much lower than the kinetic energies

occurring during the accident. Fig. 6 shows that inducing an

overturn early in the accident by applying maximum steer angle

results in the best survival strategy. Although the kinetic

energy at overturn is greater than the test energy, only a

small proportion of this kinetic energy is likely to be

absorbed by cab deformation (6 ).

... - .. - ,j. .
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The effect of reducing the value of v is shown in

Fig. 7. Overturns do not occur and kinetic energy continues

to increase during the control loss. In practice, ground

surface roughness effects would cause overturns. Again, the

strategy for minimisinq energy is the one of applying full

steering lock and holding. The reductions in kinetic energy

occur when the tractor is sliding sideways, so making use of

the side forces available at the front wheels.

Reducing the centre of gravity height to 1.0 m Fig. 8)

produces detail changes in the way the kinetic energy varies

but the recommendation is still to apply full steer lock and

hold for minimising kinetic energy during the control loss.

The effect of increasing a with the lowered centre of

gravity height, Fig. 9, causes the tractor to come to rest.

However, high energy levels persist for a large part of the

time with zero steer. Application of steer and holding on

this steer causes the tractor to be brought to rest relatively

quickly, so reducing the potential hazard of a control loss

(Fig. 9).

Moving the centre of gravity aft produces an overall

lowering of kinetic energy levels during the control loss.

Again, applying full steering lock minimises energy levels.

However, at the low value of 4 (0.377) the motion continues

and the tractor does not come to rest (Fig. 10). Increasing M

(0.529) brings the tractor to rest (Fig. 11); although the

energies in this case are very low, the application of steering

produces the safe strategy, the tractor coming to rest quickly

so avoiding higher energy levels which could be hazardous if

the tractor remained in motion. Fig. 11 shows the rapid

lowering of energy levels by applying the steering.

These examples show how the model can be used to analyse

the consequences of a control loss accident with a particular

two-wheel drive tractor on a 200 slope. They illustrate how

driver behaviour can affect the outcome by applying steering,

so reducing accident hazard. The machine geometry is also

important, lower energy levels being associated with rearward

centre of gravity positions. This accords with observations

of a number of serious control loss accidents which have been

associated with tractors carrying unnecessary front ballast.

'
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CONCLUS IONS

1. A mathematical model has been developed for examining

the behaviour of two-wheel drive tractor motion during

accidents on slopes.

2. The model generally predicts the motion behaviour of

tractors during actual accidents. In some detail

aspects a need for further refinement is indicated.

This would appear to be in the modelling of tyre side

forces during the extreme motions occurring in accidents.

3. Application of the model to the study of minimising the

hazard of a control loss accident of a two-wheel drive

tractor on a 200 slope indicates that drivers should

apply and hold full steer lock upon detection of a

control loss.

4. The study indicates that rearward centre of gravity

positions, in the situation studied, reduce the kinetic

energy and hence the potential severity of a resulting

accident.
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STABILITY INDICATORS FMR FR)NT END LOADERS

~ G. Wray, J. Nazalewicz,* and A. J. Kwitowski"

*Stevens Institute, Hoboken, NJ; **U.S. Bureau of Wines, PA

ABSTRACT

O This paper describes the development of a stability-indicating system
O for use in minimizing the occurrence of front-nd loader (FEZ.) roll-

overs in mining. The development proceeded in three phases: definition

Sof M stability-instability characteristics design of a Ist generation
stabi lity indicator; and design of a simplified, 2nd generation stabil-
ity indicator. Goals mot by the final design include confirmation
of a simplified methodology for detecting machine instabilityl the

ability to be installed on new loaders during manufacture or on older

S loaders on a retrofit basis; and reliable, easily interpretable operation.

Rubber-tired MEL's, originally intended as small machines for handling
loose or stockpile material, have rapidly increased in both size
and number at surface mine operations over the past 15 to 20 years.

Statistics bear out the fact that TEL accidents form the largest sin-
qle category of machinery-related accidents in surface mining. For
the years 1975 through 1981, EL' m used by the mining industry were
involved in 26 fatalities and numerous less severe accidents. The
vast majority of the fatalities occurred as a consequence of the MEL's
rolling over and either crushing the operator within the cab or the

operator being struck by the machine after jumping or being ejected
from the cab.

Rollover protective structures are required on FEL's as specified
in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 30, Part 77.403a, "obile

Equipmnt, Rollover Protective Structures (NPS)." Cbviously, IOPS
do not prevent the vehicle from rolling over, but offer protection
to the operator in the event that the vehicle does rollover. At

present, rZL operators have only their own judgement against which

to evaluate the stability of instability of their machines.

The Bureau of Nines, through contract with Stevens Institute of Tech-
noloqy, has responded to this problem with the development of a EL

stability indicator that provides the operator a reliable, easily
interpreted display of the stability status of his or her machine.
The stability indicator was designed to be a relatively low cost
item capable of being retrofitted to older FM's or incorporated
into new loaders duing their menufacture. Strain gage instremntation

is used to monitor the magnitude and rate of change of forces acting
normal to the loader's wheels, with these forces being direct indi-
cators of the machine's center of gravity relative to its stance

on the terrain. The relative stability of the loader is conveyed
to the operator through a display of green, mer, and red lights.

4 , ..
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The develo pment of the present stability indicator was undertaken

in several stageas first, the stability characteristics of FEL's

were analyzed and mathematically modeled; second, a lot generation

stability indicator was built that compared the calculated analog

values to the measured values and issued a warning to the driver

based on that difference as a safety margin; and third, the present

device was produced, where the whole machine is used as the analog,

and the results of the interpretation of the actual wheel loads on

the ground are used to warn the driver of an impending overturn qittu-

at ion.

DEFINITION OF LOADER STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS

1ore than half of rollover accidents occur when the loaders are being
trammedi that is, when they are being transported under their own
power from one work area to another, when they are being moved from
the working areas to maintenance shops and fueling stations, or when
they are traveling over distances greater than those covered in normal
loading and unloading operations. Generally, the loader operates
at greater speed while traxoting than it does during its normal work

cycle. Eight out ot ten tramming accidents occur on iwngrades.

Front and aide slopes contribute to an unstable operating model of
the FEL. Operator-controlled factors contributing to the loss of

stability are the weight of the load in the bucket, the bucket height,
the yaw angle of articulation, its velocity, and the degree of braking.
While any one of these parameters could be a principal contributor,
it is usually a combination of these factors that produces an accident.

The first step towards alleviatinq the rollover problem was to define
and quantify the following critical combination of factors and conditions
that are most pertinent to front-end loader instability:

o Vehicle pitch angle
o Vehicle roll angle
o Bucket load

o Bucket location
o Vehicle articulation angle

o Inertial loads (aoeleration-deceleration,
centripetal forces)

A device that is to indicate to an operator Just how cloee the machine
is to an overturning condition has to account for the combined in-
fluence of all these factors on the stability characteristics of the
vehicle.

NAIWIIL ANALYSIS OF SAIC MAD IP= ZNJNATIOU LDTS

The basic calculations of the static overturn limits for MV's have
to include all the variations possible in vehiole gemtry. Thoee
calculations can be divided into two partts locating the center of
gravity (CG) of the loaded machine and detemuLing whther this CG
location relative to the sqport points induces overturn.
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'i-it L .hv(e ai thlee-pI nt ,u peririon system. The rear axle is
t,- th" frame at or aixive the axle center, creating a trans-

.,~, wlkiny team action. This pin loint represents a single suspen-

sion yint. The other two points are the ground contact point of
the fr-rt tires (Fig. 1). With this type of suspension, the effective
.wisses ,nd CC's for pitch overturn are different from those for roll
overturn. The vehicle will overturn about the front axle (nose down)
if the (- of the entire mass is in front of a line connecting the
front wheel ground contact points (Fig. 2).

FIGURE is Front-end loader FIGURE 2: Projection of center
suspension points under of gravity near overturn.
normal conditions.

Wl overturn can arise if the CG lies outside the line joining either
of the front wheel ground contact points and the rear suspension pin
(Fig. I). In this latter case, the mass involved is that of the loaded
vehicle less the mass of the rear axle unit. This mass is called
the main mass.

There is, by design, a limit to the rotation possible about the rear
axle (usually about 15° ) after which the rear wheel contact point
becomes the third support point (Fiq. 3). A machine that has tipped
enough to reach this limit will often have enough lolentm to overturn
completely.

Three variables affect the CC location with respect to the vehicle.
The first variable is the articulation angle. To obtain the variation
of CG with articulation angle, the weight and CG locations of both
the front and rear units are needed. To obtain the CG of the main
mass, the mass of the rear axle end its tires (plus ballast) has to
be subtracted. The other two variables entering into the CG computation
are the bucket load end the position of the lift arm. From this infor-
mation, the location of each of the masses 0 the location of the
CG's can be obtained in the standard manner of summing ments and
dividing by the total weights. In addition, the position of the vehicle
is identificed by the pitch and roll angles (i.e., the angles between
the gravity vector and th vhicle's x-y and x-z planes, respectively).

A .5-,-
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FIGURE 3: Front-and FIG;UI 4: Coordinate system

loader suspension used in analysis.
points near overturn.

The CG is located with respect to a vehicle coordinate system whose
origin is at the center of the front axle, with the x-axis pointing

forward, the y-axis to the right, and the z-axis down (Fig. 4). The
mathematical procedure used is to locate the vehicle on a horizontal

ground plane with a selected bucket load, lift arm position, and artic-
ulation angle. The ground plane is then inclined to a combined front
and side slope, and the vertical projection of the vehicle CG is deter-

mined. If this projection falls within the stability triangle, the
machine is considered statically stable, if it falls outside the triangle,

it is statically unstable.

A computer program was written to solve these equations iteratively,

as the most economical procedure Is to establish approximate limits
of the machine and to refine the results by calculating mall increments
of change. The final pitch-rollover points are easily determined
to within 0.2. The final solutions to the stability equations are
then plotted by the computer.

STATIC OPZRATING BNWOPE

Using the above procedure, the static stability limits as f'unctions
of pitch and roll angles were generated with the bucket load, artic-
ulation angle, and lift arm position as independent parameters. Figure
S is a plot of the pitch angle versus the roll angle with the bucket

load as a parameter for 00 articulation angle and with the lift arm
at the 'carry' position. The FrRL is stable for any combination of

roll and pitch angle within the stability "triangle." Figure 6 is
a similar plot except that the lift arm is in the "full-qup position.

As is expected, the operating envelope is reduced in sis with the
lift arm in the full-up position. Figures ? and 8 show the stability
envelope when the vehicle is articulated to 35" and are directly com-
parable with Figures 5 3Md 6 (without articulation).

> ...... ,f
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The articulation angle produces mirror image curvess the -35' articu-
lation curve is inclined equally and in the opposite direction to
the +35* articulation angle curve.

The curves readily show that it is necessary to sensae and respond
to all the parmters. To sense merely roll angle would have two
opposite and unacceptable effects:

1. it could result in a warning device that Is far too
conservative and hence restrict* the operation of the
MEZ to an unacceptable level and prevents its acceptance.

2. it may not give warning when it should, producing
false confidence which might conltribute to an accident.

These results have been cared with available experimental data
from one of the manufacturers and have been found to correlate well
(Tables I and 2).

TA=L 1: Center of gravity TABLE 2t Inclination limit
comparison. comarison.

refatuem aseeem
FE. Poses U GAM

tegees Lee" 55 Loe"

am" some o ~ a

LowtAIlM& (a) .... @.9 ass9 fteAtso stop.......Ia S6.4
Lee" (?) .......... 0 0 leas "ee slaps ... so
VeSSAL alC)........*uss to 61Is .... 36 M9

16). am W a 1) ss SLL-e.
Lowfafs"m (a) .... 5.9 319 #"usa IV sas..... 611.9
astarlel C,) .......... 0a 0 ltas a desas U o

STATIC 8TARILXT CDMMIX NOWCU

To be able to construct the electronic logic circuitry for the let
generation stability indicator, the stability envelope had to be math-
emetically defined. Hawver. describing all the curves with one equation
was quite difficult because the cuzves are triangular in shape wa
lie in all four quadrants. All attemts at generating a correlation
equation by utilliing a systematic, logical, theoretical approach
failed. Therefore, an alternate solution was used.

An Initial decision was mae that roll angles greater than 30 (about
a 60% side slope) and pitch angles beyond the range of *35e (up) to
-2SO (down) would be considered outside the normal range of operation.
Separate limit detectors would be emloyed to trigger a warning light
If any of thsee basic limits were exceeded, regerdlees of any other
condition. The equation of a parabola that Incldesg the effects of

s~A,
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t.u ." 1 oal ,Aif t ,irm plsitoun but not of art iculatior, angle has
thi,' re

,W + C I" - (C 4 p  + C 5

where - roll arqle,

. - pitch anqle,
p

q .1rm = lift arm angle,

W - bucket load,

and C I C2 , C3  C4  -5 - constants.

To orrect for articulation angle (0 rt , replace:

by Cos.4 - 0r Si.n.4ar t" ' o •4art ar

and yr 1,y . Sin.4r1ar t + A Cos.40art'r p rt r ar

and the prediction equation for the critical roll angle. including
artiuatlon angle and specific constants for a specific PEL becomes:

1 - 36.94 - 3.265 X 10 4V - 0.2239 8
r critcal arm

-(0.054 (p Cos.40 t - er Sin.48art

* 2.1577)2.

The absolute value of critcal wa used since the stability curves

,re mirror images and the equation is valid for either positive or
negative articulation angles. This absolute value of @critical was

then compared with the corrected roll angle so that the safe operating
range was represented by:

10 s n. 40a er s.,40 l le I.
iP i.4art r OrO4artf r

critical

Figure 9 is a correlation plot of the critical roll angle predicted
from the equation versus the roll angle calculated by the coputer
program. The correlation is made for a fixed articulation angle of
200, but for three bucket loads. The individual data points rtpre ent
three lift arm positions (carry, horisontal, and full-VP at various
combinations of pitch angle. This prediction equation thus contains
all of the termi that enter into the determination of static stability.

" ..4. I
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FIGURE 9: Correlation of data between predicte&i and a. tual cases.

FIRST GZNZRATZON STABILITY INDICATOR

Anaog ircuit

An analog circuit was designed to solve the prediction equation.
A block diagram of this circuit is shown In Figure 10. The seven
electronic circuit cards used are show. irn Figure 11. ThiLs analogq
computer was used to solve the correlation quation from sensor inputs.
and then co~aro the existing roll angle to the critical roll angle,
and give the driver a visual warning.

sensors and Transducers

The original approach to sonse the pitch and roll angles by damed
pendulum-type potentiometers was abandoned because their rangs of
natural frequency coincides with that of Ml's, at approximately 2
Hz. Therefore, electrolytic sensors, using a seimiconducting fluid
in a circular tubie and with a natural frequar~c. greater than 10 RZ.
were selected.

The articulation angle and lift arm position were sensed by single-
turn rotary potentiolmetetrs. Special shaft bearing and seal designs
ade tt~ese potentiomleters safe frce salt spray, send, dust, and fungus.

The bucket load was determined by sensing lift cylinder hydraulic
pressuse with a pressure transducer and combining it electronically

with lift arm position.

I i4 -

A17
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Cie C _

I ;URE 10: Block diagrai of signal processor.

riam jig Electronic Circuit bowd. for lot genertiam

sti lity Indicator.
"am speed seamon was a a/c taomamtr-genenatcn friction-coopled tothe output shat of the trang"Sgion.

-- 4
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Warning Indicators

The driver's warning device consisted of four indicator lights. On.
was green, two were amber, and one was red. The analog circuitry
accepted the five sensor inputs, calculated the angle at which the
machine would roll over, and Compared this value to the corriect.-s
roll angle. The difference between the calculated angle and th* , e.v.al
roll angle was represented by a voltage that was sensed by four level
detectors. Each level detector was wired to one of the lights and
was adjustable for proper level and sequencing.

Evaluation

The above-described system was installed on three FZ's used in A
rock quarry operation. During a 12-month teot period, the units per-
formed satisfactorily and were Judged by the operators an very useful
operational tools. However, these lot generation units had several
disadvantages, as follows

1. They were costly to manufacture owing to the complexity
of the electronics.

2. They were costly to install owing to the skilled labor
required to install the sensors.

3. The system would not completely correct for the effects
of inrwtia during braking, acceleration, or cornering.

?U S~UW W STADLZTT XMIMUO

in an ef fort to PedI- the complexity aM cost of the system. an alter-
nate means of obtaining a signal or measuring a parameter that w-yuld
indicate rollover instability was sought. As the ME approaches roll-
over instability, the 00 am"e towards. the outside of the "stabi lity
triangle- formed by the three support points. As this happens, the
normal load on the op-s lope wheel decreases and the normal load on
the down-slope wheel increases. At the point of rollover instability,
the normal lIad on the Wo-lope wheel hee been reduced to sero.

The task of designing a stability indicator has am beew reduced to
designing a methed of sensing the normal load on' each of the front
wheels and using the lower value to trigger a warning system.

by utilising strain gages, the beading stresses in the axle can he
determined. To obtain the normal load faom the measured axle beading
stresses, it is necessary to measure,* or devise a system to cancel
out, the bending stresses in the axle fte to the tire side forces.
These tire side forces are generated to resist the dowsele fores
acting on the Ms~ they can also be generated during steering. The
tire aide force acting at the ground plaow creates a bending momnt
in the axle which is proprtional to the wheel radius. By measuring
the axle bending stresses at two planes, they can be subtracted,
which cancels out the effects due to tire side force, leaving a masure-
ment that is proportional to wheel normal load.

S4
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Referrnq to Figure 12. bending moment at plane 1 is:
M, - W(L I I * S+(r).

Bendinq moment at plane 2 is:

M2  KL(L2) + SF(r)

K2  "1 I L(L 2) KL(L)

- ML(L 2 -1 )

or L -(N - N)/(L -L).
2 1 2 1

The bending moments at planes I and 2 are measured using strain gages
and, since the distance between the two planes is known, the normal
load is determined.

r- r

KEY
N4L Nft a boad an Mlsa N.
SF Sift tov anwb~a

FI1GM 12: Forces acting on wheel of front-nd loader.

Axle seneors

To measure the bending strains on the tEL axle, it was decided
that some fo.m of bonded strain gags or strain transducer would have
to be used. Sinoe the output of a strain gage is represented by a
voltage and the vol,,gee obtained frim the two planes must be subtracted,
it was decided that a full-briAg configuration must be used in order
to retain a usable signal level. A full-brige configuration will
produce four times the signal output of a quarter bridge and io inherently
teerature coponsated.

In an effort to find a simple. easily installed, field methad of sensing
the axle strains so an to reduce the overall system cost, several
methods were tested and relocted or refined, as followes

jIlk
q " ' ' " ' .,l 'M J" - ,
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1. strain gages bonded directly to the axle. These
were field tested and rejected owing to excessive
installation cost and cost of replacement or
repair. Highly skilled labor was required.

2. Weldable strain gages directly spot-welded to the
axle. These were field-tested and rejected owing
to zero shifts caused bry the lack of an extremely
flat surface to mount on.

3. Strain link manufactured and strain-gaged in shops
installed by directly welding to the axle. Theme
were field-tested and rejected owing to the dif-
ficulty of preventing gage damage due to heat
conduction during welding.

4. Strain links manufactured and strain-gaged in shcsi.
These are attached to mounti ng blocks which are
welded to the axIe using a welding fixutre. This
method was refined as described in the following
paragraphs.

Two methods of attaching the strain links to the mounting blocks.
bolting and bonding, are presently under test on a Cksverment-owned
JD-544 tEL at the bureau of Mines facility in Bruceton, Ph.

The strain link was designed so as to incorporate a mechanical gain
of 3: 1. This was accmlished by machining the surfaces ad narrowing
the cross section so that the elongation that should occur over a
1.S-in length is concentrated in a 0.S-in section where the strain
gages are located. All strain gaging and intergas wiring is performed
on the strain links at the time of manufacture so that the field in-
stallation consists only of attaching the strain link to the axle
and connecting the output cable (11,. 13).

The attachment method was designed so as to require a miniim of expertise
and time . Three mounting blocks for each treneducer are held against
the axle by a uieple welding fixture, aid the blocks are welded to

the axle. The strain link is then either bon1ed or bolted to the

mounting blocks.* and the mechanical installation is coMlete (pig.I

At the present time, two fastening Methede a"e being tested. lbs
straiLn links on mne side of the M~ a"le we bolted to the munting
blocks using 3/r socket-head cap actow. The strain links on the
other side of the axle are bonded to the mnting bleas. lbs bonding
method Is quite sinpls, using prepackasged epox). old requires little
skill. in addition, the strain link does not experine sy aero
shift, due to bolting torque. when it is bonded, them reducing the
electronic adjustments required.

A.*

W- A')EIf

j6 )
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FIG=m 1), view of
strain 1±1)W.
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LECrKIC SIGWM. CONDITIONING AND DISPLAY

The electronic signal conditioning package has been cOneiderably Sim-
plified. It is no longer necessary to perform varios omputations
to evaluate a lengthy correlation equation a was the c .'e with the

original system. The new system consists ,f four int*ere.&d circuit
instrusantation amlifiers to increase the signal levels fro, the
strain links, a buffer aiplifier to &u (Subtract) the signals from
different plaws, a differeatiating circuit, a qumd-coaWZator, pOW
darlingtons to drive the warning lights. and a In-er sily. The
entire electronics system. including power sWply, is iw contained
on a single 41 x 61" printed circuit card (rig. 15). ror siqlicity
and to e2Wedita the initial field test, the single card is shown WmmtAd
in the sam National Electrical fteufactur r8 Association. enclosure
previously used (Fig. 16), allowing the uw of the existing wiring
and connectors.

FiGM is, Electronic
circuit boad for
2d generation
indicator.
(oamonont aid
foil sides of

lid-



FIGURE 161 2nd generation stability indicator
mounted in original enclos-e.

In an effort to tae into acount the effects of inertia and antici-
pate them. a differentiator circuit hM been inoocporated. This circuit
accepts the normal wheel load as an input and outputs a signal pro-
portional to the rate of change with respeat to time of tJ normal
wheel load, i.e.. the first derivative. When the whee1 load is positive
but decreasing at eaoe rate, the derivative will be a negative value
whose xaqituds depends on the rate of decrease. This negative-valusd
derivative is sund with the original signal to produc a new normal
load signal, which is lower in value than the original, by Some mount
depending on the rate of decrease. and therefore turns an the warning
lights earlier. IV using a diode to limit the derivative to only
negative value*, the warning lights rospond "notallyO for increasing
wheel loads. figure 17 Shw a representative Signal for wheel load
which is varying as a 1.S a Sia wae. OUpeAsiosed on top of the
original signal is the one" wheel load signal ied with its derivative.
As can be een, the voltage level is lower for the new Signal when
it is decreasing in value and is AdmtioaL for inereasing values.

Altho b field tasting of the 2nd generation stability indicator has
not yet been cleted, all indicatiemn to date are positive. The
design of the stability indicators

'Aw
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rItG 17: Oscilloscope trace of normal loau signal and
normal load signal summd with its derivative.

1. allows for its esay incorporation on new front-end
loaders durinq manufacture.

2. Permits its installation on older loaders on a
retrofit basis.

3. Has resulted in reductions of nin, oamplety, and
associated cost to th limit of practicality.

~tensiv* testing of a prototyp version of the stability indicator
on a Governnt-owned M has swsm

1. The uthodology of enainq machine stability as a
fImction of norml -heel IoadS is practical wad
works.

2. "e strain link mthod of sewiag the nornal wbeel
load provides an adequate signal of wheel load
and renoes the influence of side form on the
wheel.

3. "to strain link mthod allows tor a quick field
installation usingq a ~Inm of highly skiled
peren .

4A4
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4. The exact muethod of attachinq the strain link, bonded

or bolted, is yet to be decided based on 
the results

of tests in proqress.

it
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Pre suro Tests In Soi I below Tires of
Agr icultural Vehicles

I. Bolling

N1 lnst'tute for Agr.Engineering. Techn.University Munich, F.R.Germany

SLIMMARY Design and measuring method of a cheap and efficient soil

I pressure gauge are described. Soil tank tests carried out in the

Olaboratory demonstrate some properties of the gauge like indifference

O towards orientation in soil. In the soil bin the gauge measures pres-

sures below tires rolling over and outside in the field the influence

of wheel load. number of passes and vehicle speed are investigated.

The results are interpreted with modified formulas of Soehne ,14

whiCh can be managed by a pocket calculator.

Introduction

Since Soehn [I., [2 and Chancellor (3] had done fundamental work

on this subject in the beginning fifties, the amount of fertilization

and the weight of agricultural machinery increased as well as the

yield rates. Today chemicai soil optimization had reached its boun-
deries and one ookes after possibilities to improve soil structure.

Von Boguslawski and Lenz (6] gave valuable advice to this problem.
What did the farmer get from science to find out whether compaction

is evtr- or not? He knows, that he has to avoid work under wet field

conditions with heavy machinery and he uses the spade to estimate

pore volume reduction. Perhaps it will be useful to provide him

with reference vilues of pore volume reduction for several kinds

of ,cjil, with several degrees of water content.

In view of this aim one has to get information about the range of

soil stresses brought up ty the actual agriculture) machinery. To

rise the number of data one has to select an efficient measuring
procedure and the significant variables. Most common methods are

bulk density and cone penetromter measurement. Applying them, om

has to concern the amount of work, the influencing parameters and
the mission. The interdependence of bulk density, cone penetrometer

resistance and water content together with varying kinds of soil
imply a high number of experiments to get sufficient information

in the field.

- I ,d. - " ."
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Measuring 4ethod

This arguments led to the consideration to measure the pressure in

soil under the tires of agricultural vehicles, which is causal respon-

sible for soil compaction. To find out the right pronelure one has

to observe several criteria. The most important are:

1. The gauge should be of a bulk density close to that of the

soil, in order to avoid stress concentrations, if the gauge

density is higher, or to avoid stress drop at the gaugq if

the gauge density is lower.

2. The gauge application should cause a minimuff. of disturbances
in soil and it should be possible in a Justifiable range *f

time.

two lance system

bi. . Prncplatnd appilainomheresr ag

'bw

P"ad e-.A imnt

Fig. I.: Principle and application of the pressure gauge

0m.
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3. The gauqe should measure defined stress components.

4. The gauge should be able to record the pressure during tire

operation, to get information about dynami- effects.

5. Inexact gauge orientation in soil should cause minimum errors.

6. To use many gauges at the same time the costs must not be high.

Viewing the literature to this subject many valuable advices have been

found for example in the works of Berdan (4], Cooper (5], movanesian

(7], Barnes (8] and Blackwell (12). The compromise made to observe
most of the shown main criteria represents fig. 1:

A hole inclined about 150 - 20 to the surface is drilled into the
soil, in which a pipe is pushed. A ballon with walls being 0,5 m

thick, a length of 11 cm and a diameter of 2 cm is turned out of
the pipe by an air pump. Now the system is filled with water. This

causes a gauge density of I g/cm3 .

one lunce systems
a) oute protKting

b) im. p*rtN

Fig. ?: Designs of one lance systems for simplified soil

pressure gauge application

*."
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If a mixture of water and magnesium dichloride is used, bpgher densi-

ties are possible. With other fluids gauge densities between 1 and

2 g/cm$ are conceivable, to accommodate gauge and soil density. When

the air bubbles are pushed out of the system, the vaive is clostl

and the experiment starts. when the tire rolls over the gauge, the

pressure in the system rises. The mawimum value can be recorded by

a manoeter with towed pointer or ,e can apply a usual pressure

gauge with recording system to measure dynamic processes. to improve

the handling abilities of this measuring principle, it was tried

to design one lance systems shown in fig. 2. Here the three steps

in fig. 1 are combined: The cone forms the hole in soil and Oen the

protecting or supporting pipes are retracted, tho fluid filled sili-

cone hose with a wall thickness of I m gets flexible similar to

the ballon. The most significant advantage of the one lance system

is, that turning out the proper gauge and filling the system with

fluid is not necessary. Later more details will be described.

_L. , _zplki

4.8 1
bar *CGIcuitud

40bur r -2 :

~I 2A

0.8 Fig. 3: Testing the pros-

sure paug* in a
* -- soil tank with sandy loam

0 2 4 6 Sm (l of different dry densities
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First *he properties of the two lance system should be shown. In

fig. 3 the curves of the soil pressure PS in the gauge are plotted

against the sinkage z of a circular plate moving into a tank with

sandy loam of different densities. Increasing plate pressures pp

cause increasing gauge pressures P. With the bulk density the final

values at z - 10 cm of p p and of p. rise, whereas the caracteristics

of the curves don't change. (The water content was 15 %.)

Fig. 4 gives evidence of the tests varying the inclination CQ of

gauge and pipe. The influence is of the order of the variations caused

by soil preparation. The reason may be, that the gauge is exposed

to the varying Sondy loo
bar z 15v=15%

32

tank~~ wit sadyrSo'6 PeFig. 4: Influence of gauge 0,8 inclination Q on

the measured prssure p 0
in a soil tank with sandy 0 2 . 6 a SC 10

loam plate sikg z

stresses on its surface and the manometer shows the mean value of all

of them. So turning the cylindric gauge body round its center of

gravity is of almost no effect In the range 00 _5 0 - 400. This fact

is of advantage during work in field, because the rough terrain causes

considerable errors of the measurement of the angle of inclination Q

Therefore one always has to excavate the gauge In field after the test

to determine its real depth below the surface.

The record of the gauge pressure Ps during the roll over of a tire is

plotted in fig. 5 against the position x of the tire relative to the

gauge. PS starts with zero,when the tire is half a meter away from

the gauge. It reaches the maximaum, when the center of the tire is

over the gauge but does not decrease in the saw manner. The remai-

ning pressure of 0,25 bar at x a 60 cm reduces to values of about

0.1 bar after sow minutes and then does not change for longer time.

.... : -- , , ,'n'w) . . -, .%' ,*..;.
- A ,
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Fig. 5: Record of soil pressure p5 below a tire rolling over in the

soil bin of the Institute for Agricultural Engineering of

the Techn. Univ. of Munich

G, G, G, -

Fig. 6: Approximating trne
distribution of the

wheel load 6 in the contact

ar*a of the tire by three

single loads GI. 62 . G 3  2

Before field tests ware made, it was investigated whether the one

lInce system (fig. 2a) could be used. Fig. 7 shows the insufficient

result: The cavity caused by retracting the protecting pipe has to

be filled up with comacting soil and therefore up to a sinkage

z a 2 cm no signal ps Is measured. Afterwerds p, Is much higher than

that easured with the two lance system, surely because the steel
cone and the silicon tube are stiffer than the ballon and conen-

trate stresses on the gauge. The one lance system with supporting

pipe (fig. 2b) has not et been tested, but obviously this system

~ 7'> avoids the problem arising with the cavity around the gauge.

.. .,
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4.0 - one lance system
bar ---two

2.4 - -

Fig. 7: Pressure p8 in sardy

loam in a soil tank. O's

measured with the one lance0 24 6 8 m
system (fig. 2a) and the two 0
lance system (flg.1) 0 ~ t 2iko 4z m 1

Summarizing the important properties of the two lance system in

fig. 1 one can say:

1. The bulk density of the gauge can be fitted to that of the
surrounding soil by using the right fluid. (For this first

tests only water was used).

2. Gauge application causes disturbances in sail as far as the
drilling of the hole is concerned. The amount of time for one

application is less than 15 minutes.

3. The gauge does not measure defined stress components in the
soil, but on the other hand

4. the gauge orientation causes minimal errors. So only the com-
parison of results Is possible at present.

S. Using pressure gauges in spite of manometers one is able to
record dynamic processes like the roll over of a tire.

6. The costs othe gauge are ofan ount ofabout 200 - 30 4.
tf a manometer is used. (The valve was built with acryl glass,
to be able to observe air bubbles rising in the pipe, when the
fluid Is filled In.)

SC~. ,,Av.
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Field Tests

After introducing the measuring procedure now the' 'suits of fieldI

tests are described. First it was investigated whe.-wr the -fluence

of wheel load is visible in field too. Three vehicl.'s with a wide

range of maximum rear wheel loads were tested. the maximum gau,'e

pressure p8 occuring during one roll over correlated to the distance

between the contact area of the tire and the gauge zr, is plottedI
in fig. 8 for a smaller tractor D 4006 with 8.5 kN wneel load on
the rear tire. The curve of the DX 140 tractor shows higher value
of p. Its rear wheel load was twice as high than that of the 0 4006.

The front wheel of the Fahr 1300 combine harvester was loaded with

34,S kN. One recognizes that redoubling the wheel load does not lead

to redoubled values of the pressure p8  in a certain depth Zrel- SUP-
posed irel 110 co, and the p8-values are related to that of the
small tractor, the heavy tractor's p. is 143 %, that of the combi i

257 1

maximu gauge Fesure P.
0 0A4 0.8 12 bar 00 --

L-10-0- -

ps OE 16.3C

T oo a -uOS Lp.1,71m

Fig. ~ D400 I. 0aug /5 ina~ a Mad lo0il
vehc0e "ihfs nresn ai ea he od

0 oane
i2

Vt 
vie ti w R

30 ~~ 1 arO3.2 s1
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5 Fig. 9: Approximating the dis-

tribution of the wheel

z ,pX" :load G in the contact area of

the tire length 1 by five

gOue uniform single loads GO

As Raghavan (9, 10, 1i, 14, 15] pointed out, besides wheel load the

number of passes is of essential influence on compaction. Fig. 10

shows the sinkages z,, z 5, Z1O of a tractor after the 1st, 5th and

10th roll over in the same rut. The amount of the maximum gauge pres-

sure P8 increases from the 1st to the 5th roll over more intensive

than from the 5th to the 10th. This multi-pass effect on Pe is depen-

dent on the initial pore volume P.V. of the field. Fi 9 . 11 shows

the influence of vehicle

bar o= 10th ra ovr pud: 1*m111

I, " 'I
I 0. - i I . I..

l ". , I l . m iI I-"-

02 III1I. , , .- ,.orVus.i 0 2.0
PV ,I.?%" 0l

4 ~0 5 1tototo~m6

~~,Ol abh. 4,

0Fig. 0 Gage pressures P8 in a field with sandy loam

1 after o five and ten passes (

"8-RS' hm S" ,0 ' . -ya? 
' " - 30



sandy Loam w1.5% p:l,4gckm3 PV=/7%
12 total load 6km/h 1Okm/h V
bar 21 kN A 0

,1 , t 39kN 0

0-..

0.2 - .'00 . .. .02 - I I
o I I I- - - - -

10 15 20 25 30 35 cm 40
relative dWth Z,4

Fig. 11: Gauge pressures p8 in a soft sandy loam of high pore

volume P.V. are considerably influenced by vehicle speed

sAty (oam waf-.5% p-l,?gcm PV 36%
1.2 ltoad 6km/h IOW/h
bar 1l5kN A 0
1,o 17IdN & 0

OA
oil. - --

- ~0.2 ,,.

0 4

Fig. 121 GAp pressures p8 in stiff silty loam of low Pare

volum P.v. ae unesseatialy influenced by vehicle speed
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speed in a soft sandy loam with high pore volume P.V. • 47 % and a

dry density of p. 1.4 g/cm'. Increasing speed reduces the values

of pg. If one compares this results with those of a silty loam with

higher initial dry densityp- 1,7 g/cms and a smaller amount of initial

pore volume P.V. a 36 % In fig. 12, one realizes, that only wheel
load makes an effect, if the pores filled with air are of considerable

smaller amount. So in the silty loam field the influence of vehicle

speed is not visible. Both soils had a water content of about 17,5 %.

Soltynski (13] and Stafford [16] have found similar tendencies by

investigating the increase of bulk density in soil below tires rolling

over.

This view on some field tests should have demonstrated, that the

introduced gauge is useful to compare the influence of different

vehicle weights, speeds and numbers of passes on soil compaction.

First Simple Analytical Analysis

Now it I tried to apply the formulas stated by Soehne [1]. The verti-

cal stress 0 z in a depth zrel below the load axis of a circular

plate of radius r with uniform load distribution pp in a soil with

!he stress concentration factor V is (cf. fig. 3):

Cosp a , (2)

Oz is not identical with the pressure measured by the gauge. But
we know, that 0 is the highest stress component appearing at the

gauge. The stresses 0 together with all other, smaller stress compo-

nents acting on the fluid filled cylindrical bllon. produce a mean

stress P. in it. Therefore on can states

h8Ic.e 1  CC q1 (3)

If the plate pressure pp Is expressed by the formula describing plate

sinkage tests:

(4)

*!a,

,
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we can combine formulas (1) to (4):

The curves in fig. 3 are well approximated by (5), if the constants

of table 1 are used:

table 1:

p(9/cm') k (N/cm') n (-) c(-) V(-) z8 (cm)

1,3 4,8 0,46 0,43 6 1

1,5 9,0 0,46 0,85 5 1

1,7 15,5 0,46 0,85 4 1

(zI: reference depth)

The stress concentration factors V had been chosen analogous to those

Soehne [1] used in his paper. The assumption that 0 -c '1 came true.

To calculate the vertical stress 0 z In the distance x from the load
axle of the tire in a depth of Zre below its contact area, formula (6)

is useful (cf. Soehne CII):

at yC asvOi (6)

ro. (7)

o" (8)

V: stress concentration factor)

To take into account, that the wheel load 6 is distributed over the

contact area of the length I of the tire with radius R one can use

the formulas (9) and (10):

la-R - MI-O)T (9)

(it tire sinkage) a X ilXZd
Here I Is the index of a proper single load fi shown inf. 6.

e Is the nuer of single loads.

+,, + ;, + *, :

+ +V

'+;+ . .4:
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Regarding (3) we get the term for the gauge pressure pS:

p t (12)

In fig. 5 the results for mal, m.3 and m'6 are shown for the distances

x - -30 cm. -15 cm and x * 0 cm. The wheel load G was divided up

into uniform single loads Gi. The constants c resulting from the

calculations with a different number m of single loads shows table 2:

table 2:

m -) Gi  (N) c -) V(-)

1 15 000 0.31 5

3 5 000 0,48 5

6 2 500 0.48 5

Vw3s set to 5, because the soil bin was filled with the same sandy

loam used for the soil tank tests (fig. 3). The mean density in the

bin was P' 1.5 g/cma and the water content (dry base) w = 15 %.

Fig. 5 shows, that the step from m-l (1 single load) to m-3 (3 single

loads) improves the result of the calculation significantly, but

not the step from m*3 to m*6. In the latter case also c does not

change. Perhaps a better fit would be reached, if the wheel load

G is divided up along the contact length I and along the tire width B

into single loads. The lower constants c compared with those of the

soil tank tests (table 1) are imaginable, if one takes into account,

that in the tank with a diameter of 0,4 m soil flow in horizontal
direction is more hindered by the side walls of the tank than in

the soil bin where the walls have a distance of 2.5 m. So the small

main stresses in the tank will be greater than in the soil bin.

At last the field tests of fig. 8 are discussed. Because tires are

concerned, the formulas (6) to (12) are used for the analysis. The

sandy loam had a dry density of 1.7 g/cm3 and a water content of

18.5 %. Therefore a stress concentration factor V 4 was asumed.

The wheel loads acting on the rear tire were divided up into five

uniform single loads Go applying the experiences made with the evalua-

tion of the soil bin tests. For different depths zrel the pressures

PB in the load axle were calculated.

! . . , e .
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Formula (11) for this purpose becomes:

s uf VA ~ Z i (13)

If symmetry is taken into account ( cf. fig. 9 ), we get:

V [=2 _v_ 21i) iv

0~ i~
Table 3 shows the constants used for the calculations and in fig. 8

the results are plotted.

table 3:

tire rear wheel sinkage tire length of single load

load radius contact area distance

G (kN) z (cm) R (cm) I (cm) x (cm)

12.4-32 8,5 7,25 69,75 31,0 7,75

18.4-38 16.3 8,83 89,75 39,0 9,75

21.3-26 34,b 12.25 83.00 43,4 10,85

Best fit was achieved by putting c • cF 0.36 in formula (14). Com-

pared with the value of c calculated for the soil bin test (fig.

5) cS • 0,48 in the field c was lower.

This short view on mathematical description shows, that the formulas

stated by Soehne [1) need only the modification with the factor c,

to regard the gauge properties. Surely this few results are not

adequate to give evidence about all aspects of the constant c, but

it is encouraging to see, that Just simple assumptions for the calcu-

lations yield good fit. Further tests, easy to do with the described

gauge, will show more about the parameters influ ncing c. Especially

the correlation between c, stress concentration factor V , dry density

pand the water content w should be investigated.

Conclusions

A cheap and handy gauge to measure pressures in soil below tires

and pressure plates was introduced. The influence of soil density

and gauge inclination on the measured pressures was shown. Tests

in the soil bin proved, that the gauge can be applied in dynamic

41 .
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t .,t s. Thle pr')b~ems a, isin 1 by simpl ifying the test mode with one
,,it ce, stems wtre aeoronst? ated. In spite of the wal thickness of

( . ir, ,iaK ino th-? i nherent ,t if fness of the balIlon neg i gible. %everd I

i isi oii :n f it 41 showeci. th it the gauge is sturdy enough for sc ienti fic

L-ut pose . Var iit on ()f whee iload, number of passes and vehic le speed

-, it ded ko') I d1s t inqui sp~ablt resulIt s. Some of them coulId be descr itd

b'y the well known formulas of Soehnt- [1]. Modifying them by 3 factor

(and making simple assumptions about load distribution in the contact
arta of the tires. led to results encouraging to further tests.

-,it )din.~ more eai Is about this type of pressure gauge.
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>~vUALZTY jjUNTHuI. IN SOIL COMPACTION BY BEHAVIOURS OF EXCITER

In
By S. HATA and K. TATEYANA

(Department of Civil Engineering, Kyoto University, Japan

S ABSTRACT

Soil compaction is one of the most effective methods for soil stabili-

O zation and is performed in most earthworks of earth dams and road embank-
ments. etc. However, because its quality control depends upon tests per-
formed at only several points in the fields to estimate such factors as

the dry density, water content and C.B.R., mIajudgement can occur when
judging the degree of soil compaction required.

The vibrating behaviour of an exciter is thought to be affected by the
ground conditions. Then the degree of soil compaction can be judged
easily throughout the fields by measuring the vibrating behaviour of the
exciter.

For the proposed exciter and quality control, this study examines the
experimental and analytical researches that were conducted to identify

the problems that occur when applying the method to actual compaction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Quality control in soil compaction usually depends upon such parameters
as the dry density, water content and C.B.R. However. the measurements
of these parameters are time consuming and are taken at only several

points in the fields.

Vibratory rollers for compacting soil are being employed increasingly
in construction. The characteristic behaviours of vibratory rollers
change with increasing ground stiffness. Thus, the degree of soil com-
paction required can be judged by categorizing the changing behaviours
of rollers.

Though this idea was realized by some apparatus on the market for judg-
ing the quality of compacted soil through the acceleration of rollers,
it has not been propagated in construction. The authors made field exper-

iments with a vibratory roller and investigated the relationship between
the acceleration of the vibratory roller and the soil compaction. These
experiments showed clearly that the acceleration amplitude of the vibrato-
ry roller is affected by conditions of the roller machine, especially by
changeable frequency, and that the quality control of soil compaction is
difficult to obtain directly in relation to the acceleration amplitude
of the vibratory roller. But the behaviour of the vibratory rollers cer-

tainly changes with increasing soil stiffness, and so the degree of soil
compaction can be judged by applying the fundamen.l relationships between
soil and machine characteristics. Thus, this research investigates the
dynamic interaction between the soil vibratory-machine system and the
quality control.

;tA,
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To' simplify the analyses and experiments, analyses and experimfrs 41
the behaviour of a small exciter were conducted as follows.

(I) A mass-spring-dashpot model was employed for th," analytical reprises-

tation of the exciter dynamics with which the vibrating behaviours • he

exciter were calculated. The results of the analyses showed that r.c

acceleration of the exciter increased with increasing soil atiffn..

(2) Experiments to verify the analyses were performed by compactir; t

soil in a soil bin with a small exciter. The relationship between

vibratory properties and the soil compaction, especially the dry G.
of the soil, was researched by measuring the acceleration of the exci

with an attached accelerometer. The results of the experiments confi'-ed

the name tendency as the analyses, in that the acceleration of the excitor

increased with increasing dry densities.

(3) Other experiments and analyses were performed to research the adapt-
abill ty of a ass-spring-dashpot model for representing prototype prob-

lems. The results from investigations of the vibrating behaviours of '

exciter under various conditions of weight and dynaric force ancertine"

the adaptability of the model for prototype problems.

(4) A new test was conceived to determine the equivalent values of the
spring constants and damping coefficients for various soils. A hammer

was dropped on the soil surface and the vibrating properties of the hammer
were measured with an attached accelerometer. The soil parameter values

are determined from the vibrating properties of the hammer and consequent-

ly applied in analyses of the exciter dynamics.

As a result of all the investigations, a method that applies a mass-

soil system was proposed for evaluating the quality control of soil com-
paction.

2. ANALYSES OF THE EXCITER DYNAMICS

Soils are compacted with various typos of rollers in all earth dars.

embankments and other soil structures. Soil stiffness increases with
advancing soil compaction.

The vibrating behaviours of an exciter on soft ground are different
from those on compacted ground. Then a mass-spring-dahpot model was

applied to invetilgte the relationship between the moil stiffness and
the vibrating behaviours of the exciter.

The dynamic analyses of an exciter-soil system were conducted with the
one-degree-of-freedom lumpd-parameter system showm in Fig. 2-1. The
exciter generates the periodic dynamic force FD  which is represented by

FD - F. @in ot

where r e  maximum dynamic force tiN
W circular vibration frequency ( red/seoc
t tie , ,0C

~ ~I.
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Fig. 2-1 Mass-Soil System Model
for Analyses

The ground is replaced by the spring ( of spring constant k )and the
dashpot (of damping coefficient c ), that represent the equivalent soil
characteristics. The fundamental equation for dynamic equilibrium of the
mass-spr ing-dashpot model is

(m +m a c c k x Fe sn Wt()

where m is the mass of the exciter.,a is the mass of soil which moves
with the same phase as that of exciter, and x is the displacement of the
exciter. This case occurs when the weight exceeds the dynamic force of
the exciter such that the exciter doesn't leave the ground.

The solution of eq.(l) is obtained by neglecting the transient vibra-
tion and by employing only the regular vibration, and given by

x - K sin ( wt Fe W 2

K. 
2

x -K Wcos ( Wt . 81 + c (z k -(a + me )w2 )z

X - Kw' sin (wt0 c W

k - m a a w

These analyses utilize a soil spring constant kc and a damping coeff i-
Lient c to represent equivalent soil parameters. However, these param-
eters change an the soil Is compacted, in that the equivalent spring
constant and daming coefficient of the soil are thought to increase with
advancing soil compaction.

The acceleration amplitude of the exciter was calculated from sq.( 2 )
to Investigate the relationship between the soil stiffness and the behav-
iours of the exciter. In this calculation, the same values were applied
for exciter weight, dynamic force and frequency as those of the actual
exciter used in later experiments, while the soil parameters were deter-
mined using the results of past studies about stiffness and dampina.1)
The parameter set is shown here.

a- 100 k& W - 125 red/sec . k -1500 - 303W/o

Fe .730 N o 15 .l k& c 0.6 1.2 Wsc/m

104
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The spring constant is obtained by multipi3ing the coerficifnt of the
subgrade reaction, k' by the constant area of the exciter, A. In the case
above, A was 900 cm . In order to compare the analytical result with the
experimental result, the value of ma was determined such that the ac,,;
eration values obtained from the analyses were. nearly equal t, thoee
values obtained from the later experiments.

The soil mass moving with the exciter is affected by the soil type.

density and water content, in addition to weight, dynamic force and fre-
quency of the exciter. The amount of soil moving with the exciter remains
unclear despite many past studies. Besides, the main object of the analy-
aen was to identify and verify the soil and epciter behavioral character-
istics, not to obtain the exact solution. Considering these matters, the
value of m was determined as mentioned above.

The acceleration amplitudes of the exciter calculated with the above
parameters ( c- N sec/a ) are shown plotted against various values of
the spring constant in Fig. 2-2. The soil stiffness, and thus. the soil
sprin4g constant increases an soil is compacted. Hence, the abscissa of
the figure represents the degree of soil compaction. Consequently, the
acceleration amplitude of the exciter increases with advancing soil com-

paction.

The acceleration amplitude of the exciter was calculated in the same
way as the spring constant for various values of the dauping coefficient,
but remained almost constant, and thus, independent of the damping coeffi-
cient.

In summary, the mass-spring-dashpot model analyses demonstrate that
the acceleration amplitude of the exciter increases with increasing soil
stiffness.

U..

0 o krN m)

Fig. 2-2 Results of Analyss for Vibrating
lehaviours of the Exciter

Or"

.. 
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x~ r.~enswere performed to verify the results of the above-mentioned
;v~a.v-s !, r ex, iter behaviours, and are described below.

~. Appariflo srl Sil Sample

.r. ;,;i t4 tameA were as fol lows:

A %itii. ox , *.i- w~:In two ecrentrir massues rotating around two axles.

.'' ITr snesririg the acceleration of the exciter. (Fig. 3-2
P:,errP ter. amp, Irfzer and el ec tro-magnetic omcilIlIograph.

S ariy s-1 wah me in the experiments with specific gravity of 2.64. and
a parli . I47P Isatribution curve that in shown in Fig. 3-3.

t I' l,, -re of Experiiments

- m -mpjd(tel in a coil bin with a small exciter and the accelera-
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a) Exciter and Soil Bin

b )Equipmtent for Measuring
the Acceleration of the Exciter

Fig. 3-2 Apparatus for Exciter Behaviour %xperiment
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FIg. 3-4 iesult.S of Experiments for Vibrating
Behaviours of the Exciter

4. AiDAPTA.31LITY OF A MASS -SPRING -D.ASHPIOT WM)UDEL

Although the mass-spring-dashput model is easy to treat and has been
applied in many past cases foz the vibrations of foundations,l) the be-

haviours of vibratory rollers2) and others, the sole use of this model

for thorough analyses remains questionable. Thus, this chapter presents

addilional analyses and experiments that investigate the model's adapt-

ability to actual problems in exciter dynamics.

a ) Procedures of Analyses and Experiments

The dynamic force and welgt of the exciter affect its vibrating be-
haviour. The acceleration amplitudes of the exciter were measured for

various weight and dynamic force conditions, and the results were compared

to the theoretical analyses.

The apparatus of the experiments were same as those in the previous
chapter, slthojgh the weight of the exciter could be changed by adding

steel plates un the exciter, and the dynamic force could be changed by

exchanging two eccentric masses inside the exciter.

( b ) Results and Discusslona

The acceleration amplitude from the results of analyses and experiments

in plotted against various weights of the exciter in Fig. 4-1 and kig. 4-2

respectively. The figures demonstrate that the resulta of the analyse3

are consistent with the trend observed in the experiments.

Fig. 4-3 and Fig. 4-4 show the results of analyses and experiments for
the acceleration amplitude against various dynamic forces of the exciter.

respectively. Similar to before, the same trend is observed in the
analytical and experimental results, each other.

; ,# 4 ,
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Hence, the mass-spring-dashpot model appears suitable f~r predicting

t?." vibrating behaviours of the exciter, if the soil parameters are reli-

able. The next chapter proposes a new test to determine the equivalent

spring constants and damping coefficients of the soil when applying the

model.

11.0 1.0
00

10.5 0.5
0 a.

100 200
M (kg) 60 10 140

m (1w)

F~ig. 4-1 Results of Analyses for Fig. 4-2 Results of Experiments
the Effect of Weight to for the Effect of Wright

Acceleration of the to Acceleration of the

Exciter Exciter

51.5 .

1e0 0" F (s

JPA.043 Rsls fAaye F.44 ea tso prmns

Fig. 4-3 euleti of thlye Fig.eleratio of thprien

Exciter Exciter
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. 1ETERHMNATU)N OF SPlaIN; CONSTANT AND bAMPING COEFFICIENT

The equivalent spring constant k and damping coefficient c of the soil
are difficult to determine. because they depend on such ground conditions
as the type, density, water content, etc. This chapter suggests a new
test for measuring spring constants and damping coefficients of soils,

then applies the obtained parameters to the analysis.

Since the vibrating behaviours of a hammer dropped on the ground are

thought to depend on the ground conditions, the soil parameters k and c
can be determined from the vibrating properties of the dropped hammer.

The equation of motion for the dropped hammer is formulated by applying

a spring-dashpot model for the soil to yield:

meI c ; + kz = 0

where m : mass of the hammer
k spring constant of the soil
c : damping coefficient of the soil
z displacement of the hammer

Eq.(3) expresses the behaviours only while the hammer is in contact
with the ground: otherwiae, the equation of motion for the hammer above

the ground can be expressed as follows.

m s ag (4)

where & is the acceleration of gravity.

Eq.(3) can be solved with the initial condition that at t=U : z= and

z - e A sin t5)

- ea t A a a2 82 ) sin Ot * 2a$cos Ot } 6

where G 2 m ,2 A . 4mk - cz

H Le the height of the hemmer above the soil aurface before being dropped.

Fig. 5-1 (a) shows the predicted displacement and acceleration waves

of the hawr dropped on the soil surface from eq.(4). eq.(5), and eq.(6).
Fig. 5-1 (b) shows the displacement and acceleration waves obtained in an
experiment. The waves obtained by experiment are similar to those by
theoretical prediction, hence, the maus-spriug-dashpot model is thought

to adequately express the behaviour of the hammer-soil system.

4. " " :
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1 ) Values of k and c for the Soil Compacted in a Mold

a ) Apparatus

The apparatus used in this toot is shown in Fig. 5-2. The homer was
guided by a connecting rod through holes in two stool plates. The homer
was dropped on the soil surface in a mold, and its vibrating behaviours
were recorded. The weight and diameter of the hamer were 2.57 kgf &nd
50 a. respectively. The diameter and height of the mold were 100 m and
127 ms, respectively. The hamer and mold are the equipments provided in
JIS ( Japanese Industrial Standrwd ) A 1210.

The hamer behaviour was represented by its acceleration, which was
measured by an attached accelerometer. The acceleration was transformed
into an electric signal by an accelerometer, amplified by an amplifier,
and read from the electro-magnetic oscillograph.

( b ) Soil Sample

In these tests, the soll sample and its water content were the same as
those used in the above-mentioned experiments for the exciter behaviours.

( mm

®d

"P bob"

*-b

410
IL _____

Fig. 5-2 Apparatus of Experiments for Hamer

Dropping Test with a Hold

10 i'
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c I Procedures of Experiments

The hammer was dropped on the compacted soil in a mold and its accel-

eretion was measured and recorded while it was moving on the soil surface.

The values of zlx * x and T were read from the output of the
electro-manetic oscillograph. and substituted into eq.17) and eq.(8) to

calculate the spring constant k and damping coefficient c, respp.ctively.

The test was repeated for five differer, soi; dry deneities, which were

prepared by compaction with 5, 10, 20. 30, and 45 blous of the hajiwer per

one layer. -he compaction procedure used a 2.1- kgf hammer, three Soil
layers, and a drop height of 30 cm.

d ) Results of Experiments

The values of k and c obtained from these experimients are plotted

against the dry density in Fig. 5-3 and Fig. 5-4, respectively, which show
that both k and c increase with increasing dry density.

3.0

2.0 •2.5
£ .i0

X a2.0

..1.8 15

.gI1.0 0 0 i

1.0

0..5

OA-

0 0

l~ t 1.0 1.9 1.0l 1 .l7 .il 1.O
I. (elrn') V. (IIem'

Fig. 5-3 Result of Experimpets 1ig. 5-4 Results of Experiments
for the Relationship for the Relationship

between k a 'd between c and Yd

2 ) Values of k and c for the Soil in a Soil Bin

The stiffness and damping properties of the soil are thought to be de-

pendent on the restraint condition. For example, the stiffness of the

restrained soil is larger than that of the unrestrained soil.

Consequently, the values of k and c for the compacted soil in a mold

were expected to be different from those of the soil in the soil bin. and

so k and c values were measured for the soil in the soil bin used in the
above-mentioned experiments for the exciter behaviours.

i4 t..
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The apparatus used in the experiments is shown In Fig. 5-5. The same
mechanism was used for measurement of the hammer acceleration as in the
experiments with a mold. Since the soil bin was enough large compared to
the area of the hammer, the soil is considered unrestrained.

The left columns of Table 5-1 show results obtained from the expe. i-
ments. The values of k and c measured for the unrestrained soil are
smaller than those of the restrained soil described in Fig. 5-3 aid Fig.
5-4. This reduction is thought to be affected by the soil type, densLty.
and water content, and the size of the mold.

Later analyses on the exciter behaviours were performed using the pa-
rameters obtained from the soil in a soil bin in order to compare the
results of experiments mentioned in chapter 3. Note that the parameters

in a soil bin can not be determined from those of the mold-compacted soil
due to the complicated influence of the restraint conditions.

rod OWdSUM 00 P"--."= M

Fig. -5 Apparatus of Experiments for Homer Dropping
Test with a Soil Bin

Table 5-1 Results of Analyses with k and c obtained from

the Hammer Dropping Test with a Soil Bin

555&lim meeIIl..e I
d w I e lli itud. I 6~dlI~

(gemc' ) ) fn)( dl ) y()alysto evrhml(8

1 .613 1.42 0.23 0t .9 0. 3283

I: .335 .Y9 0.418 O.Ms O,79$ 0.ei

1.161 1.42 0.474 1.001 0.36"1 0.10
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3 ) Anelyses of the Exciter Acceleration

The acceleration amplitudes of the exciter were calculated using soil
parameter values that were obtained through previously described means,
and the results are compared with those of the experiments in chapter 3.

The analyses assumed that a 20 kS soil mass. which was about 25 % of
the value of Fe/g. moved with the exciter3), where F. is the maximum dy-
namic force of the exciter and S is the acceleration of gravity. The
other parameters used in the analyses are:

m 100 kg . rg. 730N , W - 125 red/see , a 20 kg

The tvo right-most columns of Table 5-1 compare the results of the
analyses with those of the experiments for the acceleration amplitude of
the exciter. The values for the acceleration amplitude determined by
analyses were slightly larger than those of the experimental results.
However. this difference can be eliminated by increasing the soil mas
value ma in the analyses. More detailed research about the moving soil
mass must be conducted to obtain better agreement between the analyses end
the actual behaviour. of the exciter.

6. ODOCLUJSION

The vibrating behavioure of an exciter on the soil were Investigated
through analyses applying a maa-spring-daahpot model and through experi-
ments with a small exciter.

The conclusions obtained from the results are:

I ) The vibrating behaviour. of the exciter depend upon advancing soil
compaction; in particular, the acceleration amplitude of the exciter
increases with advancing soil compaction and increasing soil stiffness.

2 ) The vibrating behaviours of the exciter can be predicted with a
mase-spring-dashpot model if the soil parameters are known.

3 1 Soil parameters for the equivalent spring constant k and damping
coefficient c can be determined from the vibrating behaviours of the
hammer dropped on the soil surface by applying a new test. which was
described within.

The acceleration amplitude of the exciter can be calculated with
the soil parameters determined from this test. However. the problem
concerning the soil mass moving with the exciter remains unclear and
requires further research.

In summary. the quality control for soil compaction using a new machine

as as follows.

a The new machine should be designed using the exciter, that has a
frequency more stable than that of the actual vibratory rollers, since

the frequency affects significantly the acceleration amplitude of the

vibratory machine.

r ..
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b ) The acceleration amplitude is measured with an accelerometer

attached on the new machine, and the degree of soil compaction is

estimated for the construction ground through the acceleration of

the machine.

c ) The compaction is admitted to be finished when the acceleration
amplitude of the machine arrives at a criterion value that has been

determined beforehand for each construction ground. This criterion

value is determined by calculation using a maass-apring-dashpot model.

The soil parameters required in this calculation are obtained from the

hammer dropping test for sufficiently compacted soil. The quality

control in soil compaction can be successfully carried out through

these procedures.

The quality control with this new machine is favorable, but further

research in field tests is suggested in order to substantiate the

machine's applicability.
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SSMOO0THER TERRAIN-MACNINE
Progress report fro an RD-project

BO . M'RKLWIO

0) SWEDISH UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES (SLID), GARPENSER&. SWEDEN

S Damgs by terraln-vehiclas on the ground and growi ng trees i s a prob-0 1m of increasing Importance in forest operations. primarily In thin-
~ ings. These damgs cause considerable loss of volume and quality
~ ield In subsequent harvesting operations. The importance of this
S problem Is expected to Increase for several reasons. One is the conti-

nously Increasing area of thinning stands due to an uneven age disti-II bution of Swedish forss ther reason Is the development towards
S logging systems wmee o ps,: raches etc. are utilized for energy pur-

poses. Under such conditions slash will not be available as a'( ground cover, protecting the so Fo compaction and root system for
damages. Access to terrain-machin less liable to damaging the
stand, is therefore a crucial prerequ it., for the successful develop-
ment of future thinning systems. oI

The knowledge of how to design less damaling terrain vehicles is, how-
ever. very limited. A research project Smother terrain-machine' was
first out-lined at SLU In 1978 In order to fill this gap of basic know-
ledge. Following a few years of pilot studies, evaluation of alterna-
tive, research approaches and development of measuring techniques, the
project Is new in a productive phase.

AIN OF PIWECT

The purpose of this project Is to provide support for the development
of amoother terrain-machines, but does niot include actual machine de-
sign. Included are the analysis and quentitfication of Interaction
beteee machines and the forest environment. In this context, machines
cannot only be looked at Individually, the total harvesting system and
the methods involved must also be analyzed. Towards this background,
the aim of the project has beew formulated as follows:

- to evaluate the effects of changes In machine and system design on
the amount and character of stand damages.

This Indicates a rather broad from for the project. Nowever, the wm
phasis so far has focused solely on damage to the grun and the root
system.

4
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PROJECT STRUCTURE

After a few failures In trying to study and analyze overall relation-
ships between machine parameters and damages, it was realized that the
problem had to be handled as an assmby of partial and explanatory re-
lationships fitted together in an overall structure. For this reason,
including others. the project was divided into three key subprojects.
This starting with the basic machine design on through to the effects
on stand development, we looked at sequential cause/effect relation-
ships.

The first subproject, oamed 'Chassi', deals with the relationships bet-
mon machine parameters (cause) and the contact forces acting on the
ground (effect). the roots or the trees.

The second subproject Is named 'Daags'. It concerns the relationship
between the acting contact forces (cause) and various kinds of damags
incurred (effect).

The subproject 'Effects' deals with the Influence of damages (cause) on
the subsequent stand development (effect). See figure 1.

12 3

Nwitcontact Owgo Effects1
Idesigni .0 Feces 1 -0 00Io standw

Figure 1. The division of 'Smother terrain-eachine' into subprojects.

The subproject 'Effects' is only marginally dealt with, since It mainly
concerns other coupetences than the technical ones, such as growt and
yield, soil science and Wvcology. The win concern of the project i Sto establish good cooperation betum those sciences; Sa support their
research activities to evaluate doueg severity.

The division Into three keysubprojects Is basically motivated by the
desire to slmpliify the reaionship betwuen hachine or systems design
and stand damages. The more complex character of the structure is bet-
ter illustrated by figure 2.
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1. CNASSI 2. W U 1. EFr1cts
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The resistance of these mdlus will vary with seaso, tree species,
soil types, moather conditions etc.

In Mist follow,. one of the three subprojects, 'Chassi, will be more
closely described and current achievements presented.

J TEST VENICLE

An experimental rig that allow for variation or simulation of relevant
machine parameters was necessary to study the influence on forces in
the contact area.
Ife generalized that the main demands on our experimental rig included

'I the following:

IV
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it should be possible to vary and study key vehicle parametersI
it should be possible to conduct various experiments, both in the la-
boratory and on real terrain

- the force pattern and variations in the contact area (e.g. tire to
ground) mst be measurable or possible to reliably estimate

Using the above criteria different possible types of research equipment
wret discussed, all the wa from single-wheel constructions to a whole
research vehicle.

We needed to continually remind ourselves that the purpose of project
Chassi' was to find the connections between vehicle parameters and the

Interaction between vehicle and environment. That can man a determi-
nation of the forces between tire and ground and study how different
vehicle parameters (tires, transmission, machine m.ight etc.) Influence
these forces, or analysis of how vehicle dynics and steering proper-
ties Influence space requirements.

We concluded that a single-wheel test device would be difficult to use.
because It Is difficult to simulate unknown relationships. Also. since
such equipment Is not a real vehicle, It would be difficult to transla-
te experimental results Into meaningful vehicle characteristics. In
contrast. chasing a whole vehicle could meant that the results are app-
licable only to that vehicle.

Our final choice was a commircial forwarder. which was stripped on the
load carrier and rebuilt for our mxperimental purpose (fig. 3).

Figure 3. Kockum 83-31 forwarder.

The Kockum 63-3S is a relatively small forwarder. It has a might of
6.500 kg, length of 8 a, width of 2.2 aand is powered by aFord diesel
emngine rated at 60 kM (60 hp). ItIs an 8 wheel vokf 1e with bogie
wheel suspension In the rear and front. Standard dimension on tires is
560 x 22.1/S. with possibilities to put on other types and dimensions.

4
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The transmission is & Clark converter with 3 step power shift, a drop-
boA. differential (high traction) In the rear and front. chain gearing
fram the differential to the bogie and in the bogie.

The vehicle has articulated steering with the steering point half way
between rear and front axles. The rear load carrying fraes is telesco-
pic and can be extended 0.75 .. Wlaximum steering angle t 43% turn ra-
dius 6.6 ./7.7 a (standard/extended).

VARIATION POSSIBILITIES

The possibility to vary different vehicle characteristics limits the
use of a comercial forwarder as a research vehicle.

Concerning damage to roots, standing trees and soil one can see 4 im-
portant characteristics to vary:

a) ground contact
b) geometrical behaviour (dimensions)
c) dynamical behaviour (weight distribution)
d) transmission

Kockum 63-35 is here quite suitable.

a) Ground contact

Although the vehicle In a standard commercial version is equipped with
SO0 x 22.S*/S 404 Trulleborg tires. the manufacturer allows two more
possible tires: 500 x 22.5*/12 steel belt Trelleborg and the dimension
400 x 26.5O. Used as a research vehicle the possibilities should be
limited only by space requirments and the machine and bogie dimen-
sions.

Figure 4. Single-wheel simulation.

t

* It is not possible to put single-wheels on the vehicle without a recon-
struction of the boll suspension into a single-wheeal suspension. Now-
ever, the front bog e Is equipped with a tq~droulic cylinder that can
raise either the front or the rear wel. This construction is easily
copied to the rear bogie. This meen that 4 wheled and 6 wheeled ye-
Mcles can he 'simulated' by raising wl In front and rear bogie in

44.cv
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different combinations. The effects on weight distribution mast then,

of course, be concerned.

b) Geometrical behaviour, (dimensions)

The telescopic rear fram mans that the geometrical behaviour in dif-
ferent steering designs can be studied. Raising the Wheels In the bo-
gies in different ways, gives a further possibility to vary the geomet-
rical behaviour.

This means that the geometry and behaviour of articulated steering can
be studied over a wide range of cases.

c) Dynical behaviour (weight distribution)

As the machine is 'stripped' there is enough space to place and move
around weights on the machine and study phenomena of weight and weight
distribution, the telescopic rear frame is then an advantage. The li-
mits are the vehicle service weight and the location of cab and engine.

The vehicle is not equipped with springs apart from the spring beha-
viour of the tires. The reconstruction of the wheel suspension into a
sprung and dame suspension would be very complicated and so far we
have no intentions of doing such a reconstruction. However, a similar
construction could more easily be simulated in the single-wheel case as
show in figure 4, by hanging the lifted bogie-part in springs and dam-
pers. The bogle can be fixed in a raised position, either stiff or
with some kind of shock absorber.

d) Transmission

Exchange of transmission components is quite easy, due to the open go-
dule-construction. In the first place, It is very easy to change bet-
men different types of differential.

Figure S. Transmission (Source: Kockw's part catalogue).
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The converter, power shift and drop-box are all located under the cab.
The space room Is easily reached as one can tip the cab to the right
side. On the drop-box there is a free axle-end on Which a hydrostatic
motor easily can be mounted. (In fact, the manufacturer has already
done this for his own purpose).

The chain transmission mans possibilities of changing the gearing bet-

ween e.g. rear and front bogie.

This altogether gives us a large amount of options to study.

FORCE NEASURMENT

To study all these vehicle characteristics the vehicle must be equipped
with transducers for force, movement, location, speed, slip etc. Thus,
a system of measuring and collecting data needed to be developed.

The most interesting forces are those in the contact area between tire/
track and ground. The dimensions, directions and variations patterns
of these forces influence subsequent soil compaction, root damage etc.

To measure these forces directly in the contact area is extremely dif-
ficult. A suitable transducer must be used and it must not interfere
with the contact pattern.

We found existing transducers to be appropriate for measuring the for-
ces in the contact area. Thus, we decided to rely on measurements in
the iweel suspension. However, efforts are continuing within the pro-
ject to find transducer solutions for masuremnt in the contact area
(fig. 6).

Figure 6. Orthogonal forces and
moments on a WIeel.

!X

- .-- too 1"..

CHOICE OF NEASIUIG TECHNIQUE

Our current approach is to measure the three orthogonal forces (Fx, Fy,
Fj) and three moments (NK, N, Nj) in a single-whe*) of the vehicle

suspension. We saw four possible techniques:

1. Rebuild the wheel suspension so that all forces and moments can be
measured directly with standard load cells.

2. Exchange the rheu1 suspension with a six-cmponent loading frome
consisting of standard load cells.

'S.
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3. Exchange the wheel suspension with a piezo electrical wheel dynamo-
meter.

4. Design a single six-component force transducer for mounting in the
wheel suspension.

1. Single-wheel measurements of forces and moments by method 1 is fair-
ly Common. The principal is *o hang the wheel in a linkage system
and to support the linkage vi4 standard load cells (ref. 1). A
transducer output signal directly corresponds to a single force. As
already indicated, this way of measuring would mean that the wheel
suspension would have to be considerably rebuilt (fig. 7). This
means that possibilities of changing the vehicle construction or
changing ground contact equipment (different wheel sizes, single-
wheel, bogie, tracks etc.) will be heavily decreased. We chose not
to use this method.

Figure 7. Measuring forces on wheel,
method 1.

2. An alternate solution Is to make a compact six-component load frame
to replace part of the wheel suspension without changing the rest of
the construction (fig. 8). Here the forces have to be calculated
through geometry, static analysis and measured load cell forces
(ref. 2).

4 M. . J Load fromW

a) b)

Figure 8. Method 2. a) Six-component load frme principle. b) The load
frame placed in suspension.
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We investigated further this way of measuring by building a non-
measuring scale model. It was possible to build in such a loading
frame in the available wheel suspension space. This six degree of
freedom force sensor design uses various hinges, pivots or springs,
such that the desired forces are decoupled and applied to pick up
transducers. It is extremely difficult to make such a mechanical
structure that also fits into the wheel hub or suspension. Also,
this approach requires very accurate knowledge of the dimensions and
stiffness. Considering these factors, the cost and complexity be-
caw too high we eliminated this method from further consideration.

3. Piezo electrical measuring.
On the market there exist piezo electrical six-component dynamome-
ters for measuring wheel force (ref. 3) mainly on cars. It would
also be possible to build such a dynamometer for a terrain vehicle.
After some contacts with manufacturers of this kind of equipment, we
found that the dimension of our statical forces would make the con-
struction too big and expensive. Therefore, this alternative was
dropped, even though this principal has application to our problem.

4. A combination of oonded strain gauges, Weatstone-bridge circuits,
and flexible elements of various geometries have proved a versatile
tool in the development of multi-component force pick-ups of both
large and small size.

This approach has been used in the design of a prototype wrist force
sensor for robot arms (ref. 4). The result was a single rigid body
with strain gauge mounted for measuring both extension and shear.
Fig. 9 shows the wrist force prototype.

This general type of solution seemed to suit our demands quite well

Figure 9. Wrist force sensor ,,'1 -
(ref. 4).

4
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THE SIX-COWONENT FORCE TRANSDUCER

The force transducer developed is a steel cylinder with four beams
(fig. 10).

Figure 10. Six-component force transducer. body.

On each beam, to strain gauges are munted and wired in a Wheatstone-
bridge configuration, one for bending forces and one for extensional
forces (fig. 11).

Ii 14

(ref. 2, page 3S0)

Figure 11. Wheatstone-bridge. arrangement of strain pups on six-
component transducer.

'VOW
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The method is based on the following assumptions:

1. The input member is a rigid body. The input stress can then be con-
sidered to be six forces (3 rectilinear and 3 moments) and any input
stress can be reduced to the six forces at the assumed coordinate
system.

2. The output voltage vector spans the space corresponding to the In-
put, i.e. no non-zero input exists which produces no output at all.

3. Linearity and superposition apply.

4. The assembly is stable (i.e. there is no slippage).

Further, a system of calibration which uses an experimentally evaluated
matrix transfer function to transform the transducer outputs into the
desired force readings.

We first assume

V = xF +B

where V - output voltage vector
I - transfer matrix

- input force vector
-* offset voltage vector

If 8 is measured and subtracted we obtain

V a Hx F

The force sensor has eight full bridges and the forces to be measured
are six. Writing the matrix equation out, we obtain:

VI h11  h12 ... ...h16  f

e he, .......... h 6

In order to calibrate the sensor, pure forces fk are applied by a spe-
cially built calibration rig. This means that when ft and Vn are
known, hnk can be calculated.

Once matrix N has been found, any force F can be determined from volta-
ge readings V and premeasured bias volta-ges B as

F - H*(V-8)

where H* is a pseudo-inverse of H given by

H* . (NTH )- 1 T

14 can, of course, be replaced with H-1 if H is a square matrix, i.e.
Tf n k.

A--.. ii
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The scale model is presently under evaluation. It is done In the cali-
bration rig, where separate and combined forces and moments can act on
the transducer. The forces and moments are measured exactly (t 11 ac-
curacy) with standard load cells. A micro computer (Y 16F. IPdata AB
Sweden) Is used to collect the signals from the load cells and corre-
sponding signals from the six-component force transducer.

The matrixes H and H* are calculated in a mini computer (ND 100. Norsk
Data A/S Norwy) and returned to the micro computer. In this way the
standard load cell forces can be calculated from the transducer voltage
output and the load cell voltage output. The calculated values can then
be compared directly in the micro computer with a special calibration
program. It is then possible to subtrack the bias-voltage vector with-
in the computer and to calculate accuracy and precision directly.

Testing so far shows the scale model works very well. We experienced
some problems with zero drift when changing load direction. These are
related to the mounting of the transducer and should be possible to re-
duce to an acceptable level. The voltage output from the Wheatstone-
bridges are acceptably linear over the range of acting force.

The sensitivity is high for the moments, acceptable for Fx and F and
low for F which one can presume. When the scale model is evaluilted
the decision whether to build a full-scale transducer will be taken.

The basic idea of the transducer is to estimate the ground contact for-
ces by indirect measurement In the suspension. This mans that all
forces must go through the transducer and not be supported by any other
chassi or transmission component. Also, there should not appear any
internal forces in the wheel suspension. The problem in this connection
is the driving axle, which is able to support the wheel as well as cau-
sing internal forces between suspension and axle (as in a planetary fi-
nal drive). The wheel hub and bogie hub have both been reconstructed
so that the axle only will transmit the driving and breaking torque
(fig. 12). This mans that the driving torque transmitted from the en-
gine will go through the axle and down to the ground contact, where all
forces and moments. except the driving torque, will be supported and
measured by the six-component force transducer placed in the suspen-
sion. Then the driving torque must be measured In the driving axle.
Therefore, all axles are equipped with transducers for measuring tor-
que.

i
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Figure 12. Drawing of the wheel suspension.

In a similar way transducers for internal forces. speed, location etc.
will be developed end mounted on the vehicle. The possibilities here
are limited by the system chosen to collect, transmit and save all
transducer signals.

MEASUIREMNT SYSTEN

The system for collecting and saving the transducer signals on the ve-
hicle is based an micro processors.

It Is a system with a hierarchy of interconnected processors, each oae
with Its own memories and 1/0. In multi processing a host 8051 micro
computer (Intel SOK 51 Kit) controls a multiplicity of 805)5s configu-
rated to operate simultanously on separate portions of the overall pro-
cess. This form of distributed processing Is specially effective in
systems where controls in a complex process ar* required at physically

seoprated locations.
it is what we call a Mster-Slave, system. Each measuring point (trans-

I ducer) has its own micro computer-slave, which takes cara of and saves
the transducer signals. To be able to coordinate all the measuring,
one needs a superior processor, a master.

The connection between master and slaves is a serial link and consists
of one transmitting end one receiving channel. All slaves are connec-

4W4
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ted to the same two channels. To enlarge the system then mans only to
connect more slaves to the serial link. The maximum amount of slaves
possible to connect to the SOK S1 Kit is 256. 4

The master and slave system supplies many adventages:

- extensibility
- rapidity
- replacable and interchangable measuring points (slaves)
- insusceptible for disturbances
- an 'intelligent' system for measuring

serial link in
IIboth directions

SLAVE SLAVE SLAVE SLAVE

Figure 13. A system with four slaves.

The master

- coordinates the measuring
- tells the slaves what to do
- settles which slaves that should listen
- is able to send commands to all slaves at the same time
- can tll one slave to transit status or dots o- settles when a transducer signal shall be collected

- controls the slave function
- gives the alarm when a slave Is out of order

The slaves

- listen to one or several names (nuers)
- listen to commnds concerning them selves
- obey the commad they get from the master
- are only allowed transmitting to the master one at the time
- can send Information to the master influencing the data collection
- can save several series of data

Commnd from the master

The master has to eachange Information with the slaves. This is done
In the way that the master sers cImmnds to the slaves and that data
is sent to all slaves or fram one slave.

Comands can be either Address-type or Data-type.

- Address commnd
Mgen the master selects the slave (slaves) it wants to canmmicate
with, It transmits an address command. Then all slaves wake up and
control if they were addressed. Those who were addressed kemp on
listening, the others close down until next address commnd.

" rI
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- Data command
This is used when the master has chosen to speak to one or several
slaves. Only slaves addressed by a previous address command will
listen to the data command.

Protocol

A protocol means the way data shall be transmitted, received and inter-
preted by master and slaves. A protocol can be seen as an agreement
between master and slave in what way the comuntcation shall be done
and interpreted. The master always starts with transmitting a word of
comand, which the slave recognizes. This command tells the slave what
protocol to use.

Handshake

In order to get a more safe conmunication beteen master and slave one
can let the slave echo back every commnd or data received. The master
can then check if it receives what it sent. If that Is not the case.
something is wrong and the master gives the alarm. An alam is not al-
lowed to stop the whole system.

Keasu!rjin

A slave who gets a command to make a measurement, measures and saves
the value in its memory. A measuring command Is usually given to se-
veral slaves at the same time. To make rapid measuring possible a high
comunication speed is needed (if each measuring shall be started by
the master). Apart from that. it is also interesting to get Informa-
tion of slave status from each slave, e.g. to see if an interesting
peak has been registrated. This can be done quite easily; when the
master transmits the word of command 'measure' (a Data-command) it also
tells which slave is allowed to send back its status. This is possible
as a part of the data comand may be interpreted as an address. In
this way the master repeats telling all the listening slaves to measure
and picks back the slave status one by one. This can be done In a fre-
quency of 1,000 words of cmmand per second, which mans that the sla-
ves measure 1.000 times per second, but return status only when coman-
ded.

Every slave saves Its measured values. This is done in the Internal
memory in buffers determined by the master. A buffer has a certain pa-
ge size (1 page - 256 bytes) and starts on a certain page in the memo-
ry, all this Is determined by words of command from the master. In
this way, the slave can save different series of measured values and
the master knows where to pick them.

The slave can also process the transducer signals while measuring.
Such a proocessing can be to compare the value with a given trtgg le-
vel. If a value reaches the trig level this can be registrated by
changing the status of that slave and when the master asks for that
slave's status, the master will be informed that the trigg level is
reached and can continue its processing (concerning that matter).

To be able to catch Interesting lapse the slaves can function as a
transient recorder. The slave saves measured value in a buffer start-
ing at the first page and fills up the buffer. When the buffer is full
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it will return to the first page and continues saving. In this way the
buffer becomes an endless 'tape'. When one slave senses a trigg level
the master records that and commnands all slaves to stop measuring after
a specified time interval. In this way the transient lapse can be re-
corded.

Signal transmission between moving parts

Driving torque is measured directly on the weal axle. The axle is ro-
tating. Therefore the transducer signal must be transferred from the
axle to the vehicle body.

The slave connected to the driving axle will be battery-operated and
rotate with the axle. The communication between master and slave will,
in both directions, work over an optical connection. A transmitter
(infra red lightemitting diod. LED) and a receiver (photo transistor)
are placed facing each other in both directions. The transmitter must
transmit over an area wide enough to reach the receiver. One of the
transmitters/receivers now can rotate and still be able to reach the
corresponding receiver/transmitter with pulsing light (fig. 14).

Figure 14. Signal transmission bet*mn rotation axle and vehicle body.

Concluding

Both transducer system and measurement system are being developed right
now. The kind of experiments possible to make with the vehicle Is very
much depending on progress of this development. An overall, experimen-
tal design has be"n made concerning:
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- wheel configuration
- steering geometry
- power distribution (between wheels)
- tires
- spring-damp system
- transmission set-ups

The forces and space requirement will be studied under controlled con-
ditions. Apart from the conditions listed above, topography, vehicle
speed, load and load distribution, acceleration etc. will be varied.
It is easy to see the possibilites of making experiments and perhaps
more difficult to find the adequate experiments and to limit the
amount.

It Is expected that these experiments will continue for a period of at

least 2-3 years, of which I would like to report on a later occasion.
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COMPACTION OF SAND USING ORDINARY OFF-ROAD VEHICLES

SS. SRAABAN

N MILITARY TECHNICAL COLLEGE, KOBRY EL KOBSA, CAIRO, EGYPT

Sumary-This paper examines the possibility of compacting a sandy

O soil using ordinary off-road vehicles instead of compactors. Laboratory

O tests showed that a considerable compaction of sand can be achieved if

m alternative cycl'i stresses are applied. Such stresses can be generated

if a train of two vehicles is employed for compaction: one vehicle with

all wheels driven towed another vehicle having all wheels towed. Compac-

tion was made by making consecutive passages of the train of two vehicles.

( Procedure of compaction is described and test results are presented.

Compacting sand by this method has increased the density up to 922 the

value of optimum density obtained by modified compaction test. A consider-

able iamlioration of soil trafficability has also been achieved, this is

proved by the experimental drawber pull-slip relationships measured

before and after compaction.

INTROUCTION

The amelioration of vehicles mobility can be achieved by improving

vehicles design and / or by increasing soil traficability by compaction.

Compaction is usually achieved by using compactors which need to be

transported to the work sites.

If compaction can be done by ordinary offroad vehicles, this would reduce

costs ad provide an alternative solution to the problem.

Results of triexial experiments on sand sade by FRANCO[I] showed
that one can creat considerable volumetric deformations in the soil by I
applying cycles of alternative stresses.

4 . . , I
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The intensity of these stresses should be limited so that the induced

soil deformation will not be so large, otherwise soil dilatation occurs.

In his study, he shoved a case where soil dilatation vs obtained (volume

increased) when sample axial strain was large ( 5). He also showed

another case where soil va cowpacted (volume decreased) vhen axial strain

was limited to a small value (# 0,751).

In practice, alternative stresses are applied to the soil if a vehi-
cl. with all wheels driven towed another vehicle having all wheels towed,

tbis is shown it Fig. I.

Soil deformation is strongly related to wheels slip, therefore wheel

slip should be kept small during compaction. Generally. slip should be

lower then 302[2). This slip value corresponds in met cases to the maxi-

mn drwbar pull developed by the vehicle. Our traction tests carried out

before compacting the experimental eoil showed that the maxime drmbar

p-3ll is delivered at 10 slip. Thus, we tried to keep wheels slip during

compaction below this value.

towed vehicle towing vehicle ,W
W a part of vehicle weight en the axle

DIP drawbar pull

U - rolling resistance

F * soil reaction

force
towing vehicle

U time

towed vehicle

Fig. I Forces acting on the soil during compaction.

4.A
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KXPERIMENTAL SOIL

Anu .niformly graded sand having a coefficient of uniformityDto 2.

DI0
and a grain ese distribution shown in Fig.2 was the experimental soil.

Saed bin has a length of 70. a width of 7m and a depth of 0,. .

Moisture content measured before compaction in the layer from 0 to 45 cm

of the send bin was nearly 42. Laboratory standard and modified compaction

tests were carried out, and the dry denaity-swisture relationships are

shown in Fig.3. Compaction curves show that a moisture content of 3 to 52

is unfavourable for compactinS such sand. Unfortunately, the existing

natural content of 42 was not possible to change because of climate cond-

it ions.

Surface of sand in the bin vas gently levelled before compaction using

a light grader.

I sand fiemilt

100

~so

A
*60

~40

20

1 0.1 0,01

Grain site diameter, so

Tig.2 Particle six. diameter of experimental soil.

01.

N
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COMPACTION PWOCEDUUE

Compaction was done by making consecutive passages by the train of two

off-road vehicles. The towing vehicle moved with all axles driven end the

lowest gear shifted (l e t gear in in gear box and low Sear in auxiliary

geat box). The towed vehicle (connected to the towing vehicle by a stel

rope) moved with engine stopped and brakes released.

To increase the resistance on the towing vehicle the top Sear in the towed

vehicle Sear box was shifted and for further increase of resistance a

lover Sear was engaged.

Increased resistance caused more slip of towing vehicle wheels, thus it

was possible to change the degree of slip by shifting different speeds in

the towed vehicle gear box. To calculate wheels slip during compaction.

the actual distance covered during ten revolutions was measured, and the

theoretical distance, which would be covered if wheels purly roll, calcula-

ted. Slip value was then determined from the equation:

I. -t a
-thE
tth

where:

i wheels slip

ttg theoretical distance

t actual distance

First passage wae situated 0.5 a from the aide wall of soil bin. Followd

pessagee were laterally shifted each by 0.3 to 0,3 m from the former, this

is shown in Fig. 4.

4I
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1.9 ~d. 1 , 7 5 g/cM3

U modif ied Yd.164gi
W 17 compaction test a--6

:16

1.5

2,4 standard compaction test

2 4 6 9 10 12 14 16 18 20

moisture content w.2

Fig.] ExperimenL&I dry density-moisture relationships.

towed twn

towing

vehicle 

Lvehicle

-05M send

E 3 traces :f tyro&

Fig.A Compaction of the fine sand using the

train of two off road vehicle.
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Se @ 1,. 2 1 4

passages 5 4 5 5 2

towing G 91200

vehicle p 1.5 2 2.5 3 F:3,7 F:4.0
• R:4.0 IR:4,5

i 2.5 3 3.9 4,5 2.7 -

Tyres: E 22,5 Pilot* x M+S4 Michelin

towed G 101200

vehicle p 1,3 1,7 2,1 1,8

Tyros:12,00-20 Michelin

G: vehicle weight, Nevtons

p: inflation pressure, bars

i: vheal slip, 2

F: front wheels R: rear wheels.

Table I. Description of compaction phases.

MtASURUD VAWKS

Moisture content wan measured before each phase of compaction in ten

points of soil bin measuring zone. This sane situated in the middle of

soil bin had a length of 20 a and width of 5 m. Moisture content samples

were taken at depths of 0,15,30 ca. Places of measuring the moisture cont-

ent are shown in fig. 5, and average values were as following:

before compaction w- 4

before 2 nd compaction phase - 2,5 Z

before 3rd compaction phase a 2,5 1

before 4th compaction phase a 3,2 2

A* gL
• ..
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The in situ density was measured after finishing 2nd
, 3rd and 4 th

compaction phases using yrays density meter in same points as for moist-

ure content. Before measuring the density, the surface of soil bin was

gently levelled. The density meter enabled to have readings of moisture

content, bulk and dry densities at depths of 0 to 30 cu. For greater

depth (40, 50 cu) the soil surface layers of 10, 20cm thickness were

taken off (see Fig.8).

The average of density values in the ten points of same layer yas consi-

dered as the sand density at that depta.

+ 2 rn +52.m 9

3.. 7 .

2m
4 + +

S side
5 M mM 5Sm - 6 Sm wall of

sand bin

Fig.5 Points of measuring the moisture content and density.

Traction tests were carried out before and after compaction. In these

tests the towing vehicle moving in the sand bin pulled a braking vehicle

of adjustable braking effort. The pulling force was measured by a force

dynamometer, and the speed of travel by a fifth wheel fixed to the towed

vehicle. Theoretical speed of vechicle motion was measured by a pulse

generator fixed to one of the towing vehicle rear wheels (Fig.9). Instan-

taneous values of pulling force (drawbar pull), travel and theoretical

speeds were continuously recorded on a multichannel recorder, and the

drewbar pull-slip relationships were traced.

' ~ ~~ ~ s" el " l '."I
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RESULTS

The in situ dry density-depth relationships (Pige 6.7) are consider-

ed as a measure of degree of compaction. Fig.6 shove that after the third

compaction phase the sand dry density at a depth of 20 cm increased to

93Z of the optiint dry density determined by modified compaction test, at

a depth of 30 cm it increased to 952 of the optimim dry density. F7i.7

shove that after the fourth compaction phase the sand dry density at a

depth of 30 cm slightly decreased to 922 of the optimium value. Rut at

50 ca depth, it attAined a high value (971 of the optism).

The drawbar pull-slip relationships (Fil.S) measured beofre and

after compaction are considered for evaluating the melioration of soil

trafficability by compaction. Referring to Fig., it is seen that the

mamisun draubarpull (at 102 slip) increased by 302. and for lover slip

values it increased up to 60 t. Average values of drawbar pull and the

corresponding slip are given in table 2.

0,80 0,85 0.90 0,95 1,00
L -- A- Y d/Ydo-

0.85 0'90 0.95 1,00 1,05
A YdlYdo G

1,4 1,5 1,6 1,7 in3

0 "Y./cm

before
compaction

10 ) 3rd YdooVdow
Oftr 3 d optiim dry\ compaction density determ-
phase ined by standard

and modified
2compaction tests

a fter Zd

30 compaction +8
phase

moisture content v.2,52

Fig.6 Dry density Yd vs depth after 2 d and 3rd compaction phases.

+,EI,- 41
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0.80 0,85 0,90 0,95 1,no
fd/ 'Ydom

0,85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1,05

A - i I - - ' "d do1,4 I,5 1, 6 1, 17 Yd R c

before

10 comction y rays density
co lafoe eter4

I , I
a compaction" U phase
-340 I E

E

40 j arrangeent for

moisture content measuring density
I at depth of 50 cm50 W. 3,2 2

Fig.7 Dry density (Yd) vs depth after 4th compaction phase

wheel slip7 DP before compaction DP after compaction 2 of increase

3 1360 2185 60,66

5 1625 2235 17,54

7 1785 2300 28,85

10 1830 2385 30,33

Is 1825 2300 26,03

20 1690 2155 27,51

30 1560 15 17,63

40 1410 1700 20,06

60 1136 1370 20,07

80 975 1235 26,67

100 1300 2200 6Q,23

Table 2 Drawbar pull values before and after compaction.

,. ., L. 4 "
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after compaction

b a ra0

compaction/
10 , t~

0 0 40 60 o 100
dW-@@l slip, I

FiS Drawbar pull-slip experimental cuarves before and

after compaction.

multichannel recorder

frafth vtwell
brakin % Iinecue f heoetca

epee at

measurie. ofco acteageer.o

spee V I I easre othoreica.

4~~pee V4 t h*
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CONCLUS IONS

I. The proposed method for send compaction in which alternative stress-

es are applied to the soil using a train of two off-road vehicles

proved to be efficient,sand density at a depth of 30 ca increased to

922 of the optimum dry density determined by modified compaction

test, and to 952 at 50 cm depth.

2. During compaction of seand, slip of wheels of compactors should be

enough lower than the slip corresponding to the uaaienu drawbar pull

deteruined by traction test. A slip of 52 can be considered as a

limit value beyond which soil decompction occurs.

3. Inflation pressure of vehicle tyros should be successively increas-

ed, and a pressure of 3,5 bars can be considered as & limit value.

Greater inflation pressure increases the vheels slip and sinkage and

leads to soil decompaction

4. A considerable degree of compaction was achieved although the sand

was relatively uniform and the moisture content of 32 was unfavoura-

ble.
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A SIMPLE PREDICTION MODEL FOR SOIL COMPACTION UNDER VARIOUS

WHEEL LOADS AND GEOMETRIES AS AN AID TO VEHICLE DESIGN

00 D.L.O. SMITHO) SIAE, PENICUIK, MIDLOTHIAN, SCOTLAND

ABSTRACT

The simple, numerical model was develOped, as an aid
to vehicle design, to predict changes in yhe dry bulkO density of a soil due to the passage of a wheel, or wheels.
over the soil surface. The model uses Shnie's solutions

L to estimate stress increases, and empirical isotropic
stress-strain data to predict the re ultant soil volume
changes below a wheel. Accurate predictions of final dry
bulk density for a layered soil require a more rigorous
model and reliable data for the soil under consideration.
For such a soil, the model presented here may be used
effectively to examine the relative degrees of compaction
caused by various wheel loads using data for an arbitrary
soil. Designs for three agricultural tractor and trailer
combinations and a heavy harvester are evaluated with respect
to their predicted influence on soil bulk density. The
importance of wheel load is revealed and is emphasised in a
further sample.

INTRODUCTION

The problems associated with agricultural soil
compaction, such as impaired drainage, poor soil structure
and inferior crop yields, have been of concern for some
time. Developments in agricultural mechanisation have led
to larger and heavier vehicles and, although manufacturers
and farmers have compensated to some extent by fJtting
more appropriate tyres, soil stresses have continued to
increase. Awareness of these stress increases has led to
the evaluation of potential designs as to their effect on
soil compaction. The simple computer model described here
was developed at SIAE as an aid to the vehicle desiomner and
mechanisation advisor In vIakinq such evaluations.

The model requires input data on the soil physical
properties, the wheel loads and the tyre/soil contact areas
under consideration. The model usps stress prediction
equations developed by S~hne (1953) and Isotropic stress-
strain data for Macmerry seriIs soil (sandy loam) presented
by Leeson and Campbell (1963) . Stress prediction in
soil and isotropic stress-strain relationships are reviewed
briefly as a prelude to the description of the model and
examples of its use.

.*1
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STRESS PREDICTION

Most methods of predicting increases in stress within
a soil due to the application of a surfice load are derived
from the solutions of Boussinesq (1885) . These solutions
for the action of a point load on a semi-infinite, elastic
mass have been applied successfully to civil engineering
problems where relatively small strains occur in large
volumes of dense, saturated, isotropic soil. Their
application to agricultural engineering problems, where
large plastic strains occur in small volumes of unsaturated,
anisotropic soil, rsquJres modification. 

Griffith (1929),

and Froelich (1934) introduced empirical concentration
factors, which tend to concentrate the stress distribution
about the vertical point load axis, to account for plastic
behaviour anf 5or finite boundary conditions. SOhne,
(1953, 1958) , having measured tyre/soil contact areas
for various tyre sizes and soil strengths, developed
expressions for the tyre/soil contact stress distributions
for equivalent circular contact areas of soils classed as
i) dense, hard, dry, cohesive; ii) fairly moist, relatively
dense, sandy clay; iii) plastic flowing, wet. SOhne
further derived solutions for the major and minor principal
stress increases directly below the centre of a circullr
contact area for the three classes. Blackwell (1979)
proposed a fourth class, very hard soil, for which the
Soussinesq solution for a uniformly distributed load is used.
Blackwell's experimental determinations of major and minor
principal stresses under wheel loads confirmed the value
of the solutions for the major principal stress, but led
him to assume a constant major-minor principal stress ratio
of 1.19. Blackwell elected to characterise the stress
increases below a surface wheel load in terms of the isotropic
normal stress increase alone, since deviatoric stress
increases were small (approximately 81 of the isotropic
normal stress increases).

To conform with critical state soil mechanics convention,
the Isotropic normal stress is expressed by the spherical
stress, defined as:

P a al + 2 + a 3 where o 1 a 2 and a 3

are the principal stresses.

For isotropic stress conditions the principal stresses are
equal and the spherical stress is equal to the normal
stress multiplied by j

g ~For the principal stress ratio assumed by Blackwell,
and assuming that the intermediate and minor principal
stretses are equal, the spherical stress increase below a
whe*l load is given by:

AP - l.S4$Ae

where fa, is the major principal stress Increase evaluated

from the appropriate Sahne solution.

- -
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ISOTROPIC STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS

The isotropic stress-strain behaviour of loose and
compacted soils is semi-logarithmic and similar to the
one dimensional compression behaviour of normally
consolidated and over-colsolidated, saturated clays
respectively.

To conform with critical state soil mechanics convention
isotropic strain is expressed as a change in specific volume;
specific volume is defined as:

Dbd

where a is the density of the soil particles and D is the
dry bulk density of the soil. Physically, the spegfic
volume is the ratio of the volume of the bulk soil to the
total volume of the soil particles, and is equal to one
plus the void ratio.

Isotropic stress-strain relationships are commonly
depicted on a V-ln(P) diagram where they appear as straight
lines (Fig. 1). The virgin compression line (VCL) is the
path followed by a loose soil subjected to compression for
the first time. Unloading the soil allows recovery of the
elastic strain and is represented by the relaxation line (RL).
The unrecovered, plastic strain represents the specific
volume reduction (i.e. the bulk density increase) due to the
applied spherical stress. Reloading of a previously
stressed soil is represented by the recompression line (RCL)
which meets the VCL at a stress which is somewhat greater
than the previous maximum spherical stress.

Schofield and Wroth (1968)8 have suggested that for
saturated soils *, the slope of the RL, and K, the slope of
the RCL, are equal. 2 For unsaturated soils however, Leeson
and Campbell (1983) found that they were unequal and
presented data for two soils showing that K is related, by
a second order polynomial, to the specific volume of the
soil before recompression. Although no discernable
relationship between 4 and other soil characteristics was
found, they imlied that * is less than K except at low
initial specific volumes. The relationships they presented
for the Macmerry series soil (sandy loam) were the more
consistent of the two soils and were chosen for use in the
model.

THE MODEL

The soil compaction model is based on the prediction
of soil specific volume changes due to changes in spherical
stress. The depth of soil to be modelled is divided into
elemental layers and the spherical stress increase at the
centre of each layer, direct]X below the wheel load, is
estimated from S~hne's (1953) solutions, the soil strength
class being determined by the dry bulk density of each
elemental layer before compression. The thickness and

o. " ,6 .•
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number of the elemental layers should correspond to the
vertical interval between, and the number of, field
measurements of dry bulk density and water content. The
specific volume reduction, and hence the bulk density
increase, of each elemental layer is estimated from
isotropic relationships. As the soil may be initially
normally consolidated or over-consolidated, the model
calculates two final specific volumes for each element.
The first is calculated assuming that the loading takes
place, at least in part, along the virgin compression
line (followed by unloading along the relaxation line). The
second is calculated assuming that the loading takes place
along only a recompression line, the position of which
depends on the specific volume before loading. The lower
of the two calculated specific volumes is selected to
calculate the resultant bulk density of each elemental
layer.

Multiple wheel loads may be considered, the model using
the calculated elemental bulk densities after the passage
of one wheel as the elemental bulk densities before
loading by the subsequent wheel. The depth to the centre
of each element is also adjusted after each wheel pass to
account for the wheel rut which effectively moves each
element closer to the wheel. To facilitate comparison
between vehicles, the initial soil density profile and the
predicted density profile after each pass are presented
graphically. The plotting procedure takes the centre of
the lowest soil element as a datum and so the depth of rut
caused by each wheel can be inferred from the displacement
of the centre of the uppermost element as may be seen
from the exaples below. For such a simple model, the
predicted bulk density changes are in reasonable agreement
with the limited field data (Blackwell, 1979) available.
From volume change/spherical stress considerations, the
field data contain anomalous changes in bulk density which
may be due to measurement error near the surface. Also
the model does not simulate accurately the anisotropy and
non-homoqeneity of field soils. Consequently the predicted
bulk density changes can be at variance with the observed
data.

EXAMPLES Of USE OF THE MODEL

To illustrate the use of the model, commercial designs
of three large tractor/trailer combinations and a heavy
harvesting machine are compared as to their effects on

*: soil bulk density.

The following input data are required by the model:

1. Number of in-lino wheel loads, number of elemental
layers, thickness of elemental layers, m-

.4- I
.- .
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F'r each wheel: load, kN, tyre/-oil contict area, m

3. Vol Cash elemental layer: initial dry bulk denr. ity,
kq/m , water content d.w.b., % w/w

Fur these examples 0.5 m of a uniform, sandy loam Is
modelled using he soil parameters presented by Leeson and
Campbell 1983) . A water cntent of 25% and an initial
dry bulk density of 1000 kq/m S~hne strength cla:':; firm'
Is assunwd. Although such a aniform profile is hiuhly
atypical, it allows comparison of the vehicle effects.
without confusion trom soil irreqularities. The w,;,..cl
luad data for these vehicles and thc graphical coutput K

froLm the model are shown in Figures 2 to 5.

Tte overall increase In soil bulk density with depth
due to the passage of a vehicle may be assessed from the
depression of the ground surface indicated In the figures.
The depressions predicted for the tractor and two-axle
trailers (Figs. 2 and 3) are similar, approximately 130 mm,
even though the total load of II is 46% greater than I.
The low initial wheel load of I (Fig. 2) produces small
increases in bulk density whereas the third wheel load,
even though of no greater magnitude than the second wheel
load, causes a large increase in bulk density, particularly
near the surface, due to the high mean surface normal
stress. The wheel loads and mean surface normal stresses
of IJ (Fig. 3) are moderate for all the wheels and so the
corresponding increases in soil bu'k density are moderately
uniform with depth. The tractor dnd three-axle trailer
(Fig. 4) produces more compaction at the surface and at
depth than the tractor and two-axle trailers because of the
high wheel loads and mean surface normal stresses involved;
the increase in soil bulk density due to the large third
wheel load is particularly marked.

The first wheel load of the heavy harvester iFig. 5)
produces a large increase in soil bulk density, due to the
high load and mean surface normal stress, but the subsequent
wheel load, being only 50% of the first wheel load, produceE
only a small increase due to the slightly greater mean
surface normal stress. The total load of the harvester
is approximately equal to that of the tractor and two-axle
trailer I (Fig. 2) but the harvester, having fewer wheels,
produces a greater increase in soil bulk density as
indicated by a 15% greater depression of the ground surface.

In all the examples above, each wheel of the vehicle
contributes to the compaction process although generally,
as would be expected, earlier wheels cause the greatest
increases in the soil bulk density.

0

. , • . .
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The model may also be used to assess the relative
contribution made by a particular variable. As an
example, consider the effect on soil compaction of increasing
a wheel load from 5 kN to 20 kN whilst the tyre/scil
contact area is increased such that the mean surface normal
stress (qround pressure) is held constant at 80 kPa. It
may be seen from Figure 6 that both wheel loads would cause
the same degree of compaction at the surface, but that the
20 kN wheel load causes considerably more compaction
especially at depth.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The model greatly simplifies the stress applications
caused by agricultural vehicles, and the response of the
soil to them. It cannot be expected to achieve accurate
predictions of bulk density changes even if accurate input
data are used. Its usefulness lies in its ability to
assess the relative contributions made by each variable to
the compaction process and in its ability to compare the
relative degrees of compaction caused by various wheel
loads and arrangements of alternative vehicle designs.

The model is to be improved by the development of
more accurate stress prediction solutions, which allow for
layered soils, and by the development of triaxial stress-
strain relationships to account for shear stresses.
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Fig. 1. Isotropic Rtress-strain relationships used in
the model
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- FLOTATION TIRES AND SUBSURFACE COMPACTION

JAMES H. TAYLOR* and EDDIE C. BURTt

~ USDA-ARS. NATIONL TILLAGE NKMINERY LABORATORY. AUBURN. AL. USA

ABSTRACT

Theoretical and applied research has shown that the pressure at a point
In the subsurface soil Is a function of both the surface unit pressure
and the extent of the area over which It is applied (total load).

0 Thirty years ago, most of the soil compaction from vehicle traffic was
%or in the plow layer and was removed by normal cultural practices. As

0 equipment has increased in size and mass, machine designers have In-
creased tire sizes to keep the soil surface unit pressure relatively
constant. However, the increase In total axle loads Is believed to have
caused an increase in compaction at any given depth in the soil profile.
resulting in significant compaction in the subsoil.

Two tires of different sizes, a standard agricultural tire and a flota-< tion tire were used to support equal loads. Soil pressures were measured
at three depths In the soil profile directly beneath each of the tires.
Two soils were used and each was prepared first in a uniform density pro-
file. and then they were prepared with a simulated traffic pan (layer of
higher density) at a depth of approximately 30 cm.

Results showed that the presence of a traffic pan in the soil profile
caused higher soil pressures above the pan and lower pressures below it t
than was the case for a uniform soil profile. The soil contact surface
of the flotation tire was approxiately 221 greater than the agri-
cultural tire. The greater contact surface did reduce soil pressures at
the soil surface, of course, but the total axle load was still the domi-
nant factor In the 18-S0 cm depth range used in this study.

INTROCUCTI ON

The average mass of tractors and other fare machinery has Increased
rapidly In the past 30 years. Tire size has been increased as the mass
of the machinery has Increased so that the unit load applied to the soil
surface has changed very little. It has been commonly believed that
maintaining a relatively constant soil surface pressure beneath the
tires would keep soil compaction relatively constant also. However.
evidence of greater soil compaction has been reported from many
countries using heavy equipment in recent years.

R Research Leader-Traction, and Netional Technical Asvisor.Tractlon and
Controlled Traffic Research

t Agricultural Engnfer
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The use of vehicles with three or four wide (flotation) tires for
distribution of fertilizer or other chemicals has become a cmeon prac.
tice In mechanized agriculture. The configurations of these vehicles
provide sufficient mobility for travel over almost any agricultural soil
condition. The flotation tires cover most of the soil surface. Does
spreading the total load over such a large area eliminate the danger of
subsurface compaction? The objective of the research reported hre was
to measure and compare subsurface soil pressures beneath a conventional
agricultural tire and a wider, flotation type tire when the tires w'!re
carrying equal loads.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Compaction of soils under heavy equipment could have been predicted from
Froehlich's [1] work of SO years ago. That work showed that pressur@ In
the subsurface soil was a function of both surface unit pressure and the
total load applied. The following formula from the bussinesq equations
was ad&p ted to describe the pressures in the soil beneath a loaded cir-
cular plate:

01 " Pm( 1 - CosY a) (1)

where * pressure at 4 point beneath the load on the load axis;
PO" surface unit pressure;
y - concentration factor, dependent on soil conditions;
a one-half the aperture angle between the point In qustlon and

the edge of the plate.

Soehne [2] concluded that w surface pressures are equal, the pressure
bulbs will be larger and will reach deeper as the total load Increases.
Soehon [3] stated that The pressure In the upper soil layer is deter.
mined by the specific pressure at the surface, which depends upo the
Inflation pressure and the soil deformation. The pressure In deeper
soil layers is determined by the amount of the load.0

Reaves and Cooper E4] compared stress distribution measurements under
pneumtic tires and crawler tracks carrying the same total dynamic load
and pulling the saw drawbar load. Sulk density was measured, but the
results were erratic and were not reported.

Bailey and Vanden ierg (5], using a modified triaxial shear apparatus,
found that the bulk density-soil pressure relationship Involved both the
man normal stress and the maxim shearing stress. An equation con-
taining three soil parameters as proposed to describe the relationship.

Taylor et 41. (6] examined the effects of total axle load on subsurface
soil caZTion. They used two different size tires and adusted the
total load to give equal pressures at the soil-tire Interface. The
larger tire produced highr soil pressures at all depths measured. That
work, which used unequal total loads but equal unit pressure under the

ttires, Is complementary to the mark bein reported in this paper which
used equal total loads and unsqual unit pressures. Further discussion
of this earlier work will follow later 4n this paper.

Makansson and Donfors [7) reported on 20 years of compactle resear°.
In Seden. Early concern was with vehicle compaction of the plow layer,
but the steady increase in farm machinery mass brought subsoil compac-
tion problem. They reported that *Axle loads exceeding 6 tos (&.10

• 'i ! i ! I " ,," U
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tons on A tandem 4.le) my result In compaction at depths below 40 ca.*
Also, they found the persistence of subsoil compaction Increasing with
depth and sometimes lasting for decades.

PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT

This study was conducted in the soil bins at the National Tillage
Machinery Laboratory (NMTIS) using the single wheal tire test machine.
The flotation tire used In the study was a 67 x 34.00-30, 12-ply rating
furnished to the NTML by Firestone Tire & Rubber Company*, Akron. Ohio.
The tire was modified by Firestone to decrease the lugs to 1/2 the
original height in order to provide clearance for operation in the NT14L
test machine. The standard agricultural tire was a 24.5.32, R-1 tread,
10-ply rating bias-ply supplied by Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company*,
Akron, Ohio. The tires are show In Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A 24.S-32. 10-ply tire (left) and a 67 x 34:00-30. 12-ply
tire were used in this study. (WTML Photo No. W-296)

Each of the test tires was operated at a dynamic load of 36.5 kN and
at a net traction of 10 kN. Travel reduction was adjusted by computer
control to the level needed for developing the 10 kN net traction.
Since the forward velocity of the test machine was constant, the same
level of output power was developed by each tire.

Inflation pressure values of 165 kPa and 124 kPa were used for each of
three and two replications, respectively. The uneven number of replica-
tions was caused by limitations of space in the soil bins. The effec-
tive rolling radius used for each tire was determined on the test soil
at 36.5 kN1 dynamic load and 1GS kPa Inflation pressure.

Use of a company or product nam by USDA does not imply approval or
recommndation of that pro4uct to the eAclusion of others which may
also be suitdble.
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Pressures within the soil profile were measured by strain- ged soil
pressure cells. The cells had a diameter of 76 m and a thickness of 16
m. These cells were buried in the test soil In the center of the tire
path prior to the tire operation. Two pressure cells were buried at
depths within the soil profile of 18, 30, and SO ca for each test run.

The two soil types tsed were Norfolk sandy loam sod Decatur clay loam.
Each soil type was prepared In two conditions: Seil fittlg number one
(F-1) was a loose condition tilled 46 cm deep with o compaction; soil
fitting number two (F-?) was in a similar condition down to a simulated
traffic pan at a depth of approximately 30 cm.

Tire performance data and soil pressure date were each acquired by a
common digital data acquisition system. Pressure distributions with
re,.,,,ct to a point directly beneath the axle were recorded and used to
deteaine the maximum pressure from each pressure cell. Only maximum
pressure values were used In subsequent data analyses.

RESULTS M DISCUSSION

Soil pressure cells are difficult to work with because of the soil
disturbance necessary to implant them. Their accuracy Is questionable
even when their precision is good. They are used only because alternate
methods are worse. The results of the measurements of soil pressures at
three depths under two tires at two inflation pressures are graphically
summarized in Figs. 2-S.

In Figs. 2-S, each point on the graphs at 165 kPa tire Inflation
pressure represents measurements from 6 soil pressure Calls while each
point at 124 kPa represents 4 soil pressure call measurements.
Therefore. each of the Figs. 2-S represents the results of 60 soil
pressure cell measurements.

A statistical analysis of the data urs done. However, a close look at
the raw data was taken first, and some Interesting trends were revealed.
In Figs. 2 and 3 (F-1), the soils were tilled and left with a uniformly
loose profile. The 18-cm depth on the Norfolk sandy loam (Fig. 2) shows
the expected progression of soil pressures: big tire, low inflation
pressure; big tire. high Inflation pressure; sall tire. low Inflation
pressure; mall tire. high Inflation pressure. However, the soil
pressures are all between 162 kPa and 170 kPa. representing an overall
variation of only about S1. At the 30-cm depth in Fig. 2, there Is a
reversal between inflation pressures on the big tire which cannot be
explained. The 165-kPa point appears to be low, disturbing an otherwise
systematic set of data. Examination of the 6 values averaged to obtain
the unexplainably low value yielded nothing unusual.

The Decatur clay loam raw data (Fig. 3) were not as predictable as the
Norfolk sandy loam (Fig. 2). The soil pressure responses to inflation
pressure differences on the small tire are considerable at 18 cm and 30
cm while the big tire shows little effect of inflation pressure. All
values of the soil pressures under the big tire fell within the infla-
tion pressure response range of the umall tire at the i-cm and 30-cm
depths, but at the SO-cm depth, the big tire shows lower soil pressures
then the small tire.

- "- rit
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In Figs. 4 and S (F-?). a traffic pan was Induced in both soils at a
depth of approximately 30 cm. The Norfolk sandy loam (Fig. 4) shows a
relatively high soil pressure at the 18-cm depth for the big tire at
165 kPa Inflation pressure. The other 11 points on the graph reveal
little difference between the pressures beneath the tires at each depth.
In the Decatur clay loam with a traffic pan at 30 cm (Fig. 5), there
appears to be a difference In soil pressure values between tires and
Inflation pressures at the 18-cm depth, but the difference decreases
as the depth in the soil Increases.

All of the above discussion was based on graphs of the raw data. An
analysis of variance was run on the data using a factorial design. The
soil fitting, the measurement depth, and the fitting-depth Interaction
were all significant at the 1 level of confidence. Statistically,
there was no difference due to tires or inflation pressure. Since total
loads were equal, the analysis Indicated that for the 18-S0 cm depths
used in this study, tire size had no significant effect on soil
pressures. Only the total load mattered, not the surface unit pressure.

The larger tire footprint, or soil contact surface area, was determined
to be approximately 22% greater than the smaller tire footprint for both
soils using the method described in Taylor et 41. (6]. Spreading the
36.5-kN load over the larger contact surfacT-o7the big tire would cer-
tainly reduce soil unit pressure at the surface. Froehlich's formula
predicts that this difference in surface pressure under the two tires
would gradually disappear until, at som depth, the pressures would con-
verge reflecting the equal total loads supported.

The traffic pan, or layer of Increased sofl density, that was used for
soil fitting (F.), has a distinct effect on the slope of the soil
pressure-depth curve. The soil pressures are much higher above the
traffic pan and such lower below the traffic pan than is the case for
the uniform soil condition (F-1). This was also observed in earlier
(1980) work by Taylor et &l. [6]. Figs. 6 and 7 show results from one
soil fitted uniformly T-TT and with a traffic pan (C-2). The 1980
tests were run at constant travel reduction. The present tests were run
at constant net traction. In the earlier Investigation, the soil sur-
face unit pressure was equal under two different size tires but the
total load as unequal. In the present work the total load was equal
on the two different size tires, resulting in unequal soil surface unit
pressures. The sa change In slope is evident regardless of which
loading scheme is used.

The 1960 work by Taylor et al. looked at soil pressures at three depths
beneath a large tire andT Wall tire with total loads adjusted to give
soil surface pressures that were equal for each tire (equal soil surface
pressures-unequal total loads). According to Froehlich, the soil
pressure-depth curves for these tires should have started at the sae
point for the surface pressure, but diverged with Increasing soil depth.

The current work discussed in this papr used a large and a small tire
carrying equal total loads which resulted in higher soil surface contact
pressures under the smaller tire (equal total load-unequal soil surface
pressures). According to Froehlich, the soil pressure-depth curves for
those tires should have started with quite different values at the soil
surface, but converged towerd a single value at sme depth.

4v
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While the current work discussed here used two different inflation
pressures, the differences were small and based on rated load for each
of the tires. It is not surprising that the statistical analysis showed
that the effect of inflation pressure on the subsurface soil pressures
was not significant. The 67 x 34-30 tire was a flotation tire, but It
was not really a low-ground-pressure tire. Future investigations are
needed to determine soil pressures at several depths beneath a conven-
tional tire and a low-ground-pressure tire carrying equal loads.

CONCLUSIONS

The presence of a traffic pan or compacted layer in the soil profile
concentrated the soil reaction to traffic forces above the compacted
layer. Pressures above the compacted layer were higher and pressures
below the compacted layer were lower than they were for the same soil
with a uniform density profile.

For the soil conditions In this study and within the range of tire size,
inflation pressures, and depth of pressure measurements used, only the
total load significantly affected the Intensity of soil pressure at a
given depth. There was no significant difference between soil pressures
measured beneath the two tires.

Based on this study and an earlier study [6], the soil pressures at
18-50 cm are dependent upon total load and not significantly affected by
the unit pressure under the tires at the soil surface.
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TRACTOR POWER SELECTION WITH COMPACTION CONSTRAINTS

O B.O.WITNEY. E.B. ELBANNA, K. ERADAT OSKOUI

O EDINBURGH SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE, WEST MAINS RD, EDINBURGH, U.K.

ABSTRACT

In the absence of a practical monitor of soil compaction, the increasing0,ize of agricultural tractors Is largely dominated by the upward trend
in lalour charqes. The ob!ect of this study is to assess the feasibility

f developing a compaction penalty index as a function of the penetration
resistance of the soil and soil type. .

Tract(.r po.-r for primary tillage is dependent on soil strength; both
traction and plough draught can be predicted by means of soil penetration
resistance as the quantitative parameter. As the soil penetration(resistance is a function of soil moisture content and density, it can e

determined directly from soil and weather data. Soil texture, in the
fofn of the ratio of clay to sand and silt, is also shown to be an import-
ant parameter in the prediction of penetration resistance. Combining
these factors, an empirical equation for the soil penetration resistance
is developed and tested under a wide range of soil conditions.

Arbitrary crop losses from soil damage are used to demonstrate the rela-
tive significance of compaction penalty costs on results from a simulation
model for tractor power selection. On the basis of this simple sensitiv-
ity exercise, it is concluded that further work Is justified to develop a
compaction penalty index based on the penetration resistance equation.

V. I NTRODUCT ION

On arable farms the peak drawbar power requirement is determined by
primary tillage operations. If the total tractor power is inadequate,
delays Incur severe financial penalties through loss of potential crop
yield. In order to avoid these penalties, power and machinery replacement
policy has been directed consistently towards surplus capacity. This, in
itself, is simply a form of insurance cover against the risk of bad

weather and machine breakdowns. Simultaneously, however, escalating
labour charges have stimulated the trend towards a smaller tractor fleet
size comprising fewer, but more powerful. Individual units. The implica-
tion of machine size on soil dmage are conveniently ignored.

Gross vehicle weight must increase in direct proportion to engine power
output for efficient draught operations. Whilst every effort is made to
maintain constant ground contact pressure despite the heavier machines,
the net effect of using larger and wider tyres to increase the contact
area Is to create higher stresses at deeper levels in the soil profile.
At the simplest level, the economic penalty of deep compaction is the cost
of subsolling. The repetitive frequency of this operation Is in direct
proportion to both the Increasing size of the tractor causing the soil

d Ae and the increasing availability of that tractor for the remedial
work.

4.
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Alternatively, the economic penalty must be linked to crop responses.
Compaction of the soil increases the mechanical resistance experienced by
penetrating roots. Whilst the limiting mechanical resistance varies
widely for different plant species, the level of mechanical resistance
which reduced rates of seedling root elongation to 20t of their maximum
has been estimated to lie within the narrower range of 24-35 bar for three
plant species, (Gooderham, 1977). Differences between soils were found to
be larger than between plant species (fig I). as would be expected from an
understanding of the mechanics of root growth (Abdalla et aL, 1969). Thus,
it appears entirely feasible to link the rate of root elongation to cone
penetration resistance, provided account is taken of soil type. It still
remains to link root elongation with plant yield.

Eriksson ct at, (1974) have shown that the effect of top soil compaction
on relative cereal yield is significantly influenced by the soil moisture
content (fig 2). They adopted the term "Degree of Compactness" to indi-
cate the change in thickness of the top soil layer. A measure of the
degree of compactness can be obtained by calculating the actual bulk
density of the soil as a percentage of the bulk density at a standard com-
pacted condition induced by a static pressure of 200 kPa. The degree of
compactness that is common after autumn ploughing, in the early spring and
after normal spring tillage is given in the diagram. During wet years,
the optimum degree of compactness is less than In average and dry years.
Furthermore, the clay content of the soil also affects the yield response
curve.

The object of this study is to develop an empirical equation for the cone
penetration resistance of soil which incorporates soil mechanics theory in
a form which is readily assimilated in agricultural applications related
to the draught of tillage equipment, traction and compaction.

2. CONE PENETRATION RESISTANCE

From an earlier investigation (Eradat Oskoul and Witney, 1982), It was
proposed that the cone penetration resistance of the soil was a function
of soil muisture content and soil specific weight which jointly represent
the cohesive and frictional components, such that:

CI - f(c) * f(y) .......... (1)

where: CI - cone index, 1Pa
c - soil cohesion, kPa
y w soil specific weight, kJ/im

It was argued that the cohesive strength of the soil is substantially
influenced by soil moisture content whilst both the specific weight and
the angle of Internal shearing resistance are affected to a lesser extent.
From regression analysis of test data from three soils, ranging from sandy
loam through to clay loam, the empirical equation for the soil cone Index
at median plough depth was:

CI - 450.5 e'; * 0.019 y.......... (2)

where: 0 - soil moisture content, I.

.... tn C
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This equation, however. is appropriate for only a limited soil moisture
range but one, fortunately, covering the optimum soil workability condi-
tions of agricultural operations. There Is considerable experimental
evidence of a much greater divergence of cone penetration resistance
values at both the drier and wetter extremes of the soil moisture spectrum
for different types of soils. On sandy soils, Harrison and Chang (1966)
found that soil strength changed little with eisture content, in contrast
with heavier soils where both cohesion and angle of internal shearing
resistance decreased dramatically above the liquid limit. Voorhees and
Walker (1977) quoted high cone penetration resistance values in clay soils
below 25% moisture content and exceptionally high cone penetration resis-
tanceswere obtained in reconstituted laboratory silt loam soil under
dry conditions (Wells and Treesuwan, 1977).

2.1 Clay ratio

The mechanical analysis of particle size is a simple, widely available and
readily understood classification method which can account for the local
variability of agricultural soils. As theclay fraction has cohesive pro-
parties by virtue of its chemical bonds, It Is proposed that the ratio of
clay to silt and send, C , Is a practical monitor of soil texture which
can be included in the c~ne penetration resistance equation. Thus, the
cohesive component of the cone penetration resistance becomes not only an
Inverse exponential function of the soil moisture content but also directly
proportional to the clay ratio. At high clay ratios and low moisture con-
tents, therefore, very high cone penetration resistances are predicted by
this cohesive component, decreasing virtually to zero above the liquid
limit when heavy soils turn Into a fluid mud (fig 3a).

2.2 Pressure bulb

When a circular probe is pushed into a particulate soil, It develops a
pressure bulb around its base. The frictional component of the penetra-
tion resistance depends on the weight of ths soil within this failure zone.
the extent of which being related to the a. ,* of Internal shearing resis-
tance of the soil (fig 3b). From elementavy soil mechanics, if the sloping
face of the cone is taken as the initial radius of a logaritmic spiral,
r , then the final radius of the spiral, rl, acts as the boundary with the
pissive earth pressure zone which breaks into the unsupported vertical
face surrounding the penetrometer shaft. For a completely formed pressure
bulb, the included angle for the spiral is, approximately, nl radians and
the equation for the logarithmic spiral becomes:

II tan *)
r - r t

1 o

In general terms, a high value of 45* is realistic for the angle of
internal shearing resistance of compact dry sends, declining to zero for
heavy wet clays. For the tangent of the friction angle, the limiting
values of I and 0 bound a range which can be related to the clay ratio by
a simplistic empiricism (table I).

" ' '
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Table I. Relation between the tangent of the friction angle values of theclay ratio

Friction angle ti

(). ton C Clay ratio

deg r (Cr

4s5 1 0

40 0.84 0.19
35 0.70 0.1.3
30 0.58 0.72
25 0.147 1.13
20 0.36 1.78
15 0.27 2.70
10 0.18 4,.56
5 0.09 10.11

The frictional component of the cone penetration resistance is then
directly proportional to the specific weight of the soil and to an
exponential function for the logarithmic spiral effect, with the clay

ratio being utilised in a form which represents the influence of friction.

In a purely frictional sand, the clay ratio Is zero. Consequently, soil
moisture content has no effect on the cone penetration resistance but
variation in specific soil weight has a considerable effect (fig 3a). As
the clay ratio increases, the effect of density diminishes and the cohesive
forces predominate. Whilst, in theory, the logarithmic spiral effect
should qualify the cohesive component as well as the frictional component,
the inclusion of a very high clay ratio is only acceptable at high moisture
contents. As the soil dries out, strong clays in the massive state also
exhibit a high angle of internal shearing resistance. For simplicity,
this phenomenon can only be accommodated within the empirical equation by
eliminating the action of the logarithmic spiral effect on the cohesive

component.

2.3 Experimental evaluation

Combining the two components, the cone penetration resistance equation
takes the form:

en/CI • Cr
Cl-K C e n K 0e r. ......(3)

where: Cl - penetration resistance, MPa
C ,, clay ratio

K. r - coefficients
n , exponent

y soil specific weight, kN/m

0 , soil moisture content, 2i

Experimental data for four soils (Eradat Oskoul and Witney, 1982;
Stafford, 1984.) was analysed for each soil and in total to determine the
values of the regression coefficients for equation 3 (table 2). The
optimum value of the exponent, n, was found to be 0.08.

04.*
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Table 2. Values of the clay ratio, cone penetration resistance coeffici-
ents, their standard errors and percentage explanation of the
penetration resistance results.

Soil series Clay ratio coefficients Standard errors Explanation
Kc  -K#- K€  K #

Darvel 0.17 28.43 0.00146 3.742 0.00035 "9.0
Macmerry 0.23 21.60 0.00175 4.518 0.00046 98.6
Winton 0.33 13.95 0.00317 3.453 0.00097 99.1
Silso 1.57 11.98 0.0123 2.330 0.0052 90.8
K11 soils 15-.2 0.0263 0.666 o.0002 91.3

The prediction of the cone penetration resistance by mans of individual
equations for Darvel, Macmerry and Winton soils is very accurate with 9%
of the data explained. This exhibits a minor improvement compared with
the results which were obtained by means of equation 2. Although the per-
centage explanation of the experimental data falls when the cone penetra-
tion resistances of all the soils are determined from a single equation.
it must be noted that the :ncluslon of the Silsoe soil series increases
the range of the clay ratio five fold and the spread of the cone penetra-
tion resistance date from three times the lowest value to ten times the
lowest value (table 3 and fig 4).

The fact that the values of the coefficients for the individual soils still
exhibit a trend linked to the changes in the clay ratio is an indication
that additional refinements are feasible. Two possibilities are, firstly,
to use the deviation moisture content from a standard value, such as at
the plastic limit, In place of the absolute moisture content and, secondly,
to include an additional soil specific weight term equivalent to the sur-
charge effect of foundation bearing capacity theories. Whilst both these
alternatives have credibility, It Is important to balance the potential
benefit which would accrue from the additional complexity of the equation.

). APPLICATION Of THE CONE PENETRATION RESISTANC EQUATIOW

Iy means of the cone penetration resistance equation, both the traction
of a two wheel drive tractor and the draught of a plough are linked to
soil texture as well as to both soil moisture content and soil specific
weight. In turn, soil moisture content can be simulated from soil and
weather data (Witney et at, 1962), and the resultant data analysed to
identify suitable work days when the soil workability mots specified
criteria. Thus, it Is possible to establish the operational costs for
different sizes of tractors ploughing a fixed area of land In a prescribed
period and for meximum acceptable soil moisture content (Witney and Eradet
Oskoul, 1982). When the available power Is Inadequate, completion of the
work is delayed and Incurs a crop yield penalty (fig 5). From this example,
it is evident that the penalty for an underpowerod tractor is very high,
whereas the extra cost of oversizing the tractor Is very smell.

If, however, an arbitrary value Is placed on the soil damage from eavier,
more powerful tractors, the optimm size of tractor becomes more specific.
Consider, for example, only a It loss of potential yield by using a SO kW
tractor In the crop establishment operatlons following ploughing and that
the loss doubles for every 25 kV increase In tractor power above that

-"/. .hw
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Table 3. Measured and predicted cone penetration resistances
from four soils, together with %oil data.

Soil Soilsoil soft Cons penetration resistame, Wle
Clay specific molsture
ratio weight. content, Measured Predicted

kN/m3 X w/w

0.17 12.24 25.2 0.779 0.828
28.9 0.069 0.73830.8 0.506 0.701
318.5 6.531 0.6813

12.25 25.1 0.89 0.832
27.1 0.807 0.779
31.1 0.586 0.6%6
33.0 0.517 0.664
34.0 0.572 0.651
36.5 0.52h 0.618

12.27 25.6 0.827 0.819
25.7 1.000 0.817
35.5 0.676 0.631

12.29 24.2 0.978 O.60
26.3 0.862 0.800
30.7 0.676 0.704
34.1 0.565 0.650

0.23 11.67 31.2 0.634 0.695
31.3 0.765 0.692
35.3 0.55 0.612
41.0 0.537 0.533

11.79 29.7 0.710 0.738
31.9 0.627 0.682
34.5 0.572 0.629
38.9 0.489 0.561

12.15 29.1 0.772 0.766
32.1 0.703 0.691
32.5 0.703 0.682

12.19 33.1 0.407 0.670
41.4 0.351 0.546

12.43 29.6 0.731 0.762
29.9 0.69 0.752
34.0 0.641 0.660
38.2 0.5115 0.592

0.33 12.44 26.7 I.II6 0.974
27.2 1.041 0.947
27.9 0.89 0.916
29.0 0.827 0.866

12.54 25.0 0.965 1.066
27.3 0.95 0.9 5
28.5 0.972 0.893
28.8 O.9s 0.6.

,..... . 29.1 0.8I4 0.877
29.8 0.813 0.837

q ....
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Table 3 (Continued)

S0l I soil Cone penetration resistance, MPGspe 1xciftic miosture. .. . .
rat I* beht. content. esurd Predicted

0.33 12.60 24.2 1.034 1.123
(contd) 28.6 0.965 0.892

28.8 0.7SI 0.685
30.3 O.648 0.826

12.91 26.1 1.19 1.018
26.1 0.882 1.018
26.8 1.061 0.962
30.3 0.730 0.828
31.3 0.841 0.793

12.93 24.6 1.061 1.100
25.1 0.910 1.071
29.2 0.834 0.870

1.57 12.16 33.7 1.900 1.7%
13.93 33.2 2.600 1.888
14.22 31.3 2.900 2.160
14.61 32.2 2.100 2.033
14.81 4.4. 0.900 0.869
15.22 31.6 2.700 2.140
15.30 32.1 3.000 2.054
15.35 34.0 1.800 1.784
15.49 33.1 2.000 1.909
15.79 30.8 1.500 2.278
16.05 1.1.1 1.700 1.080
16.16 27.2 3.400 2.1k

31.2 I.A0 2.206
31.7 2.700 2.133
40.0 1.300 1.168

16.26 31.3 3.500 2.169
16.36 29.0 1.100 2.614
16.45 32.3 2.700 2.041
A16.4 28.3 2.800 2.746

39.6 1.600 1.204
39.6 1.600 1.204

16.50 39.6 1.300 1.204
16.52 43.2 I.500 0.937
16.72 25.0 1..500 2.822
16.87 25.2 2.100 3.4195
16.97 27.4 2.500 2.94
17.06 41.3 1.300 1.075

47.9 0.600 0.696
17.16 32.8 1.400 1.974

36.7 1.090 1.481
17.26 27.9 1.400 2.849

32.0 1.46 2.087
17.36 23.4 3.1" 4.016
17.47 44.3 1.50 0.881
17.7S 46.0 1.100 0.739
17.85 32.0 2.10 2.1In

- ." .. ...... .
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level. This 4 fold increase is not unrealistic with reference to the
100 kW tractor which requires dual tyres to retain the same ground con-
tact pressure as the 50 kW4 tractor 4d in addition generates compaction
at a deeper level. Over the total cropping arm, the value of the soil
damage penalty for the larger tractors mirrors the timeliness penalties
for the smaller tractors ad identifies, more clearly, that the extra cost
of overpowered tractors Is significant.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

A two part equation is developed to predict the penetration resistance of
a cone penetrometer from soil moisture content, soil specific Wight and
soil texture. The correlation between theoretical and experimental values
of the cone penetration resistance Is Improved for a wide range of condi-
t ions.

it is considered that this form of equation is more appropriate for
inclusion in a comaction penalty index. Further work Is in progress to 4
relate the change in cone penetration resistance from the passage of a
wheel to the loss of crop yield.
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0~IOJUC'IJN
O-;'he landmaark in machine dovelopmuiit, particulitt iii loucdiii
Sand earth moving msachines was the introductioai of nii arti-

cuiatd chassis. It considerably inicreased their mnoeuvrai-
bility -nd turniig Aiilities and improved other perL'ormaac
3QLrFAotor3 ii rclatiori to the machia.s with steorcd itheela.

'A'b.! Idea of aiarticulated voiiultc dates b~ack to as e~L-y
as 19th century. Later years brought about the solutions of
A .rticulated v.i.&icles suggested by a iiwabei Xf i~5l~

(,-'rance), ;Crupp (Gorrnany) , Lackheid (U.;,,). Ye'or =mny
yonva, noi.,cver, the designers did not utilizoe till jay of
stcaring. ilhe uffuoirivc applicatioi of articuilatud saachiiies
4.1a locklorwited oaul7 by tho development of d.rive systotus,

? artlculahriy of hydr-aulic o~iea.

%4o,- the ossou3tial tus o.i the desida stage is the )roLe-
lom or neloctLig such a structure nad Geometry of a ucha-
Anisms Ott the obtained solution can be optiam ia torus of
the .mnchine's performance roquirouenxta. 'rhe authors presenit
the guidal.itoo fo.e designing tursain genrs i irticulated
uachiaies .orkad out iii the Instituto of 'Iachino Josion wizd
Vcrf oruaace, .roe La- TLo.-luicil M iyersity T1 udotails LAMY
1ofound iin thle public. tio.as (1] (3Jj [6, t,31

Mle turzil-g gears Li actual erfornuiiuc cotUdtioiia should
provide the indiasabla turninig velocity aud the Indispon-
able t tsti.4e uoue-.A of the machino'& members. TIhe coou-
tatioa% iaathods, conditionis and r*%4t* of studies an thes.
quantities are presented in ;,rork III].

iharacteriatica of the moment .3d turniig velocities tr-a
dotermined by the dosijn sohoeo of the at eering 3ston3.
L'he effort* to Incrouse the reliability of tUariig Gears,
and first or all, to obtain the desired oharacturiatics of
.,o ier 43aaiej rs, resulted iii thie divorsity of gear's desien
3olutio'.1 LPJ and In a larao :iumljar of )atonts. 1I\Ahlo I
,)rem,? .to tie suagcstia~i of systenuitisa-ji the existinag dost.4-.
oolutions of turii-1 ceura.

Ab-

MAW
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i'j1c, Io ~ J.,of',"O, Of tur. ,': coUrs of ni'ttCUlatou

Gd mo 1.047.670
u-. do 2.42~6.652
U.;. ;o 2.638.998

-,c r U6A '.:o 2.835.021
u,;,, jo z.614.644

> < ?L To .124.689

Cylindrical US.L No 2.532.786

_ U.; tc 2.40o.368
Of roothe4 Conic ussh US.L Io 2.461.596

U.- Jio 3.083.783

Combined

with ___ __ U;iA Io 2.676.664

'llastLit

connctor Hope

[Cou~ood Lvr-Tooth

Lever-Chain

I up-to-date articulated vehicles, the most frequently used
Soar is, however, the lover on6 with hydraulc cyli.nders of
varying length. 7he cooon application of that solution has
been determi-ned by its obvious advantages, such as: capnbi -
lity of carrying considerable load, high durability, infini-
t,1 variable drive systtiseof-lubricatien and email iner -
Usa, which determines the me called steerability of a machi-
no. The comonly used lover turni ge consists of two
double aoti2 hydraulic cylinder*[ W There are also turning
Ge.r with a greator *number fao hythulic cylinder* or with
two mingle action cylinder. ps.

lit analysis of th turning gears Iknown frou l.* torature in-
dlcates that they do not elhaust all possible solutions and
oaa not be •Iproaclod as the solid basis for seleoting the

* oitau SolUtio .o.

lot

' 44
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Prior to defining all ;possible structural solutions of tur -

iing gear with double action hydrauLic cylindars, it was as-
samed that the gear ooaisted of t.to symmetrical tneohanisias,
iuorki-g Iaulelly, which elial.ted the favoured direotio.i ol
turniig L3J. 1 the stage ot structural synithesis, the lover
gear w s assumed to be fiat, though, Li fnet, it is .t sllgh-
tly spatial muohanim. .'Llo o this stage, the no:-plaueible
systems would be eliasntod L41. For ezxazplo, due to meau -

faoturing expenses and heavy pqrformance conditions of artL -
culated vohioles, all versions a. turni-g gear& solutious
including kinematic pairs of hi~ar order than i wore exau -
ded from onsideratious. lith the assumption above, tho gear
is sought; the so called intorediate chain (1) joining the
front (p)and the rear (t) member of an articulated vohicle
and perform4 g the turning of a veicle by the assigned angle

r t Fig. I

S .1. Articulated
V Iso wivth the so

Ir ocalle'd intermediary
chain

Jith the use of computer method of structural syuthesis and
wlth the above assumption, all possible solutions of the
turning goars with double action cylPiders l-ore obtaLned[3],
They are coupsred in ?ig.2. 'Alere oar two versions (a) a:ad
(o) frou anoug the obtained solutions ahich are lc.kown to the

1 hore, th other oae, which .oro aew, have bean patented

I
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F1LC. 2. Structural scheme of turning ;oars

PZ1tO:LUC ULjUIL&U~iT OF TUMMIN G,.'.Utj

The proper performance of turning gear, in the givea ondi -

tions is the basis for evaluating the performanoe qualitles
of an articulated vehicle. In view of the above, the turnli.q
gear should meet a number of requirements, and, first of all
it should:
a) provide the so called disposable moment Kd(f) ou such a
level that its value over the range of turning angles of a
ma'ohi c 1hould be higher than the total turning resistances
I,- ()11 .6Jof an artio-ulted machine, that is, according to
d~otatLone in FLg. the following oonditivo. must be full -
filled:

ad(r) = 4 h"Mx-,.) h* h (zr)J

a Sad " h.(CX,jdt,r) Iot ( I )  (1)

wheres

- total efiLoLenoy of turning cylinders,
Pma - maximum pressure possible to be generated in the

hydrouLc turning gear,

ps - run-off prossure,

(z, ), h. (z,t)- outer a.,4 Lnnod aur of forces geaeru-

ted in the turuting cylinders,

x x(,beod]' -%Vses. or parameters denotLg the lo -

oation of turntg oyliaders,

,'e

(4 $ ~, '~ y
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or- Lat, --iosjoi .:L 2.t or L',zr :.,,L ~ Cos.

z

7

Fig 3 'Me turniag goar comao.dly used, for oz.
'juolwt loaders

'li oz=,)lc of the effect of tur~i:i;,g cy1liW.r*'a looatioi
upoa the courao of dispoable Laoucnt L. the fliotioa of t:,.(
tur.uing 34aj1e has 4*, presented in Pi&.4.

b) -trovid1o the idiapk!.isbj,! tur~s.a.;. voloaity 4 orf a vc~licle,
dotermd4L'ag the mmoh;Uiic a porfom~wico qjunlijt-g, such as,
for L±ist-aoo, urvoeuvrabl~ity. xccordi.ia toll~a
(z, ), i , I) iit:i .11 !jaia tCa, u.Joro1.5 j~pnity of
tu .U i

J4
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FIrg.4 Relationshlp of
10 % dislposableoment acooz'M

% to FIC.3 for the folloving
data:

D0,! a; dt 0 0,05 a,
P .-- p100.10 tk/m 2 , pu O,

- -sO,0n; bw,14 m;
oO; duO,1 a

awO,14lm buO,3 a;

.O0,25l; d..l15 a
(dos not satisfy condition
til

c) provide the unaiformity of tu ulng velocity which prevents

the harmful dynamic load. The problem is partially solved,
for example, by applying oetpJn solutions in the hydrau -
Ila syetem of turning fear LJ,

d) provide possibly great angle. ot purchase Pz and t
oorreotness of turning gear soluioLn in term of, among
others, manufacturing inaouraoies, effectiveness of
active forces, ooourrenoe ot orculating power, and the
enuing loead inorease on inematio pair.,

a) provide the mitirmms power onsumption during the turning.

SNUTIQU OF SMCOTRAL SOLCIOKS
Of 1V GI RS

In order to satisf7 the requirements of engineering practioe
the obtaind so*t ot aooeptable solutiane FiS.2 was subJeo-
ted to eother selection in view of struotural evaluation
and pertormance requirements of turning gear.
The structural evaLuatLon was mide on the ground. ot the
following oriterie: the degree of reliability, relative manu-
featuring oost, th form of power fluz carried by the gear,
uaoeptlbLUty to manufaoturing Inaoouraoies. Including the
ibove criteria and employing the method of struotures olasel-
ricatio, the authors madc the quality evaluation of the
solutions in igL#.2, the obtained preterxeno sequence being
as follows$

1. Gear ga)
2. Gea~ 1d) and (e)

S,3. Gear (b).(a) a" (f) .

44

4T .V-! " .1
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: t j ua rs 1uo .a3 thc fie z+,' .- , .. of pgrovidi 1 ,; .!,' 1 U .. 4 ,-. 0:. 0

, ias)oa,1I)le m2oml';1t ;i ) O',ora  :.:c rnage o," tir ii;i.G :los;
the so:iditioi ;.'s co siorcd to be thc ;iaJor -iox-or -' ro-
cjiiroweait for turilzig gear, Zii other wdords8, co-icitioa (1
aust be sutinfied. "ll, stut'ies deano.istrat r ti} the total.
awomoit of tur--1n resistances Lt .a;I artioiuntod v";iiUcl-' , a -

wis x'one -it'i the tniiug a~ngle nad rg~1thti tiaJimuz for
I = f 1. iNoreover, in order to eiisure the equal load oi

turni.il"Geojrs, the follo;i:-g condition sa;ould be atiltfied:

LA - = L max)" ,:OZ() dg solio (2)

.;hare: -M

A'd - disposable work,
Lu  utilizabln work of turiL Zaaru,

Condition (2) will be satisfied ithe:i tho oharaotoristic of
dipoSablC MomQ;Xt 11 (d) takes the similar course tae olarac -
teristic of the ;otal moment of turninC :-easitanocs NoI(r)
with condition (1) being observed.

In view, of the above criteria, the gears (b),(o) are exclu-
dod from further oonsiderations due to their structural oomp-
lexity and sl-ays a convex function of disposable moment.
Gear (n) also has such course of its disposable moont fuwc-
tio:i, yet, oiting to this goar's simple design it £s useful
for practioal applications.

Fig.5 . h. courso of the caiSos of disposable mame ts
131 tCe s*clooted tur-.%lz Suars, with tho oonditio-i
(3) satisfied.

a L j

-S. . ' 44
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~t t fr-, -±.5 t'~ 7oche;hicle's ta40.4 -u'lva

>1- s:l .113,)O3.k4le ;fl1 )II'1tb Ur -. i'3 (C) ( d) -I], Cr) .. v ,V

C.1aOliW, Or the d1i Ja'Ible. :1.ioiUztG 1.1 thc Conro idoom niot ahoi
e~,selt ial d ifftoelces.

'U .'C;I:NG G 01i

t..!rio.0 ofiizto ritnw Vi' I .ih th eorso oju thu
tcri o' ton iofti wncipm Gntp Allh to .uaopose iltci
bisi, of the comzonly used turniri ne achafltuC Fin;. *

'rheoefr~Lo rcrluiroats o*^ tit'.ing Serta , reaoated irc-
viously rep-rees,.it the ?urposo rtuzctions criteria )osiL
to be consi(:orod. N'.o or them htave been~ selectefd:
- .azinaizatioa of the disposable wotont ?IdCg) of at turning

Var,
- maxizsiizntio., or the it,as of puruhais poll ,
.Ae 3010c-tiOln of the above criteria has Ltooe determined biy
the fact, that they -ie the ajor Lidiowitore affectiug the
fact, thant they are the major i.ndicator, -%ffocti-ag the per
forcianco reliability .%nd durability of turnixg gears. Other
criteria -ter* carried into osutrazate. Maxiiation, thus,
oorns .t();the ajfl~v of purcase p, -:no rou~id to an-
tisfy thes inequality i~P 8 ~~ x )P ihrp is the lrbitr-ir7 lo

-ter Ilmit. 0,5 red -nsa snumod sis aua initisl then izioroaseci

in tep u toI rd.iccrdi-Wto equatuion'pi) the nx

10 *1is.robl, ta is sousglta - ~ ,tealto h

*~~102 VLPV ht 3 1~!r~ > Pa~r v' ,5rzad; I ra-?>

V o

W.4
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;I.' ... L I O o .-1 r ' L I L , f L

,l3CLG: co:.3trnLits of the tur;ii.; Z . fro;: c rrv,4-;
o'¢,r other obJectLive fructiomis ito co'iztvii-iti (1

ili e org-%L'G 1.

%ho Uno ofL Fl VI x Oo4;r&ao (9J(snod ficaitlo.i of the ioLhod

,', 2. , ic result of optiziizi. S c ni "iLO:r i.ln-=..+ .;

1 '"aau P' b c d t 1

0,558 0,205 0.371 0.66!. 1.011 0.577 2,27
0,611 0,185 0,371 0,566 1,091 o,574 2,27

i_' i,0ai 0,698 o,163 0,371 0,4'1 1,195 0,563 2,29

" - 0,785 0,178 0,359 0,35 1,246 0,55 2,3
0,872 0,196 0,351 0,29 1,291 0,539 2,31

on 0,959 0,226 0,339 0,27 1,328 0,528 2,33

+ \

o 44 fts.6 Polyoptiman points
of two-oriterion probLeu:
nex1miwitior of the oqui-

4w- alent arm ig w the

angle of ;lurOhso ps .

Fliblo J io:.oiistrnmtca optimisod cow,)1tatLto results for the

dat r t x i 0,754 rid, -&I a 0,09; a,, a 3,39 L, ,b3n0,06 :.:;

b. a 0,38 in; c 1 2,O,05m; o.,O,9 is; 41=0,93zi; d iul,36 Li;

j.v

*'m
+, , . .. . +. • ++ ,! + .- + • . 4.

, ' " i, z'I

A A' • V,,• +,"



Noel a 32 WIb; 9=. 0,98; P" 100oo.02 kX42 Ps0;

a0063m/0 ; the limit time of the vehicle's turning

t.~ a 30 0 disposable stroke of turning cylinder S=0,56m;
the so called dead length of turning cylinder L.W 00,.64 ISO

DaO,1 a; dtz0,03 n. Diagram 6 presents the set of polpp-
tinm points of tvo-oriterlon problea(aaIsisation of the
equivalent arm he and the angle or purchase pa).
It follows tron the relation A Iand Jothat the Lewering of
the funot ion tram the maxiiui *value a results in the in -
crease of the awgle of purchase U5  B ecause of it, a do -
signer my resign of the solutionaobtained for the maism
value of the function (bsO,377. ; ps a 2...) for the sake
of another polyoptisooo solution. is

CONCLAIwsIN

The conduc ted consideraties made It possible te chioose four
solutions from the set of the obtained structurva solutions
of leve turning gears. It can be stated, besides, that the
simplest solution (a) is recomendable for the art iculated
vehicles with mazi m turning angles r1z <~ T for exasple,

bucket leaders. fte of the selutiens (o) , (4) er rf however,
should be applied for the machins with malm turning angle
I rC. I ),# for es"mple sapem, to av*id the so called deod

centers.
The optismised omputation resuLts indicate that (a) quadrangle
whese, vertices are mting points for turning cylinders
should be a trapeseid with arked difearece Is the bases
The particejar proport ions of the trapoeod aides are depen-
dent on machine MA turning cylinder 6ee1W Parameters.
TUrning gear shaped An this way omemos osiderable angles
or Poaswe determinng the oowreeftese or Operation and life.
ALSO,* with ths LudissabLe mon twisting the ahise a

mchiss whisht, .oneequently, leed te mnIsmiing theo--
or this gear.

[t]P.A~didei, hemethed of selecting articulated
Vehicle turning syOSto (Is PeLL"h). Destewal1 thesis,
Toechaial ftivereity of Wroo low (19M7.

(a] Patent Literatr
(, WRN Xr & o Struke s

S MM Oh "-4e oI(;2M

00A- t
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Sears for vehicles. Polish Patent P-227659.
(6] P.IAadsiAski, Th. probloe. or turning pi ea in

articulated tor.ain vehicles. 7-th ISTVz, Interniational
Conference Calgary,* Canida (1961) and journal or Terrom*-
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(7] K. Pritsel, din A[nkhydraulLk far Ibsilader sit Knlak -
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>Study on Controllability and Stability
of High Speed Tracked Vehicles

F. Eiyo and N. Kitano

0 Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, The National Defense Academy
SYokosuka Kanagawa, Japan

q* S 1. INTRODUCTION
0 -V

Numerous studies on mobility of tracked vehicles such as
bulldozer and crawler tractors have been performed.

_ The stationary turning otions of these vehicles have been
reported recently. Most of these studies have been concerned
with trafficability and traction mechanics in vehicle terrain
interaction because these vehicles are used mainly in off-road
motion at low speeds. However, there has not been any

_ reported studies dealing wit. the controllability and stability.
of vehicles at high speeds.- vhil has.been..idely.u.ed

In recent years, the tracked vehicle has boon widely used
in the field of transportation, and in particularly, leisure
and military purposes in snow covered terrain. The need for
these vehicles to develop improved agility and mobility in
addition to off-road crossing capabilities is indeed evident.
The recent development of a military tracked vehicle which can
run at a speed of 80-90km/h testifies to the importance of the
proceeding issue.

With advancement of these developments, accidents have~increased because of the probam of steerability such as
oversteering and steering response delay of tracked vehicles.
These accidents often occur when tha vehicles are operated
at a high speed on level ground and at a relative high speed
on downward slopes.

It is essential not only to analyze soft off-road crossing
capabilities, as in the past, but also to analyze the steering
dynamics, controllability and stability of the vehicles at
high running speeds.

In previous papers, we have presented a computer simulation
model of steerability of tracked vehicles during uniform turn
on firm level ground, and have experimentally verified the
validity of the model with real vehicles and scale models.

This paper presents a theoretical analysis of
non-stationary motion such as J-turning, for tracked vehicles
on level, hard ground. The characteristics of steering motion
of the tracked vehicle has been examined with respect to
changes in :
ia) position of the center of gravity (forward or backward
rom the centerline)

(b) adhesion coefficient of the contact area of the tracks
as influenced by the ground condition

.- . As a result, the fundamental paramters which influence
the controllability and stability of the vehicle at high speed

operations can be determined.

-. ~I i
, : r,:._ ,. . ... ," ," , ,"* , .., '.- ....: :.*.V ' ....,q I _ . , -.4
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2. EQUATIONS OF NON-STATIONARY TURNING MOTION

Fig.l shows the two coordinate systems used to descrive
vehicle turning motion. The X. Y, Z coordinate system is
fixed on level ground. and its origin coincides with the
geometric center of the vehicle at time zero. The origin of
axes for the x, y. z coordinate system is fixed on the
geometric center of the tracked vehicle.

The motion of a tracked vehicle will be analyzed with the
following assumptions :

(I) The vehicle is geometrically syumetric with respect to
the x-z and y-z planes.
(2) The motion o a vehicle has 7-degrees of freedom about
x and y axes, yawing, rolling, pitching, and movements in
both tracks.
(3) The vehicle has independent suspensions with identical
spring rates, with n-road wheels arranged in tandem on each
side of the hull (vehicle body).
(4) Frictional forces between ground and track are isotropic
in nature, and the adhesion coefficient is varied by the
track sllp ratio S.
The adhesion coefficient can be approximately expressed as
follows :

-S
where is the maxian adhesion coefficient. and K is an
axper/ntal constant.
(5) The distribution of the weight of the vehicle is concent-
rated under each wheel.
(6) Aerodynamic forces aSainst turning maneuvers of the vehicle
are neglected.

. TV

Fig.l Coordinate Systems for TrackedVeil

VeOicl

30
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Considering the load changes in the interface between
tracks and ground due to the track tensions, the equations of
motion are obtained from the equilibrium of the inertia forces
acting on the geometric center of the vehicle, the frictional
forces generated on each track, and the moments about x,y and
z axes.

Sol

IIII ' =I

I ' -m.a, (I),.cosq¢ S, si.€,) -D, -K €,

2 "( R2 )-m(a 3 ,S - S

145

Nomenclatures are shown in Table 1.

3. RESULTS OF SIMULATION

Experience gained from previous studies on the turning
motion of the tracked vehicles shows that the steering
performance of vehicles depends to a large degree on the
vehicle speed, terrain-vehicle interaction, and location of
the center of gravity of the vehicle.

The equations of motion were numfrically solved with the
aid of the Runge-utta-Gill method, using a digital computer.
From the results obtained, the fundamental parameters directly
affecting, the non-stationary turning motion of the vehicle
such as transient response and stability were clarified.

both track velocities as shown in Fig.2 are used as the
4 steering inputs (independent variables) for the calculatiol.

The trajectories, side slip angles and course angle rate
.were obtained as the out uts.

or seicanalyios are the tracked vehicle which was used
The specifications shown in Table 2.

for .nus tvc*. 4nl saesow nTbe2

or,
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OUTER TRACK SPEFD V2

Vo

INNER TRACK SPEED VI

02 12 3
T (em)

Fig.2 Change of Track Speed

Table 2 Specifications of the Tracked Vehicle

a 38000 kg U 4.57 X 0 kg'

v 35000 kg ly l. OX ' kg-'

L 4.0 m lz 1.15 X 10' kg.?

B 2.63 m K, 1.50 X l0' Hm/rad

H 1.09 m D 5.93 X 1d Has/rad

Ot 23" °, 1.04 X i0' Ma/red

6, 26" D, 7.06 X Id HMs/rad

,V

"-- ---- ,,, ,, - , T f
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3.1 Effects of vehicle speeds on steerability

The effects of vehicle speeds on turning motion such as
J-turn trajectories and side slip angles have been investi-
gated. In this analysis, as a general condition, the center
of gravity is located at the geometric center of the hull, and
the maximum adhesion coefficient of the track-grouand contact
area has been taken as 0.6.

Fig.3 shows the trajectories of the barycenter of the
vehicle at various initial forward speeds. The arrows on the
trajectory of motion indicate the posture of the long itudinal
axis of the vehicle, after steering input has been given,
at two-second intervals.

Fig.4 shows the side slip angles at the center of gravity
with respect to the time period under the same condition as
Fig.3.

It is found from the examination of Fig.3 and Fig.4 that
the stable steering characteristics of the tracked vehicle
tends to become unstable rapidly at a critical forward speed.
For instance, at a relative lower speed of Vo-5m/s (18km/h).
the vehicle is able to turn in a stable state, and the side
slip angle of the center of gravity is damped to a small
steady value in a period of about one second after steering.
On the other hand, at a vehicle speed of 7.5m/s (27km/h), the
trajectories of the vehicle spirals inwards with time, and
radius of curvature decreases rapidly in about four seconds
after steering. In this period, the side slip angle increases
very rapidly to more than thirty degrees. This tendency is
intensified as vehicle speed increases. It is clear from the
theoretical simulations that a stability-instability conversion
speed exists between 5m/s and 7.5m/s in this case.

It should be noted that (a) the tracked vehicle exhibits
unstable maneuver even, in a relatively low vehicle speed range
when the vehicle is steered transiently, and (b) the tracked
vehicle is inferior to a wheeled vehicle in regard to the
response to steering motion.

3.2 Influence of terrain factors of track-ground interface

Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the turning trajectories and course
angle rate on th. geometric center of the vehicle, at a
vehicle speed of 5m /s for various values of frictional force
generated between the track and ground. For this case, it is
considered that the center of gravity coincides with the
geometric center of the hull.

The maximum adhesion coefficient adopted in the calcu-
lations have been assumed to correspond to following ground
conditions : (1) 14'0.1; icy surface, (2) -0.3; some gravel
on the paved road, (3) K-0.6; hard soil and paved road,
(4) 1-1.0; with spikes on hard soil and pavement.

It is apparent from these results that when adhesion
coefficients are large. e.g. J-0.6 and 1.0. (a) the trajec-
tories are close to each other. (b) the side slip angle of
the vehicle is very small, and (c) the vehicle exhibits a
stable turning maneuver.

4 i*
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TRAJECTORY OF A TRACKED VEHICLE (a)

Fig.3 Effects of Vehicle Speeds on Trajectory
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Fig.4 Effects (0' Vehicle Speeds on Side Slip Angle
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TRAJECTORY OF A TRACKED VEHICLE (a)

Fig.5 Influence of Adehesion Coefficient on Trajectory
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On the other hand, the smaller the adhesion coefficient is,
the longer is the settling time" of the course angle rate.
For instance, t 14-0.3, the vehicle undergoes a spiral turning
maneuver in about four seconds after steering. The vehicle
exhibits a strong nose-Ln posture and side slip angle D
increases rapidly. This tendency becomes dramatic especially
when the frictional force of track contact area decreases.

It should be pointed out that the controllability and
stability of the tracked vehicle are greatly affected by
frictional forces at the track-ground interface and vehicle
forward speed.

3.3 Influence of the position of the center of gravity

This section presents the steering performance of a tracked
vehicle at high speed when the position of the center of
gravity moves along the longitudinal axis. The inherent
steering characteristics of a tracked vehicle are essentially
different from these of a wheeled vehicle.

(1) Steering performance when center of gravity is located
forward

Fig.7 shows several steering trajectories when the center
of gravity is located at 1OZ (of the track contact length L)
forward from the geometric center of the vehicle.

Fig.8 shows the changes of course angle rate with respect
to the period after steering.

It is clearly seen on comparing Fig.5 with Fig.7 that the
steering performance of a tracked vehicle is strongly affected
by the terrain factor of the track-ground interface when the
center of gravity moves to forward position. For instance,
at $4-1.0, the vehicle exhibits a good response and a stable
turning maneuver for transient steering inputs. However,
at1 -0.6. it shows a delayed response for steering, and after
a certain time, it gradually exhibits a spiral turning maneuver.
For less than 14 -0.3, it mitht be difficult to maintain the
course of the tracked vehicle.

(2) Steering performance when center of gravity is located
backward

Fig.9 shows turning trajectories when the center of j ravity
is located at 0.1L backward from the ieometric center of the
vehicle. The course &agle ratef in this case is shom in
Fig. 10.

As is evident from both Figures. a tracked vehicle will
turn stably without spinning motion even if the frictional
force of the track contact area reduces to small values when
the center of gravity moves backward.

A comparison of Fig.5.7 with Fig.9 shows that the turning
radii of the final steady states are larger than those obtained
in the case of the forward barycenter.
Underateer characteristics are clearly demonstrated. With
decreasing adhesion force of tracks, the characteristics of
the vehicle transient response becomes worse. In contrast,
stable turning motions are obtained for four adhesion factors
at a speed of S/s.

I4
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TRAJECTORY OF A TRACKED VEHICLE (i)

Fig.7 Trajectories in the case of Forward Barycenter
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Fig.$ Course Angle Rate in the case of Forward Barycenter
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50 Vm=Km, s Sx=-O. 4mSy=O
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-0. I 0.3
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TRAJECTORY OF A TRACKED VEHICLE (i)

Fig.9 Trajectories in the case of Backward Barycenter
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Fig.10 Course Angle Rate in the case of Backward Barycenter
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As mentioned above, it is shown that the vehicle transient
response to steering inputs is essentially influenced by the
position of the center of gravity. These inherent characte-
ristics of a tracked vehicle can be explained by considering
the equilibrium of the moments about the z axis.

As shown in Fig. 11, in the case of the forward barycenter,
the weight distribution of the track contact area becomes
lighter backward position. Hence, the turning resistance
moment generated by the lateral frictional force at the track
ground interface will not be able to balance the turning
moment applied to the vehicle by inertia forces. The vehicle
can easily turn itself at small turning radii.

On the other hand, in the case of a backward barycenter,
the weight distribution of the track contact area increases
along the distance from the front. The turning resistance
will consequently increase with respect to the turning moments
from the inertia force.

4. CONCLUSION

As a result of the theoretical analysis, the following
steering characteristicsof a tracked vehicle are evident :

(1) There is a critical speed at which the turning maneuver
of a tracked vehicle changes from stability to instability
with transient steer inputs at high speeds.

(2) The controllability and stability of a tracked vehicle
under transient steering inputs are significantly influenced
by the terrain factors at the track ground interface e.g.
adhesion coefficient and load distribution.

(3) The steerability of the vehicle is affected strongly by
the locations of the center of gravity. In the case of the
forward barycenter, a large improvement in steering responses
is gained at higher track adhesion forces. The vehicle
becomes unstable at lover adhesion forces. In the case of
the backward barycenter, the vehicle exhibits understeer
characteristics and stable turns for all terrain factors.

'Ai

S...
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Table I Nomenclature

m kg mass of vehicle

Me kg spring mass of vehicle

L a track contact length

B m width of each track

ii m height of center of gravity

Dhr m distance between geometric center and roll
axis of a vehicle

Dhp m distance between geometric center and pitch
axis of a vehicle

Vo m/s initial forward speed

n number of road wheel in each side

B.C. body center of a vehicle

C.G. center of gravity of a vehicle

Sx m variation of C.G from geometric center in
x axis

Sy m variation of C.G from geometric center in
y axis

Sym m lateral displacement of C.G by the rolling

tgx a/s longitudinal component of acceleration at C.G

0gy a/eO lateral component of acceleration at C.G

4 t/rad spring stiffness on rolling

K# lb/rad spring stiffness on pitching

DV Hbs/rad damping constant on rolling

Do Mms/rad damping constant on pitching

i* kgoe moment of inertia about x axis of a vehicle

If kgm' moment of inertia about y axis of a vehicle

Iz kgm' moment of inertia about z axis of a vehicle

Qxij kg longitudinal component of frictional force
of track under (i-J) road wheel

Qyij kg lateral component of frictional force of
track under (i-J) road wheel

iJ kg rolling resistance

4*4k.

46,'
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D M displacementof pivotting point of a vehicle

9 rad yaw angle

r rad roll angle

50 rad pitch angle

jP rad course angle of B.C.

of rad entry angle of track

or rad departure angle of track

i subscript i-th road wheel

j subscript inner J-1, outer J-2
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(V) K~iPAILISI

HDollr resistance aid stserInq foce wee mmmwd an six tyres in a
variety of field cnitions. It*n six tyros covred the rang of treed

Pater an htaecroty Min agriCUltr on tractor
fl- *106t b~wwft wd railrs.Tractor reor tvre sizes and

Sdriven ijasis Mrs net used for this wm. A corelation was fowzi
C1 between coffi.cient of rolling resistance and moility numer. -f

Dqcawtial cuvs ware fitted to the cref iciont of side facs - slip
angles relatiaxwip aid a corelation wa found bs mma the owntants of
t curvesand moility number. The usea of an altarnatie moilty

nube Is discussd.

Thes tatistical anlysis dtcted differuicus du to troed patternloaIcd
and costrution of the tyres, and I - I a mlti-ribbed lImlinit tread
Pattened radial tyro to be adtAgsm over any other tyre tested at
mou stewr angles.

Becus of increased cocwn for safety in agriculture, prioblme of
stability of trawtois and tractor-ilt comnati'as, aid of wozdng
an sift sIqs lavi booa more Uqrtmnt. These p~mbinr have.
increased bes of the trend tamzf Incresed agricultural pzoducticn
resulting in an Increase In the mime aid Wod of agricultural ~mans.
"Uis has demostrated the lack of knoledge an handling haatritc
of agricultural mchizws and their side slops pr i A- -- i. liii. pqi
reports the results of virk an alde fme.asuremnts on tyres in field
coditilons ad Ofttqts to ralat the fcows obtained to tyre aid coil

801m pav iouswok idiidi has bee crried out (in this suject, on'sisted
mainly of simalified um~its uing a lindadz~ of tyro cue mid
laed waltaticusll .21. "aw first attoint W NdOl the forC IInvolved

%"purfom by Thylor and Sit )te3 it studied the effect of angle
mad cabran i*inl fitted to disc plouis. They did not publish a
full ordc4n PruC@&w aid tiinwlore their oodl is of limited value.

Udum1"'iawetigtsd 0,I-~ on WMWge Wwas In a soil bin and
doveloped a wadel to predict tdm lateval SO, a' oly. This has proved
to be very ccolieted aid not esy to %ly in practice. ftis Line of

%V mhw also tdmuu by Grominw() bat his analysis wa als o t
MWi to :Mjy A -t ' study Lift lateral M, 1e an pouintic tyre by
Dal Sinmeri J attwo a soil anwuiics baed analysis. lt arrived at
a very comlied prediction;m mr w td is of limited value.

twobee loIM ntostability psobilm a' siqas for a lv
hut h has amn ed by a Ul* of ressearch a' sift frces

~M

4. 
- -
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on agricultural wheels. HIe carried out acre brief exp~erimnts using GM
size of tyre on two, awd conditions in order to obtain guidelines forstability criteria 1 2 f A goo suary of pat results is given by Crtolla
and Hales (9) who cammeted on the requireavin for data frmita wide range
Of coniditions.

Reetwrk performed by Goo-Clugh~ anii Sciser (10) inlue previous wo
by the author f 11 anid produc~ed a wdal for all the forces ona whel.
This work was carried out under laboratory onditions and use a diman-
sicmal analysis apprdc. Tto agreement between masred and predicted
values was foundI to be very good5 in the soil bin using a limited ra Wu Of
wheels.

Ittis paper has attemted the saeline of analysis using field results
gathered over the last three years.

2. EUPEUDIW, PFCDF

Er ing the autuzm and winter mnthe eqperinvints to masu the Fore on
tamed angled wheels were perfo I in 38 nomal agricultural field condi-
timen using the NWA rolling reistne rig (12). The expriets ~
planned to wmable the effects of load, carcass ommtruicx and tread
pattern to be established. Every experinmt me not performed In every
field ormitiin. 7ti individual experiets, wh*ich too am day ech,

Emt 1 Two 7.50-16 tyres with different treaid patterns at the ame load
and inflation pressure, and alsmo one of the tyres at a higher
load and inflation pressure.

Opt.- 2 Tio tyrs of aime 12.0-18 an si'milar tread pattern, one czcss-
ply and cne radial ply onrstructiocn, at the sam load and infla-
ticn pressure ad also the radial tyro at a loadI and
inf lation pressure.

Emt 3 Three 12.0-18 tyres at the mm lad and inflatli pressure.
Ones tyre as an implnt milti-ribbed tread pattern, Ila, the
others a R4 traction tread pattern, wue used in norel ormen-
tioml traiction direction (Forwrd tzva) * the other In the
reverse direction (BaDmmd tread).

TYre dinionioa, loaf and inflation Presuram are sxmin Table 1; all
tyras were inflated to manufcurrs4 for the load carried.

All the %Iheols -e tasted, at a sped of 1 m/a and at slip angles of
0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40 1egre to the diretion of trawel. Mch test
cenisted of three 20 m ruzn at ec slip owle, the results of which man
averaged and gave, after analysis, all the M,~s a the iftel. Soil1
parmwter wee masi Ouncrrently with eac emasrimet so that
relationships betomm the F-r- - an the %ihml and soil coditions amild be
Investigated. Those parmters include sechmnIcal analysis, soisture
oanta',t, plastic limit, soil bilk dffnsity, -u Index ad in the later
fields soil/soil friction angle ad ~uIcn.
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3. IJ' OF SY)K

C . ove id, kPa

•F~w the coefficient of rolling resistance in the plane of the
wheel

Sthe coefficient of rolling resistance at mo slip angle
.SP a the coefficient of side force poridicular to the plane of

the whel

w max. a maxlmun value of ooefficiant of sid for perpendicular to
the plane of the %tool

D - Drg fore in diret1on of motio, W

ENDS -*mbility number as defined by euation 6

M a m

S a side fog= perpenicular to the dirmcticn of motion, W
w vertiAcal load on the wheel, W

b . tyr width, a

c a oil ohsimon, kPa

d a tyro diameter, m

h s section height, m

k a rate constant (indLicates the rate of change of CSFW with
angle)

m a slope of OWIt vs slip angle relatianship
n exponint of friction awle

6 tyre deflea-ticn under lood, m

6 slip angle, raft. tanle bebamn the iAeI and the direction
of travel)

0 oil/soil friction angle, rfds.
OM mobility ms defined by equation 7

4. NALYSIS

In order to make c srsarer 1- tyres the folloming coefficients
were calculated frco the results.

a Doo e - s-Sine . . . (1)

CSU * D sin 9 S oos e . . . (2)
. g g

he relationship betwe F arid slip agle resulted in the linear
exptrsalon

M m. 0O. . . . (3)

- W. • .7...



A large mout of scatter wa Moumnt esecially at the highr slip
angles. As utio by Goel-Clcuig and Sommr 1 0 ) the values of aft at
angles greater than 20* could be neglected for practical consideration
and this reduc~es much of the scatter.

7t* rel~ationship beten CSV and slip angle was fdaid to be accurately
described by the ox~r slan.

*Sw AR _ -k) ( 4)

The contant A is the asymptotic value of the anasion and indicatie
the meximu (SW cbtairw1 by the %*Iwe ((WW sm.). A differentiation
of the exprsion qiwso the graieint of the Cawv vs slip angle relation~-
ship at zero slip angle od gives the zuIt:

dICSW) - k.C~e ma. atS *.O (5)

The results are presented in the form of Cwi (masred), -W and n
(fromi linear regression), C*r mov. aid k.(Wfw . f"n the curve fit.

in the provious reot a this wortk (11) mobility ms used to
predict the F -r f m x!, of the %'imls. This is a non-dimIcmaluie
gie by the squatiorit

tdihic has also been used for predicting the tractive I Fo~ of
driven %dels. An alternative equatiam ws developemd by Gos-Clough and
Some(10) -wing moil frictional values instead of -i Inde values in
an attmt tio Improve an the pvadlictian prosdm. Seir eqution is:

%ian n 1.35 lax used in Plf. 10) .

'flu value of Nobility w~~ ithout soil parmters is given for each
of the tyres, in Table 1.

5. inzin
I1 r jm*out the uemprmits we found the variation kb- fields caused
far greater variation in the rsults then the vaiation bs - tre.
In the first @action thereftwe the t-tast aW I d to paired ocertmons
wa used to kdontlfy differam. 1, , d tyres hs e t m s ccut
of Is Is field Vati.~ility. The rmalts in tm of CW~m (mmavMd)
C~v no. and k.(Ww -m w as used to assess the tyro diffezwmms.
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S. It ea f fact of ladS, Table 2

Win the 7.50-16 tyro, with the tractor IteeIM g isml tren pattern, no
sigriif1icet differenc culA bm dtected I at~ the Ma at lod of 6
and 10 )0.

The 12.0-18 tyre at toloads also iwwad no statistically significant
difftewica in Wao.

7th 7.50-16 tyro, gav an, increased value of k.Cfw ne. %ta at the
1ciar vertial l0a. wvith no difference detected Iep Ium the values of

the 12.0-18 tyro iwwd a significan dif Feue in both values, with
CSw ma. and k .CSW a. being increased at the lowe load.

5.2 7tm effect of tread ixtem. Table 3

Noa experiments lodcad Into this effect by usning tyras of the mea aims,
produced by thrnas mafacturer, hevin different trend patterns.

Ihe tractor stmering %imel tyro tread, ixda signif icet increme in
CRAftd comrd to themuinlti-rib Impemet tread. As both tyres

hod nominally tinsein dlIsnawks this effect cat' only be due to trend
Pattern.

Iw compring thm 12.0-18 tyres, %&le no difference could be detected
betwI the twoI tractc ton , I, used In eac directIwn, the multi-
ri~nd iqplwat tren tod a signifiatly lowe cwi then either of
the. fThs effect demnstraed that the direction of the traction
trend sof no difference to thm roiling resistance of the tyre. othe
differnc of 2M. ibuui tim trwiai traef and the iqgmt trend
ouald be do to the Increaed pontration of the tration t Ie wA also
dus to the trend bars 1nzeminq the lItea resistance at the tyrs.

it* tracor steeing %*Mi tyro treed -- ttern ve a aIqdifiowit Incremnt
in C~ ma. wer thIm 1qmet tyre with~ no stan'ifirut difference in
k.CW w. This d~that for small mrql.. I.e. up to ISO, there is
no differnc beb, the tyres, the trend pattern only affecting the
tow side foam the tyresa witIftend.

In expeiment 3 the side force resultsamw be smisd an folia.:

fm~v FA Used UpIlmnt, trend
Forin -1V trend Iplimnt treod
go diffezuve , beb-- fonowd 'W I troed ad' $IWO IN t

k.W max.
Implemnt trend > ftc-1 dN treed
UWIait trend ), Bcwmi treed
Fmrar N4 trend > acwad 4N tred

VILS ft~istratme thet *Wb theF N tre am withitud a puat-rica
sAeloe at man Uuglee its steeri fm is t below that at the

1 * ~i~INtUO tyr.



5.3 Ith effect of Constrction. Tble 4

iti radi-l ply tyro dwo re&tions in Uthore of 20% In the value of
-w comared to a croms-ply tyro.

Itte radial ply tyro had a greater value of ki.CS~w wm. than the cross-ply
tyro with no difference beI a the in ter of CM io. As both the
tyrse had a simnla I A lti-r' Und Implmet tread ; 1 1-tez n d similar
moility mkom the differencebel hat , thmw canoly be a reult of the
costrution UAW e.

6. 1 Its coefficient of rolling resistance ICW)

An has be mee in section 4 tyro mckility nmtar hm been used to
predict the rF m i - of Vela. %a~ value of CI~ actully masred
is5 IvA. plotted against in Fig. 1. Ns am be seemi the C~b
temilta for the radial tyres we lower then then crose-ly results ad
therefore relatioaettps em I mooed 9M have bean, calted
separately. IThsms wee found to ha:

~C~ (orsa) - .2676 +O.0656 . . . (8)

signif lon* at the 0. 11 level for cross-ply tyreei

Ca~ beminaed) - .2009 + 0.0454 . . . 49)

sinif~int at the It level fair radial tyre

sqution (a) is vey similAr to the reait f.ad irseviausly 13 ) , wne the
coatie epmcwn of agriculiral tye sims J~=hldn the & Ig of
trector drive Otmal tyzes) -s iclde In thernlysis aid gm the
rei -nhi

CM * 0.255* 0.0605 . . . (10)Iw
Section 4 reporteI that thn relatios.ilp boam CFA ad slip angle m
found to be:

Ib .ignificaout relatIonslp coul be found I Urn matutt a in
mcmI ity murfor Ouy tyres.

An anlysisewee Uim -at -eI similar to that of G@-dou.* ad ftss
if -c~m the eqpression:

cow a~ EI (I+*n) . . .1)

aid found trn relationsip I - wo N ad a= to bet

N a . - 0.08 . . . (12)



Fro a wasomd data the fitted curvss wmee

K a 1.964 -5.496 signifiat at is level . .. (13)
arm

or
m m 0.061 UCB + 0.550 sign±fIount at Is level . . . (14)

for croms-ply tyres

No, significat relationship could be found for radial tyres.

7hure is a large wmmt of mstter prmet indicating this Ipslyt- r is
rat related as wall as the others. It appars from the results that the
dota for sme tyrew lie an their am inenet straight line although
this is rot the case with all the tyres.

It is suggsted that the scatter my be &u to an accmulatlio of
inaccuacies throxffiut the maaysis of this data. 7he initial data
from the rolling resistnce rig are of a wal magitude ai cares-
puilingly -ay include sm 'boud-up errors of the numers involved.
Alm lWm perforiming a linear regriemon - the CW#o vs slip angle
results, the relatively fe points, five, ca- reult in a Iange error in
the resulting value of slope. Couled to theme exrors is the proble
of fiLel variability.

As z - " I I by GawMoxf and Sma the value a is not, homver am~ of
the critical parameters %*un studying the stability of a vehicle.

6.2 Ooefficlent of side Fm

The value of WW sm. are a c'm plotted against OWm in rig. 2. it
relatiardihip found is:

1w
sigm"'fin at so level for croms-gly tyme

but no significant ralftiawhip could be 0-n for radial. tyres.

The p ih of k.Cfw ma. apliat fcr radial and aroe-ply tyres
awe I ! , in Fig. 3. "af relatmiansp as

k.C~w wa. 0 .096 RNM + 2.3401 . . . (16)

or k.C~ sa. - 4.0194 - 6.0231 . . . (17)

bot sipifiUtm at the 0.1% leve for amos-ply tyres.

k.W ms. - 0.1612 3 + 2.7915 . . . (16)

or k.C*M. 6.766- 19.9433 . .. (19)

both algihift at the 0.10 level fo radial tyros

&- A- - -
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Gee-Clough and sonmw reported a linear relationship between (S~N 10.
and MM3 Which was not statistically significant, and a Significant
relationship betee k .Cf we. and 3(5. This relationship had an
ordinate value very similar to equation 16.

thoriaontal wuunt about a vertical axis through the oentre of the
contat area of the w*mel-reetoring It we alculated and found to be
negligibly 9=11l In all exprnts.

6.3 The use of an alternative wilty M~er OW2

As uhown by Ges-.Clca*mand Sssr, the woblity OMd~r ( can be used
to wadel. the I , F i - of a Whieal in a soil bin situation. In order
to test this theory under f ield conditions, the frictional soil proper-
ties %are nesamir.! in the last 21 fiLelds.

The only significont relationships establishsd ware:

k.C~w se. - 3.9594 0OW * 2.7983 significant at the
so level for cross-ply tyres . . . (20)

k.(3Fw s. - 9.092 0OW * 3.1327 significant at the
0.10 level for radial tyres . . . (21)

CMA (from regression) - 0.1252 - 0.1496 OM significant
at the it level for cross-ply
tyrs . . .(22)

CM (seamurel) - 0.1167 - 0.1178 OM5 aigifimart at
the 5% level for cross-ply tyres . . . (23)

?Moe of the relationships abov is as statistically significant as those
found previously using the nobility moibrs H(3. ITh reason for the
por onrrelation of Ihese results - reI to the fizdinga of GesCiaagh
and Siner my be due to the method of masriig the frictional ptoper-
ties. In a soil bin the soil ise uonly hoegesans with depth as wall
as along the eqnrietal rn. The surface mesrint of frictonial.
proprties is thesrefore a true value thivu4mu the soil.* In the field
situation this is obiosly fals with the adhd caeliaton that any
crop resiu, In teri of surface or root graith, will have an effect.
Nore dstaled insmwts of frictional ptoperties at verian dw In
the fiLdW ame 'msI to establish iitedwa OW2 will be as useful as 3M
in th e p r d ic ti o n p wo o e a re . 7 . C C U M

In this seaction, the coefficient of toilling resistanc In the direction
of the Whtel at saw slip angle fMa) is weferrI to as the 'coefficient
of tolling resiance' the mmm coefficint of sids -oa psw-
diil- to the direction of the Whel (C-f se.) Is w F w t* an the

SdNMm Coefficient Of Sad I Is' the slop of the &I&s forow-li
ange curv at thm origin (k.Wv am.) is reerdto as the 'slp at
the side r c curve.

A #3I* - -w
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Prim the differuxume between tyres:

7.1 Increasing the vertical load had no effect an the 'coefficient of
rolling resistace', but rv~uced the '.lops of the side force curva'
signif Icantly and reuced the value of the 'manxirm= coefficient of side
form'.

7.2 A three-rib trator frwt tyro treed pattern gave an iicroasm
'coefficint of rolling resistance', and an increaed 'maxinma coeff ic-
ient of &I&e fo' ompared to a mAlti-rib implmet tread pattern.

A multi-rib Impemet tread pattern had a much I~ 'Coefficint Of
rolling resistace', a lower value of *mau coffcient of side
force'. and a higher valuae of 'the slop of the aid. F y e curve' tha
the F44 tration tread ueed In either directian. No differences cold
be detected betwen the ?A traction treads used in either direction
apart from the 'slp of the aide fMy, curve' ' rr the tread in the
nremi tration diracticn gave a higher value the iim used in the
rees direct ion.

7.3 Teial contruction ruAed the 'oeafficient of the rolling reelsm-
tance' and increasd thes Islope of the aide foI cume ompared to
czvee-ply cwntci.

7.4 A Linear relatkicilp was found 1,e1 the coefficient at rolling
resistance in the direction. of the w*rnel ad slip angle, and anepnn
tial relationship -- found between the coefficient of side Fo rc-e perpom-
dicular to the direction of Urn whel and sideftre which wer ident.ial
to tds ftwd in prowvm wrk.

7.5 The restoring moet an the wheel me found to be negligibly mal
in all amporints.

7.6 Very significant relationships or lbrd bbe'the cofficit
of rolling resistance .'the slope of the sideI foc iv' and moility

210 for mose-ply tyros and radial tyres indqiw~tly. A very
signif1icat reult wa ftm Ist I the gradient of the - lficlant of
tolling tossaum-slip angle curve ad MWO for the coeeply tyree and
a significant result found Iabu the 'dmlag coeffCiuat of Side Fry r

7.7 '11 moility OeMi proved to be lowe useful than the vdility
&~ ID vith all V~ltahp 4 hving a lower statistical

signifloonc.

AA-
j ,
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Table 2

Effect of load

Tye7.50-16 Trctor front 12.0-18 radial

Load 6 10 10 15

CMI (masured) 0.123 0.121 0.069 0.069

CFA~ (from regression) 0.122 0.087 10.090 0.069

in ffrcz rngression) 0.05C 0.242 0.091 0.141

CSN ma. 0.776 0.764 0.640 0.620

K.CSw mx. 4.071 3.285 5.049 3.747
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Table 4

Effect of tyre onstructimn

Tyre 12.0-18 12.0-18

Cstrution Cross-ply Radial

Load (k" 15 15

Mago (measured) 0.077 0.067

-ft (fro reqz, .lin) 0.085 0.067

m (fzm regr ion) 0.096 0.142

W m. 0.646 0.623

k.CS am. 3.316 3.796
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TURNING BEHAVIOUR OF ARTICULATED FRAME STEERING TRAr.OWR

OA. 0 IDA
( KYOTO UNIVERSITY, KYOTO, JAPAN

1"0 INTROOUCTIOW

An articulated frame steering tractor, of which construction was derived

0 from that of a loader, consists of two parts. Those are a front part with
- front axle and a rear part with a rear axle in the case of the wheeled
tractor. When a steering handle rotates, the two parts bend with each

other around a bending point by elongation and shortening of a hydraulic
cylinder, of which both ends are respectively attached on each part. A
bending angle reaches to about 38 degrees in right or left direction for a
commercial articulated tractor (See reference PIT,- 4__
In general a 4-wheel-drive articulated tractor has an engine in the front

part and a transmission in the roar part, so that universal joints should
be used to transmit the power from the engine to the transmission and from
the transmission to a front differential gear. It has tires all of a size

and the Minimum tread reaches to 635 m in a German narrow-tread tractor
of 12 kW. So that it can be applied to works among narrow rove of an or-
chard or a wine farm. The weights of the front and the rear parts are al-

most equal, so that it makes an adequate contact pressure.
Generally it has been said that the articulated tractor has a small turn-
ing radius, which makes a direction change in small space easy, and it has
less running resistance because the front and rear wheels move on the same
ruts. However, it would not say in all cases that the front and rear whe-
els run in the same ruts. From the geometrical analysis of a curve runn-
ing of the articulated tractor Oida has shown that the ruts of front and
rear wheels were different when the bending point was not located at the
center of the wheel base Ill.
Dudzinski has analyzed dynamically the problems of turning process of the

articulated vehicle at standstill 12). In the actual Movement of curve
running there is an acceleration toward to the turning center, so that a
centrifugal force acts onto the center of gravity of the tractor and each
tire has a cornering force against the centrifugal force. It means that

the rut of wheel varies also by this side slip caused by the centrifugal
force. Oida has also analyzed this turning behaviour when the articulated
tractor is suffe ed no external force such as a traction (31.

In this paper a side slip phenomenon of the articulated tractor is dyna-
ically analyzed for the curve running in a plane with an arbitrary direct-
ed traction.

NI 0MCLATUR

C : cornering force of each tire,
F tractive force of each tire.

I yaw Moment of inertia of the tractor,
K' slippage constant of traction curve,
P i external force (traction),

P I rolling resistance,

T i total thrust,
V i running speed of the center of gravity of the tractor,

4,
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W : total weight of the tractor,
Wf dynamic weight of the front part,

Hr dynamic weight of the rear part.
.Wl longitudinal weight transfer,

AWt transverse weight transfer,
a ratio of static weight of front part to W,
b ratio of static weight of rear part to W.

df distance from front tire center to y axis,
dh one half of rear tread,
dr distance from traction point to y axis,

dr distance from rear tire center to y axis,

dv  one half of front tread.
he height of the center of gravity.

hp height of traction point,
i slippage of tractor,

is initial slippage at no tractive force,

le distance from front axle center to X axis,
If distance from front axle center to bending point,

lfl: distance from front left tire center to x axis,
Ifr distance from front right tire center to x axis,
lh : distance from rear axle center to x axis.

lp distance from traction point to x axis,

Ir distance from rear axle center to bending point,
lr distance from rear left tire center to x axis,
lrr distance from rear right tire center to x axis,

distance between front and rear axle centers,
m mass of tractor including a driver,

Pd distance from traction point to rear axle center,
r yaw angular velocity around the center of gravity,
t z time,
a : deviating angle of rear part center line to y axis,
8 : side slip angle.
So t side slip angle constant,
y deviating angle of front part center line to y axis,

: bending angle,
8 traction angle (ie. angle between the traction and the centerline of

rear part),

t tractive coefficient or frictional coefficient,
p: coefficient of rolling resistance,

Suffix f : front,
Suffix I £ left,

Suffix r i rear or right,

suffix I t left,

Suffix 2 : right.

EQUATION OF NOTION AT RNING ON A CURVE

Different from a standard tractor, the center of gravity of the articula-
ted tractor moves its position according to the bending angle. In the case

of tested tractor, of which detail is mentioned later, the center of grav-
ity of the front part and that of the rear part are located closely at the
centers of the axles respectively, that was confirmed experimentally, in

order to reduce the vertical force onto the bending point.
Therefore a x-y coordinate system, of which origin is located on the cen-
ter of gravity on a line connected both centers of axles, is attached on
the tractor as a local coordinate as shown in rig. 1.

When the center of gravity has a side slip angle 0 and a yaw angular vel-
ocity r, it has an acceleration of V( + r) toward a turning center or in

....
1$'1



x-direction in the case of mall B (33.
tach tire has also a side slip angle.

which in caused by the side slip angle
and the yaw angular velocity of the

center of gravity.

Consequently a cornering force, which V

is against the side slip of each tire,

acts on each tire in the perpendicular -.

direction of the moving direction or

in the perpendicular direction to the , • A.

tire face when the side slip of the

tire is small. Considering above V
conditions, the equations of motion

are written as follows. "

In x-direction;

NV(A * r) - (Cfl + Cf 2 )cOWYA i

+(Crl * Cr2)cOV .

*(rfl +Ff 2 )siny

"(rrl * Fr2)•sin

+ Pain( M 8) (1)

In y-direction; rig. I Forces and angles in the

case of curve running of the
V -~(Cfl 4 Cf2)5ilnl articulated tractor.

*(Crl * Cr2)sino

. (Ff! 1 Ft 2 )coSy •(rl + Fr2)cO - PcOs(M + e) (2)

For the yawing motioni

Ir - fdf(Ffl - Ff2) + lflCfl I lfrCf 2l COsy

• _df-Cfl - Cf 2 ) * lflFfl * lfrFf2l siny

+{dr(Frl - rr2) - (lrlCrl + lrrCr2)) com

*(dr(Crl - Cr2) lr.rl * lrrrr2] sina

+ P {dpcoo(d + 8) - lpsin(a * S) (3)

First a tractive force of tire is discussed. The torques, which are ap-

plied to both left and right tires of each axle, are equal because 
of the

differential gear. but the torque of front axle (to. the sun of torque

of front left tire and that of front right tire) is different from 
the

torque of rear axle. fhooe torques vary their values, depending on the

lods of axles. Representing the total thrust of four tires as T, which

is also given as the total supplied torque from the engine devided by the

effective radius of tire. according to the magnitude of the external 
force

. the tractive force of each tire is written as follows.

Ffl - Twf/(2W) - If1 
7
fz =Tf/(l) - Af2

4
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Frl - Wr/(2W) - Rrl Fr2 - TWr/(2W) - At2 (4)

The rolling resistance R of each tire would be written as follows using a
coefficient of rolling resistance 0, assuming the ground condition is uni-

form.

Rfl - OWfl , Rf2 - OWf2  
3
rl - rl , Rr2 - Pr2 (5)

In order to get the loads onto the

tires it is necessary to consider the
weight transfer by the traction and

the inertia force dynasmiccaly.
A longitudinal weight transfer is de-

rived from the dynamic equilibrium of
forces, which act to the tractor as

Fig. 2. W
When the tractor accelerates with V,

a inertia force O' acts on the center
of gravity in the inyerse direction
of the acceleration V. As there is

also an external force Pcos(Q48) at Fig. 2 Schematic fiure for Ion-

the traction point, a weight of front gitudinal weight transfer.
part or a reaction force to front part

Of is represented by the following equation.

Wf - lhW/l' - fhoV - Phpcos(O * e))/i' - am - A 1w (6)

Then. Wr b"t wl (7)

In order to determine a transverse
weight transfer, Fig. 3 is used.

In this case the transverse external 101 ,,sm

firces are a centrifugal force W V*- 0
( +r) and a transverse component of m" 4.,) 0
the traction Psin(c1O)., so that the I t .)
reaction force to two left tires ( 7.1.
ie. a force to front left tire + a, ,--
force to rear left tire) U1 is ob- W
tained as follows from the dynamic d d

equilibrium of forces.

U1 - WI? + (h 0 3V(A + 0 Fig. 3 Schematic figure for

Phsin(( + ))/(df + dr) () transverse weight transfer.

- W/2 * Wt ()

Then, W 2 - W/2 - V t  (9)

Considering these weight transfers, the loads of tires or the reaction
forces from the ground to tires are written as follows.

Wfl - a/2- AWl/2 + sAWt , wr2 0 aW/2 - AVI/2 - &W t

WI - bW/2 6 &W1 /2 * bAWt , Wg2 w bW/2 A WL/2 - b&Wt (10)

3146
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In reference (31 Gida assumed that the
cornering force is proportional to the
side slip anqle for very mall side slip
anqle. This assumption is valid only
for very small side slip angle. However,
when the traction or other external for-
ces act on the tractor, the aide slip
anqle of tire will be considered to have
rather not small side slip anqles. For I on
this case the cornering force would be C
represented for example by the exponen-
tial function a. follows from the con- Tie
sideration of test curves of cornering
force to the side slip angle.

C - Cmax(l - ) (11)

Fig. 4 Friction circle for tire.
The maximum cornering force Cmax is re-
stricted by the friction circle as Pig.

4. When the tire has a tractive force
F, the maximum cornering force is rep-
rensented as follows. t I

Cmx - P, (12)

In order to solve the dynamic motion
equations (1) to (3). the cornering m
force C shouid bt written as the linear
function of 0, r and V. So that the
following approximation is taken in the
relation between the maximum cornering
force and the tractive force in four
regions as in Fig. S. d

Cmax = Bi(LjW) - AiF . i.1 '. 4 (13)

Fig. 5 Relation between the max-
Considering that the cornering force is imm cornering force and tract-
negative when the side slip angle is ive force.
positive, the cornering force C is rep-
resented as follows for all aide slip
angles (Soo Fig. 6).

Cfl--(tiJ~fl-Airfl) (le Bf

"J 1 I f21
Cf2*-(3iUWf2-AiFf2) (l-* I- Jf2

rl- ir 1 -- Sri

r2.(iiUir2.airr2)(l~e o 0,21 4)

Pig. 6 Cornering force.

And the side slip angles of tires are written as follom.

Aftl(VSlflr)/(Vedfr) - 6 • 8f2.(V$S*frr)/(V-dfrl - y

.rl-(VS-lrlr)/(Vdrr * , r2-(VS-lrrr)/(V-drr) a (I15)

V. 44
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Representing all distances in Fig. 1 by the tractor geometry and by the
bending angle and substituting all these equations into equations (1) to
(3), we can get following equations.

ailA* a12V - biT + cl - gi(8,r,V,ca,e,T,P,**)

8:19 * V - b2T + c2 - qz(B.r,VcI.,T,P,.)

*tA + a92V + allr - bT + cl - qt(B,r,V,Q,O,T,P,..) (16)

B, V and ; are represented as follows.

B (a22ql - a)2q2 )/(ala 22 - at2421)

V (at 12 - a2tg ) I (arta22 - a 2at)

r" -* (azlat z-azaat 1)gt+ (a, ,a -at tal a)ga Ca| ta 2-at 2a21q:

/ al (at tal-aaazt )1 (17)

If initial values of 8. r and V are given, the time variations of three
output variables B, r and V are calculated by the Runqe-iutta-Gill method
for the input variables 6, 0, T. P and so on. By this method the transient
phenomenon such as a starting or a braking process will be analyzed, using
an arbitrary variation of the inpu; thrust T.

As for a constant speed running, V f 0. So that from equation (16),

att - btT 4 ct

a 1t - bT + c2

&IIA + all; = blT + cl (18)

In this case a constant thrust T of the following value is supplied to the
tires.

T - (atcj - attc2)/(a:,b: - a21 bl) (19)

Then A and r are written as follows.

- (bpcl - bic2)/(a b 2 - atbl)

r -(bs(ailci-alcz) cl(attb2-a21bt).atI(btc2-b2cl))/{a,,(alb 2-azb)) (20)

The time variations of B and r are also calculated numerically by the R-K-G
method, and the effects of factors such as V, P, 5 and so on on B and r
would be able to discuss at the constant turning.
The initial values of B and r are obtained from the condition that there

is no side slip of tire, which is represented as follows.

. ler/V - y * 0

- lhr/V + - 0 (21)

Therefore,

Binit ay ba r init. V6/I' (22)
4.rnit
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The initial value of V is given arbitrarily. The velocity of tractor V

will vary also by the slippage of tires, which is dependent on the tracti-

ve force. From the traciion-slippage curve of the test tractor In the

test place the slippage is calculated as follows, corresponding to the

tractive force.

i - K'InfFWAX/(Fx WA W + io  (23)

The method of getting the running trace on the fixed general coordinate

is described closely In reference II.

TH0COGLOGY OF EXPERIPMEW

Experiments of constant circular turn and U-turn were condicted on the

hard unpaved ground for an articulated test tractor made in Japan. The

tested tractor was 4WD (4-wheel-drive) articulated tractor with the simi-
lar construction and size as those of the "Knickschlepper* of Holder Co.

in BMD. It has a mass of 1400 kg. equal-size tires and a 2-cylinder die-
sel engine of 19 kM. When the bending angle is 00, its wheel base in 1290

-.m the distance from the bending point to the front axle If is 416 m. 
I

r
is 874 m-, and the tread 2dh - 2dv is 990 mo.

The traction (ie. external force) P was given by braking a connected load
wagon behind the tested tractor and it was measured by a load cell.

The bending angle 6 and the traction angle e were picked up electrically

by rotating type variable resistors.

In order to get the running trace and to correlate it with other data
signals in the corresponding time, two ink nozzles were attached at front

and rear parts of the tested tractor respectively, and from the nozzles

blue and red ink dropped down at one or one half second intervals, using a

relay circuit. Timer signal of the circuit was also recorded by a data

recorder with other data, so that the running trace could correspond with

other signals such as traction and angles. The running trace was obtained

by photographing the two colored ink marks.
The yaw moment of inertia of the tractor "1" was measured by a tortional

spring type measuring device, which Oids designed. This method was descr-

ibed closely in reference 13).

TWOMTICAL AND MASURD RNNIG TRACE

When the bending angle 6. the traction angle 8 and the traction P vary at

curve running, the running trace of the tested tractor is calculated theo-

retically and numerically by assuming a constant turning in a very short
time Interval. Details are shown in reference (If.

On the other hand the measured running traces were got from pictures of
the colored ink marks which were remained on the ground after running.
Pig. 7 shows the comperison between the theoretical calculated running

trace and the measured one when the traction is sall and the initial speed
is 2.1 a/s. In the case of small traction the tractor moves as well as

the tractor without traction and both theoretical and measured running
*traces are considerably well coincident.

Fig. 6 shows the runninq traces when the traction and the traction angle
are large. In this case the tractor Is forced to slip outward of the
turning by the traction P. The theoretical running traces can describe

well this phenomenon and agree conaiderably well with the measured running
traces as shown in Pig. R. It is shown from these cmparisons that this
simulation theory would be able to be applied to estimate the turning be-
haviour of the articulated frame steering tractor.

$P .
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Fiq. 7 Comparison between measured Fig. 8 Comparison between measured
running trace and theoretically runninq trace and theoretically
calculated one when traction P is calculated one when traction P is
small. large.

EFFECT OF GZOE TRICAL FrACORS ON TURNING BEHAVIOUR

Using the equations (1) to (3), effects of some factors on the turning
behaviour will be shown in following
sections including this section. Here

the position of bending point and the
position of the center of gravity are
selected as geometrical factors. As
an index to represent the position of

bending point.

NJ - lf/(lf +It) (24)

is chosen. The position of the center
of gravity is represented by a", is.

a*Wf/W - lh/1' (25)

rig. 9 shows the relationship between
the side slip angle of the center of
the gravity 0. the position of bending
oint "01" and the position of the cen-
ter of gravity "a". The given test A-3r. 0ost
conditions are wrltten in the figure.

Other geometrical dimensions except

"N" are the am as those of th. test
tractor. A negative 0 means the out-

ward side slip of the center of gravi-
ty. The mailer a" is (is. the near- Fig. 9 Zffect of positions of the

er the center of gravity to the rear CG and bending point on B.

'Pit,
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axle is), and the larger nRl* is lie.

the nearer the bending point to the 7
rear axle is), the larger the outward /
side slip of the center of gravity be-
comes. On the contrary when the cen-
ter of gravity and the bending point

are located near the front axle (ie.
when "a" is large and "il" is small), ,1,

the center of gravity moves consider-
ably inward of turning from the y

direction. When the tractor running

speed decreases, B approaches to zero,

if the center of gravity and the bend-

inq point are located at the middle 6,i/
point between the front and rear axles ,I
(ie. "a" - "Ri" - 0.5). In the case //
of Fig. 9 the value of B is a little /I
negative because of the relatively
higher running speed V (-3 n/s), even
if "a" and "A l" are equal to O.. .is *.4m.V.

Fig. 10 shows how the front and rear

parts move according to the positions
of the center of gravity and the bend-
ing point. In the figure Be represents Fig. I0 Effect of positions of

the side slip angle of the front axle the CG and bending point on side
center and Rh represents the side slip slip angles of front and rear
angle of the rear axle center. When
.a" is small (ie. the center of gravity parts.

is near the rear axle), the rear axle
(ie. rear tires) slips severely out-
ward of turning. The outward slip of ., ..
rear axle increases when O3I' decreases

(it, the bending point approaches to
the front axle), especially at mall
"a". On the other hand, when "a" is

large (is. the center of gravity is

near the front axle) and "Rl" is also ed
large (ie. the bending point is near
the rear axle), the front axle (ie.
front tires) slips considerably inward
of turning from y direction.
Fig. 11 shows the relationship between

the position of turning center, "R1 * ,
and "a". In the local coordinate sys- a.OWa soe
tern the origin is located on the center A.W #.or 0.4.. V-3-f
of gravity. However, as the origin
moves according to the value of "a", Fig. 11 Effect of positions of
the front axle center is taken as the the CG and bending point on the
bes point in this figure. When "it" position of turning center.
is large, the turning centers are lo-
cated rather in front area from the viewpoint of tractor position. And

when "ei" is small, the turning center moves rearward. As for "a', the
turning center approaches to the tractor when *a" is 0.5 or 0.6 and the
turning radius reaches the minimum at that running condition. As a con-
clusion the turning radii of front and rear tires become almost equal when
the bending point is located on the middle point between the front and

rear axles and when the load distribution Is equai or a little more onto

the front part In this test condition. However this optimum condition

~ - ...-.--. . .Ile



Will change with the running speed, traction, traction angle and so on.

EFFEC OF TRACTION CONDITION ON TURNIN DEKAVIOUR

.P.

- . v __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Fig. 12 Effect of traction on the Fig. 13 Effect of traction on the
side slip angles and r. position of turning center.

Fig. 12 shows the influence of traction P on the side slip angle of the
center of gravity 0, the yaw angular velocity of the center of gravity r,
the side slip angle of the front axle center Be and the side slip angle of
the rear axle center Bh. Data of the tractor geometry, which were used in
calculation, are those of the tested tractor. And these data were used in
all following calculations of simulation. As the traction increases, the
front part slips outward and the rear part slips inward of turning because
the traction pulls the rear part of the tractor inward In this case, when

J. I

As' P4

Pig.14 ffoc oftracionangl on Fig 15 ffet oftrationange a

th sdeslp nge 9. nd. r.,. tepsto fth unn etr
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the traction angle is not negative. The yaw angular velocity r docreases
with the traction owing to the phenomenon mentioned above.
Fig. 13 represents how the position of turning center varies with the

traction and it shows that the position of turning center goes away from
the tractor with the increase of the traction. This trend is also explain-
ed by the variations of the side slip angles, which was shown in Pig. 12.
Pig. 14 shows the effect of the traction angle on B, r, Be and Oh. When

0 is negative, the rear part of the tractor is pulled outward, so that the
rear part slips outward of turning. In this test conditions at the tract-
ion angle of -30 degrees the tractor becomes unstable. On the contrary,
for the positive traction angle 9. the rear part slips inward and the
front part slips outward of turning.
rig. 1 represents that the position of turning center moves away from

the origin for the larger value of the traction angle, because for the
large positive traction angle the front part of the tractor slips outward
of turning and the turning radius becomes larger.

EFFECT Or RUNNING VELOCITY O TUflRNING BEHAVIOUR

When the running velocity V increases, the yaw anqullr velocity r increa-
ses also almost linearly, so that the acceleration V( r) of the tractor
toward the turning center increfses, even if the variation of side slip
angle of the center of gravity 8 is zero at the constant circular turning.
Therefore, the larger centrifugal force acts on the center of gravity,
then the side alip angles of front and rear parts become larqe in the out-
ward direction of turning. Fig. 16 shows this phenomenon.

h-st.-aft.

AT -

rig. 16 Effect of running velocity Fig. 17 Effect of runnn velocity

on the side slip angles and r. on the position of turning center.

rig. 17 shows the variation of the turning center with the value of runn-
ing velocity. When P - 0 % 0, ie. at the running without traction, the
turning center moves toward the frontward of the tractor. It is shown as
a results that the ruts of front wheels and rear wheels coms closely to-
gather when the running speed is rather high In this test condition using

~the test tractor. bWhen the tractor runs with a certain traction the posi-
tion of turning center moves away from the tractor. This in caused by the~increase of the side slip angles due to the increase of the centrifugal

force by high velocity.

410.5
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EFFECT OF ROAD CONDITION ON TURNING BEHAVIOUR

The friction coefficient ij between the tire and the ground has a very im-

portant role to determine the maximum cornering force as equation (12).
Therefore, when the friction coefficient U is small, the upper limit of
the cornering force becomes low, and when the traction P acts, the load of
the front tires decreases due to the weight transfer. So that the front
part of the tractor slips outward intensively. Fig. 18 shows this tenden-
cy. In this test condition the side slip angle of the rear axle center Bh
changes hardly.

Fig. 19 shows that the position of turning center moves away from the
tractor due to the reason mentioned above, when the friction coefficient P
becomes small.
The coefficient of rolling resistance P and the slippage constant K' have
seldom effect on the side slit, angles and the yaw angular velocity.

a

-4

f.#A. *.tVW M

rig. 18 Effect of frictional coeffi- fig. 19 Effect of frictional coeffi-
cient on the side slip angles and cient on the position of turning
the yaw angular velocity, center.

SUOIPAY

The turning behaviour , especially the side slips of the front and rear
parts of the articulated frame steering tractor, was theoretically formu-
lated, when it has a traction with arbitrary traction angle.

The formulated equations of motion were solved numerically by Runge-Kutta-
Gill method as the initial value problem. The running trace of the tractor
which was calculated by this numerical method, was considerably well co-

incident with the measured running trace.
Based on this certified simulation theory, effects of some factors, for
instance the position of bending point, the position of the center of gra-
vity, traction, traction angle, running velocity and friction coefficient,

4A
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A TRACKED VEHICLE TEST PLANT FOR THE SIMULATION OF DYNAMIC OPERATION

Ln INGOBERT C. SCHMID

O UNIVERSITY OF THE GERMAN ARMED FORCES, HAMBURG

ABSTRACT

0 In 1982. a modern test plant was taken into operation at the University of
the German Armed Forces in Hamburg, which has very good dynamic properties
that make it possible to simulate not only rolling resistance, but alsoO the inertia of vehicle mass and the turning resistance of a tracked vehi-
cle. Herewith, the dynamic loads of real vehicle action on the road and in
the terrain can be run on the test stand, true to reality, as it has not
been feasible on power test stands employed so far. I.

The test stand conception is presented and functions are explained. The
fundamental principles for performance lay-out of the test stand for< tracked vehicles are pointed out, referring specially to the requirements
to be met for simulation of acceleration and turning conditions. The ap-
plications for testing are discussed, and several versions of control sys-
tems are presented for different modes of operation.

INTRODUCTION

In the past, many attempts were made to replace road and terrain testing
of the performance of tracked vehicles by simulators. On several test
stands in use, steady-state conditions can be realized (e.g. at TACON,
Detroit). However,dynamic testing, especially simulation of inertia for-
ces and turning resistance, is not possible thereon. Dynamometer Trucks
for towing and braking vehicles on the road or in the terrain were devel-
oped for the Bundeswehr Erprobungsstelle 41 and for Yuma Test Station.
But with these tracked vehicles indoor tests are impossible. For indoor
testing, several studies were made, for instance of roller-type dynamo-
meters, but none of them was materialized, due to cost and technical rea-
sons.

A most promising concept was proposed in 1976 by the University of the
German Armed Forces Uil and developed by the 8rown Boveri Company in close
cooperation with the user. This test stand installed in Hamburg was start-
ed up in 1982. In the meantime, the test stand system has met with much
approval. In the USA, it has become known under the designation of
"Power and Inertia Simulator" or PAISI.

, • I
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TEST STAND FACILITIES

Figure I shows the test stand with the tank JAGUAR of the GERMN Armed
Forces as the test vehicle. The test stand consists of two power units to
which the vehicle sprockets are combined by means of cardan shafts. The
tracks have been taken off. The vehicle is operated here by the driver
just the same as in actual driving. That means he accelerates, he switch-
es the gears, he brakes and he steers.

The vehicle engine drives, the two test rig power units brake, that is to
say they absorb the energy. Under particular driving conditions, the
power flux can be vice-versa, which means that the power units will then
be driving.

Thus the test rig machines must be able to drive, as well as to brake,
and furthermore, they must be able to rotate in both directions. To put
this into practice, direct-current generators, so-called dc-dynamometers,
are most suitable. They are thyristor controlled.

An essential part of the test rig unit is an adaptive gear box, suitable
to adapt torque and speed of the generator to the test vehicle. Between
the adaptive gear box and the generator, there is the torque measuring
shift.

The test hall is a sound-proof room with a 12-ton-crane, Figure 2. The
vehicle is clamped on a rigid and heavy foundation. The foundation mss
is approximately 1600 tons. The necessary cooling air is provided by a
high-capacity blower (150 kW), via a scoop. The exhaust gases are collec-
ted at the exhaust pipe by a funnel and escape via a metal hose.

Inside the control room, the control desk consists of two identical halves,
showing for each of the power units the sam configuration of operating
and control elements, Figure 3. From here, the condition of operation of
the vehicle tested can be predetermined. The control system which is work-
ing in closed loop will then automatically provide the desired torque or
the desired speed. Additionally, on the control desk. there are all in-
struments necessary to observe the values to insure a troublefree test run.

TEST STAND CONTROL

The control system is located in the measurement cabinets, Figure 4. For
the total of 32 different modes of operation for which the plant has been
designed, considerable electronics is required. For some particular cases,
an external hybrid computer governs the test rig control system. Speed and
torque of the power units can be controlled for each unit or for both
units in combination. Thereby, different modes can be realized:

Stea4y-state Control

Needless to emphasize, steady-state operating conditions can be realized
with the test stand. To that purpose, the torque or the speed must be kept
at a constant level.

ndesired a conit. (1 a)

Mdesired a const. (1 b)

-- - I -
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These modes are needed to measure vehicle drive characteristics. Of the
two possibilities, the speed control is mostly preferrable, because it
allows a more stable setting of operational points than a torque control
does: In view of the flat curve of the comustion engine's torque charac-
teristics, difficulties may arise when trying to maintain with torque
control a determined load point at a constant speed.

Prrasmed Control

Alternatively, control can be based on a desired value being variable
with the course of time:

ndesired * n(t) (2 a)

"deied M(t) (2 b)

Herewith. the locomotion and load programs can be assessed, and that is

where the advantages of the test stand become evident.

Motion Resistance Simulation

An even higher requirement can be met by simulating the motion resistan-
ces, and that in a way to obtain the loads as in real locomotion, depen-
dent on any travelling condition.

The total resistance can be expressed by a function as follows:

T - a0' * a1'.v * a2 '.v 2 + b' . t C (R, v) (3)

Therein (ao' + a"'.v + 42'v 2 ) represent rolling resistance, slope resist-
ance and air drag, whereas b depends on the mass inertia, and C refers to
the turntng resistance (v means driving speed, R is the radius of curva-
ture).

The total resistance is split to the two sprockets. Thus the torques at
the sprockets are

N1  " ao + a-n1 + a2 .n 2 + b. d + C (R, nl, n1 1 )
dnI1 (4)

N 1  * ao * a*n + a2'n 2+b. - C (R, n, nl)

(n is the rotational speed at the sprockets.)

It should be noted that the sign of + or - before C is opposite at the two
sprockets. Simulation of rolling resistance, air drag, and slope resi
once on vehicle is well kown to be general state of the art. However,
simulation of vehicle inertia as practised in the way reported here, and
above all simulation of the turning resistance of tracked vehicles, has
not been realized so far, but is single in the test stand presented here.
Therefore. som considerations must be added as to simulation of the accel-
eration resistance as well as of the turning resistance.

"AI
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SIMULATION OF TURNING RESISTANE

As is known, tracked vehicles are steered by a higher speed at the outer
track and a lower speed at the inner track, viewed from the center of cur-
vature. Hereby. a turning resistance arises - a yawing torque - which must
be overcome by an additional driving force at the outer track and by a
braking force at the inner track. When simulating a curve on the test rig.
the two sprockets must accordingly take up different torques at different
speeds. To give an examle. Figure 5 shows the torque taken up by each
sprocket, depending on the rolling speed at various values of the radius
of curvature. This diagram was calculated for a 43-tons tank (engine per-
formance 610 kW, superpositioning-steering-gear box) on the road. The roll-
ing resistance was considered to be independent from driving speed, the air
drag was neglected. For calculation of the turning resistance, a relatively
simple model [2] was used.

As can be seen. in circular motion with growing speed the torque at the
outer sprocket increases and reaches a multiple value as compared to the
torque in straight-line motion. The speed of the vehicle on a radius, how-
ever. can increase no further than to a point where the performance limit
of the tank drive wt I be reached.

As the torque is increased at the outer sprocket, a reduced torque will
arise at the inner sprocket, which will become negative when the radius
drops. In that case, the inner sprocket has a braking effect.

Those torques - which are provided by the tank drive - must, in case of
simulating a curve on the test stand, be counteracted by the test rig unit,
as is indicated in equation (4) by the term of * C.

In the easiest case, the turning resistance can be set manually at the
potentiometer of the motion resistance simulator. This is, however, not
satisfactory in a driving simulation. A better possibility is the computer
input of the turning resistance as a diagram of characteristics (e.g. Fig-
ure 5). This requires the availability of measured or calculated character-
istics which are, however, valid only for determined vehicle data and fixed
road or terrain conditions. It has,therefore, been envisaged for test stand
simulation to establish the turning resistance by the aid of an analytical
model of general validity, e.g. (3]. (4]. in on-line operation.

SIMULATION OF INERTIA OF VEHICLE MASS

In the case of battle-tank test stands, the inertia of the vehicle mass
has not yet been simulated. It could for instance be realized by flywheels.
Due to the substantial tank mass. however. they would have to be very large
It would then probably become necessary to provide a flywheel set with re-
movable rotary messes to allow an adaptation by steps to the tank mass in
question. But this would be quite expensive and would involve problem in
simulating steering conditions. Due to changes of sprocket speed during
steering, inertia forces would be induced which do not occur in reality.

Therefore. on the test stand to be considered, the mass inertia of the
tank is simulated not by mechanical flywheel masses, but by the electri-
cal generators. This involves the need of an equivalent power to be
avail able at the test rig. This power requirement is reduced by the fact
that the test rig unit has a certain basic inertia In terms of its mChan-
ical inertia On so that only the difference up to total vehicle inertia

46-"
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must be supplied as an electrical supplementary torque "S on each power
unit:

s  0re v -Opu) B R (5)

where ov  Inertia of the vehicle simulated (50 1)

e PU Inertia of a power unit
related to the interface between test rig
and unit under test

Equation (5) indicates that generation of the supplementary torque Main-
volves a differentiation of the rotational speed signal n. However, %n this
procedure, the possible accuracy is not too good. Furthermore, feeding back
the signal in a closed loop control will result in problem with regard to
stability. Consequently, the control circuit is sensitive to oscillations.
A certain damping could be helpful, but this would be unfavourable for ob-
taining a fast dynamic response, as it is necessary to simulate mass iner-
tia.

TEST STAND DYNAMICS

The dynamic behaviour of the test stand includes the

- dynamic response to desired changes of torque or rotational speed

- the mechanical and electrical oscillations of the test stand
system, which are, of course, not desirable.

When optimizing both items, problems will arise because there is a certain
conflict of goals. However, the realisation of a fast control at fairly
low oscillations has become possible by the development of active-damping
electrical networks [5) that were harmonized with the mechanics of the
test stand.

Figure 6 shows an example for the dnamic quality achieved. It can be seen
that the torque follows the desired value quite well, when the desired
torque increases from 30 to SO 9 of its maximum within 50 ms. In the case
of increasing the desired value within 20 ms, the actual value is over-
shooting to a certain degree. A slower increase can be followed more accu-
rately. Considering real acceleration conditions, the behaviour demonstra-
ted is judged to be sufficient.

Analyzing the oscillations by considering the transfer function, it could
be found that the control system is capable to control the test stand up
to 10 Hz. Torsional oscillations of the test stand are kept within allow-
able limits by adaption measures at the control system and at the mechan-
ical system.

MMO~ IEASIWNT

The accuracy of measurement Is essential not only for the precision of the
result itself but also for the test stand control in a closed circuit.
While for the speed measurement at the two power units rotational speed
generators are used, wich do not Involve ar problem, the mIasureent of
the torques Is carried out be mean of torque measuring shafts (Hottinger
F TN 10 kin) arranged between dc-gonerator and adaption gear box.

'- -
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Insertion at that place has the advantage that, when supposing equal test
powers, the torques will be of the same order of magnitude for all test
stand versions. (The test stand has been designed as a system of modules,
allowing by various combinations of the testing co ponents different addi-
tional test stand versions, such as test stands for engine, gear box,
torque converter, vehicle brakes). It is, therefore, not necessary to ex-
change the measuring shaft for adapting the measuring range to the require-
.ants of each case. One accepts, however, that the losses of the test stand
gear box must be eliminated by a compensating circuit. There is no problem
as the losses show regularity, Figure 7. Thus an accuracy of the torque
measurement of at least 0,5 %, referred to the final value, will be achiev-
ed. Figure 8.

PERORM EC LAY-OUT

The performance requirement of the tank test stand results from the power
of the vehicle drive train to be tested. It must be considered that the
engine power is split to the two sprockets. Figure 9 shows torque versw
speed characteristics at each sprocket, depending on the gear box steps,
for a tank LEOPARD I (engine power 610 kW). Gearing losses (- 20 %) are
hereby neglected, and the increase of torque due to the hydrodynamic
torque converter is not recorded.

Each of the two test stand power units has to counteract the power at the
sprockets. Therefore. the characteristics of a power unit must cover the
torque and speed range. In the present case, this is fulfilled by dc-gener-
ators of a nominal power of 400 kW each, in combination with the test stand
gear boxes. Gear box step A 1 allows high torque, gear box step A 2 high
speed.

The torque versus speed characteristics considered so far are true for
even power split to the sprockets. However, In a curve, the load distri-
bution will become asymetrical. As it was Indicated In Figure S, the
torque at the outer sprocket, viewed from the center of curvature, can
Increase to high values and exceed the power unit margin.

For this reason, simulation of the turning resistance of the vehicle LEO-
PARD I would need 600 kW at each sprocket. Due to the fact that the turn-
ing resistance will occur for short periods only, it is not necessary to
install dc-generators for 600 k. because the 400 kw units may be over-
loaded to 600 kW for a limited time. The decisive limiting factor is the
temperature of the armature winding, which then must be measured and ob-
served, Figure 10.

Overloading makes also possible an increase of the driving torque by means
of the torque converter, because its action is of short tim as well. The
sam applies to braking of the vehicle. Therefore, braking tests are also
possible on the test stand, up to a power of 600 kW at each sprocket.

The considerations above should line out that for a now test stand for
tracked vehicles, the maximum engine power is not the absolute dimensioning
factor. There shall be emphasized that, In spite of substantial gearing
losses (e 20 %), the peak power transmitted at the outer sprocket ina curve
can exceed even the drive performnce gross value. At this sprocket, there
can be transmitted more than the engine power, which is only possible be-
cause at the inside track of the curvature, power is Uken in from the
ground, and this power is transmitted by the steering gear to the outside
of curvature. The test stand units must meet these performance requirements.

'. ,,
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The performance rating of any new test rig must be based on the power re-
quirements with the special data of vehicles to be tested and under con-
sideration of the duty conditions to be simulated.

The user must. therefore, define the vehicles to be tested, as well as the
terrain conditions and the missions to be simulated, thus enabling the
manufacturer of the test rig to take care of an adequate dimmnsionin of
performance. In view of the dynamic control of the test rig, a certain
power reserve should be included, which will be required to provide dy-
namic behaviour of the test stand.

MDOES OF OPERATION

The test stand with its multiple control versions allows several possibil-
ities of testing and simulation, which are indicated in the following:

Steady-state Control

The easiest mode of operation is a steady-state test run with constant
control. In this version, the operator at the control desk sets the desir-
ed values of the rotational speeds at the sprockets by means of potentio-
mters, whereas the driver provides the load, i.e. the desired torques.
The test rig control system regulates the sprocket speeds in a closed loop,
Figure 11.

This kind of operation is suitable for reaching step-by-step various oper-
ational conditions, in order to measure In steady state the data of torque,
performance, fuel consumption, exhaust gas, noise emission, and so on. In
this way, the characteristic curves can be developed. Although this is
possible with conventional test stands, the advantage of the power test
plant in question is a quicker and more accurate assessment of the opera-
tional points due to the control electronics. The diagram of character-
istics which have to be established point by point can thus be rapidly
compiled.

Programed Control

A larger scope of possibilities is offered by speed and torque control
based on preset desired values changing as a function of time, e.g. ac-
cording to the load conditions of a real locomotion. This means a repeti-
tion of load program.

To obtain such a program, the torques at the two sprockets and the rota-
tional speeds must be measured in the field during the fulfillment of the
vehicle mission. The signals recorded on a tape represent the desired
values which are preset to the test stand control system, Figure 12. The
test rig power units are torque-controlled. Contrary to the previously
considered cases, the driver is, howver, replaced here by a driving actu-
ator, an autopilot, which operates the vehicle. This driving actuator has
the function of controlling in closed loop the speed at the two sprockets
in such a way that the measured speed from the tape will be maintained.

Of course, with this kind of test rig controlling it is also possible to
carry out any desired program of load and speed. For exmple, a test pro-
gram for checking the vartous functions of engine, gear box, and steering
gear my be carried out. Therein the selection of the desired points of
operation or the passing through of deMlWr d courses of load, is con-
trolled automtically. Therefore, the test program will be carried out in

'..*
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a minimum of time resulting in a minimum period of utilization of the test
rig and. consequently, in greater testing capacity of the test plant.

For time-consuming endurance tests, as is, for example, the 400 hours RM
test or the 24 hours battle-day, it seem hardly advisable to use tape re-
cordings requiring many hours of run. Here, the use of statistical pro-
gram will be more suitable.

Such program can be obtained by measuring torque and speed to be evalu-
ated as a histogram. To that purpose, the range of speed and the range of
torque are subdivided into different classes, Figure 13. Every operational
state being characterized by a tot-que and a rotational speed belongs to a
detemined cross-square of speed and torque. Every point on the histogram
marks that 1 % of the time of operation is attributed to the square in
question. From that kind of histogram you will be able to see at once how
often and how long the different operational states occur. This depends,
of course, on the terrain and on the tactical task. The example given here
is the histogram for engine load during a driving test. but, of course,
you can record in the same way the histograms at the two sprockets during
a military maneuver.

From such histograms obtained from actual field practice, programs for
operation of the test rig can be generated, Figure 14. The statistical
data are reconverted to values of torques and speeds as a function of
time, which are used as desired values for controlling the test rig. The
desired values do not correspond to the recorded course exactly; however.
from the statistic point of view. they are equivalent to reality. From
the programs for different vehicle missions. a representative total pro-
gram for a long range mission can be derived. It is replayable over an
unlimited test period on the test rig, without repetition of uniform
phases of load and speed. This mode of operation has not been executed so
far. but it is feasible.

Driving Resistance Simulation

In the case of driving resistance simulation, the operator at the control
desk is replaced by a driving resistance simulator, Figure 15. The latter
computes the desired torques corresponding to the resistances, dependent
on speed, acceleration and - if applicable - radius of curvature.

The driver in the vehicle actuates the accelerator, the gear stick, the
brake; then the driving resistance as the external load occurs automatic-
ally just like under driving conditions on the road. Of course, the fac-
tors of ao. &1. &2 and b must be preset at the driving resistance simu-
lator, according to the vehicle and terrain data. These parameters can,
however, be changed during the test run, for example to simulate the
changing inclination of the road. This can be commanded to the test stand
control system from outside by an additional driving program.

As has been discussed before, in an easy case, the turning resistance is
controlled by hand. For circular motion, a fixed value is then preset;

tonly the influence of speed and acceleration on driving resistance is simu-
lated. By presetting turning resistance characteristics according to char-
acteristic curves, such asin Figure 5, for Instance by mans of digital
function generators, it Is possible to simulate the turning resistance for
a given vehicle that operates on a given road or on homogenious terrain.

In a complete driving resistance simulation which comprises in perticular
the turning resistance as a complex analytical mel, the driving resist-
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ance simulator of the test rig is overburdened. Then it will be useful to
replace the driving resistance simulator by an adequate program in an ex-
ternal computer, Figure 16. For the reason of accuracy, it will then be
necessary to work with digital output. Therefore, signal converters D/A
and A/D are to be used between the analog control system of the test
stand and the digital computer. The computer treats the speed data and
calculates in an on-line process the desired values for the torques at
the two sprockets. Those desired values are in general not constant but
are subject to permanent changes, and the test rig control system in a
closed loop makes sure that on the test rig, the real values of the tor-
ques follow the desired values as accurately as possible.

In this mode of operation, the dynmic behavior of locomotion with accel-
erations and circular path can be simulated. The driver can freely choose
the speed. The only restriction is that he must follow a given course
providing a fixed dependence of the rolling resistance parameters on the
distance travelled. This does not meet the reqtirements of cross-country
locomotion, in which the course may be chosen in any direction of the
whole area.

The final goal of development for the test stand controls is, therefore,
locomotion with free choice of speed and free choice of course in the
terrain. To that purpose, the driver iit be able to see the terrain:
This is shown on a monitor either by the visual scene from the vehicle or
by a map of terrain on which the driver sees his own vehicle. Selection
of speed and driving direction is up to the driver. The computer deter-
mines the coordinates of the tank on the map, calculates the driving re-
sistance, and considers at the same time the terrain parameters changing
with the coordinates, such as inclination or solidity of the ground. Those
parameters of terrain must have been stored in the computer as a map of
terrain. This kind of simulation of a freely selectable cross-country
course offers possibilities of investigating the dynamic behavior of the
tank also from the tactical point of view.

In driving simulation, it is a particular advantage that determined vehi-
cle parameters can be changed, thus allowing a clear demonstration of
their influence. As an example, it is possible to modify the vehicle mass
by potentiometer settings and to investigate in this manner the influence
of the specific performance (kW/tons) on mobility.

It should be noted that the development of the possibilities of simu-
lating the turning resistance on the test stand has not come to a close
so far.

Testing Possibilities

The spectrum of possibilities for test and simulation with steady-state
control, programed constrol, and driving resistance simulation has been
compiled in key points, in Figure 17. In view of its high flexibility and
the good simulation of dynamic loads of operation, the test stand system
PAISI is adequate for a large scale of tasks in research, in the develop-
ment of drive trains, in trial work as well as for Inspections of accept-
ance after a repair.

1W4
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Fig. 1: Power and Inertia Simulator (PAISI)

with a test vehicle

Fig. 2: Operating haill of the test stand
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Fig. 3. Control desk and view to the test stand

Fig. 4: Control roo with the electronics of the test stand
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PROFILEINFLUSS AUF WIDERSTANDS- UND LENKKRAFTE FREI ROLLENDER REIFEN

(INFLUENCE OF TYRE TREAD ON RESISTANCE - AND STEERING FORCES OF TYRES)

A. SCMWANGART UNO K. ROTT

O INSTITUT FUR LANDMASCHINER. TECHN. UNIVERSITAT MUNCHEN, F.R.DEUTSCHLAND

TThere are numerous publications about forces on tyres acting in or
q~m against travel direction, drawbar pull and rolling resistance, but '

only a few about lateral forces on steered tyres.

O A test equipment, which provided a wealth of information of lateral-
and travel resistance of front wheels in recent years. has been further

fl de.eloped for testing implement tyres. This setup is mounted rigid 4
on a tractor Unimog and provides measurement& of l8 ngittntinat and
lateral forces on tyre at steering angles from 0 to 30 with different
load up to 1,3 t.

To determine the influence of tread on lateral forces of steered
tyres there have been made experiments with implement tyres 12,5/80-18
8 PR and a terra-tyre with the sae diameter but greater width
(tigure 4d. With five different loads and steering angles from
0 to 30 we measured the lateral force and rolling resistance on
following soils: stubble field, cultivated field, meadows, gravel
and cornfield after harvest. Every result curve is plotted as a
polynomial regression curve (3. degree) using 35 test points for
different drift angles and loads (figure 11).

The tyre tread influences the lateral force coefficient especially
on meadow and stubble field. The increase is between 35 % to 70 %
for profiled tyres compared with unprofiled tyres at 30 drift angle.
The deep ribbed tyre generates only small tateral forces at small
drift angles but supports the highest forces at greater drift angles.
The traction profile running forward mounted gives more lateral forces
than reversed mounted. The terra-tyre has more effect on plant covered
surfaces than on smooth ones.
The rolling resistance coefficient is with profiled tyres on average
15 % Hntil 40 % higher than with unprofiled tyres. With a drift angie
of 15 the coefficient of rolling resistance is 0,15 - 0,22 at gravel,
0,18 - 0,27 at meadow and stubble field and 0,25 - 0,32 at cultivated

pfield.

The results of these investigations enable the designer of off road
vehicles to determine:

1. Required front axle loadings for the steering behaviour of

tractors (with excentric drawbar pull).

2. Material forces of wheels, axles and tyres.

3. Energy loss by rolling resistance.

4. Steerability and stability of tractors on slope operation.

S. General ride behaviour of tractor (computer simulation).
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1. Einleitung

in der Geiandefatirt und besonders bei landwirtschaftlichen Traktoren
und Anh~ngern gewinnen die abstutzbaren Seitenkr~fte an gelenkten
Reifen emne imner grii~ere Bedeutung [I - 12). Beim Traktor werden
nicht nur hinten, sondern in zunehmendem MaL~e auch vorne Gerite ange-
blut, die erhidhte Arforderungen an die seitliche AbstUtzf~hi gkeit
der Vorderr~der stellen. Ein Beispiel dafilr sind frontangebaute PflUge.
Sowohi bel Anhangern am Hang als auch bet angehAngten. exzentrisch
beasteten Landmaschinen, wie z.B. RUbenroder in der Ebene, mUssen
gro~e Seitenkrafte ubertragen werden. Der Roliwiderstand in Fahrtrich-
tung soil in alien FAllen klein sein.
Li fur die Konzeption neuer Maschinen Anhaltswerte fUr Seiten- und
Rol lwiderstandskrafte zu schaffen, wurden diese an Implement-Reifen
mit unterschiedlichen Profilen auf verschiedenen Wtien bzw. Bodenzust~n-
den gemessen.

2. Wersuchsqerat

gild 1 zeigt die Einzelrad-Versuchsapparatur 12), die in einem starren,
hinten an einem Unimog angebauten Ratmen gelagert ist. Das lenkbare
Rad ist Uber eine Nalbachse kugelig aufgeh~ngt (gilid 2), so daS es
sich frei der BodenoberflAche anpassen und ungjesttirt einsinken kann.
Die Querachse (2), auf der die Selastungsgewichte (14) aufgebracht
werden, ist Uber zwei Membranen (4) im Gehluse (3) gelagert. Die Selten-
kraft quer zur Fahrtrichtung kann mit einer Kraftae~dose (10) aufgenom-
men werden. Die LAngskraft bzw. der Zugwiderstand wird ebenfalls uber
eine Kraftmse~dose (11) ermitteit, weiche in dem Zugseil (7) zwischen
MeBapparatur und Zugfahrzeug eingebaut ist.
Mit dem GerAt konnen nach gild 3 bei gegebener Belastung der Roliwider-
stand R in Fahrtrichtung und die Seitenkraft S senkrecht zur Fahrtrich-
tung geinessen wrden. Die Kr~fte werden Uiber Tr~gerfrequenz-MeBverstar-
ker und einen UV-Osziliographen aufgezeichnet und auf einem Rechner
weiterverarbeitet. Dadurch, daB die gesauite MeBapparatur mit dem Ver-
sucistreifen uiber den starren Anbau an die Zu~maschine in eine gerad-
linige Fahrtrichtung gezwungen wird, ist der geometrische Lenkwinkel
gleich dem Schrbglaufwinkel.

3. Versuche

Die Widerstands- und Seitenkr~fte wurden an den vier in Sld 4 gezeig-
ten Implement-Reifen 12.5/80-18 B PR*) bei elnem Luftdruck von 1 bar
mit folgenden Profilen enuitteltt

e) mit Treibradprofll (traction profil)
b) Profil mit 3 hohen Rippen (deep ribbed)
c) ohne Profil (nearly ribless)
d) Terra-Reifen (breiter) (terra-tyre)
P) Treibradprofil ruckw~rts (traction profil reverse)

)Die Reifen sind dankenswerterweise von der Firea Continental, die
Felgen von der Firma Leiwuerz-Werke zur Verfiagung gestelit worden.
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Der AuBendurctwiesser der Reifen betrug 987 "Wn. Die 5elastung variterte
in fUnf Stufen von 1500 bis 8500 N, das ergibt fur eine inaximale Reifen-
nenniast von 13000 N elne Gewichtsauslastup von M~ % bis 65 %. Ne
Schr~glaufwinkel wurde in Schritten von S von 0 bis maximal 30
eingestellt. Die Fahrgeschwindigkeit w~hrend des Versuchs lag bei
1.4 km/h.
Die folgenden glider zeiqen die verschiedenen Versuchsfelder:
Sild 6: Wiese. gild 6: Stoppelfeld, gild 7: Acker (gegrubbert) und
gild 8: Kiesboden. Das abgeerntete Maisfeld (ohne Bild) hatte eine
glatte. feste Oberfl~che.

4. WersuchsauswertuNg

In gild 9 sind die Seitenkr ,ite des Relfens mit Treibrad-Profil in
AbhAngigkeit voi Schr~glaufwinkel aufgetragen. Boden: abgeerntetes
Raisfeld. 141t steigender Radlast W wird auch die abstUtzbare Seitenkraft
grd~er. Die !e~punkte wurden (lurch Regressionskurven mit Polynome
zweiten Grades verbunden.
Bezieht man die Seltenkr~fte aid die jeweilige Radlast, so ergeben
sich die Kurven in gild 10. Hier .wurden fUr den Kurvenverlauf Polynome
dritten Grades als Regress Ionskurven verwendet, da der gemessene Verlauf
fur bestimste Bdden ein Maximnum und ein Minimum aufweist und emn Poly-
nom dritten Grades hierbel elne bessere Annhherung aufweist.

Ld8t man eine gewisse, bei Feldversuchen unvemmeidliche Streuung dir
Werte zu, so kann man eine Regress ionskurve durch aVle MeBpunkte von
S/W in Abhlng igkeit von' Schr~glaufwinkeI emiittein und in ein Diagra
eintragen (ild 11). Hierbel ist des Ergebnis von 35 Einzelversuchen
mit einem Reifenprofil bei fUnf unterschiedlichen Belastungen aufge-
zeigt.

In derselben Weise wurden die Rollwiderstandsnessungen ausgeertet.
Sild 1? zeigt den Roliwiderstand in Fahrtrichtung in Abh~ngigkeit
van' Schrlglaufwinke1 bei verschiedenen Radlasten. Noch enger als bei
den Seitenkr~ften fallen diese Kurvco zusamen, wenn man den Widerstand
auf die Radlast bezieht (ild 13). Die Regress ionskurve f~r adie IeB-
punkte fur ein Reifenprofil auf einem Boden, in diesem Beispiel Muls-
feld, zeigt Sild 14.

5. Erqebnisse
Die gilider 15 bis 19 zeigmn den Rolilwiderstandsbeiwert der verschieden
profilierten Relfen auf Stoppulfeld, Wiese, Acker, Kiesboden und Mais-
feld. Hiennlt iNlet sich z.B. der Roliwiderstand dir hinteren Lenkrlder
eines MUhdreschers bestimen. gild 15 gilt fUr des Stoppelfeld. Der/
profillose Reifen hat bul grti~eren Schrlglaufwinkein den geringsten
Widerstend, der umgekehrt montierte Farmerreifen einen grdiberen Wider-
stand als dir richtig montierte, belde Shnlich den' breiteren Terra-Rei-
fen und der Treibradreifen mit den hohen Stollen weist den grd~ten
Widerstand auf. Ahnliches zeigen die Slder 16 und 17 fUr Wliese und
Aicker. FUr tie Wiese liegt der Rol lwiderstandsbeiwert bei Geradeaus-
F ahrt (6 0L a) unter 10 %, ben im cker h~her, bi s nahe 20 %. Der prof i I-
lose Reifen hot wieder den niedrigsten Wart. Entsprechund sind die
Rollwiderstandsbeiverte fur Kiesboden und Maisfeld in den Wlidern
18 und 19 aufgetragmn.
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Do in diesen Darstellungen die V'urven nahe zusauuen [tegen und Unter-
schiede bezUgllch Profilform schwer zu erkennen sind, ist in gild
20 der Unterschied des Rollwiderstandsbelwertes der einzelnen Profilrei-
fen zun profiilosen Re-lten 0fUr die f~inf Bodenorten in % aufgetragen.
Die Werte gelten fur 10U Z 2 und 30 Schrlglauf.

Wiese. Stoppel- und Maisfeld bringen die grdl~eren Widerstandserhdhun-
gen gegenuber dem glatten Relfen, der sehr trockene, gegrubberte Acker
und der Kiesboden wirkt vilieicht vie eine mit "Kugeln* bedeckte
Ebene. uber die sowoil glatte als such proftierte Reifen leichter
hinweg gleiten. In den wueisten Fallen weist der breitere Terrarelfen
den niedrigsten Roliwiderstand unter den Proftilreifen auf.

Die seitliche AbstutzfAhigkeit verschiedener Profile zeigt gild 21
fUr dos Stoppelfeld. Bet kleinen Einschiogwinkein sind meist nur geringe
Unterschiede Nwdschen den elnzelnen Profireifen. Bet elnem Schr~glauf-
winkel Uber 20 kann der glatte Reifen amwenigsten Seitenkrifte oh-
stutzen, er "rutscht" Uber die Stoppeln, dos Stollenprofil normal
und umgekehrt montiert, verhakt sich mehr in den Stoppeln und der
Moc-hprofil-Reifen erzeugt die groften Seitenkrifte. Sehr hoch Sind
die Seitenkraftbelwerte such auf 4cr Wiese (Slid 22). Dieser Boden
Nlese" ist in diesem Fall ein mit Gras bepflanzter Acker, auf deni
das Gras zuu Unterpflgen anges~t wurde. Das Treibrad-Profti erreichte
Werte Uber 1. Dos kann nur so erk1~rt werden, daB sich dos Profil
gewissermaien forinschlUssig zwlschen den GrasbUschein verankert. Aber
such der Terraretfen erretcht hohe Seitenkraftbeiwerte. Diese bleiben
jedoch konstont, wenn, wie auch beim profillosen Reifen. die gesamte
Aufstandsflache "abigeschert" ist. Anders zeigt stch dos Verhalten
des Reifens mit den drei hohen Ringprofilen (deep ribbed).
In den meisten F4llen entwickelt dieses Profil bei klctnen Schr~gste1-
lungen zun~chst geringere Seltenkr~fte, bet groBen Schrglufwinkeln
jedoch immer noch ansteigende Settenkr~fte. Dos Profil ist gut fur
extreaw Beanspruchungen.
fast nur halb so groB vie out 4cr Wiese Sind die Seitenkraftbeiwerte
aut dem trockenen, gegrubberten Acker (Slid 23).
Ahnlich 1st dos Seltenkraftbelwerts-Dagraui fUr Kiesboden (gild 24)
und Maisfeld (Sild 2S) auszuwerten. Wenn die gesamte Flache aut Kies
biw. teuchtem giatten Boden zwischen den Maispflanzen abschert, steigt
die Seitenkraft such bet grdBeren Schrlolufwinkeln nicht wuehr on.

D,,e Bereiche, in die die Kurven der Seitenkraftbetwerte oiler untersuch-
ten Relfen ohne Rucksicht auf Profil fUr eine bestimpte Bodenart fol-
len, Sind in Sllid 26 etngetrogen. Die Seitenkraftbeiwerte sind bet
Wiese und Stoppelteld am hdchsten und stelgen such bet grderen Schriiq-
loul'winkeln noch icht an. Fur gegrubberten, trockenen Ackerboden
Sind die obstiutzbaren Seitenkrdfte so geringsteri, obr imer noch
ES. 50 % der Radiost bei groBen Einschiagwlnkicen. Auf Kiesboden ung
Moisfeld steigt der Seitenkraftbeiwert rasch aut 0,4 bis 0,5 bet 10
Schriglaufwtnkel an. Andert sich ober donn bet grdBeren Einschlagwin-
kein kaui umehr.

Die Ergebntsse bezugliCh der Prof ilunterschlede sind in Sld 27 zusm-
mengefadt. Die Balkendigrme zcigen fUr die verschiedenen Btden
und fur Schr~glouf'winke) von 10 bis 300 die prozentuale Ver~nderung
des Selteakraftbeiwertes S/W der einzelnen Protilreifen gegenUber
de unprofilierten Rotten.
Deutlich ist zu erkennen, da6 die profilierten Rtten nur aut der

* ~ Witese und out de. Stoppo iteld wasentitch mehr Seitenkrift autbrlngen
kdnnen 0ts ein glatter Reifen. Ursache dafUr ktinnte .mne gewisse ftform-



schiussige Verzahnung" zwischen Pf lanzen und Reifenprof i Isein. Auch
hier wird wieder deutlich, daB der Hochstoiienrelfen bei geringen
Schraglaufwinkein kicine Seitenkrifte, aber mit wachsendem Winkel
imr grdBere Seitenkr~fte abstUtzen kann.

In alien F~llen, mit Ausnaiwne vain feuchten Maisfeld, 1st das Treibrad-
profil mit vorgeschriebener Laufrichtung inontiert (Spur besteht aus
rUckw~rts gerichteten Pfeilen) vorteilhafter als in gegen die Laufrich-
tung montierten Zustand.
Der Terra-Reifen schneidet bel pflanzenbedeckter 0berfligche gut ab,
bringt aber keine nenflenswerten Vortelie iii! giatter, kr~iielger bzw.
kiesbedeckter Bodenoberfl~che.
Im feuchten Maisfeld sind s~ptliche Profilreifen bei klinen Schr~glauf-
winkein unguinstiger als der glatte Reifen. Vermutlich ilberwiegt dabel
die AdhAsion der gro~en, giatten Fl~che des unprofilierten Reifens,
bis bei grdBeren Schrliaufwinkeln die Profile durch ihre Kanten waehr
in den Boden eindrinqen und dadurch grd~ere Kr~fte abstUtzen kd~nnen.

Bezieht man die Seitenkraft suf den Rollwiderstand, so ergibt dies
eine Art Wirkungsgrad, d.h. emn hoher Quotient aus SIR zeigt eine
gute Ausnutzung des Reifens fur die "SeitenabstUtzung" an. Dieser
Quotient ist in 81id 28 fur alie Reifen und Bbd~n in AbhAngigkeit
vain Schrtglaufwinkei aufoetragen. Da bel Ok - 0 keine Seitenkraft
wohi aber emn Roliw~derstand 0 vorhanden ist, beginnen alle Kurven im
Ursprung. Zwischen 5 und 10 tritt in alIen F4llen das Maximum auf,
welches bela Acker bet S/R - 1,5 und bei den anderen 86den bei
S/R -2,5 bis 4,5 liegt. Dies zeigt an, dae i, Verh~ltnis zur aufge-0
wandten 0Widerstandskraft in Fahrtrichtung alle Reifen zwischen 50
und 100 Schraglauf den gr6Bten Seitenkrafteffekt, also den besten
*Ausnutzungsgrad bzw. Wirkungsgrad" bezuglich seitlicher AbstUtzfS-
higkeit haben.

6. Zusammenfassung

Wbhrend es zahireiche Verdffentlichungen uber Krifte am Reifen in
nachgtebigem Boden in Fahrtrichtung, also Uber Triebkrdfte und Roliwi-
derst~nde gibt, finden sich noch wenige Arbeiten, die die KrAfte senk-
recht zur Fahrtrichtung, also Seitenkr~fte, behandein.

Eine in friiheren Untersuchungen bewthrte Einzeirad-Versuchseinrichtung
wurde fur Messungen an nichtangetriebenen Impleinent-Reifen fur Acker-
wagen und landwirtchaftliche Arbeitsmaschinen und Ger~te weiterent-
wickelt. Diese Versuchseinrichtung wird an einem Traktor Typ Unim"S
hinten starr angebaut. Es kbnnen bet Lenkeinschi~gen von 0 bis 30
und Radiasten bis zu 1,3 t die auf den Versuchsreifen wirkenden Lbngs-
und Sefteitkrlfte gemessen werden.

Zur Ermittiung des Prof Ileinf lusses auf die Ubertragbare Seitenkraft
im gelenkten Zustand w'arden Relten 12,S/80-18 8 PR und emn Terra-Relfen
gicichen Durcbmessers jedoch grdBerer Breite mit den Profilien nach
ild 4 verwendet. An Sede Reifen wurden bei 0 fun! unterschiedlichen

Belestungen und Einschlagwinkein von 0 bis 300 die Widerstandskrifte
In Fahrtrichtung und die Seltenkr~fte suf folgenden Bilden gemessen:
Stoppeifeid, gegrubberter Acker, Wiese, Kiesboden und abqeerntetes
Maisfeld. Die Widerstandskreft- und Settenkraftbeiwerte vejrden dadurch
eriitteit, daS durch 35 Nefpunkte for verschtedene Schrilaufwinkel
und unterschiedliche Radiasten etne RegresslIonskurve mit einem Polynom
dritten Grades gezogen wurde.

.40
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Das Reifenprofil beeinfluBt die Seitenkraftbeiwerte (Seitenkraft/Rad-
last) vornehmitch bet den B6)den Witese und Stoppelfeld.
Die abstUtibaren Seitenkr~fte sind bet den prof ilierten R~ifen gegen-
uber des glatten Reifen bet eine, Einschlagwinkel von 30 umn 2S bis
70 % hdier. Das typlsche Lenkretfenprofil sit zwei tiefen Rundum-Rillen
(deep ribbed) erzeugt bet geringen Schr~glaufwinkein zvar klinere
Seitenkr~fte, kann aber bet groben Schriglaufwinkeln die guuiBten Seiten-
krafte abstutzen. Das Treibradprofll 1st in fast allen FAllen in Lauf-
rtchtung richtig montiert vorteihafter als rUckwgrtslaufend montiert.
Der Terra-Retfen schneidet bet pflanzenbedeckter 0berfl~che gut ab,
bringt aber keine nennenswerten Vortetle auf glitter BodenoberflI che.
Die Fahrwiderstandsbeiwerte (L~ngskraft/Radlast) sind in fast alien
Fallen fur profillerte Relfen is Mittel umn 15 bis 40 % hbtur als bet
dee unprofilterten Retfen. Ste sind bet 15 0 Schrdglaufwinkel fUr Kies
0.15 bts 0.22. fur Wiese und Stoppelfeld 0,18 bts 0,27 und fUr gegrub-
berten Acker 0.25 - 0,32.

Die Ergebnisse dieser Settenkraft- und Rollwiderstandsnessungen an
Implernent-Reifen ait unterschiedlichen Profilen sind nUtzlich fur
die Berechnung von:

1. notwendiger Vorderachslast fur das Lenkverhalten von Traktoren
(schriger Zug)j

2. rMaterialbelastungen von R~dern, Achsen und Retfen;

3. notwendiger Leistung zur Uberwindung des Rollwiderstandes der
Schleppervorderachse bzw. der Htnterachse beta Mihdrescher;,

4. LenkfAhtgkeit und Stabilitt von Traktoren und Aningern am
Mang;

5. ailgemeinen Fahrverhalten des Traktors (Computer-Simulation).

or4
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gild 1: Gesamtansicht des Traktors Unimog mit an-
gebautem Seitenkraft-OlegerAt.
Total view of the tractor Unimog with mounted
lateral force-test setup.

t ' gBld 2: Schematische Oarstellung~b------- --deir Versuchseinrichtung zur Mes-
a sung der Seitenkraft und des Roll-

widerstandes eines Reifens.
Test setup (schematic) for measure-
ment of lateral force and rolling
resistance of a tyre.

Pehtrch4a

~~IA
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Bi d 3: Etnzelrad-NOftinrichtuflg fUr gelenkte
Reifen. PeSqrt1Cen: Radlast W, Seitenliraft S und
Rollwiderstand R in Fahrtrichtulg.

Sigle wheel tester for steered tyres.

Bild 4: Versuchsreifen: Treib-O radrelfen, IHochstol lenreifen,
LL nahezu profilloser Reifen und Terra-

# a l Test tyress traction profile,
deep ribbed, nearly ribless and
Terra-tyre.

ild S: Ansicht des Stoppelfeldes.

.~:View on stubble field.



Bild 6: Ansicht des Reifens auf der

Tyre on meadow.

4I

Bild 7: Ansicht des Hochstolleflpro- Olld 8t Anstcftt des Terra-Reffens
fTMre3Tens auf dem Acker. dUti ,Wf Kiesbioden.

Deep ribbed Ityrf' on field. Terra-tyre on gravel ground

It.
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0 2e01
Schroglufinisl DriftAngle

ilid 9: Seitenkrifte in Abhdngigkelt Yom Schrig-
laufwinkel am Treibradreifen bel verschiedenen
Rad lasten.

Relationship between lateral forces and drift
angle of traction tyre at different load.

S 1.0 1.0

-. 5 1 ___150-_620

Sdragouwu grThit A ngk Schrdgtouwmt Drift ArAr

Buld 10% Die auf das Gewlcht W bezo- Slid Ili Mlttlerer Seitenkraftbelwert
gene Seltenkraft S in Abhgngigkelt 37W TXbh~ngfgkott Yomn Schriglauf-
Yom Schriglaufwinkel fUr die Kurven winkel nach Punkten und Kurven In
aus il~d 9. Buld 10.

Lateral force S referred to load W Mqean lateral force coefficient S/W
in relationship to drift angle for as a function of drift angle using
the curves in figure 9. the points and curves of figure 10.

V t
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000 .,Mis Cornfield Radlst Load

_1 -6200 Nap oo -000/
3000 5100

K 2000 3900

1000 
1500

0 If f 3
SchrtaufmWnk Ort Anoe

Bild 12: Rollwiderstand des Treibradreifens in
Abblngiikeit yor Schriglaufwinkel bet verschiede-
nen Rad asten.

Relationship between rolling resistance and drift
angle of traction tyre at different load.

3

0.6 0.6

0.4 0. -
o., o..,/,

0 le 21f0 '70 3e0
Shrgoauhm &0 A * SdtgloufvinW tr Arde

B i: Rollwiderstand R nach Bild 14: Mittlerer Rollwiderstands-
UIdi12, bezogen auf die Rad- b1iw -RiW in Abhlnglgkelt von
last W in Abhlngigkelt vo Schrliglaufwinkel nach Punkten und
SchriglaufwInke . Kurven &us gild 13.

Relationship between rolling Mean rolling resistance coeff. as a
resistance coeff. of traction function of drift angle using points
tyre and drift angle at different and curves of figure 13.
load from figure 12.
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1.0 stoppel Sfub~ble

0.5

Schr6WuufwW*W Ord 4,n

ilid IS: Rolividerstandsbetwert verschledener
Neilen In Abhgngi gkeit worn SchrgglaufwinkeI
auf dim Stoppulteld.
Rolling resistance coeff. in relation to
drift angle.

0.6 - 0.6
*Wiese MeadowAceFil

'4.-

0 10e W0 3f 0 If0 200 3e
l~uwbi.d 410 MOO Sft6"oufw*"k OrN AO

Slid 16t ROlWiderstandsbeivert ilid 17t Rollwlderstandsbeiwirt ver-
verichedner Retten In AbhIngig. iEcie r Reifen in Abhlngigkeit
keit vw~ Schrlglaufwtnkel at dir worn Schrlglaufwinkel auf gegrubber-
Wiese. tern Acker.
Rolling resistance coell. in Rolling resistance coeff. In
relation to drift angle. relation to drift angle.
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SiId 181 Rollwiderstandsbeivert Sild 19: Rollwiderstandsbeiwert in
verschiedener Reifen in Abh~flgig- Abh~ngig eit vam Schriglaufwinkel
keit woon Schrlglaufikl~e aid Kies- aid abgeerntetem , feuchten Maisfeld.
boden. Rolling resistance coeff. in
Rolling resistance coeff. in relation to drift angle.
relation to drift angle.
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811Id 20t Prozentuale Anderung des Rol 1widerstandsbeiertes R/W von
proftlitrton Reifen pgnUbr due profilosen Plifmn aid verschie-
dmnmn Si6den bet unterschiedlichen Schrlaufwinkelfi.

jr ~Percentage increase of rolling resistanoce coefficient of profiled

r tyres coared with ribless ty"r.
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gild 21: Suitenkraftbetwert S/W verschiedener
Reifen In Abh~ng igkeit vom Schr~glaufwinkel auf
einein Stoppelfe d.

Lateral force coeff. in relation to drift angle.
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gild 22: Seitenkraftbeivert ver- Slid 23: Seltenkraftbeliert ver-
schiedner Retfen In Abftb'g tkett schidner Reiten In Abhlngigkeit
vom SchrIgisufrwfkel suf . ier Wies. worn Schrlglaufwiflkel maf ei tie

Lateral force costff. in relation gsgrwbbertel Acker.
to drft agle.Lateral force coeff. in relation
to drft agle.to drift angle.
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Bild 24: Seitenkraftbeiwert ver- Sild 25: Seitenkraftbeiwert ver-
schiedener Reifen in Abhhngigkeit schidener Reifen in AbhAngigkeit
you" Schraglaufwinkel auf Kiesboden. vom Schrdglaufwtnkel auf einem

Lateral force coeff. in relation to abgeernteten, feuchten Maisfeld.
drift angle. Lateral force coeff. in relation

to drift angle.
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gild 26% Settenkraftbeiwiert S/U aller hier peteste-
ten-proilierten Reifen und des profillosen Reilfes
in Abhngilkelt wom Schriglaufwinkul auf werschisde-
nen kdden.

Lateral force coeft. of all tested tyres in relation
to drift angle at different soils.

is1.7
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Bild 27. Prozentuale Xnderung des Seitenkraftbeivertes S/W von
proftlerten Reifen gegenUber dern profillosen Reifen auf verschie-
denen B45den bet unterschiedllchen Schrlglaufwinkeln.

Percentage increase of lateral-force coefficient of profiled tyres
compared with ribless tyre.
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Sild 28s Verh~ltnis dinr Seitenkraft zu Rollwider-
stad SR aller getesteten Reifen in Abhblnggeit
yam Schrlglaufwinkel auf verschtedenen S1dmn. Die
Werte stellen elne Art "stitliche AbstUtzung
bzw. seitlicher Ausnutzungsgrad" der Retten dar.
Ratio of lateral force to rolling resistaince of

.,qtested tyres In relation to drift anle.
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TME DWMM Or THE TYM 1D ON TME NXWIG IUgWC AM) STEM
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H. SasmammGW and K. Fef
nar=u AOR LmoDsam , 1T?4. uvzn* .6 MW, F.R. vwzlu=,u

(Translated by Kim~ G. Basmn NIM, Silsos, Onlaind)

There are mzeou publications about fames ci tyries acting In or against
travel direction, drular p31l and rolling resistance, but only a few about
lateral fIne r c steered tyres.

A test aeipt, O4~d provided a wealth of infouticn of lateral aid
travel resintance of fruit tisels In r , it years, ha been further deel-
qead for testing ixplanit tyres. This stbV In mted rigid an a trac-
tor timuog and provides mesurts of langitadinal, aid lateral Fars cn
tyro at steering aniles fune 00 to 301 with different lced up to 1.3 t.

7bt deterine the influence of tren lateral Fry of steered tyres
ther haoe been ams auarimets with implot tyres 12.5/80-16 8 PR and
a terra-tyre with the saediamter but grester width (Fig. 4). With
f ive dif Foyrnt lod and steering aingles frm 01 to 300 we immared the
lateral form and rolling resistance an the follwin soils a stubble
f ield, cultivated f Ield, meami, gravel ad amoflsid after harvest.
Every result curve is plotted as a polynimial regrmi curve (3 degree)
usinig 35 tet onts for different. drift anglies and lnod (Fig. 11).

Theu tyro troed influmnoms the lateral Exm - 0uffiiut espcially an
und and subble field. The Inae Is binm 25% to 700 for profiled
tyras ompred with unprofiled tyres at 300 f-Ift wooie. -T.m daep ribed
tyre geinas -, ly mil lateral fain at smal drift angles but P4*cts
the hi~ms f-rce at Ir hKd&ift aaglas. If tra~1Mi profile LXaWiin
forward muted gives wan lvl Ma , tha rueda mted. 'The
terra-tyre has more effect capIUsa rord matins thma onmoh ones.

The rolling reeistancs anefficlait Is with profileid tyre an averge 154
until 404 higher than with uirafllad tyres. With a drift ogle of 150
the amficit of rolling resistance is 0.15-0.22 at gravel, 0.1"-.27 at

m adad st~b3. field ad 0.2S-0.32 at cultivated field.

The results of tie inventiqations amble the desiner of off roed
vehicles to datimminer

1. ~P~ied front adl loodings for tie seerng bimofa treotmrn
(with eoomtra ftd pull).

2. Hateial formo. at eels, mies ad tyres.
3. berW lows by rolling memistum.
4. Stsermbility and staflity cf tracor at &lq* qeratiwn.

S. eneal riebdiviur of taor(c~*er std .
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Te lateral forams which can be w~qxted on steered tyres are of Incras-
ing Imprtance in crosn coutry transpot an a r ially in the use of
agricultural tractors and trailed iIemets (I1 ). Increasingly Imple-
onto are being mounted an tractors wot only behind but also In frCmt ,
which increase the I an the laters! S copoicity of the front
timale. Front wanted ploughs are an waiple of tbis. large lateral
fove. mast be tramite for trailed implts operating on a slope andl
also for ecowtrically loadd trailed agricultural macines, e.g. beet
lifters operating on flat lanmd. 7he rolling resistance in the direction
of trawel should be kept all in all es

In order to provide reference valuzes for lateral ad rolling resistance
forces which my be used in the designa of no ~mo ne, fUrne a e

anze uImpzq min tyrom with varioustraf m ifferent soils. or
grund am-ditions.

2. Tet i

Fig. 1 u1- the single wbmel tafter 42 ) which is positioned in a frme
montted rigidly behind a Lliwg trwor 'ltn stmerable whel is mu-
dad in a bell Joint aboe a hmlf-aft WFig. 2) so that it own adp to
the soil surfac and sink In freely. -The truare adis (2), * uo wichd
thes bmhest weights (14? arm attachd, Is positioned abom~ tw dimira"
(4) in the casing (3). The lateral Vorc permduimr tothen direction
of trawal ami be sarmad with a load cell (10). 'flu horiamstal Forcco
rolling resist==e is also detanmed with a loa call (11), whtich is set
in the toing cale (7) bemithe measuring aparatus ad the toinkg
vehicle.A

Iton toomr. as~ In fig. 3, own be used to sommum the rolling resia,-

tanc R in the diretion cif travel ami the lateral taor8e rr peqi u lay-
to the 4iret4i of tnwe fo a giwim loa. ?ho Fore are recde via

by ompmr. Thegemtric steering angl is equal1 to the &lftt
wkle beceis the wiwle test rig with the test tyrom Is Fo rcI to travelI
in a straight line beesme of its rigid attachmet to the aing vehilcle.

Ito assstanc ad lateraol ftioes mve desmdned oin eftx qImlamt
tyin ei An Fig. 4, 12.S/90-14 S M& at an air pemm of 1 bar ith
tin 90LUWUMn trfs

a) traction txci

b) tro with thre door ris
c) Wtr~m~

0) zwn dtractim treed

I"*n tym avem kilily e miilde by the Cmilnwel Cov.g mod
the tyrn r~im IV th mn "adsq Couiy.

-6k 2
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Ttlu extemnal dimter of the tym was 967 ea. Viu loading varied in
five steps ibaow 1500 mid 8500 N, which gives a waiijt loading of

Ie~ I1 mItd 656 for a mwaxia tyro noiaul lcad of 13 000 X. Zn
drift angle was adjusted In staes of 50 from 00 up to a wm~uni of 30.
Ifts foarI s edring the test was 1.4 km/h.

12m follouing figures show the various II fields a

Fig. 5: r Fq. 6t stuble, Fig. 7: arala Icultivated) mid Fig. 8:
gravel. its harvested mim field (no Fig.) had a anoth tire surfae.

4. 7wet evluation

Fig. 9 ic the lateal for"e of the tyre with the tration tread in
relation to the drift arigle. Gwnd coniions i harete mim fieald.
7he lateral forc" to be supprted also beomgrae with Increasing
whea.l load W. tIhnemsring points were linked by zwaIon curvs with
polynomials of the secoud Aw, 1

If the lateral foce are related to the reqaet1w wel lcad, tha the
curvs oho in Fig. 10 are otained. Ru polynomials of the third
A reere usemd an the regression cuiv, as the meaured curvie show a
maxinmanmd a miniim for seific sails; a polynomial of the third
I p'e thus gives a ]h ets apprclotion. If a Cetain drvistion of the
volume - as is unavoiale In field tests - ts pumtted, than a zwgea-
Mon curve co be detandrd thruig* all themasured points from S/W In
relationa to the drift uwle aid incorporated in a diagra (Pig. 11).-
This show the results of 35 individual taste for a "=r tread with five
diff t F Ilads.

lha rolling resistanc smauramuta mer- evaluated In the mm my. Fig.
12 dune the rolling resistance in the direction Of Utral In reMINUM to
the drift awl, with different whel load. These mives coincide ' i
closely tin tI'e for the lateral Aoms if the resistanc Is related to
the iihel load MFg. 13). Fig. 14 iethe regression cum for all the
meamin points for a tyro tread an a soil, In this examle, a smiss
field.

S. kuealts

Figs. 15 to 19 ohm the rolling resistanoe coeff icient of tymu with
various trefto sAi *ge, and, uiltivated field, grael mid xmise
field. king these ame am detUMIMe for WnWI@# the rolling resist-
anc at the low 1 stme *dnls of a aou imwester. Fig. IS ts valid
for the ftuM field. Thsuntadezd tyre has the 2amst resistance with
increaing, drift nagl, and the tration tresd tyrs maite revesely t'as
a greater resistanceti thed tyre correftly wuntedi bt of thIme tyre
ame similar to thide Tot-i . S tzeftim tread tyre with the

depcleats idz the retet resistanc. ?1". 16 aid 17 dWW them
for the amd aid caltivted lad. Omn driving, straight shead
(a - 0*) the zolling remismoo wifficisit for the sedo Is les then
lot, aid higher for the cultivated Iai up to asimat 2N%. 22s untreade
tyre sgain hiw the lowest value. So . orr , ' rolling zesistawem
coeff liits for gravel amd mise field are given in Figs. 16 ai 19.

Ail hIn ties£ gm.E the arvls are a2109t 0te mi 1 ad differences in the
tresi fioes an difficult to disinpmis, the diffemce in S of rolling
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resistance coefficienit of individual trad tyres cowipared with the
untreaded tyres is giveniIn Fig. 20 for the five soil types. The values
are valid for drift angles of 100, 200 and 300.

Meadw, stubble and amims fields give the greater resistanc~e increases In
cxamaison with the smooth tyro. 'flu very dry, cultivated field and
gravel surface act in the saem way perhaps as a flat surfac cvered with

"xpars" oer which both smoth and trede tyres pas more easily. In
the majority of cames the wider ?err-'Iires have the low'est rolling resis-
tance after the tzeadid tyre.

Fig. 21 shows the latearal suport city of various trns n the stubbile
f ield. There are generally only smll differuices between the individual
treadad tyres with small storing angles. With a drift angle of soethan
200, the smo~oth tyre has the least ability to suport lateral foms
because it "alidas" ov/er the stubble; with the tractin tread mounted nor-
mally and reversely, tread puietratian in the It hA Is is greater and the
deep treaded tyre proues the greatest later-al forces. 7hm lateral force
cefficients are also very high ai the madow I71g. 22). 7he soil type
labelled "madm is in this Instance arable land planted with gass wich
is to be ploughed in. 'flu traction tra abtained values of moe than 1.
This can only be explained by the fact that the tread becomes caughit in
the grass tufts, giving a binding effect with the surface. Buht even the
Trra-'riras have high lateral force coefficients. Three, howver, remin

-.tat wheni the total cotact area is asheored off, whtich also ncw
with untrned tyres. "al bdwiaa of the tyre with the three deep ring
prof iles Itep ribbied) is different to this.

in most cases this trea first devenpe smaller lateral forces with ame ll
drift angles; with large drift angles, however, the lateral forces still
in'wease. The tread is opimu for uctrm anoiditicins.

The lateral Env, coefficients n the dry, cultivated soil are less than
half as great as n the medo MFg. 23).

11w lateral Fore coefficint diagram ftr gravel (rig. 24) adthe raise
field (Fig. 25) can be rvaluated similarly. if the total surface n the
gravel or dee saoth soil shers off betIm-- them aise plants, the lateral
Forme no lave increases ovnwith increiasing drift angles. Fig. 26
show the ares In which the ciuvs of the lateral filr e coefficients of
all the tyre. tested fall for a certain type of soil witkhout regard to the
trea. 2he lateral, Cr e coefficients are hiuasst for the md a
stuible fiel d v are easily incrased ~ with greater drift angles.
o1waera Ioaftas to be supported are lst for the cultivated, dry soil,
but still MdiPMntsy SOS of the losi with Iar" drift angles. "wt
lateral foarrce noffcoaft Increase quidldy frcM 0.4 to 0.5 at a 100 drift
angle n gravel soil and sein field, but tha way A -r s with larger
drift angles.

'3m results with readto trea differncs are muminriasd in Fig. 27.
The bw r g' - w l them vmtais I p at the lateral fmrce coefflcisit
SIN of the indilwal Iu tyres in ampisn ith the usitrsmhed tyres
fmr thm veinus soils ad fmr drift angles frm 10 to 30.

It cmn clearly be an that thIm tyres can nly produce sipiif t-
mitly rlateral fogoss than the mocth tyro n the wsdaw and n the
sbl field. One caus of this amy be a certain binding of the plants
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and tyre trend. It also becomes clear here once ore that the deep cleat
tyres ca sport ilimited lateral forces with mall obliquem angles, but
with increasing angle can support increasing lateral forces. In all
cases, with the excetion of the de aize field, the traction tread
Rcunted in the recmmnded direction~ of travel (track consists of arrw
directed backwards) is more faviourable than the condition mouitted against
the direction of travel.

The Terra-Ti.re penetration a plant covered surface wll, but has no notice-
able advantages an smooth, crumbly or gravel covered surfaces. All
trane tyres with small drift angles are lss favourable than smooth tyres
on the dep aim field. Presmably here the amsico of the large smooth
surface of the untreeided tyre predominates, until with greater drift angles
the edge of the tread penetrate soeinto the soil and thus can suport
lare formus.

If the lateral force is related to the rolling resistanc, then a sor of
effi1cisany is produced, i.e. a high quotient from S/R indicates good tvre
efficiency for the *lateral support". This quotient is given in Fig. 28
for all tyres and soils in relation to drift angle. As there is no
lateral force or rolling resistance available for a - 0", all curve start
at the origin. In all cases the uwmxim occurs between 50 and 100, which
Is SIR w 1.5 for cultivated land and S/R a 2.5 to 4.5 for the other soils.
This ohskv that in relationship to the resistan fce exerted in the
direction of travel, all tyres hae the greatest lateral force effect
betwe drift angles of 50 and 10" and thus the greatest mutilisatim
coefficient or efficincy" with regard to lateral supprt caeity.

6. sumw

Although there are umerus p~uliations dealing with the foraes acting on
tyres in soft ground in the directioni of travel, also on drawbar pill and
rolling resistanc, there is still little work an the forams acting perpen-
dicular to the direction of trawel and on lateral forms.

A single wheel teeter used in earlier invetigtiowas further developed
for measurmets an the non-drie implmet tyres of field vehicles, ari-
cultural wok vacines and equpment. This test rig is mounted rigidly
behind a Mrmog tractor. With steewing anglas of 0 to 300 and wheel loads
of up to 1. 3 t the laomgitudinal and lateral frce acting on the test tyro@
am be mesured.

To detrmne the influene of tread an the transferable lateral fOrce or.
steered tyres, a 12.5/80-8 8 PR tyre and aT-Iirw~ith the
dimter, but with a greeter width aid with the tzef according to Fig. 4,
were used. Th~e resistac Pmce P In the dizeation at travel and the
lateral force wee measued on each tyro far five different loads and
steering angles ranging fram 0 to 300 an the folleuing soils: stubble,
cultivated, sedb, gravel aid harese maie field. Ttm rolling resis-
tsnm force and lateral fom re coefficients ere determined by this mtho~d,
so that a regression curve with a polynomial of the third Sogpe could be
dru through 35 saurlng points Aor various drift angles ard load@.

fT e " profile 1nflumnoss the lateral orecoefficients (lateral foroe
wheel icmd) In particular on the ma waid st~le field.
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Te uVxortAble lateral forces are between 25 and 70% higher for treaded
tyres compared with moth tyres with a drift angle of 300. The standard
steered tyre with a deep rilted tread produce smaller lateral forces with

uall drift angles, but can support the greatest lateral fores with large
drift angles. The tractin tread is in almost all cases more favourably
mounted correctly in the direction of trael than reversely mounted. The
Terra-Tirie pnmetrates plant covered surface wel, but has no particular
advantage on smooth soil surfacs. The rolling resistance coefficients
(horizontal fcrce/vihsel load) are in almost all cases on average between
15 to 401 higher for treaded tyres then for umtreaded tyres. With a drift
angle of ISO thos are 0.15 to 0.22 for gravel, 0.18 to 0.27 for m and
stubble field and 0.25 to 0.32 for cultivated land.

1he results of these murients of la*-rral farces and rolling resistac
on implemnt tyres with various treads &e useful for the calculation of:

1. required front axle loading for the steering behaviour of tractors
(acenri dr.-tbar pull);

2. material loading oftsels, axles and tyrs:

3. required output to mwee rolling resistance of tractor ront axle
Or rar axle of omie harv estr;

4. stearablity and stabLity of tracte and Implain ts during operation
an skcpe:

5. w eral drive behviour of the tractr (omputer sioulation).

4

$• .**. -

_.. / , ,;..4 ... .. . . . ; _
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Fig. I Overall view of the tnhmg tractor with ionted
lateral force test rig.

-fig. 2 Test rig (5ehfttc) for
MOamureent of lateralforce nd rolling
reisetace of a tyro.

N"tractional
resistance-

d c of travel

A-- -t.noftro
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fig. 3 Single wheel tester for steered tyre.
Measuring variablms wheel loading W,
lateral force S nd roling reitwio
R in the direction of travel.

ri.4 Test tyms. traction tread,
W.deep ribbed, nearly ribles

mnd Telrre.Tire.

IPI

fig. Sbtble field 1,
.... .'b-



Fig. 6 Tyre an maw
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BASIC STUDY (N T14 TURNING RISSTANCL (Of TRACK

I NO8ORU SUGIYAMA and HIROSHI KONDO

0TOKAI UNIVERSITY, KANAGAWA, jAPAN

1. INTROOUCTION

O In recent years. the construction equipments have been used even on the
soft ground. The vehicles of crawler type, such as bulldozer, are superior

0 In the trafficability of off the road. On the contrary, the turning
_ resistance may be several times larger than that of straight travelling.

Therefore the turning performance of tracked vehicles gives a serious
problem. Formerly, the turning resistance was calculated by using the
adhesion coefficient or coefficient of slip resistance between soil and
under side of the track. Put the turning resistance of the track should
consist of the slip resistance of its bottom and the bulldozing resistance( due to the passive earth pressure produced by side face of the track. 4
On the hard ground, the torque of the bulldozing resistance is small and
not noticed, but on the soft ground, in case of the track turns with its
sinkage, it increases so much that it can no more be disregarded.
Consequently, to solve those problems basically, the experimental study

was conducted by using models of several types of rigid tracks. And this
thesis reports that the moment of turning resistance of the inner track
when the tracked vehicle makes spin turn which produces the largest
turning resistance would be predicted by the proposed formulae.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHOD

2.1 Characteristic of used soil

The experiment was conducted with Toyoura standard sand and Its moisture
content was kept at about -. 8 percents to increase bearing capacity. At
this time, the characteristic of the standard sand was as follows, unit
weight 7.-1.35 gf/c, angle of shearing resistance #u270, apparent
cohesion call gf/csf and ultimate bearing capacity of the experimental
surface P x-1 kgf/l . The apparent cohesion mentioned above was so small
amount that could not obtain by the comn shear test. So it was obtained
by the equation of the critecal height : hcri-4c/h xtan(450 *42).

2.2 Test apparatus

Fig.) illustrates the outline of the experimental apparatus. The turning
handle was rotated manually and the turning toru worked to the track's
model. the sinkage and turning angle ware measured respectively. Fig.2
Illustrates the shape and dimensions of the models. The models were
prepared seven kinds.

2.3 Experimental method

() The prescribed amount of the standard sand was put into the soil bin(length :lScm,width :6Ocm,depth :60cm) and stired, compacted to make it
. , , .-:constant densi ty.

'i-' - (2) The surface was smoothed to wmre the depth from the bottom of the soilbin 20cm. .

• , ,, ,*.
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Fig.). Schematic diagraim of Fig.?. Nodel of track Shoe
test apparatus

(3) Put the model at the center of the soil bin and fit the displacement
gauge to measure the sinkage.

(4) Load the weight to make it required contact pressure (0.2, 0.4 kgf/ae)
or two kinds of weight (16. 32 kg?) and measure the static sinkage Z,.

(5) Turn the model until 90 degrees at an uniform velocity, selfrecord the
turning angle. turning torque and slip sinkage.

(6) Observate the state of bulldozing soil and so on.

3. EXPER114ENTAL. RESULT AND CONSIDERATION

3.1 Effect of the track's shape on the slip sinkage

F19.3 slows the relation betwee slip sinkage Z. and track width b, using
different width models No.3. No.5, No.6 and No.? with a constant contact
pressure and 90 degrees turning. From this results It can be considered
that the slip sinkage Xjis almost independent of track width b and
maintains constant values.

Nest Fig.4 shows the relation mentioned above also. using different
length models No.1. No.2, No.3 and No.4 with the same conditions. From

thoe rsuls, henthe contact pressure p is 0.4 kgf/m,. the slip
sinkage Z, increases as the track length L becomes wider. The slip sinkage
to Lw4cm is about double as large as that to 1.20cm. But when the
constant pressure p is 0.2 kgflc, those relations are not so clear.
FIg.S shows the relation between the slip sinkage L. and track width b

with the weight W (16, 32 kg?) and the track length L (40cm) are constant
respectively. FIg.6 shows likewise the relation betwe the sl ip sinkage
and track length with the wel ght: mentioned above and the track width b
(4cm) are constant respaective ly. From those figures, It is considered that
next matters will be evident.

~ VIf the contact pressure becomes smell ,Amnt, the slip Sinkage decreases,

WK. - --
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but its rate of decrease of the track made its width wider to decrase the
contact pressure Is larger than that of the track made its length longer.
The contact area of the model No.1 and No.6 is same, but the slip sinkage
of the model No.6 (length is longer, and width is smaller) indicates from
one and half times to double as large as that of the model No.1.

P-O.4Kgf/cm2  * P*0.4 Kgf/cn2

4 P-0.2 4 - C2
1.40cm .2

b-4 cm
. a3

r-4j 2 ~j2

01 l
2 D 3) AD

b. CI L. cm
Fig.3. Relationship between slip Fig.4. Relationship between slip

sinkage and track width with sinkage and track length
equal contact pressure with equal contact pressure

* W&32Kgf

Lu40cm
:P-4~/00Wu32af

ba4cm

2 2

,0.2.0

01 AD~~. to0,0

1 2 4 0 63 40 SD
b. anL. CM

jFig.S. Relationship beboeen slip Fig.6. Relationship between slip3 sl$M"g and track width with sinkase and track length
'a equsal "Wdel weights with equal miodel weights

I',,7
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To get the slip sinkage 71 as the criterion variables, with three factors
as the predictor variables, contact pressure p, track width b. and track
length L. the multiple regression equation is obtained as follows.

Z -94.5p+0.352L-23.0 (1)

(partial correlation coefficient R-0.969)

3.2 Effect of the track's shape on the turning resistance

Fig.7 shows the relation between the moment of turning resistance Mt and
the turning angle ewith variation of the track width b, under the contact
pressure p-0.4 Kgf/c' and the track length L-40cm. The rate of increase of
the moment of turning resistance becomes larger as the track width is
wider. At this time, as the slip sinkage is constant approximately
(see Fig.3). it's understood that the more the track is wide, the more
amount of bulldozing soil. This fact is confirmed by observation of the
test.
Fig.8 shows the relation between the moment of turning resistance and

track length and it corresponds to Fig.6. If the track length is made
longer to decrease the contact pressure, the moment of turning resistance
shows a tendency to increase, but there Is upper limit on this tendency.
Fig.9 shows the relation between the moment of turning resistance and

turning angle with models of different width No.3, No.6 and No.7, using 32
Kgf weight. The test result of the model No.7 shows a constant moment
approximately in the range of more than 300 in spite of its continuous
sinkage. This is considered that the moment of slip resistance decreases
according to the increase of turning angle.

L4 C W32Kgf

2 V816Eb-4cm
i I- , " a

S----•-----

a .dn . I.,

- " " ; trck/egthM - hts
0

____D_30__ 0so

*dog.L cm

Fig.7. Relationship Wiei e oet Fig*.& Relationship behmus mommnt
o f turning resistance and Of turing ?SSIstane and

turning angle with equal track longth with equal model
track length eights

41 I- VA
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Wa32 let
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Fi ~ .Relationship between moment i . 0 C o r na e s t m a d
Fi..of turning resistance and sygbols Coordnt stackand

turning angle with eqalmol f r turacn s
track length eulmdli unn

In the same way of a clause 3.1. to get the moment of turning resistance
Mt as the criterion variables, with five factors as the predictor variables.
contact pressure p, track width b, track length L. weight W and sinkage
Z, the multiple regrssion equation is obtained as follows.

Mt-O.0534L+O.0521W0.0606Z-0.246 (2)

(partial correlation coefficient R-0.967)

4. TURNING RESISTANCE CONSIDERED THE SLIP SINKAGE

Fig.IO shows the coordinates and the relation between the symbols and
acting forces while the track turns. The turning center of the track is the
origin 0. x axis is the longitudinal direction of the track, the symbol j,
is the mean turning amount at the point of X. (a quarter length L from the
center of the track).

4.1 Bulldozing resistance

When the tracked vehicles meke spin turn on the soft ground, the inside
tracks turn with each sinking. The relation between the slip sinkage Z, andthe mean turning amount jo is expressed by next equation

S(3)

whete
v,v: constants obtained by test result

S" " the relation between the slip sinkage Z, and the turning aiunt J, at
a distance x from the track's center is expressed from equation (3) as
fol lows.

)!,
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Z1.. ua.j: (4)

where
u.uu(xfx.) ,j.-j.(X/X.)

As the slip sinkage Z, is small amount relatively to the ground contact
length of the track. the soil amount scatterd from the edge of the track
to the ground might be able to neglect. And It's able to consider that
the soil amount dug up by the track equals that heaped up on the ground
(Flg.ll(b)). Then. as mentioned already and shoe in Fig.7. in spite of
nearly constant of the slip sinkage, the rate of Increase of the turning
resistance becomes large as the track width is wider. Namely it'll be able
to consider that the soil amount of bulldozing will become mutch more
according to the track width becomes wider. So the weight of the heaped
soil (da,) on a small part of the track's sidefacs (ds) is expressed as
follows.

dBxa1j4 (Zjx+Zi)djx + -Zix I dx

OT s x* Zi.jx 4 b. ux.ix')dx (5)

dx

X16

Fig.11. Schamtc diagram of filling on side
edge of track shoe

Fig.12. forces acting ar own of
track shoe

X# ~



where
Z,: the initial sinkage
b : the track width
In the equation (5), the third term indicates the heaped soil becomes

much more amount according to the wider track. (F g.I1(b) part of hatching)
And it's assu-wd that the shape of the heaped sot1 will disregard and its

weight will ac. on the surface of soil wedge uniformly. The state of acting
forces around track is illusted by Fig.12 and the bulldozing resistance IM.
is obtained from the balance of those forces as follows.

.x +f(Zi+zJ9. (ZI ZJ)-. .I+cotecot(e )) (6)
- .. coso,.cot(o4o)-sino,

where
o angle of failure surface
* angle of shearing resistance
46: wall friction angle
c: cohesion

The value of Ra, becomes minimum against a certain value ofe0, and at
this value of e, the earth is regarded as break. Then the moment of
bulldozing resistance M6 is expressed as follows.

Mbu2J1 ' IX,, cosoxdx

4.2 Moment of slip resistance

To obtain the slip resistance, the contact pressure acted under the track
must be given first. In case of spin turn, the center part of the inside
track sinks at that place with compression of soil, but a part of its end
sinks with removal of soil. So the distribution of the contact pressure
increases at the center and decreases at the end of the track according to
Its turning. Consequently the moment of the slip resistance decreases
according to Increase of the turning mount.

i

AUU

'I At

* ;. : , St51.1 5we2

Fig.13. Movemnt of track shoe
for step unit
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Now, as Fig.13 shows the changing state of the under face uf the track
with its contact pressure, each step is divided to the unit
(U -L/2xtan'(b/L)) to consider the contact pressure. At the step 1,
beneath the area At. the contact pressure increases with more compression
than initial state. On the contraly, beneath the area At, the contact
pressure decreases with the reason mentioned above. At the step 2. beneath
the area Ao,, the contact pressure increase more than that of beneath the
area A,,. By apprication of this method to the stop 3,4,'", the contact
pressure of each step will be possible to predict.
At the step 1, each symbols put respectively as follows.
A,.: subdivided area
P,.: contact pressure of subdivided area
Xs.: distance from point 0 the center of A.

And the moment of the slip resistance is obtained by next equation.

011
Ns-? E.. P.'Alm" XGlm (8)

where
im: coefficient of the slip resistance
1: number of the step
m: appointed number of subdivided area
Next, the predicting method of the contact pressure Po. will be mentioned.
Fig.14 shows the relation between the mean turning amount J, and the slip
sinkage Z,. In the figure, J.()) is the slip amount of each steo unit,
).(1) is a half amount of slip j.(l), Zj(l) and Z'(l) are the sinkage,
correspond to each j(l) and J;(1) respectively. An amount of compression
AZ which is produced by the track, while it turns on the uncompressed, new
grourd, is assumed as follows.

AZ.Zj (l)-Zj'(1) (9)

And the relation betwon the contact pressure and sinkage for the loading
test will be --:prssed by the exponential function.

P*P - (1i4J (10)

Jc St o.

Fig.14. Typical variation of slip
sinkage and turning amount

"~~~~W AT3 'i
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where
p. contact pressure
Puax: ultimate bearing capacity
S: sinkage
x~: shape factor

This method has the advantage of expression of the curve of loading test
with a simpl1e type.

Then, the contact pressure at the step 1 is obtained by next equation.

Pum[lEXPf J1.LflJ(0II.U) m 1 2 (12)

By above result, the momunt of turning resistance ltt Is expressed as
follows.

Ntu~411132jRex-cos*,.-xdx + 2i' P.*Alm*XGl. 13

5. AN EXAMPLE OF CALCULATED RESULTS

Table.l shows each data used calculation.
Fig.l5(a) shows the distribution of the bulldozing resistance a.

calculated by the method of a clause 4.1, at the turning angle 300,600 and
90. At the turning angle 30% it distributes approximately uniformly, but
at the turning angle 90% the bulldozing resistance of a part of the
track's end shows the value of about 1.25 time as large as that of around
center of the track.

Tab.1 Parameter used for
calculation z

track width b-4cm

track length L-50cm

static sinkage ZI*O.lcm

coefficient of tie -0 tOslip resistance

slip sinkage - turning
amount curve

Zj.0554jce o I S I 6 I
_______________N____ edog.

P creFig.l5. Change of bulldozing resistance
Pul l~l- 1%)and failure surface angle with

X, -. 1- % turning angles

-W -
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Fig.15(b) shows the changeing state of the failure angle 0 in case of
Fig.l5(a). The failure angle * of a part of the track's end shows the
tendency of decrease as the turning angle increases. But that of around
center of the track shows nearly constant value. The failure angle
increase linerarly forward the center from the end of the track,and at the
turning angle is 90a. the difference betwee both Is about 2.30. In Fig.17
the mark a shows the mommnt of the bulldozing resistance calculated from

the ullozig rsistnceobtine by he urnng moun ofeac stp o
the unit. Mb increases linearly as the turning amount increases.
Fig.16 shows the Jistribution of the contact pressure calculated by the

method of clause 4.2 and the changing state of its mean value along the
vertical direction to x axis (direction of the track width) at each step

£ sm

1 step No.
.3

A1 7

as

Fig.16. Change of contact pressure
with each steps

Fig.17. Caperlson of the experimental
reslts with calculated results

7a
'b&
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respectively. The contact pressure of a Iart of the track's end decreases
as the turnng amount Increases, but tha of around center of track shows
rapid increase. (checked by earth pressure gauges buried)
Therefore, the moment of the slip resistance M decreases as the turning

angle increases. This calculated results are illustrated by mark e in
moment of the turning resistance Mt is obtained by the sum of Mb

and Ns and those results are illustrated by mark S in Flg.17. The
calculated results are about ten percents smaller than the experimental
results but the tendency is very similar each other.

6. CONCLUSION

When the tracked vehicles make a spin turn, characteristics of inner
track's turning resistance, which is considered as the fundamental to
solve the problems as the momet of the turning resistance, were studied I
by a series of model experiments and then semi-theoretical formulae were
proposed to predict the moment of the slip resistance Ms and moment of the
bulldozing resistance Pb .

Those results were verified by the experiments and could be concluded as
follows:
(1) When the contact pressure is Identical, the sinkage Z, increases In
proportion to the track length L, but it is independent from the track
width b.
(2) Under the sam condition above mentioned, the rate of increase of the
moment of the turning resistance becomes larger in accordance with the
width of track in spite of the identical slip sinkage Zj.
(3) When the track length L is increased to decrease the contact pressure
under the constant weight, the moment of the turning resistance increases
with a certain possible upper limit.
(4) For the spin turn of the actual vehicle, a new turning method which
is considered to be the characteristics of the low turning resistance will
be developed.
(5) The se-theoretfcal formulae were derived from the relation between
the experimental slip sinkage Z, and the mean turning angle. Then
calculation were cmared with the experimental results avl found to be
In fairly good agreement.

In case of spin turn, characteristics of the turning resistance of the
inner track were clarified to a certain extent.
Further studies will be continued mainly to suggest relating equations

between the slip sinkage and the turning angle. Some problems in case of
ordinary turn by a certain radius would also be pursued.

' -44
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SStudy on Steerability of Articulated Tracked Vehicles

K.Watanabe and M.Kitano

G Dept.of Mechanical Engineering, The National Defense Academy

O Yokosuka Kanagawa, 
Japan

In previous paper.we have presented available equations
of motion for analyzing the plane motion of the coupled(non-
articulated)tracked vehicles with tow- p ins.

In this paper, a mathematical analog for predicting the
0steerability of articulated tracked vehicles has been

_ developed and computerized for numerical application. The
analog contains all the basic parameters such as the vehicle
characteristics and terrain factors related to steering
problems of the vehicle. The accuracy of the analog in
application has been verified by scale model tests and
predictions proved quite satisfactory. Eurt.ha;r,, the
analog has been applied in a parametric stu-y concernhg tc--
steering performance of the vehicles under various environ-
mental conditions ranging from hard surface to soft soils.

As a result of the simulationit was found that
steerability(such as steerin response), required sprocket
torques for steering,track slippage and sinkage were
significantly improved in articulated tracked vehicles when
compared with a single and coupled tracked vehicle.

INTRODUCTION

A tracked vehicle exhibits excellent trafficability
because of its low ground pressure on off road. They are
normally steered by slipping the tracks with some form of
steering device. This means the sprocket require
considerable power. Track slippage and sinkage increase
power requirements when steering on soft ground. Articulated
tracked vehicles with articulate steering systems have been
recently developed in order to improve steering performance
of skid-steered tracked vehicles. For examplethe BV206"
is an articulated tracked vehicle with a hydrostatic
articulate steering system.

The steering dynamics and mechanism of these vehicles are
complicated.so a theoretical analysis of steering motion has
never been presented.

In previous paper~we hv~e presented available mathematical
models of a single vehicle" and coupled(non-articulated)
tracked vehicles') for predicting the steering performance in
stationary and non-stationary turning motion. The equation
of plane motion of the coupled tracked units was established
and numerically solved on a computer for steering character-
istics. The model was experimentally verified on actual
vehicles and scale models. It was found that the velocities of
the vehiclestheir coupled Jointssteering time lag and mass
ratio have an important influence on the steering performance.

il 
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We also found a coupled tracked vehicle is inferior in steer-
ability when compared to a single vehicle.

In this paper.a mathematical model for predicting the
plane turning motion of articulated tracked vehicles has been
developed and compared with turning characteristics of a single
and coupled tracked vehicles. In order to validate the actual
application of a mathematical modelscaie models were used in
the turning maneuver test upon hard surface and as well as in
dry loose sand. The turning radiussprocket torques, track
slippage and sinkage were measured.

As a result,it was found that mobility,required sprocket
power,track slippage and sinkage in steering on soft ground
were significantly better in articulated vehicles when compared
with single and coupled tracked vehicles, and the steerability
of articulated tracked vehicles was excellent at high speed.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

I Theoretical analysis

(1) Coordinate systum and Kinematic of vehicle:
Fig.1 shows coordinate systems and the motion of

articu ated tracked vehicles on level ground. The X-Y coordi-
nate system is fixed on the ground and its origin of axes
coincides with the center of gravity of the front unit at time
zero. The origins 0.0' of body centered axis systems x-y,x'-y'
are fixed the center of gravity of each vehicle respectively.

Coupled tracked vehicles as in the previous paperr' are
steered by controlling track speeds of front vehicle, while,
articulated vehicles are steered by articulate mechanism by
changing the position of the front and rear units with respect
to each other. The driving power of each vehicle is transmit-
ted to each track through differentials.

The slip motion of tracks and load distribution of road
wheels in a turning laneuver can be defined in the same form
for coupled vehicles. The load distribution in the interface
between tracks and ground is concentrated under the road wheels.
The frictional coefficient between track and ground is given by
A-4(-0' ), where, the parametersu.o%.S and K denote the

frictional coefficent, the meximam friction coefficent, track
slip ratio and a positive constant respectively.

(2) Condition of constraint
As mer.tioned abovesteering of articulated vehicle is

accomplished by relative turns in front-rear plane. therefore,
from the kinematic diagram in Fig.l,the articulate angle C.
yaw angle 0 and velocity components V xVy of the articulate
point can be written as follows;

e' =e-

VE =Vacos+ (V +tl§)s1()

v, -V. nZ+( +l§) Co(

AV
Y_*

v; ( v,
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Y

/ ~.,, r FRONT VEHICLE

4/ j Vi REAR VEHICLE

Il

Fig.1 Coordinate system of articulated vehicle.
in turning motion

M I ,1 031 i NW
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FRONT VEHICLE
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- REAR VEHICLE

Fig.2 Forces and moments being exerted on
articulated vehicles
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(3) Balance of forces of differential system:
As the driving power Is transrltted through differential

-vster s to the drivinF sprockets, it is considered that outfut
torques of both sprockets are equal. But irterral frictior
forces are developed in the differential gears and sprocket
because of srrocket gear and track tersIon. If F, and Ff2
are internal friction forces of both driving power train, the
circumference forces of sprockets Ft .F 2 car be written as
fol lows.

n

F, F1 f XQxua

(2)

F2  F2, + .Qx,,

hence

h, + XQX, F12 + .Qx1(
..1 ,- (3)

It is generally considered that the internal friction forces
Ff, F12 for both sprockets are the same values. Therefore,
total friction forces of both tracks under road wheels can
be written respectively as follows;

IQx,, £ Qxs,
sIl .1|

S, (4)
I'ext IJ1

- I-I

where ,Qmii ,Q.6| are xx' components of friction forces of
tracks under (1,j) road wheel, i is indicates the order of road
wheel from the front vehicle, j is indicates the inner track
when j-l and the outer track when J-2.

(4) Equation of motion:
Fig.2 shows the forces being exerted on the articulated

tracked vehicles in turning maneuvers. The equation of
motion of articulated units can be expressed by the following
equation from the dynamic balance between all forces and
moments about the z axis acting on two articulated uints.

For the front vehicle;

mQaia-Pz(Ra +Pj,)
6-1 i-I

m1V,-Va0 :z I Qu -P, (5)

Id) )-',IQ~j( II~pBJ-1
2 -Q511 Q (-I'- )L-Pt+ A R.-

1V
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For the rear vehicle;

t,, 1 ,.PRt

V ' ) P;} (6)

r, ., -(4.1, )_ - ;, "' L,-,2,-1.,.., 2 n-1 2L-~,

By substituting equation (I)- -(4) into equations(5) (6),theequation of motion of an articulated tracked vehicle may be

represented directly in the terms of unkown quantities V xVY,
0 and Vtj.

2 Numerical analysis

In order to compare steerability of articulated vehicles
with coupled vehicles, a numerical analysis has been carried
out on actual identical vehicle systems. These main parameters
are listed in Table I.

Fi&3 shows an example for numerically computed results of
trajectories for the front vehicle of articulated and coupled
vehicles.
Solid line shows the trajectories of articulated units.
Steering input to articulated units is given by

f -kt (7)

where,k is angular velocity of articulation, t is time.
Numerical analysis has been performed for various steering

rates of k-2,4.6 degree/sec. It is clearly seen from these
trajectories that, in the case of articulated units(solid line),
the trajectories depend upon steering rate k. Yawing velocity
increases with respect to steering rate. In contrast with the
articulated unitssteering response of the coupled units is not
dependent upon the steering periodbut it is influenced by the
final steering ratio. It ould be pointed out here that
steerability of an articulated vehicle is significantly superior
to a coupled vehicle.

On the other hand, dotted lines show the trajectories of
coupled units. in the case of coupled vehicles, the steering
input is given by varying the track velocity Vtj of the front

vehicle as follows;
Vti-Ve +V. sin (+ t /To (8)

where V11:velocity of inner or outer track, J-l.2
V*-:track velocity in straight line direction
V :track velocity variation for final steering ratio
Ts steering period
t :times

where, the final steering ratio of the front vehicle becomes
E-118 at three various steering period Ts-1,2,3 sec.

1b'
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Table 1 Parameters of the Actual Vehicle

Ground contact length L-L' 3.12 m

Vehicle width B-B' 1.68 m

Weight G-G' 5450 kg

Height of C.G 11-H' 0.88 0

Numbers of wheel n-n' 5

Distances from articulate 14) 3.12 m
joint to C.G

articulated Vehicles
- - ---- coupled vehicles

11//50 30 .'20

4 4,
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Fig.4 Tractive forces of articulated units and
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It is found from Fig.3 that the steering performance of the
cnupled vehicles is influenced by the final steering ratio and
that turning is independent of steering times. However, it
takes a longer time to reach a stationary turning circle.
Consequently.steering response is considered to be interior to
the articulated vehicle.

Fig.4 and Fig.5 show the tractive forces and track slip
velocities of the articulated vehiclein comparison with those
of the coupled unit,when the steering manuevers of each vehicle
have been set so each vehicle will on the same path.

As mentioned abovein the turning motion of track vehicles,
tractive forces are closely connected with track slip velocities.
The tractive forces and track slip velocities of the articulated
unit are very small,especially in the frist stage of steering,
as compared with those of the coupled unit. The coupled unit
exhibited approximately ten times the tractive forces and the
slip velocities of articulated one. It was found that required
sprocket power of an articulated tracked vehicle for steering
is very small when compared with a single and coupled unit.

.EXPERIKMENTAL EXAMINATION BY USINC THE SCALE MODEL

1 experimental devices

(1) Chassis and driveline:
So as to evalute the steerability and mobility of the

articulated tracked vehicle, scale models were used in maneuver
tests. The overall view of the scale model is shown on Fig.6.
Table 2 shows the parameters of the scale models. The center of
gravity is located on the body center. The five road wheels on
each side of each unit have an independent spring suspension.
The engine and transmission are synchronized by propeller shaft
are transmitted through the differentials gear to sprocket axes
and both sprocket torques are balanced.

(2) Steering system:
In the case of stationary turning motion tests, it is

possible for the vehicle to circle by using the connecting
plate in which articulate angle can be selected arbitrarily.

In the case of non-stationary maneuver motion tests, the
vehicle is handled by the controlled articulation joint with
a stepping motor. The steering input is a linear function.
such as f-kt, operated by a stepping motor.

(3) Test ground:
Turning test were carried out first on hard level ground

and then on flat dry loose and using the scale model. The
surface of the hard level ground was formed by a wooden plate
covered with a synthetic resin film about 0.3 -m thick. A sand
bin with standard sand 15 cm thick was used as the soft
surface. The vehicle tracks were covered with rubber pads
about 2 sm thick in order to generate the usual friction

4performance and ground pressure of tracks.
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Fig.6 The overall view of the scale model

Table 2 Parameters of the scale model

Ground contact length L-L' 0.43 m
Vehicle width B-B' 0.29 m
Weight C-G' 55.5 kS
Height H-H' 0.11 m
Numbers of wheel n-n * 5
Distances of from articulate L 0.54 m
joint to C.C

(a) A single vehicle

(b) Amarticulate ehicle

Fig.? The phtographs of track sinkaRe measured
by theoptical method
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2 Experimental method

(1) On hard level ground:
Stationary turning motion and non-stationary maneuvering

tests were conducted with the articulate point equidistant
from the center of gravity of each vehicle. In order to
measure the turning radius and the trajectories of the centers
of gravity, marker lamps were attached over the center of
gravity of each units. The required sprocket torques for
steering were measured by using sprocket axes with strain gages.

(2) On dry loose send:
Stationary tests were carried out on dry loose sand in order

to measure the daage to ground surfaces and tractive forces of
units. Track slippage and sinkage were measured from the ruts
left in the surfaces.

Fig.7 shows the photographs of track sinkage. measured by
the optical method, when a single and an articulated
vehic e were turned at stationary motion on the sand.

EXPERI4EWT1AL RESULTS

1 Turning tests on hard ground

(1) Stationary turning motion:
Fig.8 shows the comparison between the a erimental results

and numerical prediction of tractive forces o articulated,

coupled units and a single unit during stationary turning motion.
It is cearly seen that for a single and coupled units. larg
driving forces and braking forces are developed in the outer and
the inner track.respectively.because of the skid-stering.
In the case of articulated tracked vehicles,driving forces of
both tracks were balanced by differential gears and required
sprocket torques for steering were considerable smaller than
those of single and coupled units.

(2) lIon-stationary turning motion:
Fig.9 shows an example for misleally computed results of

the path curve of the center of gravity of the unit compared
with the experimental trajectory when the vehicles ale steered
at an articulate steering anglar velocity of k-3.6 /s and
steering time t-l5 a. The market lamp is installed on the
right side of the center of gravity as a clue to elucidate the
steering behavior. The white dots mark on the experimental
trajectory trace how the starting and ending position in
steering. The good agreement betwmen the experimtal and
theoretical results, as how in Fig.9 ,suggests that the
mathematical mdel is capable of analysing the steering of
articulated units.

Fig 10 shows the cone rson between the tractive forces
of the front and rear ts during non-stationary turning motion
when the angular velocities of the articulation Joint are

:. -k-1.8 and 3.601,, respectively. In contrast with smaller
, rtractive forces of the rear unit, the tractive forces of the

* .~ front unit incease with tims after the steering manuever has

'..& e '"
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been initiated. The largest cause for the difference between
the tractive forces of the two units is the off-tracking of
each trajectory. In other words, the front unit pulls the
rear one causing it to turn in a larger radius. This means
that slippage and sinkage of tracks of the front unit inceases
on the soft ground.

Consequently, by designing the differentials to equalize
tractive forces of two units, the mobility and steerability
of an articulated vehicle might be improved.

2 Turning tests on the dry loose sand

From the results of numerical analysis, it is conceivable
that steerability, mobility, track slippage and sinkage on
the soft ground will be improved in an articulated vehicle
when compared with a single or coupled units. In order to
compare the steering performance of each vehicle, stationary
turning tests were run on the dry loose sand, and sinkage,
slip ratio and required tractive forces of tracks were measured.

Fig.11 shows relationships between turning radius and
track sinkage in comparison with single and articulated
vehicles. It was found that the sinkage of the inner track
of a single vehicle rapidly inceases with decreasing turning
radius, while, the sinkage of the outer track inceases
gradually. On the other hand, in the case of articulated
vehicles, there is little defference between sinkage of the
inner and outer track. Track sinkage of an articulated unit
is significantly small in comparison with that of skid-steering
vehicles. This is due to the fact that articulated vehicles
are not steered by slipping the tracks, but by track velocities
controlled by differential systems.

Fig.12 shows relationships between turning radius and slip
ratio S of track, where S is defined as;

V j-Va  V :track velocities
j a j'(9)

S.-
_ Vj Va body velocity

It was also found that the slip ratio Si of the articulated
vehicle exhibit approximately the same value, because the
driving forces of both tracks are balanced by the differentials.
The slip ratio values are very small in comparison with that
of a single unit. It should be pointed out here that the
articulated steering systems for tracked vehicle should be
of advantage.
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In this paper,a mathematical model of plane motion for
predicting the steerability and mobility of articulated vehicles
has been developed and computerized for numerical applications.
The validity of the model has been experimentally verified by
use of a scale model . The experimental results obtained by
utilizing the scale model agreed with the theoretical results.

The following results are obtained;
1. In comparison with a single frame vehicle and tow-pin
coupled unitsrequired driving forces of sprockets and slippage
and sinkage of cracks of articulated vehicles for steering are
significantly small. Consequently articulated steering
systems produce a significant gain in mobility and steerability
on soft terrain which would be impassable to a single unit.
2. A significant improvement in the steering response in
transient motion and in high speed operation can be made by
articulation.

3. The mathematical model will enable us to obtain numerous
date indispensable in designing articulated vehicles.
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